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"I asked a great friend, a very old woman, what I should 

read tonight. She said, 'Read them poems about women.'" 

-- W.B. YEATS: BBC LONDON BROADCAST (10 APRIL, 1932) 
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PREFACE 

The purpose of this study is to examine the development 

of W.B. Yeats's concept of woman as it is revealed in his poetry 

and to evaluate its literary treatment. 

It is generally accepted that women played an important 

part in Yeats's life and that they exerted a significant 

influence in various directions -- a fact that is borne out by 

the numerous friendships and relationships with women throughout 

his lifetime. It is not sufficiently realized, however, that 

they provided him with both a powerful source of poetic 

inspiration and an important subject matter throughout his poetic 

career. Woman, as an object of contemplation and speculation, 

forms an integral part of the very stuff and fibre of Yeats's 

poetry, as is testified to by the range, depth and inclusiveness 

of his vision, which comprises not only the expression of his 

personal dreams and longings but a more far-reaching and penetrating 

study of women's relationship to society, history and fthics. 

It is surprising, therefore, that the significance of 

woman in Yeats's poetic development has been so scantily treated 

by Yeats's critics. Apart from a few brief, though interesting, 

essays and articles -- in particular, those by T.R. Henn, 

* A.N. Jeffares, Thomas Parkinson and Muriel C. Bradbrook ·· (the 

last two being concerned mainly with the love interest in Yeats's 

poetry) as vJell as a considerable body of writing on individual 

poems and poem sequences, there has been no fUll-scale treatment, 

to my knowledge, of the subject as a whole. It is hoped that 

*rhey are T.R. Henn, "";-!omen Young and Old", in The Lonely Tower. 
Studies in the Poetry of lv.B. Yeats, University Paperback'STLondon: 
Hetheun,1966), PP• 51':71; A.N. Jeffares, "i·lomen in Yeats's Poetry", 
in The Circus Animals. Essays on 1-l.B. Yeats (London:Macmillan, 1970); 
ppe-:ni-102; Thomas Parkinson, ii'Yeat'S a~e Love Lyric", James Joyce 
Quarterly, :~III (1966), 109-123; Muriel C. Bradbrook, ••Yeats and 
Elizabethan Love Poetry", Dublin Hagazine, IV, 2 ( 1965), 40-55. 



this thesis will fill the gap. 

The method adopted is chronological, in that I have 

selected a key image of \-loman at every phase of Yeats's poetic 

development and have examined it both conceptually and technically 

in relation to the poem or poems in which it appears. In so doing, 

I have pinpointed possible influences on the image, biographical 

and literary, and have attempted to define it in terms of Yeats's 

imagination and the climate of his thought. 

The first chapter deals with Yeats's earliest concept of 

woman, manifested in the "dream" woman of the poetry written 

bet ween 1 884 and 1 899. The predominant "dream" image, which is 

marked mainly by its sense of unreality and fantasy, is expressed 

in terms of three subordinate images based largely on literary 

models: the image of "Pre-Raphaelite" woman, which reaches its 

ultimate expression in the love poems of ~ Wind among ~ Reeds; 

the femm.!:. fatale, of which the clearest exarnple is Niamh, fairy 

heroine of !1:!. ~landerings ~ Oisin, and the more loosely related 

evocations of the poet's desire evident in the minor love poems 

of the period, "To an Isle in the ~!c;ter", for example, and the 

"Indian" love poems. 'tlhile I have been careful to point out the 

variety of possible "real" sources of inspiration, I have stressed 

the peculiarly "literary" character of the poetry and, in particular, 

Yeats's inheritance of two literary traditions: that manifestation 

of nineteenth-century romanticism generally known as ~'Pre-Raphae,l

itism", and the cult of the femme fatale (predominantly through 

the in£ luence of Swinburne and Rossetti) "'i th \vhich he magically 

fused, in the figure of Niamh, elements of his Gaelic models., 

The second chapter deals with Yeats's gradual break with 

literary tradition and his simultaneous creation of a new my~h 

of the unrequiting beloved, based on his tortured, torturous· 
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relationship with Maud Gonne. The period, \>Jhich extends from 

1889, the date of their first meeting, to 1916, that of 
~ 

Maud Gonne's rejection of Yeats's final proposal, reveals the 

poet's development from his early symbolic method ( wh.erein the 

image of his beloved is employed predominantly as symbol) to 

the fully-fledged portraiture of the poems written between 1902 

and 1915. The comprehensiveness of Yeats's portrayal has been 

emphasized, as well as the growing impact of a real source of 

poetic inspiration and its ultimate effect in what may well be 

the most fully delineated example of female portraiture in 

English poetry. 

In the third chapter I have discussed·Yeats's idea of 

heroic woman and its manifestation in two independent yet closely 

related images: that of heroine and aristocratic respectively. 

In this connection I have outlined Yeats's concepts of heroism 

and aristocracy, their relation to his theory of the Masks m1d 

their expression in poems concerning Haud Gonne, Lady Gregory 

and Habel Beardsley. The extension of Yeats's poetic horizons has 

been stressed, and the period seen as an important link between 

his early love poetry and his broader views on the nature of 

woman in his "middle" period. 

Chapters Four and Five are concerned with the summation 

of·Yeats's concept of woman and womanhood between the years 1914 

and 1929e Chapter Four deals specifically with the spiritual 

aspect of woman (1914 to 1919), and Yeats's unique 11 formula" of 

ideal womanhood, fully expounded in "A Prayer for My Daughter", 

has been discussed at length. Pertinent factors, such as the 

example of Lady Gregory and, more important, of Yeats's wife, 

Georgina Hyde-Lees, have been examinee, as well as his esoteric 

concept of ideal personality, formulated in his concept of Unity. 

of Being. Further concomitant factors-- Yeats's bitter dis-
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illusionment with Maud Gonne and Constance Markiewicz, for 

example, and his experience of paternity (both actual and 

vicarious) --have been considered; and the poet's idiosyncratic 

idealization of spiritual beauty in woman, sanctified within the 

framework of social aristocracy, evaluated and assessed. 

Chapter Five, which runs almost concurrently with 

Chapter Four, is confined to Yeats's concept of woman's 

physicality, to her sexual psychology and her sexual role both 

inside and outside marriage. The sudden release from the un

naturally prolonged sexual restraint of the poet's early mm~hood, 

and the subsequent erratic sexual relief which marriage abruptly 

afforded, has been hazarded as the main reason for the late 

emergence of interest in this aspect of woman; and Yeats's 

handling of the ideal marital relationship (symbolized by 

Solomon and Sheba) briefly discussed. Of greater significance 

is his treatment of female sexual psychology in the relatively 

neglected "A Woman Young and Old" sequence, the most comprehensive 

and intimate treatment of its kind ever attempted (as far as I am 

able to estafulish) by a male poet writing in English~ The weak

ness of the period as a whole has been pointed out, and Yeats's 

technical achievement of the sequence has ( I believe, for the 

first time) been fully acknowledged and assessed. 

Chapter Six is concerned with Yeats's unique concept.of · 

woman's relationship to history (developed during the period 

1917 to 1937) wherein woman emerges as an innocent agent of the 

perpetuation of history, ironically endowed with the seeds of 

violence, destruction and chaos. Yeats's home-made historical 

"system" (published in f::.. Vision) has been outlined in brief, and 

his poetic treatment of the images of Leda and Mary, as archetypal 

representatives of the pagan and Christian eras respectively (and 

in particular, Yeats's great sonnet, "Leda and the Swan") fully 

dis:cussed. 
vii 



The seventh a~d last chapter is devoted to Yeats's final 

estimate of the nature of woman, revealed in woman's relationship 

to society. Formative factors, such as the poet's ultimate need 

for self-assertion and affirmation, and his crucial relationship 

with Lady Dorothy vlellesley, have been examined; and the complex 

problem of wom~'s attempt to come to terms with her sexuality 

within an orthodox social framework explored in terms of two 

independent but closely related poem sequences, the "Crazy Jane" 

poems and 11The Three Bushes" sequence. Crazy Jane and the Lady 

have been juxtaposed as the main protagonists in the difficult 

attempt at adjusting sexual desire to conventional morality, and 

Yeats's assertion of the moral superiority of Crazy Jane has been 

stressed. The technical achievement of the period as a whole has 

been scrutinized and it is my personal contention that these poems 

represent the height of Yeats's power as a dramatic poet, primarily 

in the creation of original characterization (in the figure of 

Crazy Jane) a?d secondarily in the handling of the technique of 

first-person dramatization. While I do not suggest that Yeats 

was consciously trying to juxtapose these sequences, I believe 

that the common underlying problem of woman's ultimate identity 

interested and intrigued him: my examination of them as independent 

variations on the same theme is thus (as far as I know) an entirely 

new contribution to Yeats studies. 

The underlying contention of this thesis is that Yeats's 

concept of woman is predominantly romantic and that this romanticism 

manifests itself in a variety of ways throughout his poetic career. 

Though style and language.differ considerably between his early and 

late periods, all the major images of woman, from the first tenta-

tive "dream" woman to tJ:le objective characterization of Crazy Jane 

are marked 0y that state of sensibility and quality of imagination, 

that predisposition to idealism and idealization -- seen, for 

example, in the assertion of the world of the imagination over 



reality, or, in the last poems, of passion and the senses over 

conventional morality and ultimctely of the individual over 

society-- that are commonly termed "romantic". Yeats's 

romanticism is further evident in the use of myth -- ready at 

hand in Niamh, Leda, Hary, Sheba, self-created in Haud Gonne, 

Lady Gregory, ~abel Beardsley -- and symbol, of which the most 

powerful example is Crazy Jane. It is hoped that this study \oiill 
I 

provide a further ~nsight into the spirit and quality of 

imagination of perhaps the greatest poet of our time. 

With regard to handHng of material, it is worth\\'hile 

noting that unless otherwise stated, the poetry quotations ha.ve 

been taken from the first printed version, except where differences 

between first and final versions were too slight (in the case uf 

* minor punctuation changes, for example), to warrant detailed 

examination of these differences. Where the latter proved to 

be the case, the·final version, as it appears in the two-volume 

limited signed edition published by Hacmillan of London in 1949 

number ninety-eight (no. 98) of the books used in the collations 

listed in the bibliography of the Variorum Edition -- was used. 

Hy reason for adhering to the first printed versions was to keep 

as closely as possible to the original form of the poem (or poems) 

as it (they) appeared in the period under discussion, although 

I have discussed later and final versions wherever possible. 

I have furthermore limited myself to poems included in the two-

volume definitive edition referred to, although references have 

been made, where relevant, to poems not included in that 

edition. 

~\>lhile I have been careful to take cognisance of punctuation 
changes, the reader should bear in mind Jon Stallworthy's 
observation that, owing to Yeats's inability to understand cornmas 
and stops, "Punctuation • • • \vas frequently put in after the words 
were written, and put in as often by Hrs Yeats, or the publisher, 
as by the poet himself. For this reason we should not take the 
changes in punctuation, listed so?crupulously in the Variorum, 
as necessarily made by Yeats." (Between the Li:nes. Yeats's 
Poetry in the Haki:ng ;-oxford, Clarendon Pr'"ess, 1963J, p.13.) 
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Where poetry quotations are specific, as in detailed 

analyses of a particular poem or poems, the source reference 

used is the Variorum Edition (~ in the list of Abbreviations 

in Footnotes); in all other cases that used is the Collected 

~ £[ ~~~· Yeats (London: Macmillan, 1950) (ft in the list 

of Abbreviations). The terms "supra" and "infra" employed in 

footnote references to the Variorum Edition refer to the main text 

and sub-text respectively of the particular poem under discussion. 

I wish to thank, in the first instance, Professor 

R.G. Howarth, for a.llowing me to pursue this study over what 

must have appe~red to him an unnaturally long period of time; 

my supervisor, Dr J.D •. Bowers, for his firm guidance in the 

early and final stages of this thesis; Professor A.N. Jeffares, 

for his prompt reply to an elementary question by a mere novice; 

Jon Stallworthy, poet and Yeats authority, for a personal 

interview in which he offered an illuminating first-hand impression 

of the late Mrs V.B. Yeats, as well as numerous interesting comments 

and insights; and above all, Dr,T.R. Henn, of St. Catharine's 

College, Cambridge University, who imbued me, in a brief inter

view during his recent visit to Cape Town, with the courage, 

energy, insight and determination without which this thesis may 

never have been concluded. 
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CHAPTER 1 

FIRST MODELS (1884-1899) 

••• she did seem 
Like the bright shade of some immortal dream 

-- Shelley: Laon and Cythna 

oee 

••• 

The poetry of \tl.B. Yeats bet\veen 1884 and 189~ provides 

an important starting-point for an understanding of his 

concept of \voman. Not only does it reveal the underlying 

romanticism that characterizes his attitude to woman throughout 

the course of his poetic career but it also defines the shadowy, 

dreamlike quality of the early work, thus distinguishing it 

from the active, dynamic and, at times, astringent quality of 

the later poetry. 

Yeats's earliest concept of woman may best be w1der-

stood in terms of his own assessment of his poetic achieve-

ment, expressed in a letter to Katha.rine Tynan, dated 

14 March 1888: 

It is almost.all a flight into faeryland from the 
real world, and a srurunons to that flight •••• It is not 
the poetry of insight and knowledge, but of longing and 
complaint --the cry of the heart against necessity.1 

The main image of woman that emerges during this period 

is that of the "dream" woman -- woman is seen variously as 

remote, distant, elusive, unattainable -- and her image is 

rooted not in reality but in the shifting flux of the 

imagination, based on literary models: 

When I thought of women ;-Yeats writes in his Auto
biographies J they \<Jere modelled on those of my f~rite 
poets and loved in brief tragedy, or like the girl in 

1 Letters, P• 63. 



/ 

The Revolt of Islam, accompanied their lovers through 
ill manner 'Of wild places, lawless women without homes 
and without children.2 

The predominant "dream" woman in the poetry of the 

period takes three distinctive forms. First, there is the 

"Pre-Raphaelite" model,vaguely discernible in "Ephemera", 

becoming more clearly defined in the poems of the early 

nineties ("The Cap and Bells", "The Rose of the \'lorld", 

"The Sor.row of Love") and reaching its ultimate expression 

in the later poems of~~ among~ Reeds (1899). 

Secondly, there is the image of the ~~ fatale, already 

evident in some of Yeats's very early poems-- in The 
.. -

Island£..£ Statues, for example, and in Mo~ -- but most 

successfully embodied in Niamh, fairy heroine of The 
. -

~erings of Oisin. Finally there are the tenuous 

evocations of the poet's desire, not rooted in a specific 

literary tradition: the subject of "To an Isle in the 

Water" and the thin, shadowy, impalpable women in the 

"Indian" love poems. 

Despite the prevailing influence of literary models, 

the poems in the latter half of the period under discussion 

(from 1889 to 1899) receive their main impulse from two women 

who were to effect a profound change in Yeats's life: 

Maud Gonne, the woman whom he loved but was destined never to 

2 

marry; and Olivia Shakespear, with whom he sought compensation 

in his frustrated love for Haud Gonne. Yet it would be wrong 

to assume that women played little or no part in his childhood 

and adolescence --a misleading impression, created by Yeats's 

autobiographical writings, that led one biographe.r to claim 

2 
A, p.64. The influence of Shelley's idea of v1oman is seen 

in Hosada~ Yeats's first tragic heroine, in the poem of that 
title (YE, pp.689-704). 



3 

that the poet's first years were spent mainly in "a little 
. 3 

patriarchal society". A close scrutiny of the period up to 

1889 (the date of Yeats's meeting with Haud GonneJ reveals the 

presence of numerous women -- friends and family, acquaintances 

and servants -- with whom he was frequently in contact and 

who influenced him in various ways. 

Some of the subtlest influences are hidden in the 

shadowy folds of the poet's early childhood. There was his 

mother, Susan Pollexfen ("'Your mother married me,"' 

J.B. Yeats once explained to his son, "'because I was always 

there and the family helped"' )4 who imbued her son with a 

love of the fisherfolk of Howth and Sligo; 5 and it is not 

unlikely that his early ambition "to be taken as an Irish 

- 6 
novelist ••• choosing Ireland as a background" was rooted 

in stories overheard bet\·Jeen mother and servant, "a fisherman's 

wife, with whom his mother used to talk over a cup of tea 

in the kitchen." 7 

3Joseph Hone, WBY, p. 15. Yeats's Autobiographies 
(London: Hacmillan, 1955) abounds in references to his father, 
John Butler Yeats, and the memory of his grandfather, 
\'lilliam Pollexfen, is vividly preserved (vide pp. 8-9). 

4 
\'lBY, P• 9 • 

5 
Y: M&P, PP • 1 4, 1 8 • 

6
Ibid., P• 63. 

7\VBY, p. 36. Note (ibid.) that 11 he got the story Village 
Ghostsin this way." For a further illustration of 
Hrs J .B. Yeats's narrative gift, vide f:;, P• 61. The influence 
of :Hrs Yeats has generally been neglected; for although she is 
hardly mentioned in her son's autobiography and letters, it'was 
from her perhaps that he derived his poetic sensibility and on 
her that his earliest concept of woman was subconsciously based. 
Oliver Elton recalls "a silent, flitting figure ••• from the 
fairy shores of Sligo ••• the right kind of mother for a poet 
and dreamer" (J .B. Yeats, Letters .!£ His Son~·~· Yeats a.."ld 
Others /-1869-1922 7, ed •••• Joseph Hone ••• /-London: Faber 
& Faber~ 1944 7, p: 5); and Thomas Parkinson points out the 
poet's partial identification with "the passive gentle dreamy 
figure of his mother." (Vide 11 Yeats and the Love Lyric", 
James Joyce QuarterlJ.e, III ~-1966~, p. 109.) Cf. J.B. Yea~s's 
wellknown comment: "'By marriage with a Pollexfen we have g1.ven 
a tongue to the sea .. cliffs. '" (!!, p. 23.) 
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There was his grandmother, "who painted delicate water colours 

when her busy Victorian housekeeping allowed her time, ••• kind 

in the Middleton manner ••• 'not forceful but strong ••• most 

unselfish, even-tempered, intuitive, observant, progressive, 

and, I am sure, ambitious.'"
8 

There were his sisters "Lily" 

(Susan Mary), a girl with psychic propensities and "Lolly" 

(Elizabeth), a perceptive young lady with a shrewish tons~e 

and "much practical capacity as a teacher and craftswoman", 9 

who was to set up the Dun Emer press (later called the Cuala 

press)
10 

for the printing of her brother's poems. There were, 

furthermore, nlJ.merous aunts, whose influence should not be 

·underestimated, for it was under them that his education 

began: specially mentioned are his great-aunt Mickey (Hary) 

Yeats, renovmed for her freedom in expatiating upon the 

. f y f '1 11 d 1\ p 11 f h1story o the eqts aml. y, an an rlgnes o ex en to whom 

Yeats's father once attributed 11 that mysterious energy which 

is the pulse of inunortal life" and on another occasion decried 

12 as a termagant". 

Pleasant memories revolve around the Pollexfen servants: 

Kate McDermott, who would amuse the children during the long, 
~· 

sombre meals with their grandparents, by "prancing on all fours 

8 
Y : M&P , p • 11 • 

9J.B. Yeats, Letters, p. 5. My impression of Elizabeth Yeats 
is based upon·excerpts from her diary, reprinted by Joseph Hone, 
"A Scattered Fair. From a Diary in a Neutral Country", The Hin~ 
and the Rain, III, 3 (1946), PP• 111-13. 

10 Holbrook Jackson, The Eighteen Nineties. A Review of Art 
and Ideas ••• , Life and Life Letters Series, No. 17, new ed. 
(London & Toronto: Jonathan Cape, 1927;, p. 266. 

11 Y:H&P, P• 13. 

12VTBY, p. 17· For the influence of Yeats's aunts as his 
first educators, vide p. 18. 



outside the door with lighted tapers in her hair",13 just out 

of view of the "sober-minded Pollexfens"; Ellie Connolly, who 

had a special fondness for Willie, 'tJhom she would greet, on 

his holiday arrivals at Sligo quay, with the cry: "'The Lord 

love you, Master vlillie' 11 ;
14 and, when the poet was in late 

adolescence, Mary Battle, his Uncle George Pollexfen•s second-

sighted housekeeperf whose "humour and rich turn of speech" 

were woven into the fabric of his The Celtic Twilight. 15 

Two names emerge during the latter part of these 

formative years. One \vas Katharine Tynan, vJhom Yeats met in 

1885, author of a volume of verse, Louise~~ Valli~re, with 

. . 16 
which he was greatly lmpressed. A plain, rather gawky girl 

(judging from a reproduction o.f a portrait painted by Yeats's 

father in 1887),17 she had a strong flair for journalism and 

was to strike up a literary friendship with the poet, to the 

mutual benefit of bothe And though she probably gained the 

more from his careful criticism of her poetry18 and the rich 

storehouse of his reading -- there are references to Willie 

reading Chapman •s ~ "in a quiet hour" after lunch; "Willie 

chanting poetry to himself in the watches of the night"; 

"Willie holding the umbrella (_-one very wet night} pouring 

15rbid., p.40. Vide also A, ppe70-71; and notice his 
later affinity with her in sharing dreams and visions. 
(~, PPe95-96.) 

16Y:M&P, p.58. For further details about Katharine Tynan 
vide Letters, p.33, infrae For date of Yeats's meeting her, 
vide ~~ p.55. 

17 
~' pl. between PP• 182 and 183. 

18vide Letters, PP• 98-99, 114. 

5 



the while into my ears "The Sensitive Plant1119 -- it was she 

who "att.empted to urge [-him J into profitable work1120 and 

. . . . . 21 
introduced him, some t1me 1n 1886, to h1s f1rst seance. 

Furthermore, she was the earliest of all those sympathetic 

women friends of whom Yeats seems to have felt the need: 

after his family moved to London, he wrote her numerous 

letters containing intimate details about the progress of his 

work, and queries about hers, as well as confessions of his 

22 hatred of London and longing for Ireland. 

A completely different influence was exerted by 

6 

Madame Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, author of Isis Unveiled (1877) 

and The Secret Doctrine (1888-97) and founder· of the Blavatsky 

Lodge of the Theosophical Society, which Yeats joined in 

23 
1887. Despite charges of fraudulence levelled against 

her by the Society for Psychical Research, the "'pythoness 

24 of the movement'" seemed to him "to surpass all others in 

honesty, as she sat there talking, vast and shapeless of body, 

perpetually rolling cigarettes, inconsequent and incomprehens-

ible11
: 

19Katharine Tynan ;-Mrs H.A. Hinkson 7 , Twenty-Five Years: 
Reminiscences (London: Smith & Elder, .1913), pp. 19U, 191, 192. 

20 
Y:M&P, P• 304, n. 67. 

21 Ibid., p. 36. Vide, however, K. Tynan, Twenty-Five Years; 
p. 208, where she says that she "participated mos~ umvillingly11

, 

and vl.B. Yeats, Letters to Katharine Tynan, ed. Roger McHugh 
(Dublin: Clonmore & Reynolds, 1953), p. 18. 

22v· ·d K · 1 e athar1ne 
(London: Constable, 
PP• 264-73. 

Tynan rMrs H.A. Hinkson 7 , The Hiddle Years 
1916),-pp. 31-72. Cf. Tynan: Twenty-Five Years, 

23virginia Moore, The Unicorn. William Butler Yeats's 
Search for Reality (New York: Macmillan, 1954), p. 23. Information 
about Mad2~e Blavatsky obtained from Letters, pp. 56-57, infra; 
A, PP• 173-8·2 and Comm., pp. 6-7. For a recent revival of 
interest in theosophy in the United States of America vide Time 
(Atlantic Edition), July 19 1968, P• 47 • 

. 
24

Y:K&P, P• 51. 



"All her life is but sitting in a great chair with a 
pen in her hand", Yeats wrote to /-John 7 O'Leary. 11 For 
years she has written twelve hours a day., I have no 
theories 2 ~bout her, she is simply a note of interro
gation." 

And though he was later to dispute many of her precepts, this 

"sort of female Dr Johnson" with her "great passionate nature" 

26 and "air of humour and audacious power" profoundly affected 

Yeats's search for the religion of ·which his father's 

agnosticism had deprived him. 

7 

If it is true to say that each of these women contributed 

something to the growth of the young man or the embryonic poet, 

and though they touched him at many points, at times opening up 

ne\oJ avenues of interest and experience, it is also true that 

they were not celebrated in the poetry of the period. There 

exists no literary equivalent of his father's charming and 

sensitive drawing of Mrs J .B. Yeats "in Victorian cloak and 

27 bonnet"; no verses recalling the figure of his grandmother 

28 11 in her black silk jacket and flowered silk sun-bonnet", 

collecting the Healing Plant in her garden; no satiric 

sketches of formidable and shrewish aunts. And, since it would 

be unreasonable to expect a youth of the essentially romantic 

d . · · £ y 29 d f' f Bl k 1spos1t1on o eats to raw 1re rom a Tynan or avats y, 

we should at least look at his amatory relationships for more 

obvious sources of inspiration. 

25WBY P• 70e _, 26
A. ppe175,173e _, 

27~, p.11. Vide also!:_, pl. facing p.32. 

29For evidence of Yeats's romanticism, vide J.B. Yeats's 
letter to his wife dated 1 November 1872 (Y:M&P, pp.9-10); 
the strong fantasy-making of the period, reflected in Yeats's 
solitary play-acting (A, p.64) and in his invention of 
11 fantastic and incoherent plots" (A, pp.66-67); and his 
inability to concentrate, ·the probable' cause of his failure 
to ·excel at school (~, p.23. Cf. ~-' pp.22, 54). 
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For the sake of convenience the period may be divided 

into two parts: up to 1889, the date of Yeats's meeting -vlith 

Haud Gonne, and from 1889 to 1899, which sa,., his growing 

obsession with Haud Gonne and his subsequent involvement with 

Olivia Shakespeare With regard to Yeats's early love interest, 

the first name to emerge is that of a distant cousin, Laura 

Johnston, a pretty red-haired girl with a "wild dash of half

insane genius", 30 whom he first saw driving in a pony-carriage 

31 at Howth. Despite the adolescent nature of this relationship 

(revealed in a letter to Yeats, dated 10 August 1884) 32 it is 

important for two reasons. She was the first woman to provide 

an original source of poetic inspiration -- there exists a 

previously unpublished poem in the compilation of Yeats's 

33 letters -- and in writing to Katharine Tynan on 21 March 1889, 

he was to comment: 

Laura is to me always a pleasant memory. She woke me 
up from the metallic sleep of science and set me writing 
my first play •••• Time and the Hitch Vivien was written 
for her to act. T~s~d-of Statues was begun with the 
sa~e notion ••~ The part of the enchantress in both poems 
was written for her •••• 34 

Furthermore, the devotional aspect of this relationship· and 

the young girl's virtual unattainability were to be re-enacted 

in Yeats 1s later. association with Maud Gonne: 

30 17 Letters, p.1 • 

31 A, p.76. Cf. However, Allan 1</ade's account in Letters, 
p.117: n.11 infra, where she is referred to as Laura~mstrong. 
The date of the beginning of Yeats's passion for her is given 
as 1881 in~., P• xiii. 

32 Letters, p.117, n.l, infra. 

33rbid., pp.117-18, infra. 

34rbid.~ pp.117-18. 



I did not tell 1rLaura 7 that I vJas in love, however, 
because she was engaged. She had chosen me for her 
confid2~t and I learned ali about her quarrels with her 
lover. Several times he broke the engagement off, and 
she fell ill, and friends had to make peace.... I v!rote 
her some bad poems and had more than one sleepless night 
through anger with her betrothed •••• 35 

Another woman with whom he was emotionally involved 

9 

was Florence Farr (Mrs Emery), a "'young independent professional 

woman ••• clever, good-natured, and very good looking /_-with 

whomJ all her men friends fell in love ••• •u 36 She had 

married unhappily and had separated from her husband and it 

was not until he met her that Yeats's sisters believed he was 

. 1 37 
~n ove. The poet, attracted to her by her acting, "her 

subtle gestures and fine delivery1138 o£ verse, hoped that she 

would help him in the production of the verse plays he 

intended writing. She was later to illustrate his theories 

39 on verse-speaking to the psaltery; of her extraordinary 

ability he once wrote: 

I have just heard.a poem spoken with so delicate a 
sense of its rhythm, with so perfect a respect for its 
meaning, that if I were a wise man and could persuade a 
few people to learn the art I would never open a book 
of verses again ••• 4° 

35 f:., P• 76. 

37Ibid., and cf. vffiY, p. 74. The date of their meeting was 
almost certainly 188g-rvide Comm., p.xiv), and Yeats knew her 
before Maud Gonne (vide Y:M&P, p. 58, HBY, p. 74). Margaret 
M. Vanderhaar, in an unpublished dissertation "Yeats's 
Relationships with Women'and Their Influence on His Poetry" 
{Tulane Univ. 1 .1966J, p. 11, gives the date, apparently 
incorrectly, as 1893. 

38
lffiY, P• 74. 

40Quoted by Margaret Vanderhaar, "Yeats's Relationships 
with Women •••" (diss., 1966), P• 11· 



I 
Although their romantic attachment soon terminated, the 

intimacy of their friendship is illustrated by a comment to 

his wife, years later, that "he could tell Florence Farr 

everything.1141 

Of Maud Gonne I shall say little at present, except 

that her relationship with Yeats proved to be the major 

"trouble of ,("his _jlife11 , 
42 haunting him, torturing him, 

pursuing him, so that in the end he could write, with a 

generosity born only out of the humility of final defeat: 

No dark tomb-haunter once; her form all full 
As though with magnanimity of light, 
Yet a most gentle \voman ••• 43 

Yeats's early letters and unpublished autobiography 

bear adequate \IIi tness to the intoxicating effect of their 

first meeting; a more sober assessment has been made by one 

critic, Thomas Parkinson: 

~ ~Yeats•s_j feelings for her were so serious that one 
has to say that few men have ever suffered for a woman as 
Yeats did for Maud Gonne •••• To say that Yeats loved her 
is too much and not enough. He adored her, devoted his 
personal and poetic energies to her service, allowed her 
to disrupt and muddy every clear valid relation he had 
with other women; and she was his escape from any other 
deep involvement ..... Whatever miseries his frustrations 
caused him, and they were great, they \oJere probably less 
than he would have suffered in marriage to her, and more 
rewarding. This statuesque -woman with the marble heart· 
released a passion in him that allowed him to create in 
his poetry a figure that will have a practically endless 
life.,44 

42unpublished autobiography (Y:M&P, Po 59) .. 

43f!:, p .. 382. 

44rn "Yeats and the Love Lyric", James Joyce Quarterly 
(1966),p.lll. For Yeats's early reactions to Maud Gonne, vide 
Letters, PP• 108, 110; Y:M&P, PP• 59-60., 

10 
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To find relief from his frustrated love for l1aud Gonne 

Yeats turned to Olivia Shakespear (referred to as "Diana 

Vernon" in his unpublished autobiography) "a woman of great 

- 45 
beauty", herself a writer, whom he met at a literary dinner 

held early in 1894.46 On returning from a visit to Maud Gonne 

in Paris he was formally introduced by Mrs Shakespear's cousin, 

Lionel Johnson; and after a brief correspondence decided that 

"if {"heJ could not get the woman /_-heJ loved it would be a 

comfort, even but for a while, to devote /_-himselfJ to 

another. 1147 After meeting for a year "in railway carriages 

48 and at picture galleries and ••• at her home", Yeats "broke 

through his doubts, took rooms in \voburn Buildings, and in 

/_-January J 1896 when he was past thirty had .... his first 

experience of physical love.n49 This brief liaison was 

finally terminated on account of Yeats's consuming passion for 

Maud Gonne. Some time in December 1896 his mistress, 

convinced that his obsession was still \'lith him said, "There 

is someone else in your heart", and broke off the affair. 50 

45 Y:M&P, P• 1 00., 

46rbid •. For Mrs Shakespear's creative capacity vide 
M. Vaanderhaar, "Yeats's Relationships with Women", p.17: 
" {"She J also enjoyed a career as a novelist publishing some 
half-t:dozen books between 1894, the year she met Yeats, and 
1910. 11 Cf~ Letters, P• 233, n.4, infra. 

47Y:M&P, PP• 100-101. 

49curtis Bradford, "Yeats 
in Literature and Language. 
III, 4 (Winter-;1962), 459. 

48rbid., P• 101. 

and Maud Gonne", Texas Studies 
A Journal £f the Humanities, 
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Despite the variety of possible real sources of 

inspiration the image of the 11 dream11 woman in Yeats's early 

poetry shows a curious consistency in its dependence on 

literary modelso Of the six love poems vJri tten between 1884 

and 1889 and included in the two-volume definitive edition 

(published by Macmillan in 1949), for example, only one 

("To an Isle in the vlater"), with the possible exceptions of 

"Ephemera" and "The Falling of the Leaves", appears to have 

been inspired by a real source. 51 The others are either 

acknowledged adaptations, romantic fantasies or poems in which 

even the external evidence is so slight that it is difficult to 

distinguish between real and literary models. 11Down by the 

Salley Gardens", one of Yeats's most popular love songs, is by 

his own attestation "an attempt to reconstruct an old song 

from three lines imperfectly remembered by an old peasant 

woman in ••• Ballysodare, Sligo ••• 1152 Louis MacNeice calls 

' 53 
it "a trimmed version of an Irish folk-song 11

; and H.E. Shields 

has identified the original as 11 The Rc:mbling Boys of 

. ' 54 
Pleasure", an Anglo-Irish broadside. In the 11 Indian11 love 

poems, the women are purely fictional creations manipulated 

51 The six poems referred to are "Anashuya and Vijaha11
, "The 

Indian to His Love11
1 

11 The Falling of the Leaves", "Ephemera", 
"To an Isle in the. vlater" and "Down by the Salley Gardens" 

.(CP, pp. 10-14, 15-16, 16, 22 respectively). The same may not be 
said of the love poems not included in the two-volume definitive 
edition: "Life", 11 Remembrance", 11 A Dawn-Song" (VE, PP• 686, 
704-705, 705-706, respectively). Another poem:-11 Love Song", 
is, according to the subtitle, an adaptation from.the Gaelic, 
though it is impossible to say whether Yeats had someone in 
mind at the time of writing. 

52 
VE, P• 90. 

53 ( In The Poetry of ~-~· Yeats London & New York: Oxford 
Univ. Press, 1941), P• 61. 

54 . . 
In "Yeats and the 'Salley Gardens'", Hermathena. A Dublin 

Univ. Review, Yeats Number CI /-Autumn 1965 J , p. 24.- Part . 
of the original is also quoted-in Comrn., pp~ 14-15. 
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within an avowedly romantic setting; 55 and the woman in 

"Ephemera" and 11The Falling of the Leaves" is so clearly a 

stereotype of the Pre-Raphaelite model that it is difficult 

to identify a possible real source of inspiration, such as 

Laura Johnston. 

The poems between 1889 and 1899 pose a different 

problem, however; for though there is ample evidence of a 

real source of inspiration, it is often difficult to 

56 distinguish from intrinsic evidence the exact source. 

"He Mourns for the Change that Has Come upon Him and His 

Beloved, and Longs for the End of the World11 ,
57 for example, 

could have been inspired either by Mrs Shakespear or Haud 

Gonne. 'flhile I personally think it is the latter (on account 

of the emotional intensity of the closing lines), extrinsic 

evidence could well point to the former: the poem is dated 

June 1897, six months after the breakup of Yeats's relationship 

with Mrs Shakespear, 58 while the tenderness of the opening 

lines resembles that of other poems to her ("He Bids His 

Beloved Be at Peace" , for example, and "The Lover Asks for 

Forgiveness because of His Hany Moods"). 59 Again, the-opening 

13 

55Dr T.R. Henn, in a talk given at the University of Cape Town 
in May, 1971, referred to Yeats's relationship with an Indian 
Princess. I have not been able to substantiate this. 
Cf _.· Ch.1, PpA6.-47 of this thesiso 

56Thomas Parkinson talks, however, of a "divided image", 
one 11 obliging", the other "aloof" and ''demanding" ("Yeats and 
th<; Love Lyric", Jc:;mes Joyce_t;:.uarterl~ pp. 113-114). For a 
full discussion of the possible sources of the poems of the 
period vide Appendix ~' pp.238-241 of this thesis. 

57 CP, p. 68. It was originally entitled "The Desire of Man 
and oFW'oman" (~, P• 153). 

58,Y!, P• 153. 

59QE, PP• 69, 73-74. 
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lines of "The Lover Mourns for the Loss of Love" has the effect 

. . . 60 d . of a del~berately contr~ved anonym~ty; an e~ther woman 

. . 61 
could have inspired nHe Tells of the Perfect Beauty", were 

it not for the rarified style generally characteristic of 

poems concerning Mrs Shakespear: 62 a history of its printings 

reveals that .it was originally written for Maud Gonne -- there 
~ 

is evidence. of a manuscript version entitled "Dedication o£ 

'John Sherman and Dhoya", dated 1 September 1891; 63 and its 

choice as a companion poem for what was ultimately entitled 

"A Poet to His Beloved1164 suggests that Yeats may have turned 

a love poem originally conceived for Maud Gonne into one £or 

his mistressJ 

This overall uniformity in image was partly due, no 

doubt, to Yeats's desire for secrecy in his affair with 

Olivia Shakespear a £act which is supported by his use 

. of personages in the titles -- Aedh, Hanrahan, Michael 

Robartes, later reduced to "The Lover", "The Poet" and "He" 

and partly, perhaps, because he wanted to create an overall 

pattern of beautiful effects and not poems that would be read 

£or their biographical interest alone. But it was probably 

moulded mainly by Yeats's idea of love: 

60Ibido t Po68o 

62vide Yeats's statementr recorded by A.N. Jeffares 
{Y:H&P, p. 101): "I wrote her several poems. all curiously 
a'I'iiC"e"in style .... " 

63vide Y:M&H, P• 258. 

64vide ~' PP• 157, 164. 



••• I had gathered from Shelley ar.,d the romantic 
poets an idea of perfect love. Perhaps I should never

6 marry in church but I would love one woman all my life. 5 

The poetry of the period bears out Yeats•s·romantic 

attitude to love. First, there is the concept of the ideal 

15 

beloved, generally unattainable or considered to be unattain-

able, \'Ti th whom union is contemplated in perpetuity. This 

is illustrated in the Celtic legend of Oisin, in Amrita, the 

shadow-phantom of the poet's desire ("Anashuya and Vijaha11 J 

and in the "distancing" of the lover and beloved in "To an Isle 

in the \'later". Closely related is the idea of the "special" 

quality of love: the parting lovers in "Ephemera11 are 

willing outcasts, "earth's aliens"; 66 the lover in 11 The 

Indian to His Love" \'lhispers "ho\'J ["they .J alone of mortals 

are / Hid under quiet boughs apart ••• 11 , 
67 and a similar 

emphasis on solitude and isolation occurs in 11Anashuya and 

V• • h II 68 1Ja a • Thirdly, love for Yeats constitutes a nostalgic 

longing for escape from the hazards of reality to a never-

never land of unearthly bliss, for which the island is the 

chief symbol: 

65 Y:H&P, p. 58. His father may have provided a sub-
conscious influence, hov1ever. Remember his comment: 
"Imagine ••• how the right sort of woman would despise a 
dutiful husband. 11 (A, p. 58 .. ) This is in direct contrast to the 
"middle-class" attitude pointed out by A.N. Jeffares, 11 ~vomen 
in Yeats's Poetry", in The Circus Animals: Essays .i:n jL·~· Yeats 
(London: Macmillan, 1970), and substantiated by J.B. Yeats's 
view of "marriage for life11 (J.B. Yeats, Letters, P• 236). 

66vE, p. 80, 1. 12a, infra. 

67rbid., P• 78, 11 •. 11-12, supra. Underlining my own. 

68V.d 1 e: 

Vijaha •••• we alone have round us woven woods 
And feel the softness of each other's hands, 
Amrita ••• 

(VE, pp.73-74, 11.56-58) 



t am haunted by numberless islands, and many a Danaan 
shore, 

vlhere Time would surely forget us, and Sorrow come near 
us no more; 

Soon far from the rose and the lily and fret of the 
flames would we be, 

Were we only \vhi te birds, my beloved, buoyed out on 
the foam of the sea~69 

Finally, there is the devotional aspect, the idea of 

worship derived from the Pre-Raphaelites, and particularly 

from Horris and Rossetti. A.N. Jeffares writes: 

Because he was still a'boy there was an air of 
unreality about his ideas, for he would sing his 
imagined mistress's charms vith all the tragedy and 
hopelessness of one of l1orris' s heroes, and all would 
be for her approval, all in her service •••• Devotion 
without reward was the keynote of his love •••• 70 

The summation of Yeats's idea of love occurs in The 

.§_had~ _vlatEE:~• a poem in dramatic form, originally intended 

as a play, and first conceived when he was still eighteen. 71 

69cP, p. 47. For the repeated use of the island image in 
Yeats's early poetry vide 11 To an Isle in the \-later" and "The 
Indian to His Love" (CP, pp. 22, 15-16 respectively). 

70 Y:N&P, PP• 59, 58. The concept of Yeats as a poet 
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writing in the tradition of "courtly love" has, I think, been 
overstressed. Apart from the fact that Yeats became-f~niliar 
with the poetry of the troubadours only from about 1913 
onwards (through his friendship with Ezra Pound), so that all 
his love poetry written before that· date must necessarily be 
excluded from such a comparison, the devotional aspect of his 
early love poetry bears a closer resemblance to that of 
·vlilliam Morris or Rossetti than to the love poetry of the 
twelfth-century troubadours. Though there are undoubtedly 
resemblances -- in his idealization of his beloved in her 
virtual unattainability, in his posture of self-abasement 
and in the manifestation of certain physical maladies 
associated with the lovers'·ssuffering (fear, trembling, 
sickness)-- Yeats's early love poetry, and particularly his 
poems about Maud Gonne, lacks some of the important elements 
of the poetry of the troubadours, such as its wit, its 
capacity for scorn and contempt, its sexuality and its sense 
of earthy passion. (This aspect o£ troubadour poetry has been 
carefully treated by James J. '\vilhelm, The Cruelest Honth. 
~· Nature, and Love in Classical and Hedieval Lyrics 
L New Haven & London: Yale Univ. Press, 1965:;, pp.151-230.) 

71
WBY, P• 39. 
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While the first published version (1900) suffers from an 

inconsistency in plot and a certain static quality, it already· 

foreshadows the revised 1906 version in its vision of an 

idealized, romantic love. 

Forgael, searching for love "of a beautiful, unheard

of kind/ That· is not in the world", captures a ship carrying 

a proud, beautiful queen Dectora and casts a spell over her, 

so that s.he forgets her murdered husband and falls in love 

with her captor. The first printed version differs from the 

second in that, having succeeded in \vinning Dectora 's love, 

Forgael rejects her on the grounds of her mortality and 

insists on continuing his search for an immortal beloved; 

but Dectora has cut the rope of the galley and the two drift 

away into th~ unknown. (In the revised version, Dectora's 

· order that the ship carrying her and Forgael be severed from 

the captive ship constitutes a positive choice by the lovers 

towards the fulfilment of their love). 

The poem represents "the quest of an ideal, a spiritual 

72 . 
ideal of which love is the symbol" or, as Maurice Bowra has 

put it, "It is the poem ~f the poet's ideal love, of all such 

love as he understands it", a "symbolical expression", 

"lyrical" rather than "dramatic", of "dreaming ec~tasy ["and J 
f 'thd 1 . t 'd 1 ld f d 11 73 o w~ rawa ~no an~ ea wor o ream ••• Yet it is 

interesting to note that Forgael's "dream",· like Oisin's Tir 

Na N~ge, is not a pale copy of reality but a substantial 

reality of which the real world is but a shadow: 

72A.M. Killen, "Some French influences in the ~vorks of 
W.B. Yeats at the End of the Nineteenth Century", Comparative 
Literature Studies, VIII (1942), 8. 

73c.M. Bowra, The Heritage of Symbolism (London: 
Macmillan, 1943), PP• 194, 195:-



Forgael. Where the Horld ends 
The mind is made unchanging, for it finds 
Hiracle, ecstasy, the impossible hope, 
The flagstone under all, the fire of fires, 
The roots of the world •••• 

I shall find a woman, 
One of the Ever-Living, as I think--
One of the Laughing People -- and she and I 
Shall light upon a place in the world's core, 
llhere passion grows to be a changeless thing, 
Like cnarm~d apples made of chrysopase, 
Or chrysoberyl, or beryl, or chysolite; 
And there, in juggleries of sight and sense, 
Become one movement, energy, delight,

74 Until the overburthened moon is dead. 

The most important manifestation of the "dream" woman 

in Yeats's early poetry is that of the "Pre-Raphaelite" 

woman, first discernible in "Ephemera" and recurrent in the 

poetry of the period up to 1899. The influence of the Pre-

Raphaelites was very strong; for not only had Yeats's father 

"talked to him Cwhen he was fifteen or sixteenJ of ••• 

Rossetti, given ChimJ his ·work to read and told him of his 

own essentially Pre-Raphaeli te literary principles", 7 5 but 

there was everyt..rhere about him, "in his father's studio and 

among his painter friends" ,76 examples of Pre-Raphaeli te 

paintings. The influence was to be reinforced by his 

friendship with William Morris after 1887;77 even as late as 

1913 he could discern traces of its prevailing power: 

74 
~, P• 227, 11. 100-104; p.231, 11. 209-218• 

75Y:M&P, p. 22. Cf. A, 114-115. For Yeats's reading of 
Rossetti's Poems (1870)-in 1880-1881, vide T.L. Dume, "vlilliam 
Butler Yeat~Survey of the Reading" (diss., Temple Univ .. , 
1950)1 po 281. 

76Graham Hough, The L.ast Romantics, University Paperbacks 
(London: Hethuen; New Y'O?k: Barnes & Noble, 1961), p. 216. 
For the pictorial impact of Rossetti, vide, for example, A, 
PP• 114-15. -

18 

77For Yeats's early reading of Harris vide A, p.141; and 
for his personal influence vide A, pp. 139-43.- The Pre
Raphaelite influence of Morris o~ Yeats's early poetry is fully 
discussed by Peter Faulkner, William Morris ~ ~-~· Yeats 
(Dublin: Dolmen Press, 1962), pp.4-12. 
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Two days ago I was at the Tate Gallery to see the early 
.Millais 's, and before his Opheli§_, as before the Mary 
M.agdalene and Marv of Gelilee of Rossetti that hungnear, I 
recovered an old emotion. I saw these pictures as I had 
seen pictures in my childhood. I forgot the art criticism 
of friends and saw wonderful, sad, happy people, moving 
through the scenery of my dreamso The paintings of the 
hair, the way it was smoothed from its central parting, 
something in the oval of the peaceful faces, called up 
memories of sketches of my father's on the margins of the 
first Shelley I had read, while the strong colours made me 
half remember studio conversations, words of Wilson, or of 
Potter perhaps~ praise of the primary colours, heard, it 
may be, as I sat over my toys or a child's story-book. 
One picture looked familiar, and suddenly I remembered it 
had hung in our house for years. It was Potter's Field 
Mouse. I had learned to think in the midst of the last 
phase of Pre-Raphaelitism and now I had come to Pre-

8 Raphaelitism again and re-discovered my earliest thought.7 

Yeats's estimate of the women in the poetry of the 

Pre-Raphaelites is given in his reply to a request by 

Katharine Tynan for an article she was writing for Wilde's 

Woman's \-lorld in 1888: 

•e• I have been thinking about the women of the poets, 
but I fear cannot help you much; I have not read any 
modern verse for so long a time ••• Do you not think that 
there is a considerable resemblance between the women of 
all the nec-romantic London poets, Swinburne, Morris, 
Rossetti and their satellites? For one thing they are 
essentially men's heroines with no separate life of their 
own •••• Thei-ir~ heroines ••• are powerful in conception, 
shadowy and unreal in execution oeo79 

The impact of the Pre-Raphaeli te feminine ideal is 

evident in an excerpt from his unpublished autobiography: 

I was a Romantic, my head full of the mysterious women 
of Rossetti, and those hesitating faces in the art of Burne 
Jones seemed always awaiting for some Alaster at the end of 
a long journey ••• so 

78 
~. p .. 346. 

79Katharine Tynan /-Mrs H.A. Hinkson~, The Middle Years 
(London: Constable, 1916), PP• 37-38. 

80~, p.57. For a later estimate of Rossetti's woman 
"who have too niuch passion", vide V(B), P• 133. 
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The seeds of the Pre-RaphaeHte influence are present in 

"Ephemera", Yeats's earliest known love poem to be included in 

81 the two-volume definitive edition published in 1949, where 

the woman's "mournful beauty ••• ;_-and.J frigid apathy" mildly 

recalls the "mysterious agony of Pre-Raphaelite love with its 

droop and heavy-lidded frustration11 ,
82 embodied in the pale, 

langorous, sorrowfUl yet impassioned model of Elizabeth Siddal: 

"Your eyes that once were never weary of mine 
Lie now half hidden under pendulous lids, 
Veiled in a dreamy sorrow for their love 
That wanes'.", "Ah, wistfUl voice," replied the other, 
"Though our sad love is fading, let us yet 
Stand by the border of the lake once more, 
Together in that hour of gentleness 
When the poor tired child, passion, falls asleep. 
How far away the stars seem, and {low far 
Is our first kiss, and ah, how old my heart!" 
Pensive they paced along the faded leaves, 
While slowly answered he whose hand held hers 
"Often has passion worn our wandering hearts, 
Earth's aliens. Why so sorrowful? Our souls 
Shall warm their lives at many a rustling flame~if\ 

The woods were round them, and the yellow leaves 
Fell like faint meteors in the gloom, and once 
A rabbit old and lame limped down the path 
Autumn was over him -- and now they stood 
On the lone border of the sullen lake. 
Turning, he saw that she had thrust dead leaves, 
Gathered in silence, dewy as her eyes, 
In bosom and hair. 

Then he: "Let us not mourn 
"That we are tired, for other loves await us. 
Hate on and love through unrepining hours. 
Before us lies eternity; our souls 
Are love, and a continual farewell." 

He spake once more and fondled with his lips 
That word of the soul's peace-- "Eternity." 

The little waves that walked in evening whiteness, 
Glimmering in her drooped eyes, saw her lips move 
And whisper, "The innumerable reeds 
I know the word they cry, 'Eternity1' 
And sing from shore to shore, and every year 
They pine away and yellow and wear out, 
And ah, they know not, as they pine and crg~se, 
Not they are the eternal -- 'tis the cry:" 

~ ( ) It was written in 1884 ~., p.10 ~ 

82v!illiam Gaunt, The Pre-Raphaelite Dream (London: The 
Reprint Society, 1943); PP• 46, 65. 

83
VE 7 8 _, pp .. 9- 1. 
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The theme of this self-conscious "AutvJTin Idyl" 84 is the 

painful discovery of love, and the young lovers' individual 

responses to this discovery. The youth consoles himself with 

a belief in future loves; the ~loman disconsolately replies that 

eternity is evident only in the cyclic rhythm of nature and its 

indifference to human suffering. 

Unlike the dialogue in Yeats's later semi-dra~atic scenes 

{"Adam's Curse", for example, or 11 Michael Robartes and the 

Dancer") where there is a subtle interplay between the speakers 

and a rich appreciation of psychological and emotional tensions, 

the dialogue here is a mere dirge for two voices, the young 

woman echoing and throv1ing fon.;ard the dying cadences of her 

lover. 

The mood of melancholy is enhanced by the fidelity to 

detail loved by the Pre-Raphaelites -- the faded leaves, the 

old rabbit, the dying reeds; and it is against this landscape 

that the image of woman emerges; the dolorous, languid woman 

of the Pre-Raphaelite dream. Indeed, all the Rossettian 

paraphernalia is there: the high-lighting of selected 

features -- eyes, lids, lips, bosom and hair -- leaving the 

rest of the woman's form, like the "Beata Beatrix" or the chalk 

drawing of Jane Morris entitled "\'later vlillmv", 85 to recede 

into the misty reaches of the imagination; the (patently 

unsuccessful) eroticism in "pendulous lids" and, with unin-

tentionally lugubrious effect, "drooped eyes"; the shy, prim 

(Yeatsian rather than Rossettian) allusion to "bosom and 

hair"o By 1895 the second line had been tightened into a 

stylized Pre-Raphaelite posture, emphasizing the melodramatic 

84The subtitle of the first printed version (~, P• 79, 
infra).,. 

85vide H.Ce Marillier, D.G. Rossetti ••• (London: George Bell 
& Sons, 1899), pl~_facing p. 126 ru1d P• 165 respectively. 



ritual of the dead leaves: 

"Your eyes that once 1;1ere never weary of mine 
Are bowed in sorrow under pendulous lids, 
Because our love is waning". 

And then she: 
"Although our love is \vaning, let us stand 

86 By the lone border of the lake once more ••• 11 
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The type is more succintly portrayed in "The Falling of 

the Leaves", a condensed version of the longer poem, in which 

the semi-dramatic interest has been pared to direct apostrophe. 

The conventional poetic diction is, if possible, even more 

painfully self--conscious and the lingering rhythms, their 

accent on long open vowels, serve to intensify the lovers' 

etiolated passions: 

The hour of the waning of love has beset us, 
And weary ·and worn are our sad souls noH; 
Let us part, ere the season of passi.on forget us, 
vlith a kiss and a tear on thy drooping brow. 87 

He should not be blamed entirely for mistaking the final 

results for parody. 

A more poignant example of the Pre-Raphaelit~ type is 

contained in "The Cap and Bells", written in 1893.
88 The poem, 

based on a dream of which Yeats said:"'The authors are in 

. ,,, 89 . d d. 1 11 f 1 ( . etern1ty , 1s a pseu o-rne 1aeva a egory o ove ow1ng 

something, I think, to Rossetti's "The Staff and Scrip") , 90 in 

86Y!, P• 79, 11. 1-5, suprae 

87rbid., p. 79, 11. 5-8, supra. 

88 
~·· p. 68. 

89Y!_, p. 808. 

90cf. the emblematic titles; the Queen's three symbolic 
gestures in Rossetti's poem with the jester's threefold ritual 
of courting in Yeats's poem; the first line of the fifth stanza 
of Rossetti's poem with the opening line of Yeats's poem; and 
the sensuousness of the fifth st~~za of Rossetti's poem with the 
firs.t version of the seventh stanza of Yeats's poem. For 
Rossetti's poem vide Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Poems, ed •••• 
Oswald Doughty (London: J .M. Dent, 1957) ,p p. 28-3 3. 
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which the jester's three-fold ritual of courting implies a total 

surrender, reminiscent of "courtly love" in its sense of 

gallantry, obeisance and devotion. Though it suffers from an 

overlay of sentimentality and an element of selfconsciousness 

in the handling of the language, there is a certain simplicity 

and directness in the narrative, softened by the pervading 

dream atmosphere: 

A Queen was loved by a jester, 
And once, when the owls grew still, 
He made his soul go upward 
And stand on her windowsill. 

In a long and straight blue garment 
It talked, ere the morn grew white, 
It had grovm most \vise with thinking 
On a footfall hushed and light. 

But the young Queen would not listen: 
She rose in her pale night-gown, 
She drew in the brightening casement, 
She snicked the brass bolts dovmo 

He bade his heart go to her, 
vlhen the bats cried out no more: 
In a garment red and quivering 
It sang to her through the door, 

The tongue of it sweet with dreaming 
On a flutter of flower-like hair; 
But she took up her fan from the table, 
And waved it out on the air. 

11 'I've cap and bells" (he pondered), 
11 1 will send them to her and die11

; 

And as soon as the moon had whitened 
He left them where she \vent by. 

She took them into her bosom, 
In her heart she found a tune, 
Her red lips sang them a love-song, 
The night smelled rich with June. 

She opened her door and her windoH, 
The heart and the sbul came through: 
To her right hand ceme the red one, 
To her left hand· came the blue. 

They set up a noise like crickets, 
A chattering wise and sweet; 
And her hair was a folded flower, 01 
And the quiet of love in her feet. 7 

I 
\ 
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The Queen is perhaps the clearest illustration of Yeats's 

borrowings from the Pre-Raphaelites, although her proud 

petulance, delineated in the third and fifth stanzas, is closer 

to the impassioned gesticulations of Morris's women than to the 

restrained passion, sublimated in reverie, usually associated 

with Rossetti, Shades of Guenevere, perhaps, though even here 

the resemblance is physical rather than emotional: notice her 

sensuousness (in references to "red lips", feet and hair-- the 

latter an image always popular with the Pre-Raphaelites) and 

the contrived eroticism in her contrasting pallor ("She rose 

in her pale night-gown ••• "). To this Yeats has brought his 

own peculiar ethereality and lightness (" ••• a footfall hushed 

and light" or better still, the "quiet and light footfall" of 

the revised 1899 version), while his description of hair is 

remarkably less sensuous than that of either Morris or 

R . 92 ossettJ .• 

The 1899 version shows greater confidence in the handling 

of the narrative and subtler variations in the man$pulation of 

rhythm (indicated, for example, in the opening stanza and in the 

removal of the inversions in lines eight and fifteen), while the 

awkwardness of the third quatrain has been brought into line 

with the dream atmosphere of the whole: 

She drew in the heavy casement 
And pushed the latches down~93 

92compare, for example, his "flutter of flower-like hair" or 
the metaphor of hair as "a folded flower 1

' with Rossetti's 
physicality ( 11 Sweet dimqess of the loosened hair's downfall") 
(D.G. Ro~Setti. Poems, ed. 0. Doughty /-London, 1957 7, 
Sonnet XIII, p. 111) or that of Morris: -

So Guenevere rose and went to meet him there., 
He did not hear her coming, as he lay 
On Arthur's head, till some of her long hair 
Brush'd on the new-cut stone-- ••• 

(William Morris, "King Arthur's Tomb") 

93~, p. 159, 11. 11-12, supra. 

/ 
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"The SorrO\oJ of Love" and "The Hose of the For ld" differ 

from the poems previously discussed first, in that the "Pre-

Raphaeli te" image has been inspired by a powerful original 

source; and secondly, in that they represent Yeats's first 

. t f h . f . b 1 94 consc1ous a tempts to trans orm t e 1mage o woman 1nto sym o • 

'•lhat is interesting about these poems is the way in \vhich the 

literary model prevails over the real source of inspiration 

(Maud Gonne), a fact vJhich is substantiated by comparing the 

woman of the poems \'lith the woman behind the poems, even as 

she is drawn by the same hand in the poet's unpublished auto-

biography. v/itness Yeats's, account of their first meeting: 

I had never thought to see in a l:l.ving woman so great 
beauty. It belonged to famous pictures, to poetry, to some 
legendary past. A complexion like the bloom of apples and 
yet face and body had the beauty of lineaments which Blake 
calls the highest beauty because it changes least from 
youth to age, and stature so great that she seemed of a 
divine race. Her movements \.;ere works of grace and I 
understood at last why the poets of antiquity, where \ve 
would but speak of face and form, sing, loving some lady, 
that she seems like a goddess. I remember nothing of her 
speech that day except that she vexed my father full always 
of Mill and humanitarianism, by her praise of war, for she 
too was of the romantic movement ••• As I look backward it 
seems to me that she brought into my life -- and yet I sa'" 
only what lay upon the surface -- the middle of the tent 
(_-sic J, a sound ~s of a Burmese gong, a11 overpovJering 
tumult that had yet many pleasant secondary notes •· •• 
There was something so generous in her ways that it seemed 
natural that she should give her hours in overflowing 
abundance ••• But mixed with (_-aJ feeling for what is 
permanent in hv.man life there was something declamatory, 
but later in a bad sense perhaps even more unscrupulous •••• 

·· She meant her ends to be unselfish but she thought almost 
any means justified in that service ••• I felt in the 
presence of a great generosity and courage and a mind without 
rest, and when she ••• had gone ••• I had what I' thought was 
a clairvoyant perception (of some immediate disaster) but was 
I can see now but an obvious deduction of an immediate waiting 
disaster •••• I was in love but had not spoken of love and 
never meant to speak of love and as the months passed I gained 
a mastery of myself ag&in. Hhat wife would she make, I thought, 
what share could she have in the life of a student?95 

94For a fuller discussion of these poems vide Ch. II, 
pp.61-67of this thesis. 

95Y:M&P, pp. 59-60. Cfo c. Bradford, "Yeats and Maud Gonne", 
Texasst"Udies in Literature and Language (\linter 1962), 453, who 
writes "'the middle of the tint "'• The latter is undoubtedly 
correct. 
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In "The Sorrow of Love" (written October 1 891) , 96 the 

Pre-Raphaelite core of the image (seen in the sensuousness of the 

"red mortal lips" and the overall effect of dreamy sorrow) is 

carefully built up into a powerful symbol of universal suffering. 

The image fails to carry its .full weight, however, not only 

because of the second-person pronoun on which the subsequent 

hyperbole depends ("the vlhole of the world's tears", "all the 

sorrows", "all burden") but also because of its intrinsic 

anonymity. Yeats has failed to convey to the general reader the 

full significance of what is essentially a private symbol: 

The quarrel of the sparrows in the eaves, 
The full round moon and the st ar-ladcn sky, 
And the loud song of the ever-singing leaves 
Had hid away earth's old and weary cry. 

And then you came with those red mortal lips, 
And with you came the whole of the world's tears, 
And all the sor ro~t-'S of her labouring ships, 
And all burden of her myriad years. 

And now the sparrows warring in the eaves, 
The crumbling moon, the white stars in the sky, 
And the loud chanting of the unquiet leaves 
Are shaken with earth's old and weary cry.97 

In the revised (1925) version, the underlying image has 

been filled out into a wholly intelligible symbol of universal 

dimensions. The anonymous "you" has been replaced by the word 

"girl" -- a not entirely satisfactory substitution, owing to its 

$lightness and frailty, but nevertheless an improvement; the 

association with Helen of Troy is conveyed in the allusion to 

the Trojan \·Tar, suggested in the tragic overtones of the words 

11 greatness11 , "doomed", "proud" and in the solemn, dignified 

rhythms; and though the handling of the image reveals an uneasy 

imbalance between style and sentiment, its total impact is 
. 

stronger, harder, more lucid, and the image itself more concrete 

and objective: 

96 
~·, p.3s. 97~, PP• 119-120. 



The brawling of a sparrow in the eaves, 
The brilliant moon a~d all the milky sky, 
And all that famous harmony of leaves, 
Had blotted out man's image and his cry. 

A girl arose that had red mournful lips 
And seemed the greatness of the world in tears, 
Doomed like Odysseus and the labouring ships 
And proud as Priam murdered with his peers; 

Arose, and on the instant clamorous eaves, 
A climbing moon upon an empty sky, 
And all that lamentation of the leaves, 

98 Could but compose man's image and his cry. 

In the "Rose of the Vorld" the Pre-Raphaelite "dream" 
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woman is fused with the rose symbol of the title, symbolizing 

the permanence of Beauty and spiritual love in the midst of 

material flux: 

Who dreamed that beauty passes like a dream? 
For these red lips with all their mournful pride 
Mournful that no new wonder may betide --
Troy passed av1ay in one high funeral gleam, 
And Usna's children died. 

We and the labouring \vorld are passing by: 
Amid men's souls that day by day give place, 
Hore fleeting than the sea's foam-fickle face, 
Under the passing stars, foam of the sky, 
Lives on this lonely face. 

Bow down, archangels in your dim abode; 
Before ye were, or any hearts to beat, 
Weary and kind one stood before His seat; 
He made the worlds to be a grassy road 
Before her wandering feet.99 

Despite the technical weaknesses of the first printed 

version, the strength of this exquisite lyric lies in Yeats's 

complex handling of the image of his beloved: notice the 

expansion of the intrinsically "Pre-Raphaelite" model into an 

image of epic proportions (in the allusions to Helen of Troy 

and her Celtic counterpart, Deirdre); the use of conflicting 

tensions -- familiarity and remoteness, earthiness and 

98rbid., supra. 99rbid., pp.111-12. 
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ingenious merging of woman and"rose --the latter an esoteric 

symbol derived from Yeats's interest in Rosicrucianism, 101 

spoilt, hmvever, by the introduction of the stylized 

"ninetyish" po~e in the last stanza. 

The love poems written during the second half of the 

nineties mark the summation of Yeats's early "dream" woman: 

the introduction of the "white goddess of the Pre-Raphaelite 

d II 102 ream • Though most of these poems were inspired not by 

Maud Gonne but by Mrs Shakespear, and though the underlying 

.image is simultaneously more sensual and remote than that 

previously discussed, the woman evoked is, in fact, an 

extension and refinement of the Pre-Raphaelite type, modified 

by the influence of the poets of the nineties with whom Yeats 

came into contact through the Rhymers Club -- Ernest Dawson, 

Arthur Symons, Oscar Wilde, among others. A characteristic 
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feature of these poems is the total idolization of the beloved, 

coupled with the poet's obeisance or prostration before his 

mistress; and though her "cloud-pale eyelids" and \'dream

dimmed eyes" 103 are strongly redolent of the Rossettian model, 

the image is conveyed in an idiom at once more rarified and 

sensual, precious and refined • 

. 100 
R. Ellmann refers to her as "beauty herself before God's 

throne, a conception ••• indebted to the Kabbalistic and nee
Platonic theory that the Shekhinah or eternal womanhood is 
coeval with Godo 11 (!2r, P• 73.) 

101Though in a note to Poems (London, 1895), Yeats refers to 
the rose symbol by the Irish poets (vide VE, p.842), he was ·later 
to ascribe it to Valentin Andrea, a seventeenth-century German 
theologian and mystic (vide Letters, p. 592). The symbol probably 
acquired further significance from a ritual of the Hermetic 
Students of the Golden Dawn, an order v!hich Yeats joined on 
7 Harch 1890, involving meditation upon the central symbol of the 
Rose. (Y:N&N, PP• 96-97, 89.) Cf. Ch. II,~. 65-66 of .this thesis. 

102 Thomas Parkinson, "Yeats and the Love Lyric", p.114. 

103 . 
Vide "He Tells of the Perfect Beauty" (VE, p.l64, 1899 

version) and "He Tells of a Valley Full of Lov-;;::s" (ibid. ,p. 163). 



These elements are most clearly expressed in "He 

Remembers Forgotten Beauty11
, "A Poet to His Beloved" and 11 He 

Gives His Beloved Certain Rhymes". The first poem mentioned 

is an interesting example of the growing impact of the 

decadence, though woman continues to be worshipped not for her 

ovm sake but as a representation of the kind of beauty evoked 

by the poetry and art-work of the Pre-Raphaelites: 

"!hen my arms wrap you round, I press 
My heart upon the .loveliness 
That has long faded in the world; 
The jewelled crowns that kings have hurled 
In shado',;y pools, when armies fled; 
The love-tales '·''rought with silken thread 
By dreaming ladies upon cloth 
That has made fat the murderous moth; 
The roses that of old times v1ere 
vloven by ladies in their hair' 
Before they drovmed their lovers' eyes 
In twilight shaken idth low sigh; 
The dew-cold lilies ladies bore 
Through many a sacred corridor 
Where a so sleepy incense rose 
That only God's eyes did not close: 
For that dim brOiv and lingering hand 
Come from a more dream-heavy land, 
A more dream-heavy hour than this; 
And, when you sigh from kiss to kiss, 
I hear pale Beauty sighing too, 
For hours when all must fade like dew 
Till there be naught but throne on throne, 
Of seraphs, brooding, all alone, 
A S\<JOrd upon his iron knees, 

1 04 On her most lonely mysteriese 
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The significant features of the first printed version 

(which appeared in~ Sa~y in July 1896) 105 are the miraculous 

transformation of the material into the immaterial, the comhined 

effect of sensuousness and ethereality, of time and timeless-

ness. Here all is passion, sighs, sleepy odours, coloured by 

the romanticism, charm and remoteness of a Morris tapestry. 

The poem suffers from vacuity -- a sense of words being spun 

for their ovm sake -- and a certain extravagance·in the hyper-

bolic claim that Beauty itself regrets the fading of passion; 

104
Ibid., PP• 155-56. 1 05I .. d 

D~ • 
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but it should be remembered that these qualities are intrinsic 

to Yeats's method of composition and to the kind of effect he 

was attempting to achieve. 

While the woman imaged is essentially "Pre-Raphaelite" 

notice the dream-heavy sensuousness of Rossetti -- certain 

telltale features already indicate the influence of the 

nineties: the stylized posturing in 11 lingering hand11
, the 

implicit sensuality of the kiss and the extended metaphor of 

woman as personified Beauty. By 1899 the closing lines had 

been reworked into a more intricate, closely woven climax: 

And \vhen you sigh from kiss to kiss 
I hear white Beauty sighing, too, 
For hours when all must fade like dew, 
But flame on flame, and deep on deep, 
Throne over throne where in half sleep, 
Their swords upon their iron knees, 
Brood her high lonely mysteries.106 

The difference between these versions is not merely of 

pitch but of kind and intensity of imagination, the effect being 

more sensational and ultimately less in keeping with its 

soporific tapestried backdrop. The most significant feature of 

the revised version is the introduction of the idea of whiteness 

with its paradoxical associations, among the poets of the 

nineties, of innocence and voluptuousness, virginity and 

abandonment. In his interesting analysis of the 11 keen colour 

sense of the period", Holbrook Jackson explains: 

-~fuite gleamed through the most scarlet desires and 
the most purple ideas of the decade, just as its experimental 
vices went hand in hand \vith virtue. In midmost rapture of 
abandonment the decadents adored innocence, and the frequent 
use of the idea of whiteness, \vith its correlatives, silver, 

106
Ibid., P• 156, 11. 18-24. 



moonlight, starlights ivory, ala.baster and marble, vias 
perhaps more than half-conscious symbolism. It had 
also a dash of the debauchee's love of virginity •••• 1 u7 

The clearest example of the 11 whi te 11 woman in Yeats's 

poetry occurs in "A Poet to His Beloved11
, the second of two 
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poems originally entitled "O'Sullivan the Red to Mary Lavell 11 • 

and almost certainly inspired by Olivia Shakespear: 

I bring you vli th reverent hands 
The books of my numberless dreams, 
vlhi.te woman that passion .has worn 
As the tide wears the dove-grey sands, 
And with heart more old than the horn 
'l'hat is brimmed. from the pale fire of time: 
vlhi te woman with numberless dreams, 
I bring you my passionate rhyme.1U8 

The poem is a semi'-religious incantation or votive 

offering -- precious, rarified, intense, weakly delicate --

the focal point being the relationship between the poet's 

reverent adoration and the object of his adoration~ In one 

sense it is little more than an·exercise in vo\.,rel music, with 

its closely interwoven rhyme scheme, the accent on the long 

open vowels, its part-rhymes and .subtle vowel echoes: 

"numberless" - "d~ve-grey 11 , "h~nds" - "p~ssion", "white 11 
-

"ti_de 11
, 

11 woman 11 
- "passion". This is poetry for the ear, 

carefully wrought and perfectly sustained, Swinburnian in its 

technical facility, hypnotic and spell-binding in effect. 

The image of the woman addressed is distant and remote, sensual 

yet mysterious, langorous and weary. There is a sense of time-

lessness about her; she is all flesh and vapour, passion and 

ice, mildly recalling the combined attractiveness and repulsive-

107The Eighteen Nineties. !:_ Revievl of Art .9!1d_Ideas at the 
Close of the Nineteenth Century, The Life and Letters Series, 
No. 17""11927), p. 140. For a fuller discussion of their obsession 
vli th whiteness by the men of the nineties vide J a.ckson, pp .14U-42. 

108VE, P• 157. It was written in 1895 (Comn., p. 67). 



ness of a Beardsley drawing. Despite the poem's technical 

excellence, the overall effect is literary and contrived. 

"He Gives His Beloved Certain Rhymes" marks the extreme 

limit in this pale, weary, etiolated adulation of woman. 

Originally sung by a man's severed head in an early story by 

Yeats,109 it is almost a parody not only of his "decadent" 

style, seen in the abundance of twin-epithets ( 11 pearl-pale", 

"candle-like", "dew-dropping11
) but of the image of vJOman 

characteristic of this period. Notice the absurd posturing 

of clich~s such as "pearl-pale handu and "wandering tress", 

and the supreme abasement of the poet before his beloved: 

Fasten your hair with a golden pin, 
And bind up every wandering tress; 
I bade my heart build these poor rhymes: 
It worked at them, day out, day in, 
Building a sorrowful loveliness 
Out of the battles of old times. 

You need but lift a pearl-pale hand, 
And bind up your long hair and sigh; 
And all men's hearts must burn and beat; 
And candle-like foam on the dim sand, 
And stars climbing the dev1-dropping sky, 
Live but to light your passing feet.110 

The second type of 11 dream" woman in Yeats's early poetry 
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is that of the ~.fatale, embodied in Niamh, fairy heroine of 

TI!!:, ivanderings of Oisin, and sporadically evoked in some of his 

very early poems not included in the tvJO-volu.me definitive 

edition. According to Mario Praz's fascinating study, the image 

of the Fatal vloman -- the type of diabolical beauty whose 

irresistible attraction proves "fatal" to her innocent and 

generally morally superior victim -- seems to have captured the 

imagination of Europe during the latter part of the nineteenth 

century: a particular brand that originated in Gautier and 

109 ·~The Binding of the Hair" (vide Y!,pp •. 15'7;840;IV). 

110Y!, PP• 157-58 (1897 version)e 

\ 
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Flauber~was fully developed in Swinburne and passed through 

him ·to Pater and Oscar Wilde. 111 The influence of Hilde and Pater 

on Yeats's femJTie fatale must necessarily be discounted-- he read 

The Renaissance only from about 1889 t6 1891, 112 while Salome and 

The Sphinx were published in 1893 and 1894 respectively, 113 both 

after significant manifestations in his own poetry; but he must 

have encountered the concept in Keats whom he read from the age 

of seventeen, 114 and Swinburne (Poems and Ballads [-1866~, 

A tal ant a in Calydon, Chastelard), 115 while Rossetti's Poe!!§. 

(1870) and Morris's The Defence of Guenevere may have provided 

. bt" . fl 116 more su J.e J.n.: uences. 

One of the earliest inst2.nces of the femme fatale 

in Yeats's poetry is that of the beautiful Enchantress, 

the "sad lady" in Th~ Island of Statues, which appeared in 

The Dublin university Revievl from April to July 1885. 117 

Following the tradition of the Shakespearean romantic 

111 The full development is discussed by Nario Praz. 
The Romantic Agony, tr •••• Angus Davidson, 2nd ed. (London & 
New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1970), pp. 210, 213-58, 312-17· 

112Vide T.L. Dume, 11William Butler Yeats ••• His Reading" 
(1950), P• 278. 

113vide M. Praz, The Romantic Agony (1970), pp. 312, 256. 

114Dume, "Yeats's Reading", pp. 260-61. 

115According to Dume (p.296j, Yeats read Atalanta in Calydon 
in 1881-1882, Poems and Ballads (1866) in 1884, and Chastelard 
about 1888. For a detailed analysis of the ferr~e fatale in 
Swinburne's work, vide Praz, pp. 229-46. For a specific reference 
by Yeats to women in Swinburne's poetry vide Katharine Tynan 
[-Mrs H.A. Hinkson~ The Middle Y~ (1916), P• 37. 

116According to Dume (pp. 281, 274) Yeats read these works in 
1880-1881 and in about 1882 respectively. For the element of the 
femme fatale in Morris and Rossetti, vide Praz, ~ Romantic f:.JJEEY_, 
pp. 227-29. ~ii th regard to Morris, note especially "Praise of My 
Lady", "King Arthur's Tomb" and "The Eve of Crecy". (Vide Hilliam 
Norris, Prose and Poetry (_1856-1870) •••• London, Edinburgh, Glasgow: 
Oxford Univ. Press, 1913) , pp. 307-309, 196-207, 269-270 
respectively. 

11 7 VE, p. 64 5. 



comedies, the heroine (the "v;ittie" plucky Naschina) has 

disguised herself as a boy, in order to find the mysterious 

flower which will release her lover Almintor from the clutches 

of her enemy. After a series of fantastic episodes the spell 

of the hapless Enchantress is broken, and, somewhat less 

spectacularly than Matilda, the diabolical vlitch in Lewis's 

~~who, according_ to Praz's excerpt, disappears from her 

lover's sight 111 in a cloud of blue £ire 111 ,
118 she creeps away 

to die: 

Naschinao 
--y-·plucked her backwards by her dress of green 

To question her -- e•• 
But the goblin queen 

Faded and vanished, nothing nOv! is seen,
119 Saving a green frog dead upon the grass. 

The moral of this "Arcadian Faery Tale 11 , whose stylized 

poetic diction and limping rhythms hardly anticipate the later 
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Yeats, is presumably the triumph of good over evil, represented 

by the respective contending female characters. Although the 

young poet's delineation of the Enchantress carillot be expected 

to reveal the superb imaginative insight into evil of a 

Coleridge, for example, it is interesting to note that· he has 

tried to portray her as a femme fatale: our first immediate 

knowledge of her is derived through a singing voice which 

proclaims her identity 'With Lilith -- the influence of 

120 Rossetti's sonnet of that title, perhaps?; reference is made 

121 to her pallor -- the typical 11 fatal ivoman" is ah1ays pale; 

118 Praz, p. 204. 

119 
~, P• 676, 11. 264-65, 267-69. 

120vide Rossetti: Poems, ed. 0. Doughty (1957), p. 142. 
For the Song vide ~;-pp:-654-55, 11. 60·-83., 

121
she is addressed as "pale one11 (VE, p. 673, 1.196): note 

also her "wan face" (ibid., p. 674, l.2oo). 



and the image of her flashing eyes ("\-That mea11 the lights that 

rise/ As light of triumph in thy goblin eyes --")
122 

evokes 

all those fatal women whose look blinds or dazzles the 

beholder: Hatilda, her eyes "'sparkl_{-ing.J with terrific 

expression'"; 
123 

Nyssia, "cette apparation surhwnaine .o •• , 

ce monstre de beaut(!'~ ,,.,hose eyes are double-pupilled, 

11 fabulous" 
124 

la belle dame sans merci who has "wild" eyes., ' - -----
Traces of the "fatal woman" are evident also in 

"Time and the 'vitch Vivien", where ·the beautiful Enchantress 

contemplates her reflection in water .("Gold unto gold, a glea'll 

in its long hair"); 
125 

and in Mosada, in the poem o.f that 
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title, which \.,ras .first printed in ~ £:3bl2:E_ ~!,_rsi!J: ~':.~!;!l,t 

. 886 126 J.n June 1 .. The story concerns a beautiful Moorish \.,roman, 

deserted by her lover Gomez during the Spanish Inquisition, for 

fear of reprisals by the Christian Church. o·wing to her open 

practice of magic, she is imprisone? by the fanatic monlc 

Ebremar and condemned to death at the stake. Unaware that 

Ebremar is really her lover in disguise, she takes poison. 

Too late he reveals his identity and plans for escape, and 

Mosada dies in his arms. 

Though she is portrayed primarily as a tragic heroine --

indeed, she may be considered Yeats's first tragic heroine--

122~, P• 674, 11. 198-99. 

123 
Praz, P• 203. 

124Ibl.. d., 217 P• • 

125VE, p. 720, 1. 3. Cf. the following lines from 
Rossetti's "Lilith": 

••• so went· 
Thy spell through him, and left his straight neck bent, 
And round his heart one strangling golden hair~ 

126VE 
..E.• P• 689 • 

(Rossetti: Poems, p~142) 
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there is an element in Hosada's ~haracter which is out of keeping 

vlith the overall impact of goodness: her association with 

witchcraft. Early in the poem she summons "a Phantom fair/ 

127 And calm, robed all in raiment moony VJhi te eo e II' II a great 

enchantress" whose "far-off singing guile" 128 has lured many a 

man to his death -- a re-casting of the legend of the Siren, 

one of the oldest examples of the "fatal vJoman" in literature.129 

·The Second Monk, furthermore, rebukes the First Inquisitor's 

pleas for her release with a reference to her "fatal" hold over 

the boy Cola: 

And know you not she kissed that pious child 
With poisonous lips, and he is pining since?130 

The most important manifestation of the femme fatale in 

Yeats's early poetry, is, however, Niamh, fairy heroine of 

The vianderings of .Qisin, Yeats's first significant recreation 

, 131 
of Gaelic myth. Though one can only speculate about the 

poem's personal significance for Yeats -- "'The romance is for 

my readers. They must not even know there is a symbol anywhere • 

They \vi 11 not find out •• .,rn
132 --there is sufficient evidence 

to assume a strong, though subconscious identification_ with 

"noble Oisin and his fame", the poet and the man of action: 

" ••• for he is fair above 
All men, and stronger of his hands, 
And drops of honey are his v;ords, 
And glorious as Asia~ birds 
At evening in their rainless lands ••• 11133 

127Ib.. 693 11 76 77 1a., P• , • - • 

128Ibid., 11. 78, 88. 129Vide Praz, p. 199. 

130
VE P• 696, llo 6-7. _, 

131 rt was first published in 1889; the first version seems 
to have been completed in the autumn of 1887 (Comm.,p. 521). 

132 
-y':H&P, P• 46. 133~, p. 7, 11. 62a-66 9 infra. 
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In "News for the Delphic Oracle" r he '.VI:!S to reassess her as 

a "man-picker11134 and "The Circus Animals' Desertion11 contains 

a frankly autobiographical comment: 

\vhat can I but enumerate old themes? 
First that sea-rider Oisin led by the nose 
Through three enchanted islands, allegorical dreams, 
Vain gaiety, vain·battle, vain repose, 
Themes of the embittered heart, or so it seems, 
That might adorn old songs or courtly shows; 
But what cared I that set him on to ride, 

135 I, starved for the bosom of his faery bride? 

The theme of the poem is the futility of man's attempt 

to escape the knowledge of his mortality and the fact that death, 

and it concomitant factor sorrm..r, are inextricably bound up 

. h. -h l d' . . 136 Wlt t e morta con 1t1on. In Yeats's version of the story, 

Oisin hunting one morning after the battle of Gabhra, is 
, 

approached by Niamh, daughter of the king of Tir Na N-Oge, Hho 

invites him to come away with her to the Land of the Young 

where she promises him immortal happiness. Despite the pleas 

of his father and of his comrades of the Fianna, Oisin agrees; 

and together they leave for the Land of the Young, stopping 

first at the Island of the Living where they hunt and fish and 

love for a hundred years. Their happiness is interrupted by 

the appearance of a dead warrior's lance washed up by the tide, 

which reminds Oisin of his former comrades. Niamh, sensing his 

nostalgia, persuades him to accompany her to the Island of 

Victories, where they find an unhappy maiden held captive by a 

fiendish demon, which Oisin gallantly fights for a hundred 

years, when the sight of a beech-bough, borne by the surges, 

again brings back memories of his past. Knowing that their 

happiness together is over, Niamh takes him to the Island of 

Forgetfulness, where they fall into a deep sleep for a further 

hundred years. On awaking he sees a starling fall from the air 

134 
CP, p. 376. 

135Ibid., P• 391. 

136vide Appendix B, pp. 242-43 of this thesis. 
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and is again reminded of his companions. This time the desire 

to return to Ireland is irresistible and Nia~h reluctantly 

gives him leave to go, on condition that he does not set foot 

on mortal soil. Oisin promises; but on arriving in Ireland 

discovers that the Fenians have died many years ago and that a · 

new dispensation has replaced the old. "Lonely, and longing 

for Niamh", he decides to return to her fairy kingdom; but 

while leaning from his saddle to assist two men in lifting a 

sack of sand, he falls from his horse and instanta11eously 

becomes a withered old man. In this state he is taken to the 

church of Saint Patrick, where he defiantly declares his 

allegiance to the Fenians. 

Like the "glinunering girl" in "The Song of Wandering 

Aengus" or the fairies in "The Stolen Child" or the fairy child 

in The Land of Heart's Desir~, Niamh represents man's desire for 

immortal happiness, freedom from care and responsibility, or, 

as Edmund vlilson puts it, 11 the world o.f the imagination ••• 

infinitely delightful, infinitely seductive ••• i-yet~ somehow 

incompatible with, and fatal to, the good life of i-the~ actual 

world 'vlhich is so full of weeping and from which it is. so sweet 

to wi thdra\oJ. 11 1 3 7 

Yeats's delineation of Niamh reveals an interesting, 

though uneasy, amalgam of t'viO clearly definable yet strangely 

d
. . 138 complementary tra ~t~ons. On the one hand he has taken 

over the main lines of the Naimh figure prevalent in the 

adaptations from the Gaelic; on the other, he has attempted 

to recast her as a kind of £emme fatale. From the Gaelic 

tradition Yeats inherited mainly the conception of Niamh as 

137Vide [1tw.B. Yeats~, in The Permanence of Yeats, ed. 
James Hall and Martin Steinmann, Collier Books (New York: 
Crowell-Collier), 1961, P• 16. 

138 I do not know to what extent they are independent, however. 
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a tangible, albeit illusionary embodiment of the "other vJorld", 

essentially non-moral and lacking in the deliberate intent to 

d '1 139 0 eVl. • On the other hand, he has invested her \vith a 

.demonaic element almost totally lacking in the Gaelic models 

from which he adapted his poem and probably suggested to him 

by the "fatal vl0men11 in the English poets from Keats onwards: 

Swinburne's Dolores, Faustine, Venus (in "Laus Veneris"); 

Rossetti's Helen, Sister Helen, Lilit:h; and, subconsciously 

perhaps, Keats~s belle dame sans merci. 
. -·- . 

To elaborate: Yeats's Niamh really is a supernatural 

visitant, sent, as Bryan O'Looney has written in his preface 

t ~f . h 1 c t 14 0 b h II£ . bl ., f F . ·o l. 1.c ae omyn s poem, y t e . a:1.ry no es· o • a1.ry 

Hill, one of whose duties is "to mark the persons suitable to 

{-The Land of Youth J, and ., •• ["to J meet or send messengers 

to carry off those persons": 

It is in the shape of a beautiful lady, such as ••• 
golden-headed, (haired) Niamh, that this messenger is 
generally seen. After the human creature whom she has 
visited has seen her, she vanishes in some magic \vay, and 
goes back to her own country. Ere long the person visited 
will pine away by some formal disease, and will be said to 
die, but fairy tradition proves that he or she ••• docs not 
die, 'but that they go into this elysivm{ where they will 
become young again and live for ever.14 

Yeats's rendering adheres, furthermore, to a hum~1 

element in Niamh evident in O'Looney's translation of Comyn's 

poem -- her capacity for weeping and sorrmv -- though in 

139For this observation I am indebted to H.T. Stace, "The Faery 
Poetry of Mr. 1-l.B. Yeats", British Review, I,1(Jaxmary 1913), 
117-130, and Edmund i'lilson,[11 .\v.B Yeats"J, in The Permanence of 
~' P• 16. 

140 . f "The Land of Youth'', ed. Bryan 0 'Looney, Tra:nsactJ.ons o 
.!1:!. Ossia:nic _?ociety for ~ Year 185£L IV (Dublin, 1859) -
ppo 234-79. For the preface vide O'Lconey, pp.229-32oAccording 
to Russell K. Alspach, 11 Some Sources of Yeats's The 1:landerings 
of Oisin", PHLA, LVIII, 3 (September 1943), 856, Yeats must have 
;;ad O'Looney's preface in Crofton Croker's Fairy Legends a~d · 
Traditions ~ ~ ~ 9!_ Ireland, 3 vols •. '[Lm:idon, 1825-2.8}:" 

141 Bryan 0 'Looney, ed., "The Land of Youth", p. 232. 
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. 142 
paler terms. Learning of Oisin's avowed intent to fight 

the evil demon, she weeps; on perceiving his nostalgic 

longing for his former companions she is "mournful, white 

with sudden cares ••• "; realizing his intended departure she 

is 11 sad Niam"; and ultimately, after a gradual reversal of 

r$les, she is clearly at the mercy of the "flaming lion of the 

. ld" 143 wor • 

That Yeats intended to portray her as a kind of femme 

fat ale is seen, hO\vever, not only in the laborious \-lOrding of 

the title of the first published version (The vlanderin9:§ of 

_ Oisin _and How .§ Demon Trapped Him ••• ) 144 but in persistent 

allusions to her diabolical motives. Saint Patrick opens the 

poem with a reference to the "amorous demon thing11145 who has 

held Oisin in her clutches -- the idea is retained in later 

versions, though the wording is pared and pruned -- and even 

Oisin refers to her as "that goblin rare", 146 while his taking 

off suggests the victory of a calculated seduction: 

142vide the following stanzas from 0 1Looney's translation: 

o,~1sio/.' 11 'Tis a v10e to me, 0 loving Oisin, 
That thou ever goest to green Erinn; 
'Tis not now as it has been; 

And thou never shalt see Fionn of the hosts. 
• < • • • • • • • • • • e 

I looked up into her countenance with compassion, 
And streams of tears ran from my eyes, 
0 · Patrickl thou \-Jouldst have pi tied her 
Tearing the hair off the golden head. 

("The Land of Youth", p.269) 

143vide VE, p. 35, 1. 92, infra; P• 44, le229a, infra; p.52, 
1. 74, infri; P• 56, 1. 136 9 infra respectively. 

145rbid., P• 2., l. 4o infra. 

146rbid., p. 6, 1. 54, infra. 



Then sighed she softly, "Late! 'tis late! 
Hount my white steed, for my .fairy state 
Lies far." I mounted, and she bound me 
In triumph \<Ji th her arms around me ••• 147 

It is difficult to say whether the "fatal" element in 
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Yeats's delineation of Niamh \ofas subconsciously reinforced by 

the underlyi11;g idea of fatality in the adaptations from the 

Gaelic. Certainly the most important Gaelic models upon \vhich 

Yeats drew are remarkably free of the ferrm1e fatale. Uith the 

exception of John Hawkins Simpson's version in which Oisin's 

companion is described as a "fair enchantress" -- and evidence 

is lacking that Yeats knew it148 --·and John Banim's 

_Th~ Celt~ J:aradise, parts of which could have come straight 

f C 1 'd 149 L • 1" d • rom o en. ge, tlle most 1mportant ear :ter ren er:tngs 

depict Niamh with wholesome admiration and delight. 

Chief of these is O'Looney's translation of Michael 

Comyn' s poem"The Lay o-f Oisil'l .011: the Land of Youths, 11 vlhich 
. . 

appeared in Transactions of the Ossianic Society (1859) and 

provided, according to Russell K. Alspach, Yeats's chief 

source: 

o,(isi~: 'Twas not long 'till vle saw, westwards, 
A fleet rider advancing towards us, 
A young maiden of most beautiful appearance, 
On a slender white steed of swiftest power. 

'ive all ce2,sed from the chase, 
On seeing the form of the royal maid; 
'Twas a surprise to Fionn and the Fianns, 
They never beheld a woman equal in beauty. 

147rbid., p. 9, 11. 102-103, 1U6-107 infra. 

... 

148vide R.K. Alspach·, "Some Sources of The 1tlanderinas of Oisin11 , 

p. 857. For the quotation vide Job~ Hawkins Simpson, Poems of 
Oisin, Bard of Erin ••• (London:BosHorth & Harrison, 1857), p. 187. 

149vide The Celt 1 s Paradise. In Four Duans (London: John ltlarren, 
1821), pp. 29-3U. It is difficult to know for certain, however, 
whether Yeats had read it before the completion of the first 
manuscript version of Oisin in the autumn of 1887. For Yeats's 
familiarity with it vide Alspach, P• 857, n. 31, infra. 



A royal crovm was on her head; 
And a brown mantle of precious silk, 
Spangled with stars of red gold, 
Covering her shoes dovm to the grass. 

A gold ring was hanging down 
From each yellow curl of her golden hair; 
Her eyes blue, clear, and cloudless, 
Like a dew drop on the top of the grass. 

Redder '"ere her cheeks than the rose, 
Fairer was her visage than the swan upon the wave, 
And more sweet was the taste of her balsam lips 
Than honey mingled thro' red wine.150 
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One of Patrick Kennedy's versions, "The Old Age of Oisin", 

which, according to Alspach, Yeats "kne\oJ without doubt 11 ,
151 

refers briefly to N"iamh's "resplendent beauty11 ;
152 in another 

he dwells on her appearance with loving detail: 

A maiden of the most rare beauty, mounted on a white 
steed, was seen advancing towards th€!m. Her hair was the 
colour of red gold, her robes of green and azure silk, and 
wreaths of diamonds and pearls decked her head, and 
encircled her neck and shoulders.153 

154 And Patrick vleston Joyce, whose version Yeats probably knew, 

paints a similar picture in prose of ethereal lightness and charm: 

"'e were not long ••• engaged /-in raising the deer from 
the thickets J when vJe ••• perceived ., •• a maiden on a 
white steed •••• A slender golden diadem encircled her head; 
and she wore a brovm robe of silk, spangled with stars of 
red gold, which was fastened in front by a golden brooch, 
and fell from her shoulders till it swept the ground. 
Her yellO\v hair flowed far down over her robe in bright, 
golden ringlets. Her blue eyes were as clear as the 

150o•Looney, p. 237. The question of sources is fully 
discussed by Alspach, pp. 849-66. 

151 Alspach, p. 857. 

152In Legendarv Fictions of the Ir:l.sh Celts 
(London: Macmillan, 1891 )-;-p:-i127 

153"0isin in Tir Na-N-Oge", in The Bardic Stories of Ireland 
(Dublin, 1871), P• 143. 

154 Alspach, p. 857. 



drops of' dev/ on the grass; and while her small, white 
hand held the bridle and curbed her steed with a 
golden bit, she sat more gracefully than the S\·Jan on 
Lough Lein.155 

Yeats's delineation differs from those of his Gaelic 

models in two ways: first, in his attempt to reconcile the 

demonaic and human facets of Niamh's appeal; and secondly, 

in sacrificing their brilliant sensuous detail in favour of 

a certain Shelleyean fluidity m1d the remote externalized 

description characteristic of \'lilliam Morris. After the 
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first casual impression of quiescent innocence, there emerges 

suddenly a dark disquieting note, a nervous unrest that is 

strangely disturbing: 

His mistress was more mild and fair 
Thm1 doves that moaned round Ema:n' s hall 
Among the leaves of the laurel ·\vall, 
And feared always the bov1-s tring' s t\vanging o 

Her eyes were soft as dewdrops hanging 
Upon the grass-blades' bending tips, 
And like a sunset were her lips, 
A stormy sunset o'er doomed ships. 
Her hair was of a citron tincture, 
And gathered in a silver cincture; 
Down to her feet white vesture flowed, 
And with the woven crimson glov1ed 
Of many a figured creature strange, 
And birds that on the seven seas range. 
For brooch 'twas bound with a bright sea-shell, 
And wavered like a.summer rill, 156 As her soft bosom rose and fell. 

The reason ·lies, of course, in the introduction of a 

demonaic, sinister element in Niamh's beauty, in the sense of 

power to do or will evil (vaguely reminiscent of the Ancient 

Hariner's confrontation with Life-in-Death), silver and citron, 

and by the conflict, always prevalent in delineations of the 

155110 . . . T' 
~s~n ~n ~rnanoge; or, 

Celtic Romances, 3rd ed., rev. 
Bombay: Longmans, Green & Co., 

156vE 3 4 _, PP• - • 

The Last of the Fena"·in Old 
& enlarg. (London, New York, 
1907), PP• 385-86. 

• 



"fatal woman", between the lurid and virginal aspects of her 

appeal. And though the lovingly elaborated description is 

strongly reminiscent of v!illiam Harris, 157 there is a hint 

of "Christabel 11 , even in the use of the rhymed tetrameter:· 

There she sees a damsel bright, 
Drest in a silken robe of white, 
That shadovlY in the moonlight shone: 
The neck that made that v1hite robe \<Jan, 
Her stately neck, and arms were bare; 
Her blue-veined feet unsandal'd were 
And wildly glittered here and there 
The gems entangled in her hair.158 

The 1895 version is more delicately tinted; the 

threads of the tapestry more finely dra\m. Instead of the 

sprawling, one-dimensional effect of her earlier counterpart, 

Niamh is viewed first from afar, silhouetted against the. 

horizon, then at shorter distance. Her immediate visual 

appeal, one of translucent, almost unearthly beauty, glov1s 

through the misty eeriness of the poem. A further moral 

dimension, suggested by. the assonance in "doomed" - "gl£.<?..med", 

"gli_mmering cri_mson", ironically offsets the first fleeting 

impression, in the harder magnetic attraction, the fatal 

luminosity of her allure. The result is a Sv1ift ly chapg ing 

yet harmonious combination of fate and surprise, rendered with 

superb artistry. Iseult has given way to Guenevere: 

157cf., for example, the description of Brynhild in 
The Story of Sigurd the Volsung and the Fall of the Niblungs, 
8th imp. (London: Long;;arn~. Green-&co.-;19o4),pp. 163-64, 
and vide alsop. 214. For the date of Yeats's reading of 
the poem vide Dume, Pe 274. Cf., hm,rever, Yeats's comment 
to Katharine Tynan, ~ Hiddle Years ( 1916), Po 38. 

158s.T. Coleridge, Coleridge's Poems, sel. and ed. 
J.B. Beer, Everyman's Library (London: Dent, New York: 
Dutton, 1963), Pe 196, 11. 58-65. For the influence of 
Coleridge, whom Yeats probably read for the first time in 
1884, vide Dume, p. 235. For further details concerning 
Yeats's attitude to Coleridge vide~' PP• 62-63. 
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Caoilte, and Conan, and Finn were there, 
\vhen vie follow·ed a deer with our baying houds, 
• • .. • • • • • 
And passing the Firbolgs' burial mounds, 
Came to the cairn-heaped grassy hill 
i·lhere passionate Haeve is stony-still; 

0 

And found on the davey-grey edge of the sea 
A pearl-pale, high-born lady, who rode 
On a horse with bridle of findrinny; 
A citron colour gloomed in her hair, 
But dovn to her feet white vesture flovJed, 
And with the glirmnering crimson glowed 
Of many a figured embroidery ••• 159 

• • 

The third kind of "dream" woman differs from those 

already discussed in that it does not belong to a clear-cut 
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literary tradition. 11To an Isle in the \>later", is, artistically 

speaking, a mere trifle; yet in its wistful de la Harish 

innocence, its sense of simplicity and undeniable sincerity, 

it has a refreshing charm and appeal: 

Shy one, shy one, 
Shy one of my heart, 
She moves in the firelight 
Pensively apart. 

She carries in the dishes 
And lays them in a row. 
To an isle in the \vater 
rlith her v/OUld I go. 

She carries in the candles, 
And lights the curtained room, 
Shy in the doorway 
And shy in the gloom; 

And shy as a rabbit, 
Helpful and shy. 
To an isle in the wattr 
With her vJOuld I fly. 60 

Certain features of the poet's description suggest that 

I 
the "shy one 11 of his heart was almost certainly drawn from life; 

she has a characteristic bearing -- vJas she an obscure servant 

in the Pollexfen household?-- and moves with a distinct, if 

hesitant existence of her ovm. But even here Yeats's timid 

159 
~' PP• 3-4, 11. 13-14, 16-27, supra. 

160Ib"d 
J_ • ' P• 89, final version. 
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evocation of her figure, whose pensiveness is apprehended as 

if from a dim distant corner of the half-lit room, invests her 

with an aura of unreality. 

Less earth-bound and home-spun are the women in. the 

"Indian" love poems vJritten under the influence of Shelley 

and probably prompted by Yeats's meeting VJith the Bengali 

Brahmin, Babu Hohini Chatterji, in about 1886. 161 Though 

Yeats's evocation of these women is more impalpable and 

intangible than their Shelleyean counterparts, there is 

something of Shelley's visionary quality in these poems, of 

his 11 dream of hopes ••• /_-whose] voice was like the voice 

of his mm soul.", vJhose music 

Like woven sounds of streams and breezes, held 
His inmost sense suspended in its web 

162 Of many-coloured woof and changing hues • 

. In the little Indian dramatic love poem, "Anashuya and 

I 163 Vijaha" (originally entitled "Jealousy Scene"), where the 

lover is torn between desire for the young priestess Anashuya 

and her illusionary counterpart, the latter, though she is 

described as "the daughter of the grey old wood-cutter", is 

1 . 1 h h" d . 164 1tt e more t an a w 1spere name, Amr1ta. And the womal'l 

in '.'The Indian to His Love 11 is remote and shadowy as the 

161 WBY PP• 47-49. -' 
162 P.B. Shelley, The Poetical vlorks of Percy Bysshe Shelley, 

ed. Harry Buxton Forman ( 4 vols.; Londoll: Iree'VeS&Turner, 
1876-77), I (1876), 26. 

163
VE P• 70. _, 

164According to The Oxford Companion to English Literature, 
3rd ed. (194C), P• '24:, · "Amrita" is a Sanskrit word me<ming 
"immortal" •. In this context the poem may be interpreted as a 
conflict bet\·Jeen mortal and imrnortal desire, symbolized by the 
tv.•o \-!Omen~ Cf. D.A. Stauffer, The Golden Nightingale (New York: 
Hacmil.lan, 1949), PP• 113; 163~. 5e 
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landscape in ,.,hich she moves, a pale phantom of a dis-embodied 

dre~: 

0 ,.,anderer in the southern weather 9 

Our isle awaits us, on each lea 
The pea-hens dance, in crimson feather 
A parrot swaying on a tree, 
Rages at his mm image in the dim enamelled sea • 

• • • • • • • • 

There we will moor our lonely ship 
And wander ever with woven hands, 
Hurmuring softly, lip to lip, 

• • • 

Along the grass, along the sands -
Hurmuring how far away are all earth's 1 6'feverish lands. J 

The 11 dream" woman of Yeats's early poetry is thus an 

interesting and varied expression of the romanticism of the 

young poet, a romanticism that, while it--is an integral part 

of his temperament, is nevertheless strongly reinforced by 

literary tradition. Though the predominant image takes a 

variety of forms drawn from numerous sources ~1d models, it is 

curiously consistent in its sense of unreality and 'fantasy, 

and in its almost exclusive dependence on literary models$ 

l'lithin the limitations of the poet's youthful vision, his 

presentation of the image is fairly rich and varied, ranging 

from complex symbolism or extended metaphor to mere suggestion 

or evocation. In the follov1ing chapter we shall see how the 

continued impact of a forceful original source of inspiration 

was to transform this shadowy image into a highly individualized 

portrait, imbued with the first intimations of reality. 

165VE _, 
follO\ving 
excerpted 

ppo 77-78, infra. It is interesting to compare the 
lines from Swinburne's Atalanta in C2lydon, 
by Mario Praz, P• 236: 

••• stretch thyself upon me and touch hands 
\'lith hands and lips with lips u .. 



CHAPTER II 

MAUD GOI\J"NE: THE MAKING OF MYTH (1889:-1916) 

The poems between 1889 and 1916 mark the extension, 

refinement and ultimate re-creation of the 11 dream11 woman 

already evident in Yeats's early poetryo The Pre-Raphaelite 
. . 

model which continues to dominate the. early poems o£ the 

period ("The Rose o£ the i~orld" ~ and 11 The Sorrow of Love", for 

example) grad~ally fades be£or~ the e~~rgence of woman ~ 

unrequiting beloved, cast in a peculiarly individual mould 

beautiful, passionate, courageous, heroic, but simultaneously 

cruel, unkind and indifferent -- or, to put it differently, 

literary example gives way to the creation of original myth. 

The image in the early part of the period is expressed 

primarily in terms of symbol; that in the latter part, as it 

emerges .in the numerous poe1~ of the period~ through word-

painting or portraiture. Behind these images and this range 

of experience lies a single unifying £actor: the powerful 

inspirational force of Maud Gonneo 

Maud Gonne was the daughter of an English mother and an 

Irish father who served as a colonel in the British army. 1 

Her first years were spent in apparent comfort and security; 

after her· mother's death ( 'trhen she was only four) she and her 

younger sister were.entrusted to the ca~e of a proud, respect-

2 able English nurseo Her early upbringing was nevertheless 

carefree, i£ somewhat indulgent -- there are memories o£ 

eating giant strawberries in the garden of Howth Castle, while 

1 A.G. Stock, 11 The \-lorld of Maud Gon.ne", Indian Journal of 
English Studies (Calcutta), VI (1965), 56. 

~aud Gonne MacBride, A Servant of the Queen. Reminiscences. 
(London): . Victor Gollancz, 1938), pp. 11-12, 17-19. 



nurse spent hours in recurling the ostrich feathers of her 

3 
hat -- and her adolescence spent travelling through Europe · 

and mixing with upper-class European circles, until she vras 

recalled to Dublin (where her father had been appointed 

Adjutant General) and, though not yet seventeen, was required 

to fulfil social duties on his behalfe 4 At her father's 

sudden death she was placed under the guardianship of a dry 

and unimaginative uncle; and after a brief flirtation vnth 

acting, unfortunately cut short by.illness on the eve of her 

first theatrical tour, she decided to dedicate her life to 

the attainment of freedom for Ireland. 5 In this she may 

have been subcol~ciously influenced by her father's intention 

to become a Home Rule candidate after he had resigned his 

Colonelcy in the British army: more likely she was flattered 

by the attentions of Millevoye, French orator, editor and 

Boulangiste, who was clearly using her for his own political 

6 
purposeso 

Her relationship \o'ith Yeats, which resulted in nearly 

twenty-eight years of pursuit and almost totally v~elieved 

passion on his side, seems to have stemmed initially from the 

use she could make of him in advancing her acting career and 

later, through their long tortured friendship, in treating 

him as confidant in times of personal sorrow. While it is 

only fair to point out that, apart from one occasj.on which 

might have been interpreted as a prelude to love, 7 there was 

3Ibid., p~ 19. 4Ibid., PP• 26-29, 36-37. 

5Ibid., PP• 43-65. 

6vide especially Gonne MacBride, PP• 64-65. 

7Vide Curtis Bradford, 11 Yeats and Maud Gonne11 , Texas 
Studies in Literature an~ Language. fi Journal of the 
Humanities, III, 4--rwinter 1962), 460~ 
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never any indication on her part of reciprocating Yeats's 

passion -- remember her affirmation in the early stages of 

th . 1 . h" 8 eJ.r re atJ.ons J.P ·· . never to marry -- 11 only a hard woman 

could have L-said~ to a man really suffe~ing from hopeless 

love L-'You make poetry out of what you call ·your unhappiness 

and you are happy in that:? and still have recorded L-it~ 

with pride a generation l~ter~-·!9 George Moore pinpoints the 

affair truthfully, if unkindly, as 11 ' the common mistake of a 

b. 11110 ·.~n·1 AN Jff . . oy , wuJ. e • • e ares sums J.t up more tactfully J.n the 

statement: 

_.c-Yet}ts J sought to serve her; and she found him 
a useful friend.11 

50 

Though it may be said that Yeats never really extricated 

himself emotionally from Maud Gonne -- a fact which is 

supported by the numerous references to her in his poetry 

even after his marriage to Georgie Hyde-Lees12 --their 

relationship between 1889 and 1916 falls into four distinct 

phases. The first opens with their meeting in London on 

30 January 1889 (fully detailed in his unpublished .auto

biography)13 and.ends with Maud's rejection of his second 

proposal during Yeats's first visit to Paris, in 

February 1894.14 The period is marked mainly by a series 

8 Y:M&P, P• 68. 

9Marion Witt, 11 \•lilliam Butler Yeats 11 , English Institute 
Essays, 1946 (New. York: Columbia Univ •. Press, 1947), p. 86. 

10Y:V~P, P• 315, n. 33. 
11 Ibid., p .. 67. 

1 2vide especially 11Human Digni ty11 , t1First Love11 , 

n Among Schoolchildren11 , •r\{hy Should. Not Old Men Be Mad'? 11 , 

·~The Circus Animals' Desertion11 , "A Bronze Head11 

.. (£!:, PP• 250, 249,. 242-45, 388-89, 391-92, 382.,..83 ). 

13vide Y:M&P, pp. 59-60. 14Ibid., P• 94 e 
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of brief intermittent meetings in London, substantiated by 

correspondence; his visit to Maud in Dublin in the summer of 

1891, concluding with his first unsuccessful proposal; Maud's 

intimation of her personal sorrow rising from the death of a 

little boy "Georgette" (whose father was presumably Millevoye); 

her initiation into and resignation from the Order· of the 

Golden Dawn; their common meeting ground in work for Ireland; 

and a quarrel in 1893 followed by N:aud' s departure to Paris.15 

The second phase (1894 to December 1896) constitutes 

Yeats's relationship with Olivia Shakespear, a married woman 

of literary and artistic interests whom he met early in 1894 

and with whom he tried, with only partial success, to alleviate 

his "love so~r.ow": 

Her face had a perfectly Greek regularity though hel' 
skin. was a little darker than a Greek would have been, 
and her hair was very dark. She was quietly dressed with 
what seemed to me very old lace over her breast and had 
the same sensitive look of destruction I had admired in 
Eva Gore Booth. She was it seemed alone of our age to 
suggest to me an incomparable distinction e•• She had 
profound culture -- a knowledge of French, English and 
Italian lite~ature and seemed always at leisure. Her 
nature was gentle and contemplative and she was'content 
it seemed to have no more life than leisure to talk to 
her friends. Her husband whom I saw but once was much 
older and seemed a little heavy ··~ As yet I did not know 
how utterly estranged they were. I told her of my love 
sorrow indeed it was my obsession never leaving me by day 
or night ••• Her beaut1G dark and still, had the nobility 
of defeated things •••• 

Though they were to maintain a sympathetic friendship 

(revealed in their "vivid and varied correspondence") for "more 

than forty years 11 ,
17 his mistress finally ended their liaison, 

15For these facts of their relationship vide C. Bradford, 
"Yeats and Maud Gonne", pp. 453, 454, 455 (t,.,ice), 457. For 
a detailed sympathetic account of the way in which Ireland's 
needs drew them together, vide A.Go Stock, 11 'rhe World of 
Maud Gonne11

, PPe 61-64. Cfo Letters, p. 117. 

17 . Letters, p. 916. 



18 which lasted altogether "only some ten months", owing to 

Yeats's inability to break emotionally with Maud Gonne. 

The third stage extends from the renewal o£ his 

relationship with Miss Gonne during his second visit to Paris 

in 1896 to her sudden marriage, in February, 1903, to John 

MacBride. The' period is marked mainly by Yeats's re-entry 

into Irish politics on a practical level (predominantly £or 

the sake ~f Maud Gonne), evident in his reluctant membership 

of the Irish Republican Brotherhood late in 1896, involving 

his participation in preparations for the centennial 

celebration for Wolfe Tone, founder of the United Irishmen, 

. 19 
by the. end of that year. (He also helped her t.o found a 

Young Ireland Society i.n Paris and accompanied her on a tour 

of the Irish in England and Scotland)o 20 Despite their 

closer involvement in these political activities, Yeats was 

permitted no sexual relief in his love and was on the verge 

of emotional and physical collapse. After Maud's confession 

that "marriage was impossible because • I have a horror and 

21 terror of physical love'", they agreed to enter into a 

"mystical marriage" an attempt to send their souls to a 

meeting on some astral plan~ :·22 -- to which Yeats remained 

faithful from 1 898 until Maud's actual marriage five years 

later. In spite of her rejection of two further·proposals, 

one in Paris at the beginning of 1899 and the other in London 

18 
Bradford, P• 459. 

19vide Y:M&P, pp.Ht-1·2, 112 respectively. Bradford (Po459) 
says however, that in joining the IRB "he had acted without any 
thought of Maud Gonne." 

20 Y:H&P, p.108; WBY, p. 150. For differences in their 
outlook on Ireland vide Y:M&P, p. 139, and 1-iaud Gonne, 
11 Yeats and Ireland".·. in Scattering JZranches, Tributes !£ the 
~ of }i .. ~. ~' ed. Stephen Gwynn (London: Hacmillan, 

1940), pp. 20-25. 

21 Bradford, p. 461. 
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in 1900,
23 

Yeats was completely shattered by news of her 

marriage to "a red-haired high-spirited Celt .. .,. who had led 

the Irish Brigade with the Boers. 1124 He was thirty-seven 

years old a."ld "broad-awake" and his most cherished dream had 

been blasted at a stroke .... 

The years 1903 to 1916 echo the previous pattern of 

pursuit and rejection .. After Maud's separation from her 

husband in 1905 --she had converted to Catholicism and was 

thus unable to get a divorce -- Yeats turned to other women 

(Curtis Bradford mentions Olivia Shakespear and "a passionate 

interlude during his long friendship with Florence Farr" )25 

53 

and in June 1908 visited Maud in Paris, where he agreed to her 

offer of renewing the "spiritual marriage". of 1898 .. 26 'i'wo 

years later he was involved in a liaison with 11 an unmarried 

woman past her first youth1127 -- which led to further 

complications concerning possible pregnancy, and almost 

resulted in enforced marriage; but the outcome of further 

28 ·visits to Maud Gonne between Hay 1910 and 1916 was merely 

23vide. ~' p. 155; Y:M&P, p. 133 respectively. 

24 WBY, p. 188 • 
. -

25P. 465e A.N. Jeffares offers further information 
about Mabel Dickinson around the period 1908-1911. (Vide 
"Women in Ye~ts's.Poetry11 , in The Circus Anima~s. :-}says.£!! 
~·~· Yeats l Macm~llan, 1970~. 91, n. 41, ~nfra. Th~s 
helps to clear up some of the mystery sw•rounding Miss 
Dickinson created by Thomas Parkinson, in 11 Yeats and the Love 
Lyric11 , James Joyce Quarterly, III (1966) 109, 115-16. 

26 Bradford, p. 465. 

27WBY, p. 301. For this episode vide Bradford, pp. 466-67. 

28Hone specifies May 19'1 0 as "the first of many visits to 
her in Normandy • ec II (vi'BY, pp. 236-37 ). 



the continuation of this ur-~.Satisfactory state of afiairs: 

after the execution of her husband on account of his 

participation in the Easter Rising o£ 1916, Yeats proposed to 

her for the last time, only to be rejected againe 29 The 

aftermath of this long9 circuitous relationship was an 

emotional involvement with Iseultp Maud's 11 adopted11 daughter, 

- . 30 
to whom he proposed-- and was rejected-- in 1917,~ and his 

sudden marriage to Georgie Hyde-Lees on 20 Octobero 

What ultimately can be said about Maud Gonne and how 

is she portrayed in Yeats's poetry? Her most outstanding 

feature was what G.B. Shaw appropriately termed her 

. 31 . 
"outrageous" beauty.· · 'l'his fact is borne out not only by 

Yeats's awe-inspiring accounts in his early letters and 

- 32 
unpublished autobiography but by the spontaneous reactions 

of men and wmen everywhere., Lily Yeats wrote of her: 11 She 

is an immense height and. very stylish and \vell dressed in· a 

care_J.ess way ••• She has a rich complexion, hazel eyes"; 

while Elizabeth, with an edge of ill-concealed malice, 

described her as 11 the Dublin beauty who is marching on to 

54 

- 33 
glory over the heads of the Dublin youths." Henry _Nevinson, 

a contributor to the Yellow Book said that she was so lovely 

that "'at the first sight of her I held my breath in 

29Y:M&P, p. 189. Cf. Ch. III P~ 92 of this thesis 

30Y:l1&P, p. 1 90. An Irish nur.t with \vhom I chatted in Cape 
Town in January 1969 says that it v;as "common knowledge" in 
Ireland that Maud Gonne had two children by Millevoye. 

3\lBY p 1 55 infra. _, . , 

32yide Letters, pp. 108, 116; Y:H&P, pp. 59-60 respectively. 

33Y:H&P, p. 306, n~ 35a. 
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adoration tn.34 . ,. . ' and Katharine 'l'ynan refers to her "strange 

and winning beauty" which "drew all eyes to her11 :
35 

She vias- the most beautiful woman I have ever seen, 
and in keeping with her beauty was ill1 exquisite voice. 
She dressed beautifully as vrell, and in Dublin, vlhere 
taste in dress is not a strong point, her dress made her 
as conspicuous as her beauty. vlhen one met her .walking 
in a Dublin street one felt as if a goddess had come to 
earth ••• 36 

Even in old age she \'las described as 11 the most spontaneous 

creature who ever bore the burden of beauty and purpose through 

a long tempestuous life"; 37 and on another occasion as "'the 

most beautiful ruin'" 38 . in Europe& 

The essence of her character can be understood in terms 

of two dicta, urged on her by her father, vhich she upheld as 

the yardstick of her behaviour: "'You·must never be afraid of 

anything, not even of death'" and 11 'vlill is a strange incalcul-

able force. It is so powerful that if, as a boy, I had willed 

39 to be the Pope of Rome, I would have been the Pope. 111 From 

·these injunctions stems that courage and fearlessness which 

did not at first come easily, if we remember her self-imposed 

40 tests during childhood, of endurance against fear, but which, 

34Katharine Lyon Mix, !::. Study in Y~llow. The 11 Yellow Book" 
and Its Contributors (Lawrence: Univ. of Kansas; London: 
Constable), 1960, p. 258. 

35 p· y In Twenty- J.Ve ears. Reminiscences (London: Smith & 
Elder, 1913), p. 318. 

36:ibid. 

37Hiche~l M~cLiaram6ir, "Maud Gorme11
, Haq~er' s Bazaar, 

No. 2908, 124. 

38Ibid. 

39Gonne HacBride, A Servant of the Queen, pp. 14, 15-16, 
respectively. 

40ibid., PP• 14-15· 



coupled with a love of adventure and novelty and a desire for 

being the centre of a dramaf she le~~nt increasingly to 

cultivate on appropriate occasions. 41 

Her determination and resoluteness, backed by a passion-

ate love of Ireland and a hatred of Ireland's oppression under 

English rule, are seen not only in her decision to work for 

Ireland, notwithstanding Michael Davitt's disappointing 

response to her eager offers of help and Irish hostility 

towards the intervention of women in political affairs, but 

also in the intensity vrith which she threw herself into her 

work~ "equally reckless of the consequences to herself and the 

value of vic..~tory .... till her strength ,.,as exhausted and the 

. ..42 
v~ctory "Won~ There is evidence, furthermore, of a strong 

. . . . 43 1deal of serv1ce, coupled WQth a powerful gift of oratory 

and a not inconsiderable acting ability. vli tness the vietoT-

point of Micheal MacLianun6ir, actor and founder of the Gate 

Theatre, who was to vffite: 

Had Ireland had a different history or had this 
woman possessed a different spirit, she, with her great 
beauty and power would have been, I think, its leading 
tragic actress. As it was she became deeply engrossed 
in other labours and the stage suffered the loss. Those 
who remember her performances will agree with me; and 

41 Remember, for example, the harrowing account of her first 
visit to Irish political prisoners in Portland Prison and her 
attempt to conceal her nausea at the conditions she found 
there, in order to boost the morale of the prisoners (ibide, 
pp. 127-30) .. 

42A.G. Stock, "The ivorld of Maud Gonne11 , p .. 58. 

43For Yeats's admiration of her oratory, first on the 
occasion of her description of the '48 famine before a~ audience 
of twelve hundred at Bordeaux, secondly during her tour of the 
Irish in England and Scotland, vide WeB. Yeats, Letters to the 
New Island, ed. H.Reynold (Cambridge: Hassachusetts: Harm·d 
Unive Press, 1934), PP• 149-53; !• PP• 364-65 respectively. 



for us who know her as she is there can be little 
doubt.44 

Nevertheless, many of these qualities take on a bitter 

harshness when viewed against her private dealings or the 

57 

results of her intense political beliefs. Despite the honesty 

and forthrightness of her autobiography, the reader is left 

with a growing sense of disquiet at her tendency to uphold as 

virtues measures which should be regarded at most as necessary 

evils -- her belief in the use of violence for the attainment 

of Irish freedom, for example-- and at her 11one-idea'd-nessn, 45 

fanaticism and ar1glophobia which, however justified in terms of 

her country's history, seems silly and eccentric when expended 

on trifling issues: remember her petty triumph in hounding 

the simple British family who occupied the flat beneath hers 

in Paris, resulting in their forced removal from the 

b .ld. 46 
u~ ~ng. There is, furthermore, a persistent core of self-

centredness, illustrated by her delight in creating a public 

stir wherever she went, and by an exaggerated sense of her own 

importance, 47 as well as a growing headiness stemming from her 

44vide Theatre in Ireland, Irish Life and Culture, I (Colm 
9 Lochlairm, 1 950 )-, -PP• 11-1 2. Cf. Yeats's claim that "• she 
made Cathleen seem like a divine being fallen into our mortal 
infirmity':" and Stephen Gwynn's assertion that 11 Miss Germe's 
impersonation had stirred the audience as I have never seen 
another audience stirredo 1" (\mY, Po 175; Y:M&P, p. 138 
respectively.) ---

45A term which she applied to Paul D~roul~de, Boulangiste 
extremist and friend of Millevoye, and.was honest enough to 
apply to herself (Gonne MacBride, ~ Servant £f the Queen, 
pp. 148, 1 24). 

" 46Ibida, pp. 150-53. Cf. Micheal MacLiamm6ir's comment: 
11 If she had a fault, it lay in the blind devotion that narro\.;ed 
her outlook to a stony cloister." (Vide "Haud Gonne", Harper's 
Bazaar, No. 2908, 124.} / 

47For illustrations-of these qualities vide her account of 
the grand finale of the chase of the tvro Dublin Castle sleuths 
ordered to follow her movements and her reaction to the news · 
that a warrant had been issued for her arrest during her work 
in Donegal (Gonne MacBride, A Servant of the. Qu~, pp. 101, 
143 respectively). 
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success in dealing with evictions, which resulted in rash, at 

times irresponsible, behaviour. One remembers the assurance 

with which she promised the Irish prisoners release ~nthin 

specified periods and her attitude to tearing down the 

boarded up houses of the evicted tenants: 

One by one the priests and I reinstated the evicted 
and collected the neighbours to rebuild the gables and 
put in the broken window panes. The honour of tearing 
down the wooden planks nailed across broken doors by the 
bailiffs was left to me. It was even more fun than 
building Land-league huts and nru.ch quicker .... I thought 
of the life-sentenced prisoners and breezily promised 
they should be released. I had no idea how it should be 
done, but I had convince~8myself as well as the people 
that we were invincible. 

More importa11t, however, and more relevant to our theme 

is her insensitivity in some of her personal relationships and 

her tendency to use people unscrupulously for her own ends. 

A casual paragraph in her autobiography proves that Yeats we~ 

not the only man to suffe!' at her hands; and there is a note 

of callousness in her reference to a 

Mr Morton ;-a young barrister Jwith a remarkable gift 
of speech, who had a real love of }ustice coupled with a 
passing love for myself ••• His devotion to me lasted some 
years and I fear was bad for his own career~ but I -had to 
encourage it for the sake of the prisonerss49 

This is endorsed by Katharine Tynan's remark that "she 

was absorbed by an enthusiasm so passionate anq. sincere that 

nothing else mattered to her. For men, or women, she had no 

use at all, as men and womene They were so many pawns in the 

50 revolutionary gameo" 

The image that emerges in the poetry of the period 

contint~es the idealizing tendency characteristic of Yeats's 

49 
·· Ibid,., Pe 124. 

50Twentz-Five Yearse Reminiscences,, (London, 1913), P• 319o 
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early love poetry but introduces also a strong anti-idealistic 

straino Although the counterpointing of 11 positive 11 and 

"negative" qualities and the denigration of the poet's beloved 

on the grounds of her unattainability resemble the handling of 

the image of the beloved in the poetry of the troubadours (as 

demonstrated by James Jo Wilhelm, in his book on the subject)~1 

Yeats's condemnation of unrequited love is based on emotional 

rather than physical grounds -- indeed, his love poetry 

concernl.ng l•faud Gonne is remarkably lacking in earthiness and 

'there is, furthermore, evidence o£ a highly personal 

portrayal of his beloved, of a unique ability to apprehend her 

essential features and to expand them, fill them out, highlight 

them, until his portrait.takes on a vibrant independence of its 

own. Part of the strength and impressiveness of these poems 

derives from the range and inclusiveness of Yeats's portrayal, 

from his delineation not only of her positive attributes --

her beauty, her heroic qualities, her energy, her fearlessness, 

her intensity, generosity and reckless courage -- but of her 

cruelty, her cold, unyielding austerity, her demanding nature, 

her aloofness and her almost total indifference to her lover's 

suffering. A.G. Stock traces the progression from an image 

that is merely the projection of Yeats's subjective longing to 

. . . . 1' 52 an ind~vidualized image ~th 1ts own un~~~e persona ~ty; 

and Muriel c. Bradbrook talks of 11 the image of the beloved 

["as J an instrument of the primary imagination" and of the 

51 The Cruelest Month: ~. Nature and Love in Classical 
and Medieval Lyrics (Nevi Haven & London: Yale Univ. Press), 
pp. 151-230. Vide especially pp. 151-66. 

52Vide 11 The World of Haud.Gonne11 , pp. 76-77 and c£. 
Ch. III p, .93 of this thesis. 



poet, like the Elizabethan poets before him, "constantly 

remaking his world in his love poetry {-and vrorking out ••• 

through one supreme relationship~ the changing relation to 

everything else. 1153 

The poems show a steady progression from the pre-

dominantly "Pre-Raphaelite" image of Maud at the beginning 

of the period to the mature full-bodied portraiture of middle 

age in "Broken Dreams 11 • Within these polarities they become 

increasingly less dependent on literary models and more 

distinctly individualized, from ·the fil•st significant evidence 
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of individualized portraiture in "The Folly of Being,Comforted11 

to the gradual emergence of an heroic element in the spate of 

poems written between 1908 and 1915: 11A Woman Homer Sung", 

"Fallen 111ajesty11
, "Against Unworthy Praise", "No Second Trpy11

1
, 

11 The People", "Her Praise11 • At the same time the delicate 

idiom of Yeats's early poetry gives way to a more vigorous, 

manly stylep reflected in and probably intensified by his 

altered literary taste: in his reading of Jonson, between 1901 

and 1907, 54 in his admiration for Donne, whom he read in 

Herbert Grierson's edition of 1912, 55 and in the influence of 

Ezra Pound, of vlhom he wrote to Lady Gregory on 3 January 1913: 

Ezra ••• helps me to get back to the definite and the 
.concrete away from the modern abstractionso To talk over 
a poem with him is like getting you to py~ a sentence into 
dialect. All becomes clear and natural.5 

53rn "Yeats and Elizabethan Love Poetry", Dublin Mag:azine, 
IV, 2 (1965), 41. 

54Vide T.L. Dunte, "William Butler Yeats: A Survey of His 
Reading" (diss., Temple Univ. 1950), PPo 257-58 .. 

55vide Letters, P• 570. 

56Y:H&P, p. 167. Yeats met him in 1909 and he became Yeats's 
secretary bet-vreen 191 3 and 1 916$ Vide Alex Zwerdling, Y~ 
and the Heroic Ideal (London~ Peter Owen, 1966) pp. 71, 174-75. 
The date. of their meeting is confirme4 in Letters, p. 519. 
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Throughout this development Maud's im;:~ge is filled out, elaborat-

ed and expanded against the broad mythologizing fabric of 

legendary queens, heroines and goddesses -- Maeve 9 Deirdre, 

Helen of Troyp Pallas Athene -- while she is simultaneously 

upbraided or reproached for her unkindness, inconstancy and 

indifference -to the poet and finally, for her inability ,to 

requite his love. 

The earliest poems in which Maud Gonne is significantly 

imaged are "The Sorrow of Love" and "The Rose of the World", 

. 57 
both written before January 1892. The presentation of the 

image differs from that of the later poems of the period first, 

in that the woman evoked is predominantly Pre-Raphaelite, 

indicating the pervading influence of Yeats's early "dream" 

woman and thus his continued dependence on a literary model; 

and secondly, in that the image is treated as a symbol 

(representation of an idea or an abstract reality beyond 

itself) rather than for its own sake. Though Yeats had not 

yet formulated his ideas on symbolism expounded in his essays 

"Magic", "The Philosophy of Shelley's Poetry", "The Symbolism 

of Poetry", "Symbolism in Painting", ."Spenser's Poetry" and 

"William Blake and His Illustrations to the Divine Comedy 11
,
58 

both poems are interesting examples of the kind of tec~~ical 

problem with which he was grappling and vlhich he \-las 

tentatively exploring under the combined influence of his 

Blakean and occult interests on the one ha.~d and the French 

57The former was written October 1891; the latter appeared 
in National Observer, January 2,1892 (Comm., pp. 35, 29 
respectively). 

58Vide E&I, PP• 49-50; 87; 155-59, 160-63; 146-47, 382; 
116 respectively. 
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Symbolists (through the medium of Ar.thur Symons )59 on the 

other. 

The underlying image common to both poems is that of the 

Pre-Raphaelite woman~ully discussed in the first chapte~: 

sorrowful, dolorous, mourn.ful, still, sensuous and "dream-

heavy". Both the first and final versions of "The Sorrow of 

·Love" and 11The Rose of the \vorld11 emphasize her "red lips 11 , 

and both poe~s stress her association with sorrow or suffering: 

"the whole of the world's tears", "the sorrows of her 
·-
labouring ships" (in the first version of "The Sorrow of Love"), 

her "mournful pride" and loneliness in "The Rose of the 
I 

World". 
60 

The poems differ, however, not only i.n the handling 

of the image of the poet's beloved but also in its symbolic 

significance explicit in the former poem, complex and 

allusive in the latter. 

In "The Sorrow of Love11 the poet's beloved is celebrated 

not merely for her own sake but as a symbol of universal 

suffering. The poem is an intimate record of a profound moral 

experience: the poet's re-discovery or renewed awareness, 

through the catalytic agent of his beloved, of the sorrow of 

the human condition. Despite its controlled, dignified pace 

59For the influence of Yeats's occult interests on his ideas 
on symbolism vide Giorgio Melchiori, The Whole M ster of Art. 
Pattern into Poetry in the \<lork of !!_ • .§_. Yeats. London: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 196~pp. 19-26; and for the French 
influence vide Graham Hough, The Last Romantics, University 
Paperbacks (London: Metheun; New York: Bar~& Noble), pp. 
208-12,and E. Davis, Yeats's Earlz Contacts with French Poetr;-t:, 
Communications of the University of South Africa C29 .· (Pretoria: 
Univ. of South Africa, 1961) pp. 28, 51, 52. Cf., however, 
Letters, p. 592. 

6°For these references vide VE, p. 120, 1.5, supra and infra, 
P• 111, 1.2; P• 120, 11. 6, 7 infra; pp. 111, 112, 11.; 2, 10 
respectively. 
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and its moving simplicity, the poem su..f'fers from a number of 

important defects: the first stanza is too "busy" and 

variegated for the length of the poem; the emotional key 

of the third stanza is pitched too high; and phrases like 

"the full round moon" and "earth 1 s old and \veary cry11 show 

signs of selfconsciousness and straining after. effect. 

(Jon Stallworthy sums it up quite neatly when he says: 11Yeats 

has not brought his subject into focus. The emotional colour 

is there, but the intellectual outlines are everywhere 

' d' ' II )61 1n 1st1nct. 

The most important feature of the poem, and its greatest 

strength and weakness, is the image of the woman in the second 

stanza, around which the poem's structure revolves and on which 

its meaning depends& Although the forcefulness of the image 

suggests a real source of inspiration (Micheal MacLiamm6ir tells 

us, incidentally, that Haud Gonne 1s lips were "naturally red 

to the end of her life"), 62 it is still strongly Pre-Raphaelite 

in impact, betraying its literary dependence; and though Yeats 

has succeeded in building up a powerful symbol of Universal 

suffering -- we are reminded of his own Countess Kathleen, "the 

63 sadness of the world upon her brow' the underlying image 

is too slight to support the accumulated weight of the hyperbole 

("the whole of the world's tears"; "all the sorrows", "all 
. ' 64 
burden", "myriad years") and too intimate-- note the 

repetition of the second-person pronoun "you" -- to be 

. conveyed to the general reader. 

61 In Between the Lines. W.B. Yeats's Poetry in the Making. 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963), p. 50. 

62In "Maud Gorme", Harper's Bazaar, p. 1 24. 

63 Y:M&P, P• 73. 

64vide VE, p. 120, 11. 6, 7, 8, infra, respectively. 



The revised (1925) version, while it is undoubtedly 

more accomplished, more polished and more resonant than its 

earlier counterpart, is also harsher, more strident and more 

selfconsciously rhetorical: note, for example, phrases like 

11 that famous harmony of leaves 11 , "that lamentation of the 

' 65 
leaves". Yeats's remarks that his revisions were 11 bu.t an 

attempt to express better what I thought and felt when I was 

66 
a very young man".. are fully evident in the attempt to graft 

the style and insight of his later poetry onto the mood and 

emotion of the earlier version and the consequent imbalaz;.ce 

between these elements. 

The most remarkable change in this version is the 

increased objectivity of the poem• s central image, a grea.ter 

densHy and concentration, carrying \t.'ith it a universality 

that is en.tirely intelligible to the reader. And though the 

basic image is still Pre-Raphaelit~, it has been expanded and 

filled out into an entirely meaningful S)rmbolo The implicit 

reference to Helen of Troy in the earlier version -- the 

source of which was probably Todhunter's Helena in'Troas, a 

nineteenth-century neo-classical drama67 -- has now become 

explicit: there is the suggestion of tragedy in the Greek 

sense, created by the key ideas of greatness, doom and pride 

64 

wherein are mirrored and re-enacted the/whole drama of the fall 

of Troy and a sense of national doom working itself out in 

history. Furthermore, the anonymous private symbol in the 

earlier version has now become an over~ symbol: this is the 

woman whose beauty has sparked off the long train of historical 

events involving the fate of a whole nation. And in this· 

65Ibid., p. 120, llo 3, 11, supra, respectively. 

66 
VE, P• 842. 

67Y:M&P, PP• 60, 308, ne 70. 
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tragedy that is expanded now to epic proportions it is not man's 

suffering that has altered the poet's enjoyment of the natural 

landscape, but the knowledge that in the eternal working out 

of his tory, "man's image and his cry" are reduced to an 

insignificant nullity. 

"The Rose of the World" is the most important example of 

Yeatscs attempt to convert the image o£ woman into symbol. 

Though the image is, strictly speaking, used to personify the 

rose symbol of the title (the poem was originally called "Rosa 
68 ~·.· 

Mundi", owing to its Rosicrucian origins), j · so subtly is this 

done that it is almost indistinguishable from the predominant 

symbol of the rose. 

The poem is a hymn of praise to Eternal Beauty in the 

flux of time, its most striking feature;: apart from its extra-

ordinarily original imaginative genius, being its exquisite 

musical qualities: the modulation of the iambic pentameter 

·into the trailing infinality of the trimeter at the close of each 

stanza; the subtle interweaving of the rhyme endings with 

their long open vowels: the whole suffused with a pervading 

gentleness. Despite its structural discipline -- notice how 

each stanza opens with a rhetorical question, statement or 

command, followed by an elaborate eulogy -- the first printed 

version. suffers from obvious technical defects- the mono-

syllabic onslaught of the seventh line, the silly alliterative 

effects of the ninth -- which have fortunately been ironed 

out in the 1895 version. 

The most important aspect of the poem, however, is the 

way in which Yeats has fused the image of his beloved with the 

complex Rose symbol of the title. Yeats's rose symbol has an 

68VE, p. 111, infra. 
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interesting and varied history; for though it must have been 

familiar to him through his study of Irish poetry (evident in 

a note to one of his "Rose 11 poems appearing in a volume 

69' -
published in 1892), he later attributed it to Valentin Andrea 

(Johannes Valentine Andreae or Andreas), a seventeenth-century 

G~rman theologian and/mystic. 70 The complexity of the symbol 

in Yeats's poetry may thus be ascribed not only to the personal 

significance for him of the beauty of his beloved but also to 

its Rosicrucian origins: in Rosicrucian terms it mea.ns 11 the 

Divine Light of the uni\'erse 11 ~ 71 in opposition to the temporal 

material wrld, symbolized by the cross. 

In his handling of the imaHe of his beloved, Yeats has 

seized on certain features of the Pre-Raphaelite model, but 

the image has been filled out and expanded by references to 

both Helen of Troy c:md Deirdre, thereby giving it tragic, 

sombre overtones. Part of the complexity and interest of the 

image derives from the tensions between opposing polarities: 

.the woman's proximity and familiarity (suggested in "these red 
/ 

mortal lips") as if the poet were contemplating her beauty at 

close quarters, and her simultaneous remoteness in space and 

time, her combined sensuousness and ethereality, humanization 

and apotheosis. (Many years later Yeats was to write that 

·"the quality symbolized as the Rose differieo/from the 

Intellectual Beauty of Shelley and of Spenser in that L-he 

had J imagined it as suffering with man and not as something 

pursued and seen from a£ar 11 o)72 The total impact is 

69vide VE, 798-99 and cf. VE, pp. 811-12e 

70Vide L~tters, p. 592. 

71Barbara Seward, The Symbolic ~ (New York: Columbia 
Univ. Press, 1960), p. 92. 

72
VE, p. 842. 
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unfortunately spoilt by the disparity of styles in the third 

stanza, \vhere the phrase "weary and kind" carries with it the 

languid stylization of the nineties -- (an echo o£ Pater, 

perhaps?) -- though one critic (~) disapproved o£ it on the 

basis that it introduced the 11 t~ansient and incidental11 73 

with the result that the personification here exceeds the 

bounds of the containing symbol. Nevertheless, apart from 

the 11To the Rose upon the Rood of Time11 ,
74 where the 

personification is sensitively handled, Yeats was never to 

achieve the degree of harmony between woman and rose that 

occurs in this poem. 

The greatest change in Yeats's delineation of Haud 

Gonne occ.."UU's ten years after the first printing of "The Rose 

of the World", in "'rhe Folly of Being "comforted", Yeats's 

first significant expression o£ individualized portraiture: 

One that is ever kind said yesterday: 
"Your well-beloved's hair has a thread of grey, 
And there are little creases about her eyes; 
Time can but make it easier to be ,.,ise, 
Though now it's hard, till trouble is at end; 
And so be patient; be wise and patient friend." 
But heart there is no comfort, not a grain: 
Time can but make her beauty over again 
Because of that great nobleness of hers; 
The fire that stirs about her when she stirs 
Burns but more clearly; 0 she had not these ways 
When all the wild summer was in her gaze; 
0 heart 0 heart if she would but turn her head, 
You would know the folly of being com£orted.75 

The main \veaknesses of the first printed version ( \vhich 

appeared on 11 January 1902)76 are the self-conscious dialogue, 

especially in the fifth and sixth lines, a certain flaccidity 

in the handling of the language (note especially lines two and 

73Y:M&P, p. 308, n. 69. 74Vide CP, p. 35. 

75VE PPo 199-200. _, 76Ibid., p. 199. 
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three) and the ambiguity of the closing lines: does the 11 she11 

designated in the concluding couplet refer to the beloved, 

thereby confirming the poet's belief that though she is more 

beautiful and thus more desirable in middle age, she is still 

unattainable; or does it refer to the friend, signifying that 

behind her kindly advice lies silent confirmation of the poet's 

ow knowledge? 

Despite these defects, the poem shows an important 

development in Yeats's portrayal of Maud Gonne: evidence of a 
-

real source of inspiration (opposed to the prevailing literary 

influence in the poems already discussed) and of the poet's 

attempt, in \tlOrking out his relatior1.-:>hip ~lith his beloved, to 

portray the woman for her o'm sake rather than as a symbolo 

The form that this individualized portraiture takes is 

threefold., First there is the heroic element (to be f\1rther 

developed in the numerous poems written about Maud Gonne bet\.1een 

1908 and 1915 ), seen in the reference to her "great nobleness~• 

and in the hyperbolic claim that her beauty has been re-created 

in time: notice the sense of burning spirituality in the 

11 fire 11 image, an image frequently associated with Maud Gonne. 77 

Secondly, there is a suggestion of passion and wilfulness, o£ 

joyful intensity and sensuality (already prevalent in "The Old 

Age of Queen Maeve11 )
78 conveyed in the image 11 wild sum.'ller11

e 

Thirdly, the heroic element is juxtaposed with and enhanced by 

tell-tale realistic details (the 11 thread o£ grey11 in her hair; 

"little creases about her eyes 11 ) which tend to soften the 

vibrant picture of her youthful beauty. Behind this 

idealizing tendency lies the image of woman as unrequiting 

77This is further developed inCh. III, pp.l05-107 of this 
thesis. 

7SVide CP, 451-52, and cfo Ch. III,. p.l07 of this thesis.· 



lover: indifferent, unrelenting, unattainable. 

Yeats's dissatisfaction with the poem is shown by his 

constant revision of .it up to 1933, when it achieved its final 

form. The most important revision occurs in Selected Poems 

(1929) where the deliberate marking off of the closing couplet 

indicates his attempt to remove its ambiguity, with the effect 

of reinforcing the £utility underlying the kindly words of 

advice by the well-meaning friend. 79 The final 1933 version 

is thus a brilliantly contrived drama moving from confidential 

talk to passionate self-examination where truth defies v1ell-

meanir1g commonplaces • back to the anguished declaration of 

truth, in which the friend's silent agreement is delicately 

suggested: 

One that is ever kind said yesterday: 
11 Your \-Tell-beloved's hair has threads of grey7 

And little shadows.come about her eyes; 
Time can but make it easier to be Y!ise 
'!hough now it se~ms impossible, and so 
All that you need is patience." 

Heart·cries 11No, 
I have not a crumb of comfort, not a grain. 
Time can but make her beauty over again: 
Because of that great nobleness of hers 
The fire that stirs about her, when she stirs, 
Burns but more clearly. 0 she had not these ways 
vlhen all the wild summer was in her gaze." 

0 heart! 0 heart! if she'd but turn heB head, 
You'd know the folly of being comforted. 0 

While Yeats was forging a powerful image of individual-

ized energy, he was still haunted by the softening effects of 

the memory of Maud's beautye In the first version of 

"The Arrow" ( \Yri tt~n in· 1 901 ) , 81 a brief evocation of her 

79Vide·VE, pp. 199-200, infra. 

80rbid., supra. 
81 

. COIM1e t P• 87 • 

69 
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former freshness and innocence, the idiom and diction are 

already colloquial ("marrow", 11 £or a reason", "out of season"), 
. . 

the rhymes a££ectedly casual ("no man" - "woman"; "blossom" 
. - . -

"bosom") and the rhythms reminiscent o£ daily speech; but 

the quality o£ imagination and a certain element of stylization 

in the delineation o£ his beloved are still suggestive o£ 

William Morris or Burne Jones: 

I thought o£ your beauty and this arrow 
Made out o£ a wild thought is in my marro\V"e 
There's no man may look upon her, no man; 
As when newly grown to be a woman, 
Blossom pale, she pulled down the pale blossom 
At the moth hour and hid it in her bosom. 
This be~1ty's kinder yet for a reason 82 
I could weep that the old is out of season~ -

Behind the literary element, soon to be developed into images 

o£ queenliness and regality, lies the ·more individualistic 

element evident in the woman's intimate gesture. In the 

revised version o£ 1922, the portrait is strong~r, leaner, more 

powerful, more in keeping with the characteristic energy o£ 

the later poems: 

There's no man may look upon her, no man, 
As when newly grown to be a woman, 
Tall and noble but with face and bosom 
Delicate in colour as apple blossom.83 

In contrast to the delicacy o£ Maud's beauty delineated 

in this poem, the poems written between 1908 and 1915 pick up 

the heroic thread discerned in "The Folly of Being Comforted", 

t'hus paving the way £or the fully-rounded portraiture of 

"Broken Dreams". "No Second Troy" (written in December 1908)
84 

celebrates her as another Helen, stressing the heroic aspect 

of her beauty, its austerity and severity, of a kind "That.is 

not natural in an age like this,/ Being high and solitary and 

82
VE P• 199. _, 83Ibido, 11. 3-6. 

84 
~·· p. 102. 



most stern This description of her beauty is akin 

86 to that in "Peace", written two years later, where the idea 

of conflict between a stormy life and a peaceful beauty, 

heightened by the austere classical analogy, is conveyed in 

terse, sinewy rhythms: 

Ah, that Time could touch a form 
That could show what Homer's age 
Bred to be a hero's wage. _ 
"Were not all her.life but storm, 
Would not painters paint a form 
Of such noble lines", I said, 
"Such a delicate high head, 
All that sternness amid charm, 
All that sweetness amid strength?" 
Ah, but peace that comes at lengtht 

87 
~arne when Time had touched her form .. 

71 

In the poems o£ the per·iod Haud' s heroism separates out 

into three main strands: her essenti_al nobility, seen in her 

alliance \vi th legendary queens and heroines; her energy, · 

intensity, pride and passion, reflected in the images of fire 

. and phoenix, an.d further expanded in "A Woman Homer Sung", 

. 88 
"No Second Troy", "Fallen Majesty" and "That the Night Come"; 

.. -
and her generosity of spirit, evident in her attitude to both 

her social and moral inferiors. 

Maud's nobleness is revealed not only in Yeats's frequent 

use of the word in describing her (in "Peace", "The Folly of 

Being Comforted", "No Second Troy" and "A Thought from 
. 89 .. - - " 
Propertius 11 ) but in his obsessive comparison of her with 

images denoting queenliness and majesty. In "The Old Age of 

85 CP, P• 101 • 
... 

86rt was written 11 May 1910 in Yeats's Diary (Cornm., p.105). 

87 2!.· p. 1 03G 

88 .Vide CP, pp. 100, 101, 138, 140 respectively. 

89vide CP, pp. 103, 86, 101, 172 respectively. 

) 
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Queen Maeve", the similarities betY.een her and the great Queen 

of Celtic myth are pointed out again and again, with regard to 

their majestic beauty and wisdom, their kindred spirits and 

. 90 11 equal courage11 ; while in "Baile and Ailinn11 , Maud is 

exalted above Deirdre, a famous Celtic heroine, in respect of 

beauty and wisdom: 

She is not wiser nor lovelier, 
And you are more high of heart than she, 91 

" .. 
The resemblan.c:e between Maud and Helen of Troy is made 

in at least three poems, in connection with her beauty ("A 

Woman Homer Sung11 )
92 and the disastrous consequences of that 

- 93 
beauty ("No Second Troy"t 11The Rose of the World"); while 

in "Presences" and 11 '!'he Old Age of Queen Maeve", she is alluded 
- . 

to as a queen: 

For there is no high story about queens 
94 In any ancient book but tells of you; ••• 

. But perhaps the supreme compliment lies in her near-apotheosis 

as a handmaiden to Pallas Athene, expressed in the taut, 

compressed idiom reminiscent of Pound: 

She might, so noble from head 
To great shapely knees 
The long flowing line, 
Have walked to the altar 
Through the holy images 
At Pallas Athene's side, 
Or been fit spoil for a centaur 
Drunk with the unmixed wine.95 

90£E, pp. 451-52, 455. Cf. Cho III, p. lu9 of this thesis. 

91 cP, p. 465. 92CP, p. 1 00. 

93rbido, PP• 101, 41. 

94rbid., p. 455. For "Presences", vide CP, Pe 174. 

95Ibid., P• 172. 
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The energy, inten.sity, pridi: and passion characteristic 

of Yeats's portrayal of Haud Gonne are rrdrrored in various 

important images in the poetry of the period. Her pride and 

haughtiness are instantaneously captured in the image of her 

96 11 eagle look11 -~ the idea of pride is re-iterated in "Against 

Unworthy Pr~:ise 11 and "His Phoenix1197 -- .while images of fire 

and phoenix frequently re~xrf evoking her bt~ning spirituality 

and interJsityo The former is evident in references to 11 The 

fire that stirs about her, when she stirs 11 <md to her mind. 

"That nobleness made simple as a fire", and associated images 

of burning ("His Phoenix", "Fallen Hajesty 11 where her look and 

gait are compared with 11 the burning su:n" and 11 a burning cloud" 

98 respectively); the latter in "The People 11 and "His Phoenixa, 

a good-·natured high-spirited compliment to Haud wherein she 

is symbolized as a phoenix, symbol of' spiritual purity or 

rebirth: 

There is a queen in China, or maybe it's in Spain, 
And birthdays and holidays such praises C?~ be heard 
()£ her unblemished li.neamentss a whiteness with no stain, 
That she might be that sprightly girl trodden by a bird; 
And there's a score of duchesses, surpassing womankind, 
Or who have found a painter to make them so for pay 
And smooth out stain and blemish with the elegance of hi.s mindg 

• 9U 
I knew a phoenix in my youth, so let them have the~r day. ;, 

Perhaps Yeats's purest portrayal occurs in "A Woman Homer 

96vide "Friends" (gP, p. 139). 

97cP, PPe 103-104, 172 respectively. 

98vide £E, pp. 86, 101, 172, 138 respectively. 

99cp pp. 170-71 • For the phoenix image in 11 The People';, __ , . 
vide £E, p. 170 and c£. Che III, P• 116 of this thesls. 
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Sung", where her pride? p2ss:i.on and .int(Snsity exalt her to the 

stature of Helen o£ Troyf throwing reality into pale relief: 

For she had fiery blood 
When I was young, 
And trod so sweetly proud 
As 'twere upon a cloud, 
A woman Homer sung, 
That life and letters seem 
But an heroic dream.100 

Equally characteristic, though more mellow in mood, are the 

poet's reminiscences of a majestic beauty that has all but 

been forgotten in the passing o£ time: 

Although crowds gathered once if she but sho,..red her face, 
And even old men's eyes grew dim, thb har1d alone, 
Like some la~t courtier at a gypsy camping-place 
Babbling of fallen majesty, records \~that's gone .. 

The lineaments, a heart that laughter has made sweet, 
These, these remain, but I record YJhat's gone. A crowd 
Will gather,. and not know it walks the very street .. 

01 Whereon a thing once walked that seemed a b1u:ning cloud~ 1 

Another aspect o£ Maud Gonne's heroic nature is her 

almost superhu~an indifference to and aloofness from mob 

hostility, revealed when she was hissed by an Abbey Theatre 

audience at a time when she was trying to obtain a separation 

102 from her husband. It is to this quality that Yeats pays 

tribute in "Against Unworthy Praise" which mo-.res, in. powerful, 

stately rhythms, from open self-chastisement to awed reverence 

for his beloved's moral strength and childlike simplicity: 

Yet she, singing upon her road, 
103 Hal£ lion, hal£ child, is at peace. 

In "Her Praise" and "The People", there is the emergence 

o£ a new note of courage and leadership, the ideal o£ service 

and generosity to one's in£eriorso The former poemi a 

100
cP, p. 100. 

1 01 Ib.;d., 1 "8 ... • p.. ,j • 

102 
~.,p. 106. 103

cP, p. 104. 
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recollection of a vigorous dialog1~e bet .... reen the poet and his 

"phoenix", depicts the fhtest aspect o£ her heroism: her 

magnanimity, courage and generosityr her aristocratic humility 

in forgiving former supporters who had·turned against her a£ter 

marital separation. To the poet's violent attack on 11 this 

unmannerly to:wn11
, with its lack of appreciation for those who 

had served it most nobly and its malicious, petty gossip, 

Maud Gonne replies that despite her disillt~ionment in 11Those 

/..-she.J had served and some that L-she ./ had fed", she still 

finds it impossible to complain of the cause she has chosen to 

serve; at which the p<>et, stunned by her generosity, attempts 

to ratiouali ze his attitude. Yet 

• o.. because my· heart leaped at her words_, 
I was abashed, and. now they come to mind 1 04 After nine years, I sink my· head abashed. 

In its handling of passion and the nuances o£ emotional tension 

within the controlled yet flexible framework of blank verse, 

this is one of Yeats's most compelling poems~ 

11Her Praise" is a more intimate revelation of Maud 

Gonne's ideal of service, evident in her kindness to her 

inferiors and her charitable work among the Dublin poor. It 

differs from the previous poem discussed mainly in its mingled 

pride and tenderness: notice the relaxed, intimate style, the 

colloquial diction and natural speech rhythms~ 

She is foremost of those that I would hear praised. 
I have gone about the house, gone up and down 
As a man does ~ho has published a ne~ book, 
Or a young girl dressed out in her new gown, 
And though I have turned the talk by hook or crook 
Until her praise should be the uppermost theme, 

104Ibid., p., 170, Cf. Ch. III, PP~ 114-16 of this thesis. 



A woman spoke of some r:1ew tale she had reads 
A man confusedly in a half dream 
As though some other name ran in his beado 
She is foremost of those that I ,;ou.ld hear praised. 
I will talk no more of books or the long war 
But \.falk by the dry thorn until I have found 

· Some beggar sheltering from the wind, and there 
Manage the talk until her name come rour1d. 
I£ there be rags enough he will know her name 
And be well pleased remembering ifs for in the old days, 
Though she had young men's praise and old men's blame, 
Among the poor both old and young gave her praise.105 

Despite Yeats's exaltation of Maud's heroic qualities, 

76 

there are brief references, generally glossed over and obscured, 

to her human foibles. In "A Memory of Youth11 , there is a 

passing, and not very flattering, reference to her feminine 

va.nity; 106 "To a Young Girl 11 brutally exposes her lc:.tent 

ser.tality, 107 \!lhile "King and No King" reveals cm intimate 

capacity, not generally realized, £or personal communication: 

o•• how shall I know 
That in the blinding light beyond the grave 
\ofe' 11 find so good a thing as that we have lost? 
'!'he hourly kindrJess, the day's common speech, 
The habitual content of each- 'With each 108 
When neither soul nor body has been crossed. 

Praise of Maud Goru1e does not, however, preclude 

Yeats's condemnation of her on the grounds of her ultimate 

unattainabilitye Thoug·h the specific charge may alter from 

inconstancy, in 11The Lover Pleads vd.th His Friend £or Old 

Friends" and 11 0 Do Not Love Too Long11 to shallovmess ("Never 
.. - -. 

Give All the Heart") or cruelty ( 11The Cold Heaven"), the 

dominating £act of their relationship -- "that monstrous 

I • d . II 1 09 1 • k thing Returned and yet unrequkte love ••• --runs ~ e 

a glittering thread through these poems, offsetting their 

idealizing tendency. 

105 £E, pp. 168, 69· 
106rbid., p. 138, supra. 

1 07~b'd - ~ . , 157-58. 
108rbid., PPe 102-103o 



The earliest indication of the duality of Maud Gonne's 

nature is in 11The T;;o Trees", where the "holy tree", the 

benign aspect of the Sephirotic tree o£ the Kabbala, is 

contrasted \iith the "fatal image" of the storm-beaten tree 

in 11 the bitter glass 11
, representing man's capacity to work 

f d '1 .. 1 110 or goo or ev1 respect1ve y. Though the charge of 

"outer weariness'1 levelled agair..st her is general rather 

h 'f' 111 d h h . t an spec1 ·1c, an t .oug the poem 1s almost aq much an 

allegory of good and evil as a personal reprimand, it never-

theless provides a useful starting-point for Yeats's two-fold 

portrait t 

Beloved, gaze in thine own heart, 
'l'he holy tree is growir..tg there; 
From joy the holy branches start, 
And all the trembli:ng flowers they bear., 
The changing colours of its fruit 
Have dowered the stars wi. th merry light; 
The surety of its hidden root 
Has planted quiet in the night; 
The shaking of its leafy head 
Has given the waves their melody, 
And made my lips and music wed, 
Murmuring a wizard song for thee~ 

• • • • • 
Gaze no more in the bitter glass 
The demor .... o:;, with their subtle guile, 
Lift up before us ~hen they pass

1 Or only gaze a little while ••• 1 2 
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0£ the poems ~;ritten before 1899, the date of publication 

of The Wind amonq the Reeds, perhaps the most illuminating is --- --~- --· -~ 

110This explanatio~ is given by Ellmann (IdY, P• 76). 

111 Frank ICermode, in Romantic Image (London: Routledge & 
Kegan Paul, 1957), pp. 98-99 has, however, offered the ingenious 
interpretation of the 11 holy tree" as the "Tree of Imagination ••• 
inhabited by Love 1 and·i-growing} in the heart of a woman who· 
is beautiful and does not think" as opposed to 11 the tree of the 
Fall", representing subordination of beauty to intellectual 
abstraction. 

11 2
cP, PP• 54-55. 
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the manuscript version of a poem e·Htit1ed 11 Subject for a Lyric11 

(contained in a manuscript book dated 29 August 1893), reflect-

ing the full extent of Yeats's emotional disintegration and 

Maud's ability to tortvxe: 

0 my beloved you only are 
not moved by my songs 
\-lhich you alone understand 
You only know that it it is 
of you I sing when I tell 
of the swan on the water 
of the eagle in the heavens 
of the faun in the woode 
Others weep but your eyes 
are dry. 

II 

0 •• I am 
li.ke the children, 0 my 
beloved & I play at 
marriageo I play 

t \~Tith f the ll.fe a images o -
you will not give to me 0 
my eP~e* e~e cruel one 

III 

I put away all the romances, 
How care I now of queens 
& of noble women, whose 
very dust is full of sorrow, 
are they not all but my 
beloved whispering to me. 
I wait at the woods, I 
hear the cry of the birds 
& the cry of the deer 
& I hear the l-rind among the 
reeds, but I put my hands 
over my ears for were not 
they my beloved whispering to 
me. 0 my beloved why do 
you \~hisper to me of sorrow 
always. 

!III 

0 my beloved what were verse to me 
If you were not then to listen 
& yet all my verses are little to you • 

• • 0 • • • 
•c• you have no thing_ but 

these verses, that are but like 
mire & leaves in the middle of a crowd. 
Other eyes fill with tears but 
yours are dry. 113 

113J. Stallworthy, Between the Lines o•• (Oxford, 1963), 
PP• 2-4. 
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Not all the poems of the per·iod are as pain£ully 

shattering, however; some, at least, are tenderly reproachful. 

"When You Are Old", a .fairly free adaptation of Ronsard's 

sonnet "Quand vous serez bien vieille ••• 11 implicitly chastises 

114 his beloved for the non-reciprocation of love; "He vlishes 

for the Cloths of Heaven11 is a gentle injunction that he be 

. -1-15 
spared pain or suffer~ng; while "He Wishes His Beloved \vere 

Dead", despite the sentiment expressed, is cautiously restrained: 

Were you but lying cold and dead, 
And lights were paling out of the West:, 
You would come hither, and bend your head, 
And I would lay my head on your breast; 
And you would murmur tender words, 
Forgiving me, because you were dead: 
Nor would you rise and ha~ten awayp 
Though you. have the will of the wild birds, 
But know your hair t.,as bound and 'tlound 
About the stars and moon and sun: 
0 would, beloveds that you lay 
Under the dock-leaves in the ground, 
While lights were paling one by one. 116 

On the other hand, Maud's inconstancy is clearly delineated 

in 11The Lover Pleads with His Friend for Old Friends", the first 

printed version of which suffers from a curious disparity 

between blatant rhetoric ("Time's bitter flood ••• ") and 

colloquial idiom, between flaccid rhythrrs and plain speech 

rhythms, though this defect is partly compensated for.by careful 

phrasing and interesting part-rhymes ( 11 m£~t" - 11 l£_st" ). By 

1899 the vacillating rhythms of the f'irst three lines had;· been 

considerably tautened into vigorous speech rhythms and phrases 

like "high beauty11 pared, giving the poem the asperity and 

clarity of Jonson, the pure cold passion o£ Catullus: 

Though you are in your shining days, 
Voices among the crowd 
And new friends busy with your praise, 

114CP 6 _, P• 4 • 
11 5Ibid., p. 81 ~ 

116Ibid., pp. 80-81. 



Be not unkind o:r proud~ 
But think about old friends the most: 
Time's bitter flood \vill rise, 
Your.beauty perish and be lost 
For all eyes but these eyes.117 

The falseness of the inconstant friend wao alters her 

loyalties according to her station in life and who treats her 

pervious acquaintance with scornful aloofness is suggested in 

the image "shining days 11 
, with its associ at ions of the glamour· 

and allure of social success: it is interesting to note a 

similar image (in the word "glitter") appearing in a little-

known poem, 11 'rhe Glove and the Cloalc" --· 11ot included in the 

two--volume definitive edition -- in which Maud Gonne is 

crudely (and uncharacteristically) represented as a kind of 

femme fatale: 

I saw her glitter and gleam, 
And stood in my sorro'trs apart, 
And said: "She has fooled me enough," 
A11d thought that she had no heart. 

I stood with her cloak on my arms 
And said: 11 1 will see her no more, 11 

When something folded and small 
Fell at my feet on the floor. 

The little old glove of a child: 
I felt a sudden tear start, 
And murmured: 11 0 long grey cloak, 
Keep hidden and covered her heart!" 

118 

Yeats's disillusionment ,.,.i th his beloved is further 

expressed in 11 0 Do Not Love Too Long11 and 11 Never Give All the 

Heart", two poems distinguished by their technical accomplish-

ment, their strong melodic line and their fine evidence of 

11 7VE, PPo 172-73. For first printed version·vide 
Y!' pp:-172-73, il'lfra. 

118Ibid., p. 744. 
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In its melcmcholy plaintiveness, its essential 

melodiousness (created partly by the open vowels and partly by 

the liquid alliteration in the second line) and its adoption 

of the postur-= of the forsaken lover, the former poem chastising 

Maud for her sudden, inexplicable change of affection, is 

curiously reminiscent of certain Elizabethan love songs, of 

Ralegh' s "A Lover's Cornplaint 11
, for exaJnple: 

She hath lefte me here all alone 
All allone as unknm,•ne 

Who somtymes did me lead with her selfe 
and me lovde as her owne: ••• 

or of Wyatt: 

But all :i.s turnde now ••• 
Into a bitter fashion of forsaking ... 

The poem reads: 

Sweethear·t, do not love too long: 
I loved long and long, 
And grew to be out of fashion 
Like an old song. 

All through the years of our youth 
Neither could have known 

119 

Their own thought from the other's, 
\'le were so much at one. 

But 0, in a minute she changed 
0 do not love too long, 
Or you wi.ll grow ~y.t of fashion 
Like an old song. 20 

The image of the woman nwho makest but game on earnest 

payne" forms the substance of the latter poem, whose excellence 

lies in the confidence of its attack in the·opening injunction, 

119The Penguin ~ook of English Verse, ed. John Hayv1ard i1ondon, 1956~ 
PP• 37, 1 respectively. 

120vE, pp. 211-12, final version. 
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.ilmd the ease \vith which it moves f;;··om generalized to private 

complaint. While the phrasing reveals an e<1r highly sensitive 

to speech rhythms, and the interweavi:n~ of off--rhymes and 

whole rhy.mes imbues the poem with a prevailing melancholy that 

is terminated only by the pain£ul finality of the closing 

couplet, its most irnport~~t feature from the viev~oint of this 

discussion is the image o.f the inconstant mistress, the type of 

woman who regards love as a mere ga.•ne .. Though she is very 

little mirrored, Yeats ha.s provided the reader vdth just 

e11ough detail to glimpse into her soul: she is both 

~passionate 11 and shallow, the image of her 11 smooth lips" 

evoking both her physical attractiveness and the glibness 

with ,,/hich she dallies with his love: 

Never give all the heart, for love 
Will hardly seem worth thinking of 
'l'o passionate .,.,omen if it seem 
Certain, and they never dream 
That it fades out from kiss to kiss; 
r,or everything ·that's lovely is 
But a brief, dreamy, kind dt~light., 
0 never give the heart outright, 
For they, for all smooth lips can say, 
Have given their hearts up to the pla)·~ 
And who could play it well enough 
If deaf and dumb and blind with love? 
He that made this knows all the cosy~ 
For he gave all his heart and loste 1 

Accusations of inconstancy and insincerity do not, 

however, disguise the unalterable fact of Yeats's relationship 

with Maud Gonne: her inability to requite his loveo This is 

seen not only in the impassioned rejection of the anonymous 

friend's kind words in 11The Folly o£ Being Corr.forted11 , with 

II 122 its strange affinity with Hopkins's 11 terrible so1mets, 

121 rbide, p. 202, final version-

122cf o: "But heart there is no cornfort, not a grain" (VE_, p .. 
200, 1. 7, infra), with "Not, I' 11 not, carrion comfort, Despair, 
not feast on thee ••• 11 (Poems an~ Pr~~e ~ ~erard Manl~y Hopki~ 
sel •••• 9 _ : W.H. Gardner, Pengu~n Books ;_ .~..:ondon, 1953h P• GOo) 



but in Haud's heartless cruelty recalled in 11 Friends 11 : 

And what of her that took 
All till my youth was gone 
With scarce a pitying look? 
How could I praise that one?123 

In 11Words 11 he complains of her inability to understand 

him and in "Old Memory11 resigns himself to painful acceptance 

of the situation on the basis that her. behaviour is as '"'ayward~ 

and therefore as impossible of reproof, as that of an erring 

But enou~Jh, 
For \vhen we have blamed the \·rind we can blame love; 
Or, if there needs be more, be nothing said , ·;, 
That 'irlOUld be harsh for children that have strayed~ · '-Lt 

But perhaps a tru.er reflection of the impac:t of the 

relationship is contai:ued in 11 'rhe Cold Heaven", one of' Yeats 1 s 

most prJHerful and moving poems, in \'Jhich he a<:iks whether his 

pa<.>t suffering will continue after death: 

Suddenly I saw the cold and rook-delighting heaven 
That seemed as though ice burned and was but the more ice, 
And thereupon imagination and heart \Jere driven 
So wild that every casual thought of that and this 
Va.'1ishedt and left but memories, that should be out of season 
With the hot blood of youth, of love crossed long ago; 
And I took all the blame ·out of all sense and reason, 
Until I c:l.':i.ed and trembled and rocked to and fro, 
Riddled with light. Ahl when the ghost begins to quicken, 
Confv.sion of the death-bed over, is it sent 
Out naked on the roads, as the books say, and ¥tricken 
By the injustice of the skies for punishment?125 

The poem in ¥hich strains of adulation and disillusion~ 

ment run most freely together is 11Broken Dr earns 11 , perhaps 

123CP _, p. 139., 

124Ibide, Pe 87. For 11Words 11 videCP, PP• 100-101. 

1 25Ibid. r P• 140. 
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Yeats 1 s most' complete portrait of Ma:nd Gonne and undoubtedly 

one of his loveliest and most poignant poems& Written when 

Yeats was fifty,
126 

it is an excellent illustration of his 

mature, relaxed style: 

There is grey in your hair. 
Young men no longer suddenly catch their breath 
When you are passing; 
But maybe some old gaffer mutters a blessing 
Because it was your prayer 
Recovered him upon the bed of death. 
For your sole sake -- that all heart's ache have known~ 
And given to others all heart 1 s ache, 
From meagre girlhood's putting on 
Burdel'lSome beauty -- for your sole sake 
Heaven has put away the stroke of hel~ doom, 
So great her portion in that peace you make 
By merely walking in a room. 

Your beauty can but: leave among us 
Vague memories, nothing but memorieso 
A young man when the old men are done talking 
Will s-ay to an old man, "Tell me of that lady 
The poet stubborn with his passion sang us 
Vi'hen age might well have chilled his blood." 

Vague memories, nothing but memories, 
But in the grave all, all, shall be renewed. 
The certainty that I shall see that lady 
Leaning or standing or walking 
In the first loveliness of womanhood, 
And with the fervour of my youthful eyes, 
Has set me muttering like a foolo 

You are more beautiful than any one, 
And yet your body had a flaw: 
Your small hands were not beautiful, 
And I am afraid that you will run 
And paddle to the wrist 
In that mysterious, always brirr~ing lake 
Where those that have obeyed the holy law 
Paddle and are perfecte Leave unchanged 
The hands that I have kissed, 
For old sake's sake. 

The last stroke of midnight dies. 
All day in the one chair 
From dream to dream and rhyme to rhyme I have ranged 
In rambling talk with an image of air: 
Vague memories, nothing but memorieso127 

126rt was dated 24 October 1915 (Comrr,., p. 187). 

127VE, pp. 355-57, final version. 
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The theme is the poet 0 s awareness of the ageing of his 

beloved and the certain knowledge that his love will never be 

fulfilled. The form is the semi-dramatized inner monologue, 

conveyed in the apparently free, random ranging over the image 

of the poet's beloved in a time sequence that moves easily 

between present, past and future with the unselfconsciousness 
·~ !• 'I 

characteristic of dreams or memorieso Beneath the apparently 

formless accumulation of reminiscence and reverie, frequent 

asides, interpolations, repetition and thoughts in parenthesis, 

there is evidence o£ a closely integrated structure: first, 

in the careful reversion to the present and the insistence 

on the present ac:.; the focal point of the poet's awareness 

notice ho"' each stanza opens with the present and ho-v1 the 

reader is ge:ntly brought back to the present \tli th the 

re-iteration of the phrase "vague memories"; secondly, in 

the subtle patterning o£ rhymes -- off-rhymes, part-rhymes, 

111hole rhymes -- and assonance, particularly bet"Ween stanzas 

( 11 blood11 - "renewed" "talking"- 11 \'talking"; "fool"-
-- -- t -- --- -

"beauti£".!!111 ); and finally in the unifying and mu.li;i-faceted 

portrait of Maud Gonne. Maud Gonne is ultimately the subject 

of the poem; and the interest of Yeats's hru1dling of her 

image derives not only from the tensions between his .varied 

evocations of her beauty, past, present and future, but from 

the variety of stances adopted by the poet -- intimate friend, 

distant admirer, formal courtly lover -- and from the poem's 

tonal differences, revealed in the contrasting elements of 

of idealization and realism, the public and the intimate, the 

formal and familiar. 

An examination of the poem reveals the emergence of 

£our separate aspects of 11aud Gonne. First, there is the 

idealized portrait, the heroic element with which the reader 
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is already familiar, seen in the hype:d)olic claim that death 

has spared her because of the sense of peace \\'hich her presence 

diffuses (ll. 10-13), in her sublime faith, displayed during 

her work a."Tlong the poor (11. 4-7 ), and in the implied analogy 

with tragic heroines (Helen of Troy1 Deirdre) suggested in the 

128 
phrase "burdensome beauty11 • Secondly, there is the formal 

or 11 courtly11 element: the little cameo o.f the 11 lady11 of the 

poem, with shades of Dante and Beatrice in the lovely image of 

11 'that lady/ The poet stubborn with his passion sang us /. 

When age might well have chilled his blood. ' 11 Thirdly, there 

is the human a~;pect, revealed in her capacity for suffering 

(also evident in "Two Years Later 11 )
129 and in certain intimate 

c-..ncl familiar details, such as the reference to !1aud0 s grey hair 

and the tender plea that she retain~ even after her purification 

at death, her only physical flaw, her "unbeautiful11 small hands. 

Finally, there is the element of disillusionment or disenchant-

ment: her capacity not only for suffering but for in£licting, 

suffering, which underlines the more obvious strain of 

idealization; and indeed, the re-iterated phrase "vague 

memories", together with the double meaning of the title and 

the pervading pathos throughout, all point to the finality of 

unrequited love, the irrevocability of the past and the 

impossibility of future change. Thus in the course of this 

poem Yeats has ranged over the entire history of his relation-

ship with Maud Gonne -- his hopes, illusions and ultimate 

defeat -- producing, finally, a composite portraito It is 

eclipsed only by his last tribute, "A Bronze Head", wherein 

his ultimate appraisal is a question mark: 

128c£. Y:M&P, p. 326, n. 77. 

129Vide CP, p. 137o 
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Here at right of the ent:rance t'h.~.s brunze head, 
Human, superhuman, a bird's round eye, 
Everything else .. Ji thered and ll'IUJ!':my-dead. 
What great tomb-haunter sweeps the distant sky 
(Something may linger there though c-J.l el.se die;) 
And finds there nothing to make its terror less 
Hysterica passio of its own emptiness? 

No dar.k tomb-haunter once; her form all full 
As though with magnanimity of light, 
Yet a most gentle woman; who can tell 
Which of her forms has shown her substance right? 
Or maybe substance cm1 be composite, 
Profound McTaggart thought so, and in a breath 
A mouthful held the extreme of life and deatho 

But even at the starting-post, all sleek and new, 
I saw the \rildness in her and I thought 
A vision of terror that it must live through 
Had shattered her soul~ Propinquity had brought 
Imagination to that pitch \\lhere it ca-:>ts out 
All that is 11ot itself: I had grown wild 
And wandered rnurmurir1g everyv.rhere, 11 My child, my child! 11 

Or else I thought her supern~tural; 
As though a sterner eye looked through her eye 
On this foul world in its decline and f'al.l; 
On gangling stocks grown great, great stocks run dry, 
Ancestral pearls all pitched into a sty, 
Heroic reverie mocked by clo'im and knave, 

130 And wondered what was left for massacre to save. 

The poems about Maud Gonne, then, reveal a number of 

important developments in Yeats's poetic trea.tment of woman. 

First, and most important, is the gradual disappearance c£ 

literary models and the simult~~eous emergence of a new, vibr~~t, 

highly original myth inspired by a real person. Secondly, in 

the course of working out his relat:i.onship with Haud Gonn.e, 

Yeats explores the full gamut of her personality, ranging from. 

the high idealization of her heroic qualitie~ to outright 

condemnation of her cruelty and indifference, so that we are 

left not only with one of the most significant bodies of love 

poetry in English but also with a complete portrait of the 

woman behind the poems; indeed, ~th vhat may well be the 

most fully realized delineation of a single \oJOman in English 



poetry. Thirdly, in attempth;.g to portray the essential 

quality o£ his beJ.ovedf Yeats covers a wide variety of 

techniques, ranging from symbolic evocation and a.nalogy to 

the mature, full-bodied portraltu.:re o£ 'his "middle" per:i.od. 

Furthermore, the emergence o.f the most singular feature of 

Maud Gonne -- her dynamic heroism was to provide an 

important exemplification of Yeats's heroic ideal, "\a!ith its 

particular relevance to \roman, \"lhich reached its fullest 

development almost at the same time. The poems of the 

period prove ultimately that Yeats had fought the battle 

over the "prevailing decadence • u f.- its J sentiment and 

sentimental sadness, {-its .J woma.nish introspection $ ... 

;_-and J brooding emotions", and broken through to a ne,., 

I • f • • II 131 •pure energy o· spJ.rJ.t o 

..;_ ______ _ 
·------------------------------

Pe 313, n .. 2a. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE HEROIC IDEAL (1896- 1919) 

Two main images of woman, fundamentally different in 

nature but SiJ!lilar in origin, emerge in the early "middle" 

period of Yeats's poetic development. The one is that of 

heroic \voma'1, whose origins lie in the heroines of ancient 

Irish literature, represented predominantly in the spate of 

poems to l1aud Gonne written between 1908 and 1915. The other 

is the model of aristocratic vJOman, a totally ne\•1 development 

in Yeats's concept of woman, embodied in Lady Gregory and her 

estate Coole Park, and summed up in "A Prayer for my Daughter 11
o 

Somewhere between the two, but mainly on the side of the 

former 9 lies that combination of heroism and aristocracy of 

spirit: revealed in Mabel Beardsley's brave gaiety in the face 

of death, poignantly captured in "Upon a Dying Lady". Owing 

to the variety of sources, these images, while fairly clear-cut 

in type, are nevertheless fluid in tone and character: 

Haud Gonne 's heroism, for example, has a different timbre from 

that of the dying actress' courageous front offered to her 

friends; and the magnanimity with which she forgives the crude 

Dublin mob differs both from Miss Beardsley's clearly cultivated 

graciousness a'1d from the dignity of mien and bearing rooted 

in Lady Gregory's lineage. It is interesting to note, though, 

that Yeats was consciously broadening his poetic horizons and 

finding in a more varied social circle "fresh matter" for 

celebration, reminiscence and contemplation. 

In examining the influences on the images ·of the period 

a number of factors must be taken into consideration. With 

regard to the heroic ideal, there \>Jere the pmver.ful examples of 

two women, Maud Gonne and Mabel Beardsley, the one \vi th vJhom he 
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was emotionally involved, the other whom he knew \•!ell, 

illustrating in the very texture of their.lives the kind of 

behaviour which he most passionately ndmired eu'"ld envied. The 

image of aristocratic woman was influenced predominantly by 

Yeats's friendship with Lady Gregory and the mirror she held 

up to increasing coarseness and vulgarity in Ireland. Thirdly, 

both images were made more meaningful by Yeats's gradual 

formulation, from about 1908 onwards, of the theory of the 

Masks -- a theory of personality based primarily on self-

knowledge and hence self-improvement -- which possibly 

accentuated his awareness of the attributes of these ,.,romen, 

and incidentally contributed towards the cultivation of his 

"public11 manner in the poems about Lady Gregory~ A more 

detailed discussion of each of these factors will clarify 

their influence on the images of the period. 

Yeats's admiration for the heroic attributes of 

Maud Gorme and Mabel Beardsley may best be understood in terms 

of his concept of heroism in general. Though his earliest idea 

of heroic woman (first evident in Mosada) may v1ell have been 

based on the tragic heroines of his "favourite poets", and in 

1 particular of Shelley, the development of this concept went hand 

in hand with his admiration for the qualities, feats and achieve-

ments of the great heroes and heroines of Celtic literature. 

2 
Yeats's desire to "get our heroic age :iri.1n verse" -- to 

create a body of national literature, "some new Prometheus 

Unbound; Patrick or Columcille, Oisin or Fim1, in Prometheus'S' 

stead" · 3 -- \vas part of the general growth of a national 

1Vide !t p. 64, and cf. Ch. I, PP• 1-2 of this thesis. 

2 
~' p. 182. I ca"lnot find the original source of this 

quotation. 

3
A P• 194. _, 
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consciousness manifested in late n.inet:eenth-century Ireland. 

Behind this desire, hO\,·ever, lay a didactic aim: the 

' 

propagation of the ideal \·Jhich the Irish heroic virtues held 

up to reality. His dissatisfaction with the emasculating 

effects of formalized Christianity, for eXMlple, and his 

obvious preference for the heroic ethic of pagan Ireland are 

already evident in The v!anderings 2..£ Oisin9_ where the har·sh, 

punitive asceticism of Saint Patrick is contrasted vJi th Oisin 's 

unrelenting defiance: 

I will go to Caoilte, and Conan, and Bran, Sceolan, 
Lomair, 

And dwell in the house of the Fenians, be they in 
flames or at feast .4 

And his later disillusionment with the cultural 

mediocrity and vulgarity of the Irish middle-classes was to 

be counterpointed by his admiration for the "aloof and 

aristocratic hero115 exemplified by Parnell, for example, or 

Synge, or \Hlde. 

What were the qualities that appealed to Yeats in the 

hero or heroine of Celtic literature? Generally speaking, they 

\vere those that raised him (or her) above the flow of ordinary 

humanity and emphasized his (or her) pov:er as a unique, superior 

individuale These included the 11 aristocratic" virtues, 

generosity and courtesy, in particular, of the lord tO\vards his 

dependent vassal; the "public" virtues, courage and leadership, 

and a fearless unflinching attitude to death; and a passionate 

engagement in and enjoyment of life in all its physical 

attributes eating, drinking, fighting, loving -- that was 

to mak.e one of the characters in ~ Only ~lousy ££ ~ 

4£E, p. 447. 

5uorthrop Frye, "Yeats &nd the Language of Symbolism", 
Univ. of Toronto Quarterly, XVII, 1 (OctG 1947L 8, 



refer to Cuchulain as nthat amorous, violent man11
, 
6 and Yeats 

says of him that he seemed an heroic figure "because he was 

creative joy separated from fear" 5
7 

Yeats's celebration of Haud Germe is thus rooted in a 

very real resemblance to the heroines of Irish literature; 

and she is linked furthermore by the attribute of beauty. 

In "The Old Age of Queen Haeve 11 , for example, he claims that 

she is at least equal in beauty and courage to the great 

J.~gendary queen, 8 while "Baile and Aillinn'' asserts her 

superiority over a tragic heroine, Deirdre: 

Let ru.si! ~nd bi .. :r.,g ££.Y 2~.! th_e:ir .f.:!:_ll 
Of the hi'.r..l~_r.:-2 da~!9.!2t.(Lr if thi~.Y will, 
Beloved I am not afraid of her ------·' - - ---- ------- -- --- ' 
S h ~ is r_1_<;!_1; \i:t__?e r ll'l."t. .Lg_v e lt~.r , 
Ancl Y.<;?_g_ ar-:s: !!!.£!:~ t0.:51b o£ he~ than she 9 

••• 

This gesture of conscious praise and tribute, repeated 

in such poems as "Against Unworthy Praise", "Her Praise" and 

10 "The People", was accentuated by Yeats's need for continual 

reassessment of Maud Gonne's character, born out of his desire 

to ascertain its essence and thereby justify the years of 
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wasted courtship.. Between· the conunencement of their ''spiritual 

marriag-e'' in 1898 and Maud's rejection of his final proposal 

in 1916 -- a period covering her marriage to and separation from 

John l1acBride in 1903 and 1905 respectively, the renev.,·al of 

Yeats's "astral union" in 1908, a series of visits to her in 

6The First Musician. Vide ~·, P• 283. 

7Letters, p. 913, supra. For these definitions I am 
indebted to Alex Zwerdling, Yeats and the Heroic ~ 
(London: Peter Owen, 1966)t pp.53-55. Cf. Lady Dorothy's 
comments on Yeats's concept of aristocracy in Let~~ Poetry 
from~-~· ~~:to Dorotb_y \Vellesley (London, New York, Toronto: 
Oxford University Press, 1940), p. 196. 

8~, PP• 451-52, 455. 
9Ibid., P• 465. 

10
Ibid., PP• 103-104, 168-69, 169-70 .. 



Normandy from Hay 19"10 om1ards artd the execution of Haud 's 

former husband -- Yeats came gradvally to see her as she 

111as, to reassess her in the light of he,r real rather than 

imagined qualities. A. G. Stock ~Tites: 

His poetic image of her e•• is not static, but 
grows and .changes as. he matures. At first, 111hen he 
still hoped to win her, it 111as no more than a 
projection of his own longing •• $a Thereafter, using 
his poetry to master his experience, he sets out to 
capture in words the quality not only of his passion 
but of the \voman herself v;ho evoked and rejected it e ••• 

Not only the bodily image but the personality animating 
it b•:::comes clearer as his art advances in the conquest 
of reality~ She compels him to acknowledge qualities 
he does not share. 11 

The result v;as, of course, a number of poems 
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expressing his hurt and torment -- "~'lords", for exa'Tlple, where 

he reluctantly admits her inability to understand his plans 

. d b . . 1 2 
II D s II d , ld H II an am 1.t1ons, A eep- \vorn Vow e:m "1. he Co eaven , 

the latter a cry of anguish at the possibility of continued 

sufferinu after death; 
13 

but there are also poe.ms .like 

"Fallen Hajesty" and "That the Night Cornett v1here, i:n seeking 

to capture her memory, he recreates the very essence of the 

14 
spirituality that fired and inflamed her; and others, 

like "No Second Troy" and "Friends", \vhere the process of 

weighing the good and the bad induces him to believe that, 

. 15 like Helen, she is beyond JUdgement: 

Whys what could she have done, being what she is? 
Was there another Troy for her to burn?16 

11A.G. Stock, "The Horld of Naud Gonne 11
, Indian Journal of 

English Studies (Calcutta), VI (1965), 76, 77. 

12CP _, PP• 100-101. 13Ib. , 
~Oo 1 PPe 174, 140. 

14
Ibid., PP• 138, 140o 15Ibido t PP• 101, 139. 

16
Ibid., pa 101. 
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In the case of Habel Beardsley~ Hife of an actor 

17 George Bealby 1-lright, the heroic ideals of bravery and 

fearlessness were to be re-enacted in her magnificent gesture 

of courage before death -- together with the pathos that all 

heroes share in the face of disaster and defeat. The origin 

of Yeats's relationship 1.o1ith her is not known; but it seems 

she was a11 occasional guest at his Honday evenings in \rloburn 

Buildings. Aubrey Beardsley's udear sister Mabel vlhom all artistic 

. 18 
London loved 11 was a tall 9irl with a good figure and flaming 

red hair, who played one of the leading roles in Netta Syrett•s 

play, "!1.:!:. finding 9f !:!,a..'1cz, in ·; 898o 
19 

An unusually close 

bond had existed between brother and sister, and after the 

former's death on 16 I'1arch 1898, f1>bel resumed her acting 

career·, only to fall ill with cancer~ 20 
Yeats, \vho used to 

visit her every Sunday afternoon during the winter of 1913, 

wrote to Lady Gregory on 8 January: 

Strange that just after writing those lines on the 
Rhymers who "unrepenting faced their ends" I should be at 
the bedside of the dying sister of Beardsley, who was 
practically one of us co •• She was propped up on pillows 
with her cheeks I think a little rouged and very beautiful. 
Beside her a Xmas tree vJith little toys containing sweets, 
which she gave us •••• On a table near were four dolls 
dressed like people out of her brother's drawings. ·uomen 
with loose trousers and boys that looked like women. 
Hicketts had made them, modelling the faces and sewing the 
clothese •• e She had all her great lady airs a...'1d asked after 
my \vork and my health as if they were the most: important 
things in the world to her ••• e I cannot over-state her 
strange charm -- the pathetic gaiety.21 

17 . 
Letters, P• 574, n. 2 9 infrae Cf. ProYP, Pa 111~ 

18r.t. Nix, A Study in Yellovle The 11Yell0\v Book'• and tts 
Contributors (L~wrence: Un'iV'7"0f' Kansas Press; LcndOil:' -
Constable, 1960), p. 264. 

19 
Ibid., P• 237. 

20 b"d 28 I Jl. • t p. 1 ., · 

21 
Letters, pp .. 574-75. CL tribute by J., New York, 

"Yeats's 'Upon a Dying Ladyi 11
, The LittlE.:_ Reviev:_ (Sept41917) ~31: 

~'There \vas no wearing of black there, no making a luxury of her 
grief, no flaunting it in the face of others, even though they 
might sympa.thize with or share her feelings. It was all quite 
French, what a spirited French woma...'1 would do •••• 11 



Nearly a month late:r he viaS to write: 

I still see M~bel Beardsley eve:ry vJeek~ She is now 
very weak and I think in pain, t~,ut she has the same gaiety. 
I have made five little poems about her. She spoke yester
day of her life as finished and the moment after was "as 
merry as a bird. u22 

On 8 May 1916, Charles Ricketts was to record: 

Death of poor Jl·label Beardsley after five years~ of 
which the last five months were very black. Curiously, 
with the increase of pain and the loss of hope came a 
new clinging to life-- the wish to live •••• 23 

In turning to the image of aristocratic \vomal1. in 

Yeats's poetry, vie must take into account his concept of 

aristocracy. The aristocratic ideal has jts roots in the 

qualities of generosity, bountifulness and courtesy inherent 

in the heroic ideal but extends beyond these qualities into 

a more complex self-contained ethic. For Yeats the aristocrat 

was an arhalgam of the "best" qualities available in a human 

being at a 9iven time: "the most cultured, most polished, 

most powerful •••• most urbane, the product of the oldest and 

best families in the land. 1124 Added to this was a gladly 

accepted sense of obligation as well a.s privilege, 11 a 

feeling for custom and ceremony, an emotional reticence, ru1 

active intellectual life, and even a kind of physical 

25 perfection." The essence of aristocracy lay, in fact 1 in 

"that be<mt iful balance of power and duty~ ••• not of duty 

as the word is generally understood, but of burdens laid upon 

(_-it.J by (_-its.J station and ••• character1126 that existed 

22 · 1 1 L Donald T. Torc!uana and G en O'Hal ey, "Some New .etters 
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from F.B. Yeats to Lady Gregory11 , ;\ RevievJ of English _!:i ter2ture, 
IV, 3(July 1963)~ 26Q 

23c "lJ··· C'1C'p -"tT-' eel .ewlSr ed. 0e~~-.ortra1 ~xen 

Journals of Charles Rickc:tts..r P;;.!r~, coll. 
(London: Peter Davies, 1939), pp.256-57. 

from the Letters and 
~mpe T. Sturge Moore 

24
A. ZVJerdling, ~at.? and the Heroic Ideal (London, 1966) ,p.64. 

25Ibid., p~ 81., 
26Ib. 1 . ').( . Cf.~, p.395. 



among the aristocratic classes of eighteenth-century Ireland. 

Yeats's aristocratic lea..'1ings r.each further into the 

past, I believe, than his friendship with Lady Gregory; for 

there viaS the influence of Art.hur Syrr.ons, with whom he vJas 

friendly in the nineties, who wrote: 

'~e \ver,:: surrounded by commonplace 9 middle-class 07 
people, >and I hated commonplace, and the middle-classes •• :-

and his association with the Rhymers Club, where "manners took 

precedence ow•r morality" and "Victorian middle-class verse 

. . . "28 T f f gave way to <m ar1stocrat1c poet1c. v.'O urther . ·actors 

later intcDsified his <xtmiration for the "aristocratic11 

virtues: the influence of a number of writers, in particular, 

Pound, Nietzc:he and Costiglione (in the Jast of v:hom he found 

the concept of ~!~~~!':.9. -·- the nonchalance. ease and 

kj tl ,, !. • ) 29 rec .essness 1at mar~ trle true court1e~ ; and the 

tangible evidence of incre<Jsing commonness, coarseness and 

vulgarity among the Irish middleclasses. 30 

The most obvious influence on Yeats's concept of 

aristocratic \oioman and one of its finest representatives was, 

however, Lady Grego:t'Y, vii th whom he maintained a friendship 

from 1896 until her death in 1932o Opinions of her vary, 

from those of Yeats's father, who admired her perfect 

"disinteresteciness", though he confessed that flit ~-was.J not 

easy personally to like her", to Arthur Symons, who 11 hateio/ 

Lady Gregory11 and "never ["spoke .J of her except as the 

27Derek Stanford, Poets of the Nineties. A Biographical 
Anthology (London: J'O'hilBaker-;-1'965), p."9s.-

28
Ibide t p.41 • 

29For these influences I a~ indebted to A. Zwerdling, Yeats 
~d the Eergj~ Ideal (1966), PP• 20-22, 67-73. 

30This is further expanded by ZHerdling, Yeats and the Heroic 
Idealf pp. 73-78. Vide also Appendix C; pp. 244-45()f~is 
thesis. 

96 
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~Strega' which is the Italian for witch." 31 Maud Gonne 

regarded her as "a queer little old lady, rather like Queen 

Victoria", \vhose books she loved but who was in a different 

camp because she believed in Art for Art's Sake; and whose 

effect on Irish writers was that they came back from visits 

to Coole "less passionately interested in the National struggle 

and more worried about their own lack of money.n 32 George 

Moore recalled a young woman, "very earnest, who divided her 

hair in the middle and wore it smooth on either side of a 

broad and handsome brow. Her eyes were always full of questions 

d h P t t t h . h h l • b '- . t l II 
33 an er ro ·es·an . 19 -sc oo a1r ecame rter grea. y ••• 

Isabella Augusta Gregory was the youngest of seven 

daughters of Dudley Persse o.f Roxborough, County Galway. In 

1880, at the age of twenty-eight, she. became the second \vife 

of Sir William Gregory of Coole Park, Gort, \vho died in 1892, 

leaving her with one son, Robert. Her first meeting with 

Yeats, which took place at Edward Hartyn's Castle at Gah1ay, 

in 1896, resulted in an invitation to spend a few days at 

Coole the prelude to almost twenty-one years of-summers 

spent at Coole. 34 

Lady Gregory's friendship with .Yeats must have been 

inspired by her newly acquired interest in literature and her 

desire to participate in some way in the Irish literary movement. 

31J.B. Yeats, Letters to his Son W.B. Yeats and Others 1869-
1922 ••• (London: Faber and Faber;-1944), pp.l52~151, 151-52. 

32 . 
Maud Gonne MacBride, A Servant of the Queen. Reminiscences 

(London Victor Gollancz, 193"8), p. 332.--

33H. Hovarth, The Irish Hriters 1880-1940. Literature under 
Parnell's Star (London: Rackliff, 1958), p. 84. 

34I f . . k 1) ' ~ • n ormat1on 1s ta.en ~rom Howartn, The Ir1sh Wr1ters 
(London, 1958), Ch. III, and Letters, p.~7, n.l, infra. Note that 
Jeffares gives the year of her birth as 1852 (Y:M&P, p.337,n.57). 
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Two years after her husb;.md 's dea::::h o.;he had published his 

memoirs, but "her early passion for books was inseparable from a 

patriotic passion •••• Literary nationalism ••• was her secret 

centre." 35 Accordingly, during his first visit to Coole, she 

asked Yeats \vhether he could 11 set her to some work for our 

intellectual movement" to \>Jhich he replied: "If you get our books 

36 and watch what we are doing you will soon find your work." 

A.N. Jeffares observes that in Lady Gregory and Coole 

Park Yeats found at last 

what I had been seeking a.lwaysP a life of order, and 
of labour 1 vlhe:re a.ll outward things vlere the image of 
an inward life..... Here many 9enerations, and no 
uncultured generations, h&d left the images of their 
service in furniture, in statues, in pictures and in 
the outline of wood and of field~37 

More important, she offered him firmness and care during 

his illness and exhaustion resulting from the nervous strain of 

his affair vli th Haud Go1me; and apart from sending in cups of 

soup during that sad and miserable year of 1899, 11 she gave 

him, for long spells, the peace and good diet of Coole, and 

when he was not at Coole, she sent him wine, biscuits or bottled 

fruit and sometimes, calling, left money on his mante~piece. 1138 

Knowing that open-air 1..;alks would do his health good, she took 

him folk-lore gathering on the cottages of her estate; and 

increased his enjoyment by inviting congenial company for him, 

39 Douglas Hyde, P~ , vlilliam Sharp and others. 

Her literary bent, first evident almost immediately 

after she had been widowed, was rather surprising, together with 

35 Howarth, p. 88. 36 Y:M&P, P• 106. 

37Tb"d - ~ . 38 Ho·warth, P• 85. 

39Y:M&P PPe 119, 120. ___ , 



the astonishing swiftness with which she tossed off her plays 

mainly comedies and 11 v10ndera plays -- at least tHenty-six in 

all. 40 There were, besides~ essays of Irish balladry and 

poetry (including a vivid and compelling·essay on Raftery, the 

blind eighteenth-century Poet); 41 Irish folklore and visions 

42 "stories of sai.nts, of heroes, of giants and enchanters" --
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gathered from Gal\.:ay and neighbouring islands; tva arrangements 

and translations of Irish legends, Gods and FisThtin.9: ~~~ and 

Cuchulai_l2 of ~1uirthernne, vrhich Yeats called "the best £book_] that 

has come out of Ireland in my time" and perhaps even "the best ... 
11.43 

• .. • f that has ever come out of Ireland an account of Coole, 

shovring an intimate knov1ledge and love of its library and 

44 natural scenery; and another of the formation, in 1897, of 

4'5 the Irish Literary Theatre. · 

It is for this last venture and her co-

directorship of the Abbey Theatre that she is, perhaps, best 

knO\vn; and it is this that probably evoked T.P. O'Connor's 

reference to her as "the unselfish, devoted and unconquerable 

40This niJ.mber is based upon the holdings of the Jagger Library, 
University of Cape To\m. Vide Plays, 4 vols. (London:Putnam, 
1913-37), which contains nineteen plays; and furthermore 
The Golden Apple. A Play for Kiltartan Children (London: 
Murray, 1916); The-jackda~Dublin: Talbot Press, n.d.); 
The Rising of theM~ (Lo~don: Putnam, n.d.); The Story brought 
by Brigit: A Passion Play in Three Acts (London:Putnam, 1924--y;--
and Three Last Plays (London: Putnam~28), '"hich contains 
Sanc·ho's Haster, Dav·e and The 1tlould-be Gentleman. 

41vide Lady £Isabella Augusta PersseJ Gregory,. Poets and 
Dreamers, Studies and Translations from the Irish (Dublin: 
Hodges, Figgis, & Co., London: John Hurray, 1903). 

42Lady [Augusta Persse~ Gregory. 
the West of Ireland •••• lst ser. (New 
G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1920), I, p.4. 

43 
~~ p. 3. 

Visions and Beliefs 1n 
York and London: 

44Lady Augusta Persse Gregory, Coole (Dublin: Cuala Press, 1931). 

45Lady £r.A. Persse_7 Gregory, Ou~ Irish Theatre. ~Chapter 
of Autobiography (Ne\v York & London: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1913). 
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women who has helped Yeats and Irelc.nd tov1ards the great 

46 literary renaissance of modern days." Lady Gregory used her 

social position to gain support and financial aid from 

distinguished Unionists; and her history of the theatre's 

development reveals not only the fight against Irish antagonism 

tov1ards and English banning of certain plays, but also the 

extent to \vhich she assisted Yeats in w:ri ting some of his ovm 

plays. 47 Indeed, her influence on his playwriting has only 

recently be•::n fairly fully assessed; and Daniel J. Murphy 

asserts that "not only did Lady Gregory have a share in all 

Yeats's plays before he began the Noh plays ••• in 1917, but 

she also helped him with other work, particularly with the 

Yeats himself has 

confessed that in their collaboration 

I never did anything that went so easily and quickly; 
for when I hes i tat~d L Lady Gregory.J had the right thought 
ready and it \vas almost alv1ays £"sheJ 1rJho gave the right 
turn to the phrase and gave it the ring of daily life.49 

Perhaps the soundest assessment of her achievement is 

given by Herbert Howarth, in The Irish Writers, who says: 

46Lad:y: Gregory~ Journals 1916-1930, ed. Lennox l?.obinson 
(London: Putnam & Co., 1946), p. 259. In a letter to Hario 
M. Rossi, dated 6 June 1932 Yeats vrrote: I have lost one who 
has been to me for nearly forty years my strength and my 
conscience •••• She had been indomitable. to the last, s_eeing to 
all her household duties and weekly charities -- there were many. 11 

(Letters, p. 796.) 

47vide Our Irish Theatre ••• (N.Y. & London, 1913), Chs. IV 
and VII; Ch .. -VIi and Ch. III respectively~ 

48 In "Yeats and Lady Gregory: A Unique Dramatic Collaboration", 
Hodern Drama, Vll, 3 (Dec. 1964), 323. The plays specifically cited 
fp. 324) are vlhere There ~ No:tjling, Diarmui~ and Grania, The Pot 
Ef Broth, Kathleen ni Houlihan, TJ:~ King's Theshold, Deirdre, The 
ShadOi•lY Haters, On Baile's Strand, Oedipus. Hazard Adams nas 
recorded the direct influence of -Th~"""Tra'Vell:i.1?i[ }1an on Yeats l s 
unfinished play The CoLntry of !g.; Yo1m_[ (vide tty eats's Country of 
Young 11 , PMLA, LXXII 3 June 1957;, 510-19). For a less favourable 
review than that of Murphy, vide vl. Chislett, uon the Influence of 
Lady Gregory on \'lilliam Butler Yeatsu in Hoderns and Near-!"ioderns 
(New York: Grafton Press, 1928), pp. 165-67. 

49 ' Lady Gregory, Our Irish Theatre1 p. 81. --- ----- -------
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In the long run the interest of her life lies in the 
way she pressed beyong what birth gave her. a •• Of the 
possibilities afforded her by her traditions, growing-up, 
marriage, she took those that made for action and change •••• 
She managed to carry a strength from her orthodoxy and the 
comp~acent power of her class, and assimilate it to the 
touch of revolutionary poetry in her.SO 

The final factor influencing the emergence of Yeatsts 

concept of heroic and aristocratic \voman \~as his theory of the 

Masks, "1hich began to appear in his \vritings during the first 

decade of the century. The formulation of this theory may well 

be traced to Yeats's upbringing and its concomitant emphasis 

on personality. C.M. Bowra points out: 

/-Yeats's 7 Irish upbringing had given him an 
independence from est abJ.ished English ideas and a mental 
outlook impossible in Enqland. Brought up largely in the 
west of Ireland, he had in early childhood absorbed the 
beliefs of an unspoiled peasantry and lived in an 
atmosphere uncontaninated by science. In th~t world 
personality was stiLl as important as it had been in the 
eighteenth century 9 and a man was entitled to be unlike 
his fellows •••• In an unspoiled landscape among un
sophisticated people Yeats grew to manhood unlike the 
\vykehamist Johnson or the cosmopolitan Hi.lde.51 

The complexity and importance of the doctrine are evident 

in Richard Ellmann 's definition, which provides an analysis of 

its psychological origins: 

To start with its simplest meaning, the mask is the 
social self ••• It includes all the differences between one's 
own and other people's conception of one's personality •••• 
In addition, the mask is defensive armour: we wear it ••• 
to keep from being hurt. So protected, we are only slightly 
involved no matter what happens$••• Finally, the mask is a 
vJeapon of attack; v:e put it on to keep up a noble · 
conception of ourselves; it is a heroic ideal Hhich He try 
to live up to. As a character in The Player Queen affirms: 
"To be great we must seem so •••• Seeming that· goes on for a 
lifetime is no different from reality. 11 

••• A poet should be 
instantly recognizable by his demeanour. The poet looks the 
poet, the hero looks the hero; both may be deceiving others 
and they may even be practising a form of deception upon 
themselves •••• 52 

50 (London: Rackliff, 1958), P• 89. 

51 vide The Heritage of S)~bolism (London:Macmillan, 1943),p.183. 

52Y:M&M. P• 176. ---· 
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Two factors not sufficiently emphasized in this 

definition are the r5le of the Mask in providing the artist with 

both a moral discipline and a source of creative energy. Yeats 

believed.that it was only through the cultivation of the anti-

self or other self that man could attain true, that is, self-

imposed discipline: 

"If vie cannot imagine ourselves as different from what 
we are, and try to assume that second self, we cannot 
impose a discipline upon others. Active virtue, as 
distinguished from the passive acceptance of a code, .i.s 
therefore theatrical, consciously dramutic, the wearing 
of a mask ••• •" 53 

And again: 

"I think all happiness in life depends on the energy 
to assume the mask of some other life, or a rebirth as 
something not one self, something created in a moment and 
perpetually renewede ••• u54 

The tension bet\<Jeen opposing elements of one's character forms, 

in fact, the basis for creativity for: 

We make out of the quarrel with othersl rhetoric, 
but of the quarrel with ourselves, poetry.5:> 

Yeats's Mask was therefore not merely a social asset 

in the vlildean sense, but a moral force which lay purely within 

the grasp of subjective man, "all those, that is, vJho must spin 

a web of their o~o.rn bowels", 56 "who are no longer deceived, whose 

. . 1" 1157 pass~on ~s rea 1ty. To Yeats the supreme test of such men 

Dante and Villon for example, who, though they were "mirrored 

in all the suffering of desire", "would not, when they speak 

53 t!_, P• 334. 

55Ibid., Pe 331. Cf.: "The artist searches for a mask 1 

originally to conceal his natural. self, but ultimately to reveal 
his imaginative self f the body of his art." (Northrop Fryef 
••Yeats and the Language of Symbolism", Univ. of Toronto Quarterly 
i-1947~, 15). ----

57H p.331. _, 
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through their art, change their luck~: 58 -- v1as their ability 

to contemplate without despair the greatest obstacle that could 

rouse their \vill to full intensit;y. Such men He regard with 

awe, because 11 vJe gaze not at the work o.f art, but at the re-

creation of the man through that art, the birth of a new species 

of man, and it may even seem that the hairs of our heads stand 

' b h b. ' h . . f 11 59 up, ecause t at lrtn, t at re-creatlonf lS rom terror. 

T.he relationship between the theory of the Hask and 

Yeats 1 s idealization of heroic and aristocratic woman lies in 

what is perhaps the essential element of the Hask doctrine: 

admiration for those qualities which one feels are lacking in 

oneself and the attempt to re-create oneself by upholding and 

incorporating into one's personality the admired qualities. 

Though Yeats never attemptedp apart from his spirited defence 

of The Playb~, to don the mask of the hero (in the popular 

sense of that word), he undoubtedly admired, and probably 

envied too, the courage of Maud Gonne, the fearlessness with 

which she carried out her political work and the dramatic 

flamboyance with \vhich she displayed "the ·v1asteful virtues" 

60 that "earn the sun". As for the mask of the aristocrat, 

there was ample opportunity for comparing, during his stays 

at Coole, Lady Gregory's freedom from pecuniary cares vJi t h his 

own financial embarrassment; and his abortive attempt to 

convince of his lineal descent from the Great Duke of Ormonde 

underscores a rather petty snobbism that could be derived only 

58~, P• 273. 

60This is all the more evident when vie remember Yeats's 
basically shy, sensitive and introspective nc.ture, revealed in 
his father's letter to Mrs Yeats, written when the boy \vas only 
seven: "I am very anxious· about Hilly ••• /-He 7 is sensitive, 
intellectual and emotional, very easily rebuffed and continually 
afraid of being rebuffed ..... , while a significant entry in 
Yeats's diary for P.ugust 1910 readss 11 0 Hasters of life give me 
confidence in something even if it be my own reason." 
(Y:M&~, pp. 9, 10, 161 respectively.) 
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from envying and admiring one's heredita:cy superiors. More 

important, hO\·Jever, was the sense of ordered calm and composure, 

of inherited ease and self-possession 1:1hich he saw in Lady Gregory 

and associated with the aristocracy in general, qualities that were 

in direct conflict with his ovm inner turmoil and disquiet during 

his disastrous affair with 11aud Gonne. Yeats's emulation of 

aristocracy is most clearly seen in the eloquence of his poems 

to and about Lady Gregoryo Charles Tomlinson says: 

Yeats revives for us the language of courtesy that \ve 
know from the seventeenth century. His poems on great 
houses, and on their ruin, stand at the end of the line of 
the English country-house poem, descendants of Ben Jonson's 
11 'l'o Penshurst", of Carew's "To My Friend G.N., from Vrest", 
Herrick's 11 Panege1'ick to Sir Lewis Pemberton", 'Harvell's 
"Appleton House" c:md the fourth epistle of Pope's moral 
essays. The l.anuuage of these poem!; is the language of 
tact and the lans1uage of power •••• The very existence of 
the houses ••• is sanctioned only by the vitality such 
houses transmit. "Leisure, ,.,ealth, privile9e v:ere created", 
says Yeats in Dramatis Personae, "to· be a soiJ. for the most 
living.u61 --·--

It remains now to discuss the treatment of heroic and 

aristocratic women in his poetry. 

II 

In considering the image of heroic \voman, three factors 

emerge: the passion, intensity, joy and vitality of l1aud Gonne 

(and, to a lesser extent, of Habel Beardsley); the courage of 

Habel Beardsley (and, to a similar extent, of Maud Gonne) and 

the generosity and courtesy of them botho In the case of 

Maud Gonne, the most outstanding feature is a vibrancy that 

is like a joyous affirmation of life, reflected in her 

physical appearance and testifying to aYJ. inner burning 

spirituality. The main effect is to give Yeats's portrayal 

of her an active quality; and it is a token of his genius 

61 vide "Yeats and the Practising Poet", in An Honoured 
~· New Essays on }i_.B_. Yeats, ed. Denis Do'n"O'ghue and 
J.R. Mulryne (London: EdvJardArnold, 1965), p.2. 
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that he has succeeded not or:.ly in breaking away from the langorous 

Pre-Raphaelite image of his beloved but in creating an entirely 

new image of ·woma"l that at once captures the radionce of the 

original.and results in a completely living, breathing portrait. 

Nor_ has Yeats been influenced by the sudden emergence, in the 

nineties, of the 11 New" or "Advanced" \·?oman who 'ismoked 

62 cigarettes, cut her hair, ••• didn't wear corsets •••" and 

espoused causes like Adult Suffrage and Socialism. The woman 

Yeats dravJS is feminine to the core; and the originality of his 

creation testifies to the poet's truth to his subject and his 

total independence of popular cult or fashion. 

The image which most accurately captures Maud Gonne's 

joyful :Lnt ensity (and, incident ally, her loftiness and 

majestic pride}, is the fire image which predominates in these 

poems. The earliest poem in which this im21ge appears is "The 

Folly of Being Comforted", the first version of which was 

printed on 11 January 1902, 63 where the Jover gainsays his 

friend's well-meaning advice to be "wise and patient" in the 

hope that time will reduce the physical attraction of his 

beloved, and argues that her nobleness has actually enhanced 

her beauty in middle age: 

But heart there is no comfort, not a grain; 
Time can but make her beauty over again 
Becaus~ of that great nobleness of hers; 
The fire that stirs about her when she stirs 
Burns but more clearly. 0 she had not these ways 
Hhen all the wild summer was in her gaze; o •• 64 

By 1913 the disputable logic of the second and third 

lines quoted had been altered, providing a free flow for the 

62r.L. Hix, A Study ln Yello\voo•• (Lawrence & London, 1960),p.133. 

63 
~·, P• 88. 

64VE p. 200, 11. 7~12, infra. _, 
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sweep and swell of emotion as it rises toward the climax 

"burns": the thought is that the burning spirituality of her 

beauty, rising from an inner nobility of mind and heart, is 

more evident in her middle age than in her youth: 

But, heart, there is no comfort, not a grain; 
Time can but make her beauty over again; 
Because of that great nobleness of hers 
The fire that stirs about her, when she stirs 
Burns but more clearly. 0 she had not thg§e \vays, 
When all the wild summer was in her gaze. 

It is interesting to note that the fire image, used primarily 

to suggest Maud's purity and spiritual nobility, is enhanced 

by the alliterative effects of "hers", "stirs" and "burns", 

which suggest the flickering of a flame. There is also in 

the words "wild sumrner11 a suggestion of passion and wilful-

ness, of sensuousness bordering on sensuality that is evident 

in the poem about Queen ~iaeve. 

The fire image again appears in the grandeur and fiery 

intensity of "that proud look as though she had gazed into the 

b • II 
66 h h • b l d 1 b • h urnJ.ng sun ••• , were J.s e ove s eauty mJ.rrors t e 

sun's natural force; and in the memory of that intensity, 

softened though it is by rambling nostalgia: 

The lineaments, a heart that laughter has made sweet, 
These, these remain, but I record what's gone. A crowd 
Will gather, and not know it walks the very street· 

67 Whereon a thing once walked that seemed a bvrning cloud. 

65Ibid. 

66 CP, p. 172. Cf. "And lo, the man's face burned upon her 
eyes TAs though she had turned them on the naked sun ••• 11 

(A.C. S\vinburne, The Poems of Algernon Charles S\vinburne 
L6 vols.; London: Chatto & Windus, l9llJ, IV, 63), although 
Jeffares quotes a line containing similar imagery from Blake's 
Edward the Third. (Vide Y:M&P, p. 317 1 n. 58.) 

67cP, p. 138. Cf. Bov.Ta, The Heritage of Symbolism (1943), 
p. 200. "There is still some of the old majesty here, but it is 
clear and firm. The words come from common life and have all 
its strength and roots. The rhythm exalts them into high poetry." 
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The fierce intensity of her nature is c2.ptured in the br:ief 

trimeter beat and pulsating end-rhymes of "A 'Homan Homer Sung" 

(written April 5 - 15 191 0) , 
68 

>·Jhere she is transformed into 

a Helen so real and tar1gible that his memories seem but a pale 

copy of reality: 

For she had fiery blood 
vlhen I was young, 
And trod so S\>Jeetly proud 
As 'twere upon a cloud, 
A \•loman Homer sung, 
That life and letters see..m 
But an heroic dreame69 

In the description of Haeve, to whom Haud Gorme 

approximates closely 5 there is a sense o.f burning energy, where 

her personality bursts into spontan-eous .f'lr.:une: 

And she 9d had lucky eyes and a high heart 9 

And wisdom that caught fire like the dried flax, 
At need, .,..70 

while "No Second Troy" reveals a purity that is fraught \dth 

restlessness in the rather flatulent lines~ 

What could have made her peaceful VJi th a mind · 
That nobieness made simple as a £ire.o671 

Some of this energy, this nervous intensity is succintly 

caught in the little poem "That the Night Come", ,.;here the fairly 

lax handling of the iambic trimeter in the opening lines gives 

way to tighter, more comp:ressed rhyth'lls, with more frequent 

pauses for breath, till the whole explodes into an impassioned 

climax in the phrase "To bundle time av1ay 11 , rounded off by the 

decisive finality of the closing dimeter: 

68 
~·• Po 101. 

69cP~ P• 100., 



She lived in storm and strife, 
·Her soul hc.d such desire 
For \·Jhat proud death ma.y bring 
That it could not endure 
The common good of life, 
But lived as 1ttvere a king 
That packed his marriage day 
rli th ban..VJ.eret and pennonp 
Trumpet and kettledrum, 

·And the otltrageous cannon, 
'ro bundle time away 

72 That the night come. 
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Part of the weakness of this poem lies in the fact that 

it does not come alive until the sixth line and depends almost 

entirely for its vitality on the concluding simile. This figure 

of speech is nevertheless startingly original in concept and 

impact -·- the rather bizarre compad.son of' tbe woman's soul vlith 

male royalty emphasizes her strength and regality of character; 

and the insistent use of plosives--- 11£,<:tcked", "~2anneret 11 , 

"trum.eet", "£y.ndle11 
-- intensifies the image, as do the 

contrasting images of life and death, day and night. 

There aret furthermore, other brief phrases, not directly 

conveyed by or associated with the fire image, which testify to 

"that beauty, .. Q high birth &e e 9 vigour of bone ,.(an~7u e royal 

bearing" of \vhich T.R. Henn so eloquently speak.s .. 73 In the 

1922 version of "The Arrow" she is 11 tall CJ.1d noble•• 74 (echoing 

the majestic fratne of' Queen Maeve who is described as "great-

bodied and great-limbed"); in the first version of "The Lover 

pleads with his Friend for Old Friends11 he forecasts the dmvn

fall of her "high beauty"; 75 Yeats's memory of her "eagle 

look1176 magnificently captures her po\ver and proud majesty; and 

recollections of her strength, "so lofty and fierce and kind1177 

72Ibid., P• 140e 73vide g_, P• 55 0 

74VE _, P~ 199, 1. 5p supra. 75Ib. d ~ ... ' p .. 173, 1. 7, infra .. 

76Ibid., P• 316, 1. 25. 77Ibid. 9 P~ 201, l. 3 .. 
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evoke a nobility of mind and spirit reminiscent of the pagan 

joyousness of Maeve~ 

The second importa."lt quality asso:::iated \<lith the ancient-

heroic virtues is courage a"ld leadership, which for Yeats 

involved a deliberate renunciation of popular success and appeal 

and the maintenance of a solitary almost godlike detachment 

and aloofness. This pride and solitude and indifference to 

public opinion Yeats admired in the life of Parnell and 

dramatized in the character of Seanchan, the rebellious poet-

hero of ~ King~ ~.b.~.!.9) and though he \.;as later to 

condemn Haud Go11.ne for submerging her personality in her 

cause, there are brief references in the poems of the period 

to that solitude and courage that raised her above mob worship 

or hostility. The passage containing.praise of her high-

78 heartedness in "Baile and Aillinn11 has already been quoted; 

and 11 Queen Haeve" interrupts the narrative to pay a direct 

tribute: 

Friend of these many years, you too had stood 
With equal courage in that whirling rout; 
For you, although you've not her '"cmdering heart, 
Have all that greatness, and not hers alone ••• 79 

"The People" (to be discussed in greater detail later) reveals 

her courage in enduring the antagonism of her enemies, no-good 

ruffi~1s who succeeded in turning her sympathizers against 

d . "dfd. 80 her ur1ng a per1o o a vert1sy; and in "No Second Troy" 

her beauty, "high and solitary and most stern o••n
81 underlines 

78vide Ch. II, p.72 of this thesis~ 

79 f.t, P• 455 •. 

80Ibid., PP• 169-70. Vide ~Y, PP• 209-210, and cf. 
pp.ll4-l6of this chapter. 

81 Ibid., P• 101, Cfo: 



a spirit that is at once rn·oud, di:;:::d.i:'id and aloof e 

One of the finest compliments appears in "Against 
~ 

Unworthy Praise" (written 11 May 1910)
82 where her pride, 

idealism and indifference to mob hatred raise her above 

the flux of popular opinion and serve as an example to the 

poet, torn between the private significance o£ his \vork and 

his craving fer public applause. Here the terse rhythmic 

effects, savagely suppressed emotion and lean, sinewy 

texture of the poetry culminate in two images, the lion and 

the child, signifying that ~~trength, simplicity and inner 

tranquility that are known only to the trul.Y' great: 

Oh~ heart, be at peace, because 
Nor· knave nor dolt can break 
i'ihat's not for thei.r applause, 
Bein!J for a \voman 's sa.keo 
Enough if the \vork has seemed, 
So did she your strength renew, 
A dream that a lion bad dreamed 
Till the \vilderness cried aloud, 
A secret between you two, 
Bet\-Jeen the proud and the proud. 
\vhat, still, you "10uld have their praise t 
But here's a haughtier text, 
The labyrinth of her days 
That her O\.Jn strangeness perplexede 
And how \vhat her dreaming gave 
Earned slander ingratitude ·. 
From self-same dolt and knave; 
Aye, and \verse wrong than these. 
Yet she, singing upon her road, 

83 
Half lien, half child, is at peaceo 

The greatest instance of courage, however 9 is not in 

the poems about Haud Gonne, but in 11 Upon a Dying Lady", 

a semi-dramatized episodic poem on the slO\v death of 

., •• Haud Go1me at Hov;th Station \-Jaiting a 
train, 

Pallas Athene in that str'aight back and arrogant head: 
All the Olympiansf a thing never knmm .::gain. 

82 
~ef Po 105. 83VE 

...!:.• 

(fE, p., 348) 

PP• 259-60., 
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84 Mabel Beardsley, written between Janv.ary 1912 and July 1914. 

Here. the dying actress's attitude toward death is .closer to the 

joyful intensity of the pagan warrior in battle than the self-

contained aloofness of the public hero: in the first section 

\ole are told that her eyes, despite her illness, are 11 laughter-

lit ••• "; in. the last there is reference to her "laughing eye"; 

in the sixth she is raised to the status of 11 a.l1 who have lived 

in Joy and laughed into the face of Death." 85 

The poem consists of seven moods or movements, each of 

which illuminates a fresh aspect of the patient's character or 

the poet's observation: the sickroom scene with its brave 

but pathetic exchange of persiflage betwe(~n patient and 

visitors; the poet's description of the dolls and drawings 

made by an artist friend (Charles Ricketts) for the dying 

woma,n's pleasure, amusement and distraction; his annoyance at 

the interruption of this attempted gaiety by the arrival of a 

priest; a cameo of the patient at evening, crO\..rding in the 

moment by her frantic playing with the dolls; the poet's 

comment on the courage and nobility of her nature; his 

imaginative projection into the first joyful moment after deathi 

and finally his plea with Death to "give her a little grace.n 

The sections most concerned with her courage are the 

first (entitied "Her Courtesy"), the fifth ("Her Race") and the 

sixth ("Her Courage"). The poem opens with a deceptively casual, 

informal pen-picture of the sickroom with the patient propped 

84comrn., p. 191. Vide also 11 Some Ne\v Letters from \v .B. Yeats 
to Lady Gregory", ed. D.T. Torchiana and G. O'Halley, A Review 
of English Literatures IV, 3 (July, 1963), 20, 26. Austin 
Clarke attributes something of Yeat 's poem to an e.arlier poem 
on Habel Beardsley by -victor Plarr (Vide The Celtic Twilight an.d 
the Nineties, intra. Roger HcHugh, The Tower Series of Anglo
Irish Studies I LThe Dolmen Press, 1969J, p. 11.) 

85cP, pp. 177, 180, 179 respectively. 
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up on pillows, entertaining the circle of friends gathered ahout 

her bed with jokes a"tld wicked stories: 

vlith the old kindness, the old distinguished grace 
She lies, her lovely piteous head amid dull red hair 
Propped upon pillows 9 rouge on the pallor o£ her £ace, 
She would not have us sad because she is lying there, 
And when she meets our gaze her eyes are la.ughter lit, 
Her Sfeech a wicked tale that we may vie with her 
Hatching our broken-hearted \-lit against her \vit, 
Thinking o£ saints and o£ Petronius Arbiter.86 

Despite the apparent ease of the description with its 

speech cadences and almost imperceptible rhyme endings, there 

is an underlying tautness and tension that keeps the whole 

thing together,. while certain carefully selected. itnages flare 

up and die do\m~ highlighting the central figure in all her 

pathetic gaiety: the contrast bet\veen her former beauty and 

the ravaging effects o.f illness {"She lies, her lovely piteous 

head among dull red hair •eo 11 ); the hard brittle quality only 

partially concealing the painful truth of her plight ( 11 I:.aughter-

.!_it 11 eyes, the sharp alliterative e££ect o.f ""licked" - "w2:,t 11
); 

and her ironic exemplification of the death of' S<:J.ints and of 

Petroni us Arbiter, Roman voluptuary and satirist, who spent 

his last hours in amusements and social pleasure£Q 

Further con£irmation o£ her courage occurs not only in 

direct illustration but in the poet's ccm;nents (in the .fifth 

section) on her reaction to her illr.esse Here the vigorous 

rhyth~s underline both the patient's indomitable will power 

and the poet's contention that her courage is due largely to 

an inner aristocratic spirit that has taught her hmv to 

conduct hersel£ in times of trouble: 

86
VE P• 362. _, 



She has not gro\m uncivil 
As narrow natures would 
And called the pleasures evil 
Happier days thought good; 
She knows herself a tvoman 
No red and \vhite of a face, 
Or rank, raised from a common 
Unreckonable r2ce. 
And how should her heart fail her 
Or sickness break her will 
With her dead brother's valour 
For an example stille87 
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Some of this self-control is suitably conveyed in the contained 

alliterative effects of "!_ank11 
- "!.ai.sed" - "ur"!.eckonable !.ace"; 

and the aristocratic mood is carefully offset by sharp contrasts 

in the choice of diction: "uncivil", "narro\v natures11 , 11 common11 • 

Finally, in the sixth stanza she is equated with a 

variety of figures, Irish, oriental 9 Homeric and Renaissance, 

who lived and died in the fearless pagm1 tradition. The 

section opens with a slow-moving solemn evocation of the moment 

after death and by a series of stops, pauses, ornaments and 

parentheses swells out, like some Bach fugue or !1i1tonic epic, 

into a powerful hymn of glory to the humru1 spirit~ Though the 

first version suffers from a certain \•Joolliness, it already 

foreshadows the epic weight and density of the final version: 

\-Then her soul flies to the predestined dancing-place 
(I have no speech but symbol, the pagan speech I made 
Amid the dreams of youth) let her come face to face, 
Vlhile wondering still to be a shade, \vith Grania'·s shade, 
All but the perils of the woodland flight forgot, 
And that made .her Dermuid dear, and some old cardinal 
Pacing with half-closed eyelids in a sunny spot 
''lho had murmured of Giogione at his latest breath -
Aye and Achilles, Timor, Babar, Barhaim all 88 
Who lived in shameless joy ru1d laughed into the face of death. 

There is an element in Habel Beardsley's demeanour which 

reflects the third quality typical o£ Yeats's heroic type-: 

generosity and courtesy., This is her graciousness in concealing 

B7Ibid., P• 365. 88Ibid., pp., 365-66. 
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her true feelings before her friends and thus sparing them 

unnecessary a'IIJkvJardness anci embarrassment ("She vJOuld not have 

us sad because she is lying there ••• "), thou.gh the delineation 

of her "old kindness" and "old distinguished grace" testifies to 

an inborn courtesy which is closer to the aristocratic spirit of 

Lady Gregory. In Haud Gonne, on the other hand, the "aristo-

cratic" virtues of the ancient heroes are revealed in a 

different way: in her ideal of service and her attitude to her 

inferiors: Her "''ork among the poor, for example, is poignantly 

captured in the loving memories of the ragged beggar "sheltering 

from the wind ••• " 89 and of the "old gaffer" muttering a 

blessing 11 because it was ,["her_} prayer/ Recovered him upon the 

90 ' bed of death.". Equally powerful in impact is the magnificent 

tribute, in "The Peoplen~ to Maud Gonne 's magnanimity and 

generosity in forgiving former supporters who had turned against 

her after separation from her husband. 

91 The poem, written 10 January 1915, consists of. a 

dialogue betHeen the poet and his beloved; and it is interesting 

to note that out of thirty-seven lines of almost pure dialogue, 

only six-and-a-half are devoted to the woman's reply• twenty-

one comprise the poet's complaint about the ingratitude of the 

town to \vhich he has given a lifetime of service; five-and:...a-

half are devoted to the poet's defensive reply to·his beloved's 

reproof; and three to his reminiscence and conclusion. Yet 

it is the very brevity of his beloved's reply, follo~ing the 

raving spume of the poet's attack, that creates an image of 

her magnanimity, courager generosity -- heroism in the broadest· 

sense, not unmixed with an aristocracy of spirit that comes 

with tna.e~humility: 

89
CP 69 _, P• 1 • 

90Ibid., PP• 172-73. 

91 
~·' P• 182e 



"Vlhat have I earned for all that v:ork" s I saidp 
"For all that I have done at rny own. charge? 
The daily spite of this unmannerly tow-11 
\oihere Hho has served the most is most defamedr 
The reputation of his lifetime lost 
Between the night and morning. I might have lived 
And you know \Jell hov1 great the longing' has been -
Where every day my footfall should have lit 
In the green shc:tdow on Ferrara wall; 
Or climbed among the images of the past, 
The unperturbed and courtly images, 
Evening and morn, the steep street of Urbir10 
To vlhere the duchess and her people talked 
The stately midnight through until they stood 
In their great windmv looking at the da\m. 
I might ·have had no friend that could not mix 
Courtesy and passion into one, .like those 
That saw the wicks go yellow in the dmm. 
I might have. used the one subst;;mt:i.al right 
My trade allow~; --- chosen my comp<my, 
And chosen what scenery had pleased me best. 11 

Thereon my phoenix answered in :r·eproof: 
11The drunkards, pilferers of public funds 
All the dishonest crowd I had driven a;,:ay 
\vhen my luck changed and they dared to meet my £ace, 
Cravlled from obscurity and set upon me 
Those I had served and some that I had fedp 
Yet J:~ever have I , no-v; nor any time, 
Complained of the peop.le. 11 

All I could reply 
\vas: "You that have not lived in thought but deed 
Can have the purity of a natural force; 
But I, whose virtues are the definitions 
Of the analytic mind, can neitl1er close 
The eye of the mind nor keep my tongue £rom speech." 

And yet, because my heart leaped at her \1'ords, 
I \vas abashed, and nmo~ they come to mil":l.d 

92 After nine years, I sink my head abashedo 

In its abrupt opening, musculc:;.r texture and Rem'.issance 
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backdrop this poem is typically Browningesque~ though Yeats was 

probably more indebted to his 1907 visit to Italy and his 

reading of Castiglione tha..""l to Browning., 93 The speech rhytruns 

and speech cadences show remarkable fluency \dthin the 

-limitations imposed by blank verse yet are :never lost in 

meaningless pomp or oratoryo The~e is, furthermore 1 a keen 

sense of "moment" or climax, not only in the cour~e of individual 

speeches, but in the emotional climate bet\veen the tvJO speakers: 

----------------------~------~----------------------------,---~-~ 
92 
~, PP• 351-53~ 

93
Y:H&P, P• 156; ~' p .. 219. 
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notice how the laborious climb up ''Tht"; steep street of Urbino11 

----
(the effort of Hhich is emphasized in the long open VO\vels) opens 

out into the calm, majestic image of the Duchess in her window; 

hO\v the break at the end of the woman's reply suggests the 

poetts gasp of astonishment and baffled admiration: and how 

the poet's final sense of shame gradually floods the poem, 

leaving the reader to dra\oJ his own conclusions. 

Hore important, however, is the difference bett-1een the 

characters of the speakers revealed in the change of tone.. The 

testil1ess, irritation and spluttering indignation of the first 

gives way to the second speaker's reaction o.f hurt pride -- there 

is a considerable rise of emotional temperature from her opening 

• 
\'lords to the vehement climax "crawled from obscurity ... u but 

it is the quiet reasoning of the closing lines v:ith their 

incredible gentleness that \oJins over the first speaker.. Finally, 

the poet's astonishment at this magnanimous gesture finds 

expression in the reasons he seeks for rationali~?.ing their 

difference of attitude; but it is his shame and wondering 

admiration at the end that make him bow his head in ·praise. 

The image of the phoenix wh~ich, apart from the Helen image, 

most frequently signifies Maud Gonne in the poems of the period 

is used here with half tender, half serious, half bantering 

effect. In a sense the poem forms an interesting counterpart 
94 

to Yeats's chastisement of Lord Ardilaun, except that Yeats is 

now the recipient instead of the giver of advice: it is 

ironic that the very ncourtesy and passion" that he desires are 

inherent in his beloved's nature and that she wins him over not 

by pompous rhetoric but by example. 

94vide "To a t·realthy Man \vho Promised a Second 
Subscription •••" (~, pp .. 119-120). 
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The 11 aristocratic" virtues in1plicit in the heroic 

ideal pave the way for the image of aristocratic ivoman evident 

in the poems to and about Lady Gregory m1d culminating in 

"A Prayer for Hy Daughter11
8 Nevertheless, in the six poems 

of the. period concerning Lady Gregory and the three in to1hich 

her home is evoked she is very little imaged, 95 and it is 

only in the later poems \vri tten between 192'7 and 1937 that a 

fuller, more intimate portrait is provided. 96 Both "Friends" 

and "A Friend's Illness" 97 for example, testif)' to the depth 

of Yeats's feeling for her, the former revealinH an 

emotional warmth that is reminiscent of Pope's feeling for 

Hrs Martha Blount, the latter being a pithy expression of his 

horror and helplessness at the news of her illness, which 

resulted"from overwork~ and .... the slanders levelled against 

their joint \·JOrk in the Abbey!198 "The New Faces" (written 

December 1912) 99 portrays the pathos of their gr·mving old, 

while in "To a Friend Hhose \<Jork Has Come to Nothing" he 

exhorts her to exult in the face of attacks by journalists \·lho 

accusedher of using the Abbey Theatre as a vehicle for the 

production of her own plays: 

95They are "These Are the Clouds", "A Friend's Illness", 
"To a Friend Vlhose \vork Has Come to Nothing11

, "Friends11
, 

"Shepherd and Goatherd", 11The New Faces" (CP, PP• 107-108,109, 
122, 139, 159-63, 238) and "Upon a House Shaken o .. ", "The l'lild 
Swans at Coole" and "The Shadotvy i'l'aters 11 (1906 version) (f£, PP• 
106-107, 147-48, 469-70 respectively). 11 Heditations in Time of 
Civil \.Jar" (CP, ppo 225-26) could almost certainly not have 
been v.Tittenwithout Yeats's experience of Coole .. 

96rhey are "The Hunicipal Gallery Revisited", "Coole Park, 
192911 and "Coole Park and Ballylee, 1931 11 (CP, pp. 368-70, 
273-75, 275-76) 0 -

97QE., PP• 139, 109.. They were written January 1911 .omd 
February 1909 respectively. (~., PPe 145, 113.) 

98LT _, 
reaction 
February 

pp. 30-31 .. For further information about Yeats's 
to her illness vide excerpts from his diary for 
1909 .. (Y:H&P, p .. 150e) 



No;.1 all the truth is out~ 
Be secret and take defeat 
Fro);! any brazen throat, 
For hoH ca11 you compete, 
Being hono-,u, bred, '\-Ji til one 
'.Jho, \vere it proved he lies, 
Were neither shamed in hi.s own 
N'or in his neighbours' eyes? 
Bred to a harder thing 
Than Triwnph, turn away 

.And like a laughing string 
\?hereon mad fingers play 
Amid a place of stone, 
Be secret and exult, 
Because of all things knO\vn 
That is most difficult., 100 

It is only in "These are the Clouds" and "Shepherd and 

' 
Goatherd" that she is dra'\lm to any extent and even then the 

treatment is rather scanty. The former poem ( M~i tten in 

Hay 1910)
101 is a pompous piece of oratory commending Lady 

Gregory's perpetuation of the aristocratic ideal in the face 

of the levelling effects of Irish democracy. Though there is 

a solemn grandeur in the stately, dignified pace, the poem 
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suffers from a preponderance c£ verbiage which is not concealed 

by the repetition of the magnificent image of the opening lines: 

These are the clouds about the fallen sun, 
The majesty that shuts his burning eye; 
The weak lay hafld on "Jhat the strong has done, 
Till that be tumbled that was lifted high 
And discord follO\v upon unison, 
And all things at one common level lie. 
And therefore, friend, if your great race were run 
And these things ca'lle, so much the more thereby 
Have you made greatness your companion, 
Although it be for children that you sigh: 
These are the clouds abol)_t the fallen sun 
The majesty that shuts his burning eye.,102 

Associated \vith the idea of greatness is the 11 aristocratic 
/ 

self-possession", the "st.oical acceptance of adversity 11 seen in 

Lady Gregory 1 s caL'll composure at the news of her son's death. 

Though "Shepherd a:nd Goatherd", writte."l bet ...,;een February and 

100cP, p. 122. For biographical background vide !r Po 482 .. 
It waswritten Sept. 1913 (~., P• 132)., 

101 
~•t P• 112o 

102Y.§.r Pe 265. 
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19 Harch 1918,
103 

is p:::·imc::.rily an el ~gaic pastoral in honour of 

Robert Gregory, \vho \vas killed in action during the First World 

War, it contains a little cameo of Lady Gregory's reserve and 

quiet courage. The pace is slow and measured, befitting the 

general mood of grief, though there is a sense of emotion 

strained beyond its proper limits that detracts from the 

poem's sincerity: 

Shepherd. She goes about her house erect and calm 
Between the pantry and the.J.inen chest, 
Or else at meadow or at grazing overlooks 
Her labouring men, as though her d.arli.n9 lived 
But for her grandson now; there is no change 
But such as I have seen upon her face 
ivatching our shepherd sports at harvest--time 
When her son's turn was over.104 . 

Lady Gregory's aristocracy :i.s reflected not so much in 

the poems about her, however, as in her association vli th her 

estate Coole Park, and its symbolical significance for Yeats. 

In a sense, Lady Gregory is synonymous vli th Coole and the values 

it represents are indistinguishable from those which she e,'ilbodies: 

Yeats's claim that "this house has enriched my soul11105 obviously 

includes the impact on him of its mistress. The aristocratic 

ideal is crystallized in "Upon a House Shaken by the-Land 

. 106 
Agitation" ( v1ri tten on 7 August 1909), born out of Yeats's 

dismay and indignation at the reduction of rent imposed by the 

·courts and the consequent threat to the existence of the 

"great houses 11
: 

103 Comm., P• 172. 

104vE, p. 34U, 11. 35-42. 

1 uGidY, 288 P• • Vide, however, Comm., p. 1u9. 



Hmv should the '-!Orld be ludd.er if this house 
\>!here passion <md precision have been one 
Time out of mind became too r·uinous 
To breed the lidless eye t.hat loves the sun 
And the sweet laughing eagle thoughts that grow 
\·lhere wings and memory of wings~ and all 
That comes of the best knit to the best; although 
Hean roof-trees vJere the sturdier for its fall, 
How should their luck run high enough to reach 
The gifts th<.~t govern men, and after these 
To gradual Time's last gift a written speech 

107 '-lrought of high laughter, loveliness, and easee 
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This poem is a superb piece of rhetoric, with its proud 

pace, its carefully calculated thought sequences and the 

balance and sanity of its phrasing. The main quc:1lity that 

emerges is the f:i.bre of the aristocratic spirit, forcefully 

conveyed by the image of the eagle and of the "lidless eye 11 

fearlessly matched B£J<:dnst the sun, evoking power, majesty 

and a joyful affirmation of life; by the tense effects of 

the plosives in "_Eassion and E.recision"; and the sense of 

grace and ease in the liquid consonants in ".!id.!_ess", 11_!oves 11 , 

"lauqh:ing" .. - -

The image on which the poem turns, however, is that 

of growth and breeding, which suggests another important aspect 

of the aristocratic ideal: lineage, tradition and an inherent 

sense of caste. The house provides the breeding-grounds, the 

conditions of nourishment and sustenance of the cristocratic 

spirit; and the handing dm.m of inherited ideas· and values 

is pm-1er£ully conveyed in the image of the eaglet, discovering 

its 0\'ffi magnificence in the exe>mple of its·ancestors. This 

idea is echoed in 11To a Friend 'Hhose Uork Has Come to Nothing" 

(already mentioned), v!here Lady Gregory is urged to exult in 

the face of defeat, as any attempt to retaliate would be 

beneath the dignity of one who is "honour bred", 11 bred to a 

harder thing/ Than Triumph,.,p 11
;
108 while in "Coole Park and 

107VE "64 _;:,t pe C. • 
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Ballylee, 1931", she i.s depicted as '1 a J.c.st inheritor11109 o£ 

values and possessions that have been loved c:nd ndmired from 

generation to generation. 

Closely allied to the idea of breeding and lineage is 

the concept of custom and ceremony, a ivay of life that is 

established, settled, v.nchanging, \.>hich Yeats idealized in 

"A Prayer for my Daughter11
• Yeats undoubtedly exaggerated 

these claims in the light of the rising uncultured .£,~}1enu; 

but the impassioned plea that his daughter "live like some 

I 110 green laurel Rooted in one dear perpetual place" has a 

ring of earnestness and conviction th,:o>t reveals a belief in 

the values for their O\m sake. The stately dignity of this 

poem opens out into the splendid climax of the concluding 

stanza, where the case for custom and ceremony is richly 

argued in emblems of cornucopia and laurel tree, while the 

amplitude of Yeats's rhetorical manner helps to accommodate 

the pedantic attack on the lm.mess of mere controversy and 

opinion, vehemently made in the image of the bartering huckster: 

And may her bridegroom bring her to a house 
i1here all •s accustomed, ceremonious; 
For arrogance and hatred are the wares 
Peddled in the thoroughfares; 
Ho:v but in custom and in ceremony 
Are innocence and beauty born? 
Ceremony's a name for the rich horn, 

111 And custom for the spreading laurel treee 

The last quality which Yeats associated \·Jith aristocratic 

\-loman emerges in 11Upon a House Shaken by the Land of Agitation11 : 

that of excellenc·e, the kind of all-round virtuosity that Yeats 

admired in Robert Gregory, the perfect Renaissance man. I 

109Ibid., P• 276. 
110

Ibid., P• 213. 

111 .d 214 L 1 bl . h . . 1 .t IbJ. .. , Pe • ess pa at a e J.S t e un1ntent1ona pompos1. y 
of "Coole Park and Ballylee, 1931 11

, vJhere custom and ceremony are 
reflected in 11 ancestral trees, I Or garfens rich in memory11

, form
ing the perfect background to "marriages, alliances and families" 
and the satisfaction of 11 every bride's ambition11 

o (Ibid. 9 P• 276.) 



personally find the sentiment concer:ning the aristocrat's 

inherent superiority oppressive (" ~·~ all/ That comes of 

the best knit to the best"); but the illustration of the 

sentiment belies its arrogance. The idea of excellence is 

expressed in the reference to the combined gifts of government 

and letters (notice the proud sweeping oratory of "a written 

speech / vlrought of high laughter, loveliness and ease, ••• "): 

in Lady Gregory it is revealed, in terms of manners, character 

d . 1 '' . h . J . .,11 2 . l f an 1ntel ect, that pr1de and that· wm .. 1ty- wh1c1 ·or 

Yeats constituted the essence of aristocratic courtesy. 

Courtesy, which Yeats equated vJith ''style" in the art:sr so 

far from indicating the absence of manhood (or \vomanhood), 

h " d L " h • 113 e .cons1dere , togetr1er w1t courage, 1ts essence; nor was 

it incompatible with inner passion. "In courtesy I'd have 

her chiefly learned " 0 •• he Emphatically states in "A Prayer 

114 . 
for Hy Daughter"; for courtesy, th21t is, charm and 

kindness, in a pla:i.n uoman can be more winning and persuasive 

than beauty in an unkind one. But Lady Gregory's courtesy 

122 

is equally matched by her intellectual pro\vess and character. 

"Coole Park, 1929" testifies to the "intellectual sweetness" 
11 5 

in the air; and the final version of "Friends" recounts the 

pleasurable intercourse between "mind and delighted mind 11116 ... 
Finally, Yeats pays tribute to that "pov1erful character" that 

11 1 l · f" · 117 · d f could ceep a swal ow to 1ts 1rst 1ntent, a rem1n er o 

Lady Gregory's firmness, stability and inner discipline that 

guided him through his unhappy season at Coole. 

The poetry of the period, then, shov;s a number of 

112rbid., p. 369. Cf. the "pride established in humility" 
which Yeats found at Coole Park. (Ibid., p. 274e) 

113v·d dl" 82 1 e Zwer 1ng, p. • 

115
Ibid., P• 274. 

117
Ibid., P• 274. 

114,...p 212 
~' P• . • 

116
Ibid., P• 139. 
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important developments in Yeats •s litera.::y treatment of woman. 

There is the emergence of an important new concept (although 

the heroic element was already evident in the poems about. 

Haud Gonne), 118 vJhile both Lady Gregory. and Mabel Beardsley 

provide entirely fresh sources of inspiration. Moreover, 

both the arist;ocratic and heroic concepts of woman shovl a 

mental and emotional advance on those of the earlier periods: 

the former indicates a greater awareness of \voman in a social 

context 9 thus providing a refreshing extension of Yeats's 

frontiers after the predominating love interest of the earlier 

poems; and the latter reveals an eye for character and 

personality that is close to th<:tt of the portrait painter. 

Finally, there is a remarkable broadening of style to suit 

the spirit and individuality of the subject matter and source 

of inspiration: the heroic image is intense, passionate and 

energetic,. as befits Houd Gonnef or bitter a.11.d pathetic for 

Mabel Beardsley, while the poems evoking the aristocratic ideal 

show Yeats's mastery not only of the courtly language of the 

seventeenth century but of the rhetorical mode in general. 

Nevertheless, both images are still idealized and, to a certain 

extent, romanticized evocations of their sonrceso In the 

follov;ing chapter He shall see this prevailing attitude 

translated into a broader, more generalized view of woman and 

womanhood. 

118vide Ch. II, ppo70-76of this thesise 



CHAPTER IV 

ON WOMAN AND WOHANHOOD (1914-1919) 

The period 1914 to 1929 marks the summation and 

crystallization of Yeats's concept of woman in his middle 

years. ·on the one hand there is evidence of preoccupation 

with the physical aspect of woman, brilliantly depicted in 

Yeats's delineation of the fundamental relationship between 

the sexes -- and in the first-person dramatizations of the 

11 A \voman Young and Old11 series -- extending over the period 

1914 to 1929; on the other, there is concern with the moral 

and spiritual aspect, fully expou11ded in 11 A Prayer for My 

Daughtel.' 11 and implicitly advocated in "Michael Robartes and 
. . 

the Dancer" (dealt VJ:i.th in the years 1914 to 1919). These 

images, though rooted in Yeats's personal experience, take 

on a broader, more generalized character than those previously 

discussed; and treated as a \vhole may be said to constitute 

a uniquely personal 11middle-aged11 philosophy of ideal woman 

and ideal womanhood. Owing to the sharp dichotomy between 

these aspects, however, and for the sake of clarity, they will 

be discussed separately, the spiritual aspect being ·confined to 

this chapter, the physical to the follo\ving chapter. 

In considering the former (that is, spiritual) aspect, 

three main factors must be taken into account. The first is 

the personal example of Lady Gregory, whose "strength, 

intelligence and kindness 111 formed the foundation for that 

capacity for friendship which Yeats valued so highly in woma."l. 

"She has been to me mother, friend, sister and brother", he 

wrote at the news of her illness in February 1909, "I cannot 

realize the world without her ·~·* Friendship is all the house 

i fi, p. 391 • 



2 
I have." Secondly7 there ;...-as the influence of his wife, 
. .. 
Georgie Hyde-Lees (who incidentally bore a remarkable 

resemblance to Lady Gregory); one critic marks the emergence 

of 11 delight a rare emotion in his early poetry113 from 

the year of his marriage, and it is not impossible to 

attribute the elerr.ent of 1nerriment in 11 A Prayer for My 

Daughter" to the impact of his young bride on the middle-aged 

poet~. Thirdly, there was Yeats's preoccupation, in the 

process of -writing !!, Visior~;, with the concept of Unity of 

Being, of the Fifteenth Phase of beauty in his theory of 

human personality, 'Mhich was to colour the idea o.f spiritual 

beauty expressed iu the same poem- These factors must be 

seen against Yeats 1 s total revalua.t:i.on of his concept of 

ideal womanhood resulting first from his bitter disillusion-

ment ui.th both Maud Gonne and Con..c;tance ?1arkiewicz, two 

women of beauty and breeding v.:ho sacrificed their feminity to 

a life of obsessior.tal hatred and politics, and secondly from 

the "paternal" insight gained from the birth of his daughter 

and from hi!3 tender relationship with Iseult Gonne, whex-ein 

he willingly undertook the role of protector and mentoro 

125 

Yeats • s friendship with Lady Gregory9 \•rhich lasted from 
' 4 .. . . 

1896 to her death in 1932, vas undoubtedly the ma~n factor 

contributing to his vision of ideal woman in the poems of the 

period. Her influence on his concept of aristocratic woman 

has already been £ully discussed in the previous chapter; 

2Ibid., pp. 477-78. 

3Jon Stallworthy, in Vision and Revision in Yeats's 
"Last Poems 11 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969 )-.-p:--34-:-

4vide ~·• p. ;&, Letters Po 796, and cf. WBY, PP• 
131 t 427. 
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suffice it to say that sr.te provided the model, too, for the 

kind of moral beauty that he was to revere in his most 

pontifical poem on ideal womanhood. In Lady Gregory there 

is e-v-idence of the integration of personality, moral strength, 

firm good humour, inner discipline and sanity that v1ere to 

guide him through the shattering experience of his unhappy 

love affair and through the harrassing affairs of the-Abbey 

Theatre. "She brought to my vTavering thoughts steadfast 

nobility ••• " he wrote in Autobiog:r:_apJ;:lies; 5 and T"'T. Kiernan, 

a friend of Lady Gregory, later appointed trustee and 

executor of her will, records her courage in attemptingr 

without experience of the theatre, her first play (Twentx_-F:i~) 

and her "grit" in managing the Abbey in its 11 early very lean 

years." 6 That courage vias further demonstrated by her 

composure and self-possession at the news of hers son's death; 

and her "dogged perseverance" 7 in her t\vel ve years' struggle 

to restore to Ireland Hugh Lane's co.llection of French 

Impressionists appropriated by the London National Gallery. 

As Kiernan poignantly puts is, "She who had won in worlds 

where genius and imagination and fine-pointed intelligence 

'
8 are plenipotentiary, lost this grim battle with bureaucracy.' 

The springs of her character and personality ar·e 

contained within a rigid social framework, in a prescribed 

code of courtesy, manners, tradition, breeding and lineage 

that \vere to provide the outward form of an inner moral fibre. 

The point of view of "that simple and profound woman", as 

5 Pp. 477-78. 

6In "Lady Gregory and U.B. Yeats", The Dalhousie Review, 
XXXVIII (1958), PP• 297, 300. 

7rtid., P• 299. 8Ibid., p. 302. 



9 Yeats later called her, was founded 

not on any narrov modern habit, but upon her sense of 
great literature, upon her own strange feudal, almost 
mediaeval youth •••• Looking back, Cuchulain of 
Muirthemne and Gods of Fightinsr Men at my side, I can 
see that they v1ere made possible by her past; semi
feudal Roxborough, her inherited sense of caste, and 
her knowledge of that top of the \.,rorld where men and 
women are valued for their manhood and their charm, 
not for their opinions ••• 10 
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This aristocratic sense of established behaviour and inherited 

values is clinched in the "custom and ceremony" celebrated in 

the final stanza of "A Prayer for Hy Daughter 11 ., 

A subtler il1fluence was exerted by the woman who was 

to become Yeats's 1;;1ife, Georgina Hyde-1,ees.
11 

Despite 

Lady Gregory's objection to Yeats's prospective bride ~- she 

had long been trying to pair him of£ with some eligible 

beauty, her favourite candidate being Miss Elizabeth 

A . h12 h bl b h squ~t -- t ere was a strong resem ~nee etv1een t e two 

women in terms of personality and temperament .. 'l'his is 

borne cut in a letter to the older woman, dated 16 December 

,. .z1917J: 

My wife is a perfect wife, kindr wise and unselfish. 
I think you were such another young girl once. She 
has made my life serene an.d full of order. I wis}f you 
could see Woburn Buildings now -- nothing changed in 
plan but little touches here and there, and my own 

91n a letter to 'JJ'.J. Kiernan, \.n'itten from Cap Martin 
before 1939, excerpted in 11 Lady Gregory and VloB. Yeats", 
Dalhousie Review, XXXVIII,_p. 306. 

10 
~r pp. 392, 456. 

11 . h" h h . For poems ~n w ~c s e ~s featured vide Appendix D, 
pp. 246-47 of this thesis. 

12virginia Moore, The Unicorn. \Villiarn Butler Yeats 1 s 
Search for Reality (New York: Macmillan, 1954}";Po 239 •. 



bedroom • .. • 'td th fv.rni t\.H'e of' u.::lpainted unpolished "'ood 
such a.s for years I have wished foro o •• Then too all is 
very clean oe&;13 

and in an earlier letter~ 

I thin.k Georgie has yo·!Xf' O\m moral genius c 
14 
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Yeo.ts a.utho:dties a.."ld students alike pay tribute to her 

kindnessf helpfulness and co-operationo Richard Ellmann 

speaks of her 'lremarkable subtlety and sense of humour .... 
specially fitted for organizing a lyric poet 0 s errant 

• 11 15 
l1£e u" <'l.nd describes her furthermore as 11 a friendly, 

witty young woman .... exceptionally intelligent and sympathetic 

kind .and self-sacrificing, ;_-who .J und.ers toed ;_-her husband's .J 
strange mixture of arro~1ance and diffidence, and behind the 

16 pose which he put on before strangers found him deeply human.," 

R .. K4 Alspach spee:"lks of her 11 encyclopaedic knowledge of her 

husband 1 s work and her shre-wd judgement of what a textual 

- 17 
variorum should be", and Thomas Rice Henn, in the introduction 

to his superb study, co:r.mends her ''~"lfailing courtesy and 

1118 encouragement e • • 

13 
I.etters P p. 634· · · 14Ibid. .. 

15Y.·H&M 222 __ , p. 9 

•t:. 10Ib"d ~ Of pp. 225, 224:. passim., 

17VE, p. ix. 

18LT, Po xvi. A younger authority, Jon Stallworthy, \vho met· 
her in1959 '"hen he was ·~1orking on the manuscripts (later 
published as Between the Lines: ~·~.· Yeats 1 Poetry in th~ Hakin.[ 
;_-oxford: Clarendon Press s 1963 _; ), that were to become the 
subject of his well-kno¥.'11 thesis, confirmed these views in a 
personal intervie\oJ on. 28 August 1970, at Ca.pe Town. He summed 
her up as 11 a magnificent woman, highly intellige~t, extremely 
astute, with a very good sense of humour (far superior to her 

• 0. 

husband 1 s ), efficient, capable, very well read (she vras about 
seventy at the time and still reading Italian magazines ••• 'to 
keep up ~-her_j Italian'); very fond of her grandchildren 
(Michael's); clearly devoted to her husband and, v1hile obviously 
revering.his work, unwilling to regard him, or give the impression 
that she regarded him, as a 'mon~7~ent'; quite aware of his short
comings, though perfectly willing to tolerate them." 
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Yeats's relationship w~th Georgie Hyde-Lees stems from 

in introduction by Mrs Shakespear, the young girl's step-aunt, 

in 1911s 19 Accounts of their first meeting differ; for while 

Virginia Moore paints a romantic picture of a chance meeting 

at the British Huseiun, where Hiss Hyde-Lees apparently "saw 

Yeats rush pa:st her like a meteor; and that very afternoon, 

taking tea with her mother at Olivia Shakespear's, was 

formally introduced II 20 
• • e f Joseph Hone recounts a more 

leisurely introduction at the home of Miss Hyde--Lees's parents, 

Mr and Mrs :rucker, whom Yeats had met through ~JXs Shakespearf 

· L I. h' 21 
111 ynton, .)evons 1re. 

Georgie, whom Yeats, in defenence to her dislike of 

her name, called George, \-!a~ then 11 a short eighteen-year old 

girl •• ~ ;_-,lith./ Romauish nose, reddish colouring, lightish 

yel.lov1-green eyes; and • • • an eagerness for all of Yeats's 

b . 1122 su Jects. Soon after his marriage Yeats wrote to his 

father: 

She is not so black and white, but has red-brown 
hair and a high colour which she sets off by we~~ng 
dark green in her clothes and earrings, etc. ooo 

Reproductions of a photograph and a drawing by John Butler 

Yeats 24 reveal a calm countenance, the eyes full of wisdom 

and tenderness, the mouth firm, with just a hint 0£ mischievous 

good humour. 

19This date is given in Letters, p. 519. It is confirmed in WBY, 
PPs 258-59 and Y:M&M, p. 222. Virginia Moore, in The Unicorn ••• 
(N.W.: Macmillang 1954), Po 229, suggests 1910, however. 

20rn The Unicorn ••• (1954), p. 229i 

21 
WBY pp. 258··59. _, 22.. Moore, p. 229. 

23~y __ , 
24Ibid., pl. facing p. 396; Y:11&P., pl. between PP• 182 and 

183 respectively. 
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The history of their. cou.rtsh:ip. complicated as it is by 

Yeats's final proposal to Maud Gonne after the execution of 

her husband in 1916p and by his subsequent emotional involvement 

lrith Iseult, 25 is sporadic; but it seems that during the 

course of their acquaintance he discovered that she proved a 

11 charming companion and a kindred spirit in his occult 

- 26 
studies 11 • After reading a book by Lombroso she had become 

interested in psychical research and occasionally helped Yeats 

check the authenticity of information given by mediums~ In 

1914 she joined a group of Rudolph Steiner Theosophists and 

27 
became, at Yeats's suggestion, a member of the Golden Dawn. ' 

After Iseul t '.s reject ion of his proposal of marriage in 1 91 7, 

Yeats wrote to Lady Gregory that he \vas going to ask V.trs 

Tucker's <laughter if she ~1as not "tired of the idea11 , 
28 

to 

become his 'rife. They were married -·- Yeats w·as fifty-t ..... ro, 

his bride twenty-six at the Harrow Road register office in 

L d 20 0 b 1917 E P d . b 29 on on on cto er t ~zra oun act1ng as est mane 

The third in£luence on Yeats's concept of spiritual 

beauty in woman was his idea of Unity of Being, first mentioned 

. A t b" h" 30 b 1 . 1 f 1 d . A v· . 31 
1.n u o 1ograp 1es ut u t1mate y -ormu ate 1n J...SJ.on. 

26Y~M&M, 222 ~ p. 8 

27Information from Y:M&M, Pe 222o 

28 Letters, p. 633 .. 

30Vide. £!., p. 1 90. 

29=v 
~· p. 307. 

31 Although Yeats had more or less worked out this system 
before his marriag-e (vide Y:H&P, p. 193), 1-Irs Yeats's automatic 
writing inspired him to re-order his thoughts within a more 
ambitious framework. The validity of her share in the excite
ment of this process is no longer debatable, as Virginia Moore 
has the fra~~ admission that, to detract her husband from his 
unhappy preoccupation v;ith Iseult Gonne, she decided to 11 'make 
an attempt to fake automatic writingo 111 (The Unicorn •••. 
L-1954:7, p. 253)D For a variety of possible sources, vide 
LT, P• 194. 
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The first part of the 1925 version of Y(:;ats's home-made religion, 

outlined by the end of November 1917, 32 dealt with the 

classification of h~~an personality into twenty-eight types 

(or twenty-eight phases of the moon), 11'each phase being 

pictured as one of the spokes of a Great Wheel 11 •
33 

The link between Yeats's scheme of hv~an personality and 

the spiritual beauty which he considered the essence of ideal 

womanhood is the concept of Unity of Being, mauifested in the 

Fifteenth Phase of the cycle~ Though this phase falls beyond 

the human sphere -- it is knovm, together \nth the first, as 

one of the "~superhuman phases•n 34 -·· ("For there's no ·human 
3r.: •. 

life at the full or the dark") J -- Unity of Being is attain-

able by man only to a limited extent: 

He who attains Unity of Being is some man who, while 
struggling with his fate and his destiny until every 
energy of his being has been roused, is content that he 
should so struggle vith no final conquest. For him 
fate and freedom are not to be distinguished; he is no 
longer bitterr he may even love tragedy like those 
11 who love the gods and vli thstand them11 ; such men are 
able to bring all that happens, as \vell as all that they 
desire, into an emotional or intellectual synthesis and 
so to possess not the Vision of Good only but that of 
Evn.36 

32 Y:M8rJi, Po 226. 

33rbido For a brief su~mary of Yeats's scheme of 
personality, for which I am indebted to Richard Ellmann's 
excellent paraphrase (in Y:H&M, p. 226), vide Appendix E, p.243 
of this thesis. 

34LT, p. 178. 

36v(A)P pp. 28-29. In this version (p.29) Yeats locates 
the possibility of the attainment of Unity of Being between 
Phases 12 and 18 and finds it "most common" at Phase 17. 
In Yi£1, p .. 81, he writes: "Man seeks his.opposite or the 
opposite of his condition, attains his object so far as it 
is attainable, at Phase 15 and returns to Phase-1 again.u
"{Underliningmy own.) 



In the table of the Twenty~_:i:B. Embodime~, the 

Fifteenth Phase is further depicted as possessin~ that 

harmony and integration of personality "compared by Dante 

in the Convit_£ to that of 'a perfectly proportioned human 

body"137 and epitomized, i~ 11The Double Vision o£ 

-- 38 -
Michael Robartes", in the image of the dancing girl$ At 

this phase all is beauty: 

Thought and will a_re indistingu:i.shable 9 effort 
and attainment are indistinguishable ••• Contemplation 
and desire, united into one, inhabit a wor1d where 
every beloved image has bodily form, and every bodily 
form is loved~•e& Fate is known for the boundary that 
g fves our P.!:..~-~i.~l. it--;-form, and -·- as vie can des ire 
l'lOthir.g outs;ide tid!:; form -- as an expression of our 
freedom. Chc:mce and Ghoice have become interchangeable 
vli thout losing the:i.r :i.dentity~ As all effort has 
ceased, all thought has become image, because no 
thought could exist if it were not carried towards its 
own extinction •e• All that the being has experienced 
as thought is visible to its eyes ag a \Thole~ and in 
this way it perceives ••• according to its o~m 
perception, all orders of existenceD39 

The impact o.f this concept on the spiritual ideal 

imaged in "A Prayer for My Dav_ghter 11 and "Michael Robartes 

and the Dancer 11 will be discussed later. 

The factors mentioned w~t be viewed against Yeats's 

total revaluation of his ideal woman resulting from two 

further experiences: his profound disappointment in the 

obsessional political activity of Maud Gonne and Constance 

Markiewicz, and the insight acquired through the paternal 

r8le thrust on:him by the birth of his daughter and 

37v(B), p. 82. Cf. the following passage in At P• 190: 
11 I thought that in man and race alike there is something 
called 'Unity of Being', using that term as Dante used it 
when he-compared beauty in the Convito to a perfectly 
proportioned ht.unan body., My father, from whom I had learned 
the term, preferred a comparison to a musical instrument 
so strung that if we touch a string all the strings murmur 
faintly." 

38cP, pp. 192-94. 

39v~A), PPo 69-71, ~B) PP• 135-36o 

132 
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spontaneously undertaken in his relationship with Iseult Gonne. 

Yeats's quarrel vi th Constance 1'1arkie1-ricz, though not 

as deep-rooted and intense as that with Maud Gorme, was 

almost certainly inspired by the similarity in the sacrifice 

of her beauty and womanliness to a poli tica.l credo of violence 

and hatred; 40 and his condemnation of Constance l1arkiewicz's 

mind as 11 a bitter, an abstract thing" resembles his more 

flagrant attack on Maud Gorme in his treatment o.f the Sixteenth 

Phase of personality: 

If u .. (_-it .J subordinate its intellect to the !3odz 
o~. E.~.~e, all the cruelty and na.t'r01Y7tess of that intellect 
are displayed in servic(': of preposterous purpose after 
pur-pose till there is nothing left but th<! fixed idea and 
some hysterica1 hatred •••• CapabJe of nothing but an 
inescapable idealism o. ~. i.t must, because it sees one 
side as all whiter see the other side as all black ••• 
(_-In this phase _7 a.re beautiful women, whose bodies have 
taken upon therrLselves the .image of the True Mapk, and in 
these there is a radiant intensity. o. e They \~alk like 
queens, and seem to carry upon their backs a quiver of 
arro'.MS, but they are gentle only to those whom they have 
chosen ?r subdued, or to the dogs that follow a.t thei:t• 
he<~lso 4 

In 1908 he had questioned, with helpless incomprehension, 

the fact that Maud 

---------------------------------------------· ----
40Vide the following lines from "The Circu.s Animals' 

Desertion" . (CP, Po 392): 

I thought my dear must her o~~ soul destroy, 
So did fanaticism and hate enslave it, • • • 

and cf. one of Yeats's best-knovm poems about Constance 
Markiewicz, 11 0n a Political Prisoner11 (CP, PP• 206-207). 

41v(A), pp. 72-74; V(~), pp. 138-39* C£. the following 
passage from Yeats's 1910 Diary: "Women because the main 
event of their lives has been a giving of themselves give 
themselves .to an opinion as if it were a stone doll -- e•• 11 

(Y:M&P, p. 326, n. 77). 



••• ,,,ould of late 
Have taught to ignora..'1t men most violent ways, 
Or hurled the little streets upon the great, 
Had they but courage equal to desire ••• 42 
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Eight years later he was to charge Constance with 11 conspiring 

h · 11 43 among t e ~gnorant ~·· A previously admired physical 

resemblance -- their lO\i soft voices -- was to undergo a 

. . 1 d . . 44 d . 1 , y . s~m~ ar eter~orat:LOn an ~n a etter to l•1rs eats, wrltten 

in 1918, Yeats confessed that he '<Tas "writing ;_-a poem J on 

Con to avoid writing one on Maud~ /_-Both} of them are in 

prison •••• u45 It is interesting to note that the very 

qualities \,!hl.ch Yeats detested :i.n Maud Gonne were diametrically 

opposed to those \'o'hich he admired in Lady Gregory; and there 

is substantial truth in the contention that "in every way 

Lady Gregory se1•ves in Yeats's poems as the opposite of 

Maud Gonne, for she is kind, calm, tolerant, honourab1e.n 46 

Yeats's association with Constance Gore-Booth and her 

sister Eva goes back to the winter of 1894-1895, which he 

spent at Lissadell, one of the "great houses" of County 

Sligo. 47 In those days Constance was acknowledged to be the 

42
CPr P• 101. 

43Ibid., P• 263. 

44c£. the following lines about Constance Markiewicz 
(ff, p. 203): 

That woma..'1 1 s days were spent 
In ignorant good-will, 
Her nights in argument 
Until her voice grew shrilL 

with these about Haud Gonne: 

Some have known ••• 
A Helen of social welfare dream, 
Climb on a wagonette to scream ••• 

(CP, p. 388). 

45Y:M&P, p. 188. 

46vide Marion Witt, "William Butler Yeats", English 
Jnstitute Essays (New York: Col~~bia Univ. Press, 1947), 
pp. 87-88. 

47Y:H&P, p. 189. 
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,loveliest girl in the country and was knovm not only for her 

dash and nerve in riding to hounds but for her talent in 

. . d d . 48 pa1nt1.ng an woo carv1ng. After her marriage in 1900 to 

a Polish artist, Count Casimir Harkiewicz, she threw herself 

into social work and, among numerous activities, helped the 

starving children of tv1enty thousand unemployed.. vorkers 

during the 1913 Lockout. As a result of her participation 

in Easter Week, she was taken to Kilmainham Gaol and condemned 

to death, though later pardoned and served vii th a life 

sentence with hard labour. Her courage, resilience, 

buoyancy and optimism are revealed in the simple assertion 

11.49 that "no one has it in his power to make me unhappy . . . ' 

and a fitting tribute to the selflessness of her involvement 

in Irish politics appeared in an obituc:try in The Nati~,!!: 

To the people of Ireland she gave herself and she 
held nothing back. It was a giving of loJ'hich the 
lavishness cannot be measured or described. It is 
symbolized by the circumstance of her death -- the 
hospital ward, without privacy, without beauty, 
and the ceaseless loving care of the nurses, and the 
prayers of the throngs of people who stood all night 
long outside.50 . 

The other factor influencing Yeats's revaluation of his 

concept of ideal womanhood was the insight acquired from his 

almost 11 paternal 11 relationship with Iseult Gonne. Although 

from 1916 onwards Yeats's feelings for Iseult took a distinctly 

48\YBY, p. 115; Countess [constance Georgina deJ markiewicz, 
Prison Letters of Countess Barkiev:icz • • • (Longan, New York, 
Toronto: Longm~s, Green & Co., 1934), p. 3. Yeats was later to 
count the image of the "Two girls in silk kimonos, both/ 
Beautiful, one a gazelle ••• " 11 among the dear memories of my 
youth". (Vide "Some Nev.r Letters from \-1 .B. Yeats to Lady Gregory", 
ed. Donald T. Torchiana and Glenn O'Malley, A Review of English 
Literature, IV, 3 [July, l963J, excerpt fr'Om- photograp.hic 
reproduction of letter betv.r. pp. 24 and 25.) 

49countess Markiewicz, Prison Letters ••• , p. 71. 

50Ibid., p. 115. 



amatory turn, the paternal element still prevailed, a<; is 

evident in the confession (to I~ady Gregory) that "Iseult has 

always been something like a daughter to me o •• 11 , 
51 and .in 
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his statement, contained in an earlier letter to Lady Gregory, 

dated August 1916, 11 She makes me sad, for I think that if my 

life had been normal I might have had a daughter of her age. 

That means I suppose, that I am beginning to get old. 1152 

Yeats's concern for her is revealed in several poems 

written before and after his marriage. "Two Years Later" 

expresses his anxiety at her inevitable discovery of sorrow 

and suffering and 111'o a Young Girl 11 reveals a kindly, if 

rather patronizing insight into the latent sexuality of a 

53 girl at the onset of puberty~ In 11 Two Songs of a Fool" 

there is a suggestion of guilt lest, in the ease of marital 

. 54 content, he should forget Iseult's need for protectJ.on; 

and "To a Young Beauty" -- born out of Yeats's unhappiness 

about her association with Bohemian circles in Dublin 

contains a well-meaning, if sententious, admonition: 

Dear fellow-artist, why so free 
With every sort of company, 
With every Jack and Jill? 
Choose your companions from the best; 
Who draws a bucket ~ri th the rest 
Soon topples down the hillo55 

51 Letters, p. 631. 52 
WBY, P• 303. 

53vide CP, pp. 137, 157-58 respectively. 

54Ibid., PPo 190-91. 

55rbido, p. 157. Iseult is almost certainly identified 
with the dancer in "Michael Robartes and the Dancer11

, and 
further depicted as.the 11 lady11 in "Men Improve 'lt.rith the Years", 
the "child/ That never looked upon man with desire" in 
11 Presences 11 and the 11 young child ••• so wildly bred" in "Owen 
Aherne and His Dancers 11 • (Vide CP,pp. 197-98, 152-53, 174, 
247-49 respectively.) .For the relationship between Iseult 
and the Dancer in11Michael Robartes and the Dancer11

, vide 
Y:l1&P, P• 212. 



vle first hear of Y:2ats 's acqua:i.r1tance ~rith her v1hen 

"as a child she eet> told him that she disliked plays in 

modern dress c:md preferred the Iliad to a.11y other book". 56 

At the beginning of May 1910 he and l'1aud visited Iseult' s 

57 convent at Ca.en; two years later, she asked Yeats for a 

11Bengali grammar and dictionary so that she might read Tagore 
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. h . . 1 11 58 d . 1 91 6 d h. , . ' f J J.n t e or~g1na ; an 1.n . rea 1m a cua.togue rom ammes 

that "moved them both to tears, some Claudel, and a volume of 

Peguy' s !!Y.:st~r!:_ de _!a Ohari te de Jean."l.e d' Ar£" e 
59 

Despite his awareness of her beauty in 1916, his 

behaviour to her was still fatherly - there is a reference to 

his "managing Iseult very well", especially in a "prolonged 

·6o 
appeal for an extra cigarette"; but after Maud's final 

rejection, he found himself falling il'i love with the young 

girl and gradually decided to propose to her. Although she 

enjoyed flirting with Yeats throughout the sttmmer of 1 917; she 

cow;istently refused him, however. His ultimatum to come to 

a definite decision met with no success; and Yeats, who was 

worried about her future, helped to organize a post for her 

61 
as assistant librarian in the School of Oriental Languages. 

When she married Francis Stuart, a chicken-farmer-cum-novelist 

whom Yeats had earlier praised as one of Ireland's most 

. . 62 h. f £ h ~- t promisJ.ng young wrl.ters, 1.s ears ·or er .l.l~ ure were 

justified: 

Some have known ••• 
A girl that knew all Dante once 63 
Live to bear children to a dunce •• c 

56WBY __ , p. 238· 
57 Ibid., PP• 236, 238. 

58Ibid., p. 263. 59Y•:tl&n 
-· L_7_t P• 190. 

60WBY __ , p. 303· 
61 Ibido t p. 306. 

62 80 Letters, PP• 799- Oe 

63cp P• 388. It was -written in Janv.ary 1936 (~"9 P• 503 ). _, 
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II 

Yeats t s concept of idea.l womarillood should be seen against 

his perception of woman as she really is, derived from his 

experience~ "On Woman11 (written on 25 May 1914'before his 

. )64 
marr~age was almost certainly inspired by his unhappy 

experience with Haud Gonne; and as the poem moves from its wry, 

mock-serious opening to its climactic close, the man-woman 

relationship is described in terms of the Solomon and Sheba 

metaphor ironically reduced to the harrowi.ngp exquisite torment 

of the sexual chase: 

64c 
~·f 

Hay God be praised for \voman 
That gives up all her mind, 
A man may find in no man 
A friendship of her kind 
That covers all he has brou~rht 
As with her flesh and bone, 
Nor quarrels with a thought 
Because it is not her owr1. 

Though pedantry denies, 
It's plain the Bible means 
That Solomon grew wise 
While talking with his queens, 
Yet never could, although 
They say he counted grass, 
Count all the praises due 
\ihen Sheba was his lass, 
When she the iron wrought, or 
When from the smithy fire 
It shuddered in the water: 
Harshness of their desire 
That made them stretch and yawn, 
Pleasure that comes \rith sleep, 
Shudder that made them one. 
What else He give or keep 
God grant me no, not here 
For I am not so bold 
To hope a thing so dear 
Now I am growing old, 
But when, if the tale's true, 
The Pestle of the moon 
That pounds up all anew 
Brings me to birth again 
To find what once I had 
And know what once I have known, 
Until I am driven mad, 
Sleep driven from my bedp 
By tenderness and care, 
Pity, an aching heads 
Gnashing of teeth, despair; 

Pe 179. 



And all because of some one 
Perverse creature of chance, 
And live like Sol~mon 

65 That Sheba led a aanceo 

The most complete expression o£ idea.l \1/0ir.ar..b.ood in 

Yeats's entire poetic career i.s undoubtedly '~A Prayer for My 
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Daughtern 1 completed about four months after the birth of tis 

• 66 daughter, Ar ... ne Butlers on 24 February 1919: 

I 

Once more the storm is howling, and half hid 
Under this cr<HHe-hood an.d coverl:i.d l... 

Hy child sleeps on. 1'here is no obstocle 
But Grer.-Jory• s Woocl and one bare hill ~ 
\>/hereby the. hay!Jtack and roof-levelling wind, , 
Bred on the Atlantict can be stayed; 
And for an l10ur I have walked and prayed ; 
Because of the g:ceat gloom th.at is in my mind. f. 

II 

I have walked and pra.ye0 for this yom:tg child an ho-u..r, q 
And heard the se,:l-iJind scream upon the tcvre.rf •O 

And under the '<..1rches of the bri.dget ar:.d screw.. 01 
In the elms ;;1bove the flooded stream; :1. 
Imagining in excited rev(~rie , Z, 

That t,he fut'J.7.'c yecl"'s had come , . .J 

J)anc:i.ng to a frenzied drum 
Out of the murderous innocence of the seae ') 

III 

Hay she be granted beauty9 and yet not 1 ., 

Bec:tuty to make a stranger: s eye distraught, 
Or hers before a looking-glass; for such, 
Being made beautiful overrm.xch, 
Consider beauty a su.fficient end, : .J 

Lose natvral kincL>1.ess, and maybe !:.. 
The hea.rt -~evea.l ing intimacy 
Tha.t chooses right, and never find a frj.end. 

IV 

Helen: b-dng chosen, found life flat c..nd full, 
And later had much trouble from a fool; -.' 
vihile that great: Queen that rose out of 
Be:i.n!:T fatherless, could tave her way 
Yet chose a ba.nd.y-1egged smith .for ma."'l. 

It's r.:-er to. in that fine ,.;omen eat 
A crazy salad vith their meat 
~1"hereby the ibrr, of l'lenty is undone .. 

the spray, : t, 

·. 
' 

_____________ , _______________ _ 

661-lBY P~ 317. A.N~ Jeff ares, , ~' porn.m .. , Po xvii, gives 
...:._ . .J_~ 

_ ...... 

26 Febn.<ary as the date of iume's birth~ 
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In courtesy red have her chiefly learned; '3'1-
Hearts are not had as a gift, but hearts are earned 
By those that are not entirely beautiful. ·:- \..; 
Yet many, that have played the fool • 
For beautyt s very self, has charm made \..rise;"":'·~ 
And many a poor man that has roved, ·' 
Loved and thought himself belovedp ~\ 
From a glad kindness cannot take his eyes. ~-~ 

VI 

May she become a flourishing h.id.cle1:1 tree, ·~ 

That all her thoughts may like the linr1et be, : · 
And have no business but dispensing rou.nd 
Their ma.gnanimi ties of sound; 
Nor but in merriment begil1 a chase, ''- i.' 
Nor but in merriment a quarrel. :' 
Oh, n1a3r she live lilct:~ some green la1.~el /. 
Rooted in one <lear perpetual place. 

VII 

·, 

My mind, because the minds that I have loved, (:, •, 
'l'he sort of beauty that I have approved, 
Prosper but little, has dried up of late, , . 
Yet knows that to be choked v.i th hate 
Hay well be of a.ll evil cha11ces chief w 

If' there's n.o hatred in a mind 
Assault and battery of the \find . , · 
Can never tear the linnet from the lear. 

VIII 

An intellectual. hatred is the \iorst, 
So let her think opinions are accursed. 
Have I not seen the loveliest woman born 
Out of the mouth of Plentyjs horn, 
Because of her opinionated_ruind 
Bar·ter that horn and every good 
By quiet natures understood ,~ 

For an old bellows full of angry ,;l.'nd? 

IX 

Considering that, all hatred driven hence, 
The soul recovers radical innocence 
And learns at last that it is self-delighting, 
Self-appeasing, self-affrighting~ 
And that its own sweet will is Heaven's will, 
She can, though every face should scowl 
And every windy quarter howl -
Or every bellows burst, be happy still. 
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And may her bridegroom bring her to a house 
Where all's accustomed, ceremonious; 
'For arrogance and hatred are the wares 
Peddled in the thoroughfares • 
. How but in c-ustom and in ceremony . 
Are il1nocence and beauty born? 
Ceremony's a name for the rich horn, , 67 And custom for the spreading laurel tree. 

This is one of Yeats's most ambitious poems, mature, 
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resone~t and accomplished1 with more than a hint of Wordsworthian 

1 . d d'd . . 68 so emn1ty an 1 act1c1sm. Its·main weakness is the absence 

of a clearly discernible integrated logi.cal framework; but 

beneath the semblance of a rambling discursive exterior there 

is evidence of a close structural synthesis; rational and 

69 intellectual on the one hand, "imagistic" on the other. 

Indee9-, the poem may be seen as a po\'l'er £ul symphony welded 

together by a rich orchestration of images -- storm, wind, 

tree and sea, horn, tower and house --· and subtly interfused 

with the less tangible dimensions of space and time: "inside 11 

and "outside" space; 
. . 70 

t1me -- past, present and future. 

The first two stanzas provide the "occasion" of or 

67 VE, pp. 403-406. Note that the stanzas are unnumbered in 
the final versiono The punctuation changes in the first and 
final versions are highly significant. Owing to the length 
of the poem, it is impossible to discuss them, however. 

68Yeats had read Wordsworth in Dowden's edition in 1916 (WBY _, 
P• 295). 

69Yeatsts method of fusing two structural modes, the 
"discursive" and the 11 imagistic11

t is examined in relation to 
''Nineteen Hundred and. Nineteen11

1 in Sarah Youngblood's 
11 The Structure of Yeats's Long.Poems", Criticism. A Quarterl* 
for Literature and the~ (Wayne State)~ V, 1 (winter 1963;, 
323-35· 

7°For Yeats's use of spatial imagery and "multiple time
consciousnessi' vide John Hardy 1 "Yeats's 'A Frayer for My 
Daughter•. The Dimensions of the Nursery", in 1'he Curious 
Frame: Seven Poems in Text and Context (Indiana: Notre Dame, 
1962}, pp. 121-22; 120, 130 respectively. 
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prelude to the main theme: the poet's premonition of an age 

' 71 
of chaos and violence in vihich his daughter must grow up., . The 

remainder of the poem examines those qualities which Yeats 

deemed necessary in order that she might cope with the future, 

each facet (with the exception of the impulsive prayer at the 

end of the sixth stanza) being introduced by the incantation 

11 May she ••• 11
: stanzas three to five are concerned \'lith the 

ideal of moral beauty; stanzas six to nine with Unity of 

Being, 'tThile the final stanza unites these ideas under the 

official sanction of social aristocracy. A detailed analysis 

will. perhaps clarify these pointsa 

The. first quality Yeats requires in his daughter is 

· beauty, the idea of "'hich is introduced in the opening line 

of the third stanza and immediately qualified, contradicted 

even~ by the kind of beauty sought. For this is no physical 

bea;1tys narcissistic in kind and infltmunatory in effect, b·.J.t 

moral beauty, comprising warmth and spontaneity ( 11 natural 

kindness"), honest intercourse with like--minded people 

·-
("heart--revealing intimacy") a."ld a capacity for friendship~ 

ln. the following stanza the consequences of excessive beauty 

(either cf kind or quantity) are illustrated by the unhappy 

examples of two legendary figures, Hel~n of Troy and Aphrodite. 

Both are reduced to the lowest common factor oi beauty that has 

over-reached itself in the gratification of lust; both have 

abused the abunda..'1ce of the Horn of Plenty -- the gift of 

beauty -- for the sa.lce of some capricious whim. (The idea 

71 Rardy points out that Yeats's imT,ediate fears may have 
b~en. prompted by the cpparently irreconcilable contradictions 
in his daughtert s horoscope (read by 11rs Yeats)- that she would 
be both 11 <rood-lo0king and lucky''· ("Yeats's 'A Prayer fer 
Hy Daught;r' H8 

11 ,.:::-Indiana, 1962./.PP• 124~25.) 
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is echoed in the eighth stanza, in tha'.: modern Helen, 

Maud Germe, vJbo also threw away her gift of beauty, though 

for a different reason~ obsession with a political ideal). 

The antithesis to the ill-effects of physical beauty is, 

according to Yeatst the Cllltivation of courtesy -- the 

disper..sation of w-armth c: .. nd kindness which far·- out -shines its 

more superficial counterparto The term "courtesy", as 

John Hardy points out, 72 derives from 11 th~ politeness of the 

'court'": it is "'magnanimity"', 11 generosity", "good nature •• 0 

~- 73". .. . . 
formalized. in good man.nex·sn. In this sense courtesy is an 

ad.stocratic value; for while society at large tends to 

express itself in terms of 11u.ndirected and instinctive 

. J . l .. 74 . - 1 . , . h t emot::tona.. ~mpu se" f ar1stocracy· a one ,ls concernea w1t tile 

aesthetic form of persona.l moralityp the conscious translation 

of i:tmate good nature into a visually pleasing art, It is 

important to remember, ho~;ever, that Yeats's chief concern is 

\>lith the innP.r cha:rm and beauty of the heart, the "glad 

kindness" which sur-ges up from vithins This is evident in 

the responses of the observer, the singular "eye" ("May she be 
~. "' ~ 

granted beauty, and yet not / Beauty to make a stranger 0 s eye 

distraught") suggesting an excited, restless, unsurfeited 

visual fea.s t; the plural "eyes 11 ("Many a poor man that has 
- . . .... 

roved ••• /From a glad kindness cannot take his eyes") evoking 

a keen? intelligent and altogether- saner appraisal. 

The second quality Yeats desires in his daughter --

integration of personality and spiritual beauty -- is more 

complex. Jnst as in the earlier section of the poem, face 

and heart are juxtaposed to convey moral beauty, .so in this 

72Ib'. l.<lor F• 143. 
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section mind and thought become a.YJ. index of the soul; and 

as.the horn image earlier predominated as a symbol of bounty, 

so the tree image is subtly introduced to take its rightful 

place as a symbol of evergreen Unity of Beingo 75 

The first stanza of this section the sixth of the 

entire poem·-- is particularly important, not only in its 

structural relationship to the opening stw~za -- notice the 

parallel interplay of movement and stasis. of "inside" and 

"outside" imagery -- but in its introduction of the mood of 

merriment which paves the way for the idea of innocence to 

comeo 'rhe main effect of this stanza is, as Har·dy points 

out, "the seP.se of innocence and its delight •• & the freedom 

f 1 II 76 o p ay ••• ; but this state of blissful ingenuousness, 

charmingly captured in the image of the bird chase among the 

foliager is momentarily darkened by the brief reference to 

11 quarrel11 which sets the mood for the following three stanzas. 

Stanzas seven to nine constitute some of the most 

flatulent, self-indulgent rhetoric in Yeats's poetic writing. 

Yet so cunningly related are they to the poem's first section 

that to remove them would destroy the total patterning of image 

and ideao The ominous note struck in the sixth stanza 

becomes progressively darker-toned as the idea of spiritual 

assault through obsessional conviction is relentlessly 

pursued: "choked with hate", 11 hatred11 , "intellectual hatred", 
., ~ M 

"accursed" opinions, "angry wind", "howl" and "scowl". And 
.. " 

as the emotional temper quickens, so are the predominant images 

thickened and filled out into variations on earlier themese 

75Cf. 11 F .AoCo \vilson suggests that ••• the tree is a symbol 
of Unity cf Being~ Yeats asks, in effect, that· his daughter may 
beco!Ile 'a living image of the (Kabbalistic) Tree of Life.t" 
(.Jon Stall worthy, Between !E!:_ Lines ••• L5xford, 196y, p .. 35.) 

76 "Yeats's 'A Prayer for Ny Daughter' ••• 11
, The Cur~9us_ Frame 

(Indiana, 1 962), p. 146. 



The tree image, hitherto ri.ch, stu_rdy e:md flourishing, is 

subject to a double assault by rancorous weeds (conveyed in 

11 dried up"s 11 choked11
, "evil chances 11 ) and storm; 77 indeed, 

there is an interesting parallel betv!een the "one bare hill11 

bravely defying the Atlantic winds in the opening st~1za and 

the linnet tenaciously clinging to the leaf in the seventh. 

The examples of Helen and Aphrodite in the earlier section 

are fused in the image of Maud Gonne, vJho also abandoned the 
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gift of "Plenty's horn" (for a life of petty political dogma). 
' .. 

Furthermore, the image of wind and storm grows from the 
.. 
pleasant 11 rnagn.a.nimities of sound11 (characterizing the 

-
linnet-thoughts of the young girl), into a vicious tempest 

which threatens to destroy her integrity and inner equilibrium, 

thereby echoing the physical storm at the beginning of the 

poem; v1hile the "bellows" image (representing Hephaestus:ts · 
- -

stock-in-trade, Aphrodite's man) provides a deliberate 

contrast to the Horn of Plenty, while simultaneou.sly 

78 contributing to the general uproar and turbulence. 

If the main argument j_n the t\o/O preceding stanzas offers 

a challenge, the ninth stanza constitutes a response, a 

triumphal declaration of the soul's victory over circumstance. 

The concept of 11radical innocence", whereby happiness is 

maintained in the face of ill fortune, is a curious and complex 

one, originating, I believe, partly in Yeats's idea of Unity 

of Being and partly in his vie\o;S on reincarnation expounded 

in A Vision. 

77rt is interesting to compare this dual aspect of the tree 
image.with th<:~.t of an earlier poem, 11 The T'Wo Trees" (CPsPP• 54-55). 

78cf'. J. Hardy, "Yeats's 'A Prayer for Hy Daughter.' ••• " 
PPe 125-26. 
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The idea of pv.rgation of hatred ("all hatred driven 

hence") resembles that state of the soul in its journey after 

death, 11 \vhere the s;eiri.t (-that is, the supernatural 

co-equivalent of c;eative Mind} is freed from pleasure and 

pain and is ready to enter the Shift~s \vhere it is freed 

from Good and Evil o ... u
79 The recovery of "radical innocence" 

suggests the restoration of a lost state of innocence, the 

soul's primordial state before it has taken on its mortal 

condition, and seems to correspond to the fifth stage of the 

soul's journey after death, where 11 a new Hu~~ and Passiona~~. 
- -

podY. !_-supernat·v.ral co-e:qu:ivalents o.f' Will and Hask] take 

the place of the old; made from the old, yet, as it were, 

pure." 
80 

The most impo:rta.nt concept, the soul~ s knowledge 

of its individuality, its self-sufficiency and responsibility 

perfectly according vrith Divine WiH, seems to a':lticipate tha.t 

. . 81 
section. of A yisl£!! (already cited) dealing "lith Unity of 

Being; there is a resemblance, too, to the passage relating 

to P~1rific!:_~;~..£~ \Jhere 11 all memory (-having J vanished, the 

S pi:r it • eo is at : last free and in relation to QE .. ~:d ts free 

like itself u .o It becomes self-shaping, self-movi.ng • plastic 

1182' 
•• $ to itself 

The integration of the twin concepts of moral beauty 

79y{A), p. 229. V(Bj (p. 231.) substitutes 11 purified of11 

for 11 freed from", ma.lcing the similari t)' more obvious. 

80Y..(ltl, p. 233., 

81 Vide P• 131 of this chapter, supra and infra. 

82vfB) 233 Cf Yeat~ Is l'efe'~encP.. to the 11 \<!himsical. _\~: ,P• • 0 •• -- L - , 

self-awakening, self-exciting, self-appeasing soul." (E&I, 
p. 370.) 
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and Unity of Being occurs in the final stanza, v1here the 

marriage ceremony sets the seal on their continued existence. 

Yeats's aristocratic leanings are strongly prevalent in his 

specification of custom and ceremony as necessary constituents 

of the marriage ritual. The house, which starids at the end 

. 'of the bride's journey, forming a cyclical counterpart to 

the tower in the opening stanzas, is set aside from the 

clamorous huckstering of the thorov.ghfares, and together with 

the symbols of tree and horn, represents a sturdy centre of 

traditional aristocratic values. This sense of prevailing 

order and dignity, the consciousness of the richness of its 

cultural heritage, Yeats considered essential for the 

nourishment of spiritual excelLmce in \-loman. It is interesting 

to compare this highly personal, idiosyr:,cratic philosophy with 

the simpler Christian vie\vpoint of a later parent-poet, 

Anne Ridler: 

••• as the sun tha"\:_ _:;hines through ?]lass 
So Jesus in His Mother was. 
Therefore every human creature, 
Since it shares in His nature, 

••• should shm-; its own \-lay of light. 
May no parental dread or dream 
Darken our darlihg 's early beam: 
May she grow to her right powers 
Unpeturbed by passion of our·s~ 83 

The idea of Unity of Being is further propagated in 

"Michael Robartes and the Dancer", born out of Yeats's 

84 relationship with Iseult Gonne. The poem is an informed, 

skilful and witty debate on the nature of true womanhood, 

83Excerpt from "For a Child Expected", in The Penguin Book 
of Contemporary Verse 1918-60, new rev. ed., sel •••• Kenneth 
Allott, Penguin Books ~London, 1962_7, p. 245. 

84Y:Jvl&P, p. 212. 
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presented in. a semi-dramatized dialog·ue between Robartes 

(the sensual recluse whom Yeats invented for his preposterous 

function in A Vision) and the Dancer (supposedly Iseult), an 

innocent young girl uncertain of her r8le as \!romant Uhile 

the texture is nruscular, energetic and mas<.-u.line, shovring • 

the obvious influence of Donne, the poem's structure is 

admirably self-contained, the Dancer's questiong and 

interjections not only assisting in the development of the 

argument but paving the way for hel" gradual reduction, 

through Robartes's forcefulness,fr.om quiet confidence to 

timorous col'l£u.s:i.on. Yeats's handling of the rhymed 

tetrameter couplets, furthermore, is so natural and supple 

that the dialogue approximates to the rhythms and cadences 

of everyday speech: 

He. Opinion is r1ot worth a rush; 
In this altar-piece the kn:i.g·ht, 
Who grips his long spear so to push 
'J.'hat dragon through the fading light, 
Loved the lady; and it's plain 
The half-dead dragon was her thought 
That every morning rose again 
And dug its cla-vrs and shrieked and foughte 
Could the impossible come to pass 
She would have time to turn her eyes, 
Her lover thought, upon the glass 
And on the instant would grow wise~ 

She. You mean they argued. 

He. Put it so; 
--But bear in mind your lover's wage 

Is what your looking-glass can show9 

.And that he will turn green v1i th rage 
At all that is not pictured there. 

She. May I not p-v.t myself to College? 

He. Go pluck Athena by the hair; 
-. -For what mere book can grant a knowledge 

With an impassioned gravity 
Appropriate to that beating breast, 
That vigorous thigh, that dreaming eye? 
And may the devil take the rest. 

She. And must no beautiful woman be 
Learned like a man? 



,He. Paul Veronese 
And all his sacred company 
Imagined bodies all their days, 
By the lagoon you love so much, 
For proud, soft, ceremonious proof 
That all must come to sight and touch; 
While Michael Angelo's Sistine roof 
His Horning and his Night disclose 
How sinew that has been pulled tight, 
Or it may be loosened in repose, 
Can rule by supernatural right 
Yet.be but sinew. 

She. I have heard said 
There is great danger in the body. 

He. Did God in portioning wine and bread 
-Give man His thought or His mere body? 

She. My wretched dragon is perplexed. 

He. I have principles to prove me right, 
It follows from this Latin text 
'fhat blest souls are not composite, 
And that all beautiful women may 
Live in uncomposite blessedness, 
And lead us to the like -- if they 
Will banish every thought, unless 
The lineaments that please their view, 
When the long looking-glass is full, 
Even from the foot-·sole think it too. 

She. 85 They say such different things at school. 

Tbe poem opens dramatically and abruptly with Michael 

Robartes 's assertion that the cultivation of beauty in v1oman 

is more important than that of intellect. The Dancer 

expresses concern at the thought of being deprived of a 

formal education: Robartes replies that she should take 

counsel from the goddess Athena ("Athene" in the revised 

version), the feminine embodiment of wisdom, composure and 

sexuality. (The irony in the reversal of roles is 

deliberate: in the Iliad it is Athene who seizes Achilles 

"by his golden locks" in order to "check ••• LhisJ angry 

. 86 
impulse" to kill Agamemnon.) Further arguments in favour 

85vE, pp. 385-87. Variations in the final ver.sion are 
very slight. (Cf. E&I, pp. 269-70.) 

86The Iliad, tr. E.V. Rieu, Penguin Books LLondon: 195.97, 
p. 28-.-c~i'Athene takes Achilles by the hair ••• " (CP, 
Pe 185). 
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of learning are firmly rejected on emp;LricaJ., theological 

or philosophical groundso 'tvhen the Dancer suggests that the 

natural endovrments of a beautiful woman would be enhanced by 

learning, Robartes replies that the chief concern of even the 

supreme masters of the arts, Veronese and Michelangelo for 

example, was the body. The Dancer's argument of the danger 

inherent in mere physicality is refuted by Robartes's 

reference to the symbolic significance of the Christian 

sacrament; and.his advocation of .the cultivation of physical 

beauty is sancticmed. by a mock-serious citation of an 

appropriate Latin text. 1'he poem ha,s the intense inner 

logic ·-- the Hopening upnt the 11 haJrunering out" and the 

"shutting in11 -- of a Donne poem. 

Yeats's emphasis on physicality is a far cry from the 

coarse vulgarity of Kipling or even the mystical romanticism 

of D.H. La\-1rence: we should remember that in his eagerness 

to expose the intellectual arrogance of Maud, he is 

deliberately over-stating the casee What Yeats is 

advocating is a proper recognition of the body as a necessary 

element in and adjunct to the attai~~1ent of spiritual-beauty, 

a state of inner blessedness in which the conflicting demands 

on woman are gracefully and harmoniously reconciled. The 

~ey lies in the saving clause of the last (but one) five 

lines, which specifically state that intellectual prowess in 

\roman is not to be dismissed if it is found to be naturally 

in harmony with her physical mien .. Hence the apparent 

contradiction in Yeats's belief in the 11 thinking lineaments" 

is resolved in a creed of intensely r·eligious significance, 

prevalent also in Aherne's assertion that "All dreams of the 



soul / End in a beautiful man 9 s or ·..roman's body", 87 and in an 

explanatory note on !he pr~ Jealou-:;r s>i Erner that '"The 

invisible fifteenth incvrnation •o~ is that of the greatest 

bodily beauty .... o 'u 88 
In a sense, Robartes is telling the 
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Da1;1cer that in order to attain supreme Unity of Bein.g she tl'!USt 

first reject .the False Mask of intellect., 

Yeats's concept of woman during this period, then, 

sho\\.'S a ·Considerable advance on earlier concepts in that it is 

not merely a projection of her personal experience but an 

attempt to .formulate a broader general statement,, 'fhe resultant 

image is at onee personal and unique.; and there is a degree of 

technical diversity, seen in the "public11 rhetorical manner 

employed in "A Prayer for 11y Daughter" on the one hand, and the 

use of the first-person dramatization in "Michael Robartes and 

the Dancer" on the other., The main weakness is Yeats's 

condemnation of the cultivation of intellect in woman whichr 

though underst<mdable iil the light of his pel'sonal experience, 

smacks very strongly of "sour grapes''; and his belie£ in the 

aristocratic social framework for the perpetuation of selected 

values in wman is hopelessly out of keeping "'ith the times~ 

Despite these shortcomings, Yeats has begun to incorporate his 

irrnnediate experience into a comprehensive. vision a..'ld prepaJ•ed 

the ground for his ultimate conce~tion of woman~ 

87CP _, Pe 186. 
.. 

88LT Po 181. The play was f:i.rst published in 1919. _, 
(ProYPl, p. 57, CPl, P~.279) 



CHAPTER V 

HOMAN AND LOV£ (1914-1929) 

Love ·~· is a form of the eternal contemplation 
of \/hat is. 

-- Yeats: Letters ~ f
4
o.etrx: !£. Dorothx_ 1-Jellesley 

All love is shackled to mortality ooD 

-- Yeats: line from King ££ ~ Great Clock To\.:er 

The concept of woman to be discussed in this chapter 

offers a direct m1tithesis to that al~eady dealt with in 

that it is primarily concerned vlith woman's physicality, 

with her sexual psychology and her sexuality hoth inside and 

outside marriage. Although the physical aspect constitutes 

an extension of woman's spirituality, i.t should be seen as 

an independent entity, owing to the sharp dichotomy beh1een 

the two aspects and to the absence of any attempt on the part 

of the poet to integrate them into a unified system., On 

the one hand ·woman ·is presented as a Sheba symbol in a 

highly idealized marital relationship; on the other, she 

is depicted, outside the bond of marriage, as a purely 

physical creature, fully conscious of and absorbed in her 

sexuality, in a series of vignettes that brilliantly trace 

her psychological development from childhood to old age. 

The sudden emergence of Yeats's interest in the 

physical aspect of woman was probably due to his marriage to 

a woman far younger than himself and the accompanying release 

from the abstinence and sexual restraint of his youth. The 

influence of the Steinach glw1dular operation early in 1934 

has clec>..rly been overestimated; for as early as 25 Hay [1926 J 
Yeats '<Jrote to Olivia Shakespear from the ToHer, that he was 

"writing poetry .... and, as always happens, no matter hO\'l I 

begin, it becomes love poetry before I am finished \:i th it; 1 

1 
Letters, PP• 714-15. 



and again, on 2 (or 4) October i-1927~, albeit ironically: 

I am still of opinion that only t\-.'0 topics can be 
of the least interest to a seriov.s and studious mind -- sex 
and the deadQ2 

The "hv.manizing a"ld normalizing experience" 3 that 

marriage turne? out to be provided the serenity and content 

celebrated in the Solomon and Sheba poems (as v1ell as in the 

first of "T-v;o Songs of a Fool") ,4 in which l1rs Yeats almost 

certainly. served as a model; and it is not impossible that 

Yeats's re-reading of Donne, evident in a letter to 

Professor H., Grierson, dated 21 February 19265 \vas partly 

responsible for the sensuality, "wit" and passion of certain 

of the poems in the "A \>loman Young arJ.d Old" series. 6 

Before analyzing the main images in the poetry of the 

period, let us examine Yeats's attitude to loveo It is 

interesting to note that in this respect tvlo conflicting 
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viewpoints emerge. First tiH~re is the idea, born, no doubt, out 

of Yeats's frustrating relationship with Ma:Ad Gonne, of love as 

a hunt or chase, in v.•hich the participating partners assume the 

respective r<)J.es of hunter-hunteds victor-victim, pursuer or 

pursued. This idea, overtly expressed in "On '\oloman" 7 and 

2Ibid~, p. 730. Cf. "The Spur" (CP, pG 359). /I,.N. Jeffares 
talks of.the influence of Oliver StJohn Gogarty, who had 
possibly "encouraged Yeats in the ribaldry he enjoyed -- the 
simple, bucolic~ Eabelaisic:n strain in his work described by 
F.R. Higgins, with whom he greatly enjoyed discussing woman." 
(Vide 111\lomen in_ Yeats's Poetryu ,- in ~ C_ircus Animals11

• 2ssays 
on_::.~. Yeats l Hacmillan, 1970_], p. 100.) 

3 Y:H&H, P• 224. 

4Vide fE, PPe 190-91. Cf. Appendix D, p.·247 of this thesis. 

5 Lettersr Pe 710. 

6rn particular, "Her Triumph", "Chosen", "A Last Confession". 
(Vide PP• 165-66, 167-69, 171-73 of this chapter). 

7vide £E, pp. 164-66t and cf. Cho IV, ~p. 138-39 of this 
thesis. 



poignantly captured in "The Death of the Hare 11 and 11 T\,'O Songs 

of a Foo1",
8 

is carried to its ultimate conclusion in "Her 

Vision in the Wood'' and "Crazy Jane Grovrn Old Looks at the 

Dancers" 9 and forms the bCI.sis for Yeats's explanation of 

Blake's 11 The Hental Traveller", where 11 the woman and the man 

are t\o.'O competing gyres growing at one another 1 s expense G •. 

,("the conflict bet\oJeen them compelli11gj each to be slave and 

t t b t u10 yran y urn •• oo 
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The image of the chase or hunt i1:1 the love relationship 

between the sexes has an interesting parallel in the first 

version of b., ,YJ_;:,0r:, begun prior to Yeats fs marriage and first 

published in 1925.
11 In his definition of aspects of the 

Great 1>lhee.l, Yeats introduces the concept of the Daimc_>.E:, a 

supernatural co-equivalent of man's Hask and Creat~ ~' 

"the Hill of the man being the Hask of the D_<:_i!n.OEr the 

Creative Hind of the man being the Dodv of Fate of the Daimon __ .... ..:...., 
12 

and so on." Yeats furthermore conceived of the man-Daimon 

relationship in terms of physical intercourse, just as his 

view of history may be seen as a dialogue with a personified 

"interlocuter":
13 

Nan's Daimon has • • • her energy and bias in man's 
Hask, and her constructive power in mcm 's fatet and man 
ai1C1Daimon face each other in a perpetual conflict or 
·embrace. This relation (the Daimon being of the opposite 

8~, pp~ 250-51, 190-91. 

10v(A), P• 134e 

9Ibid., PP• 312-13, 295-96. 

11Vide Y:H&P, P• 193. The first p~t \vas outlined by the end 
of November 1917 (Y:H&H, P• 226). 

12Y.UU_, p.. 27'" 

13This vieH of Yeats's concept of history has been offered by 
Thomas R. Hhitaker, ~ and_§_had~l:· ~2_ Dialogue with 
History. (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1964). 
Vide Ch, VI, p.l77 of this thesis. .. 



sex to that of man} may create a pas:::,ion like that of 
sexual love. The relc;tion of man and \¥oman, in so far 
as it is passionate, reproduces the relation of man and 
Daim~, and becomes an element where man and Daimon sport, 
pursue one another, .:::nd do one another good o~iL •• e In 
so far as man and woman are S\¥ayed by their sex they 
interact as man and Daimon interact, though at other 
moments their phases may be side by side. The Daimon 
carries on her conflict, or friendship vii th a man, not 
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only through the events of life, but in the mind itself
1 

for 
she is in possession of the entire dark of the mind •••• '4 

And again: 

When man is in his most antithetical phases the 
Daim~m is most primary; man pursues~'-ioves, or both loves 
and hates ···- a form of passion, an antithetical image is 
_imposed upon tl1e .!?.~~me:.:.~:!:.~ thought --=-···b;:;tin man • s most 
_prir~?:':r phases the D21imon :Ls at her most _9nti.!h_et~cal. 
Han is now pursued with hatred, or vli th love ••• 1) 

The second idea is the idealized concept of love as 

a "discipline" comprising intuition and "wisdom", \.;hich had 

solidified into a cohesive code as early as 19U9: 

It seems to me that true love is a discipline, and 
it needs so much wisdom that the love of Solomon and Sheba 
must have lasted, for all the silence of the Scriptures. 
Each divines the secret self of the other, and refusing to 
believe in the mere daily self, creates a mirror where the 
lover or the beloved sees an image to copy in daily life; 
for love also creates the Mask.1 

Though in "On Woman11 , Sheba emerges as the sexually 

attractive courtesan, wilful, tantalizing, elusive, perverse, 

expert in the arts of love, in i•Solomor. to Sheba" and 11 Solomon 

and the Vlitch11 she is portrayed as the ideal marriage partner, 

subordinate yet complementary to her lover, humble and eager to 

please, representing the 11 pleasant relationship of the poet 

14V(A), 8 PP• 27-2 • Cf. !!, P• 336. 

15 ( VA), P• 29. 

16~, p. 464. It may have first appeared in Estran~ement: 
Being Some Fifty Thou.ohts fr~ ~ DiarY.: Kept _!;y 'hlliam Butler 
Yeats in the Year Nineteen Hundred and Nine (Dublin: Cuala 
Press,-1926).--rV:ide Bi£., p. 153·) Cf. J.B. Yeats's vievls on 
marriage for life (J~B. Yeats, Letters, p. 236). 
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and his wife1117 in a '~oJay th<:•t closc.i.y resembles the Old Testament 

view or, one vmuld imagine, Kate's revised attitude to Petruchio. 18 

"Solomon to Sheba11
, a rather vacuous narrative lyric written in 

{-March? J 1918,
19 

pr·esents the lovers discussing in leisurely 

manner the supremacy of love; and though the soporific mood is 

successfully sustained, there is an element of self-consciousness 

and remoteness which might have been avoided if Yeats had taken 

20 a cue from Donne: 

Sang Solomon to Sheba 
And kissed her dusky face, 
All day lon9 from midday 
ive have talked in the one place, 
All day long from shadowless noon 
\1e have gone round and round 
In the narrow theme of love 
Like an old horse in a pound. 

To Solomon sang Sheba 
Planted on his kn~es, 
If you had broached a matter 
That might the learned please, 
You had before thr:: sun ha.d thrmm 
Our shadows on the ground 
Discovered that my thoughts, not it, 
Are but a narrow pound. 

Said Solomon to Sheba 
And kissed her Arab eyes, 
There's not a man or woman 
Born under the skies 
Dare match in learning with us two, 
And all day long we have found 
There's not a thing but love can make 
The world a narrow pound. 21 

Unlike the ethereal women of his· early poetry 9 Sheba is 

meant to represent the idealization of the v/arm, sensuous and 

17Y:M&P, P• 207. Vide also P• 325, n. 65. 

18 For a commentary on the Old Testament view of the maritcl 
status of woman vide J.H. Hertz, C.H., ed., The Pentateuch and 
Haftorahs ••• 2nd ed. (London: Soncino Press,~29 - 1968), 
pp. 9-10, Genesis II, 18-25. 

19 Comm., p. 166. 

20
vide especially 11 The Good-Morrow", The Hetaphysical Poets, 

ed. Helen Gardner, Penguin Books [London719.57 _7, p. 56. 

21VE, pp. 332-33. 
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essentially human v1oman~ but fails to convince O\ving to Yeats's 

silly attempt to romanticize a corrunonplace marital situation. 

As a symbol of womanly wisdom she is nevertheless apt; for as 

Yeats has already intimated in "Hichael Robartes and the Dancer", 

a woman's \visdom lies in her appreciation of her sexuality rather 

than her intellect, and her understanding of love is more 

important than her learning~ 

In "Solomon and the 'Hitch11 (written in the same year), 

Sheba is reduced to a mere vehicle in the propagation of Yeats's 

ideal of the "solved antimony", although there are overtones of 

the worldly woman fully m.,rare of her function in pleasuring her 

lover: 

And thus decL;~red that Arab lady: 
"Last night, where under the wild moon 
On grassy mattress I had laid me, 
''lithin my arms great Solomon, 
I suddenly cried out in a strange tongue 
Not his, not mine. 11 

And he that kne\v 
All sounds by bird or angel sung 
Answered: "A crested cockerel crew 
Upon a blossoming apple bough 
Three hundred years before the Fall 9 

And never crev; again till now, 
And \vould not nmv but that he thought, 
Chance being at one with Choice at last, 
All that the brigand apple brought 
And this foul world were dead at last. 
He that crowed out eternity 
Thought to have crowed it in again. 
A lover v1ith a spider's eye 
Will find out some appropriate pain, 
Aye, though all passion's in the glance, 
For every nerve: lover tests lover 
'vith cruelties of Choice and Cha..YJ.ce; 
And \·1hen at last that murder's over 
Naybe the bride-bed brings despair 
For each an imagined image brings 
And finds a real image there; 
Yet the \vorld ends when these two things, 
Though several, are a single light, 
Hhen oil and i>'ick are burned in one; 
Therefore a blessed moon l2st night 
Gave Sheba to her Solomon." 



11 Yet the world stays. 11 

If that be so, 
Your cockerel found us in the Wl'ong 
Although he found it worth a croi.;. 
Naybe an image is too strong 
Or maybe is not strong enoughe 11 

"The night has fallen; not a sound 
In the forbidden sacred grove 
Unless a petal hit the ground, 
Nor any hu.rnan sight vii thin it 
But the crushed grass where VJe have lain; 
And the moon is wilder every minute~ 
Oh, Solomon: let us try again.n22 
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This is a. difficult and complex poemt the tone mordantly 

witty, the images rich and bold 5 the language {with the exception 

of lines six to nine a11d nineteen to twenty--t<:o, \·lhich were later 

b '11" 1 . d) 23 . d t r2 :~.ant y rev1se . VJ.gorous an ro >ust. The underlying idea . 

is that all lovers, at the supreme moment of sexual union, 

experience to some extent the beauty of the Fifteenth Phasev 

reconciliation of thought and will, Choice (Destiny) a11d Chance 

(Fate), that supreme Unity of Being th21t coJ'lstitutes insofar 

as it is possible for man -- freedom from the necessity of the 

cycles~ In the second version of !:.. Vision, Michael Robartes 

declares that "The marriage bed is the symbol of the solved 

antimony ..... , 24 and one critic refers to the "obvious sexual 

symbolism of the 11 interpenetrating gyres11 ,
25 (a gyre being the 

simplest geometric index of the ri individual soul? and that soul's 

h . ") 26 lstory • • • " 

PP• 387-89. For its date of composition vide ~.,p.218o 

23rn Later Poems, revel. and reptd .• (London, 1924). (Vide VE, 
P• 387, 11. 6- 9, supra; P• 388, 11. 19-22, supra.) --

24 
V(B), P• 52. 

25Richard Ellmann 9 in Y:H&M, P• 232. Cfc V(A), P• 149, supra, 
Ch. VI, p.l91, n. 74, supra of this thesis. They are, hov;ever, 
predominantly representative of 11 the archetypal pattern which is 
mirrored and remirrored by all lifeg by all movements of civiliz
ation or mind or nature." (Ibido, p. 231.) 

26~, p. 129. It is also the sL~plest unit representing 
history or "general life". (Ibid.) 
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The poem opens \vith Sheba's enquiry into the meaning of 

a supernatural incident at the moment of orgasm, which Solomon 

interprets as the heralding of a new age of Innocence to be 

initiated by .the intercourse of the great Lovers$ This era -- the 

antithesis to the preceding age of the Fall -·- is marked, accord-

ing to the \.Jise king, by the cock crO\·J, symbol both of the 

. . 1 ld d f . . 1 . 27 sp~rJ.tua .. \vor an o unt~rlng sexua v1gour; and is possible, 

despite the shortcomings and torture of human love -- brilliantly 

conceived in the image of the spider's eye which, with its multi-

. . . 28 
faceted 11 refractin9 and mang1fy1ng lenses11

1 suggests an 

agonizing scrutiny o:r "sizing up" of :i.ts mate's defects, as well 

as the ruthless post-copulative destruction of the male by the 

29 
feJnale -- only at rare moments of physical union. \~hen Sheba. 

points out, ~.vith th(~ matter-of--fact wisdom that is her feminine 

prerogative, that the m21terial ,.,.orld as she knovis it still 

prevai..ls ~ Solomon explains that the representative of the spirit 

world \·las perhaps mist;.;ken in its choice of lovers; that they 

were not perhaps worthy of this sacred role. The poem concludes 

\vith Sheba's passionate invitation t'o another rovncl of love .. 

\vithin the context of this highly cey-ebral, expository poem, \vhich 

contains, incidentally, the rudirnents of Yeats's theory. of history, 

the world's great lovers are, literally and metaphorically, 

stripped baref and become elemental abstracts in the attempt to 

attain perfect Unity of Being. 

The second main irnc.ge of the period differs from the 

first in that it extends over a wider period and is not limited 

exclusivel~r to vmman 1 s marital role.. The image of v.'oman as a 

27 
~f PPo 236-37G Cfe Pa 233. 

28
Ibid., P• 58 .. 

2q_ .. 
-·-!rnd.pp .. 57-58G 
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physical creature, rooted in her sexuality and subject to the 

inevadable laws of time, change, decay and death, appears not 

only in the last portraits of the "A Homa11 Young and Old" 

sequence but also in the latter-day image of Maud Gonne ( 11 Did 

Quattrocento's finger fashion it I Hollow of cheek as though 

it drank the wind I And took a mess of shadows fo:r its 

meat?") 30 "From the 'Antigone ' 11
, a pov1er.ful injunction to youth 

to transcend the grossness of daily life and defy the very fabric 

of the firmaments, concludes with a pmverful lamentation for 

youth's ultimate defeat by death: 

Pray I will and sing I must, 
And yet I weep-- Oedipus' child 

31 Descends into the love less dust .. u 

while "Three Things'' , a prayer for the restoration of the three 

prime pleasures of womanhood, grotesquely contrasts images of 

woman's life-giving forces, fertility and abundance with her 

final annihilation by time: 

11 0 cruel Death, give three things back," 
Sang a bone upon the shore; 
iiAC'hildfo'u'i1dalla child can lack, 
Whether of pleasure or of rest, 
Upon the abundance of my breast'': 
A bone \oJave-\·lhi tened a."ld dried in the wind,. 

"Three dear things that women know," 
Sang a bone upon the shore; 
iiAmafi i.fi 'bUt herd hiffi"So 
When my body was alive 
Found all the pleasure that life gave": 
A bone tvave-whitened and dried in the wind • ....,.__ ----
11The third thing that I think of yet," 
Sang a bone upon the shore, 
iifSt'ha~rnrDg 'When I met 
Face to face my rightful man 
And did after stretch and yavm11

: 

A bone vlave-whitened and dried in the wind., 32 

30cP, p. 243 .. Vide also ''Crazy Jane on the Hountain" (ibid. 9 

P• 390), where the fierce moral critic is reduced finally, in all 
the loneliness of her private vision to a state of abject 
destitution. 

32
Ibid., P• 300., 
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But if, in the la.st analysi.st womon is infinitely mortal, 

she derives her power from her sexuqlityf the deepest centre of 

her emotional, spiritual and physical being. In 11 A vloman Young 

and Old", the most comprehensive literary treatment of female 

sexual psychology in English poetry, of vJhich I am av1are, '"oman 

is revealed in full consciousness of her sex and sexuality, 

absorbed throughout her lifespan in exploring, exa'llining, defining 

and articulating her experience of love. The series, presented 

in a sequence of dramatized postures or stances, provides a 

complete kaleidoscope of woman's development .from the unself-

conscious amorality of childhood to the pathos of old age; from 

the first conscious coquetry to the final knmdedge of sexual 

pleasure. 

It seems that the poems vlere at. some stage of their 

composition conceived as a companion series to the 11 A Han Young 

and Old11 series. In a letter to Olivia Shakespear dated 

'7 December {-1926 J, Yeats wrote: 

I told you and showed you part of tvJO series of poems 
in which a man and woman in old or later life remember 
lovee I am writing for each series contrasting poems 
of youth ••• 33 

And in another letter dated 23 June i-1927~ 

Here is an innocent. little song -- one of the first 
;-of J my woman series to balance that of "The Young and 
Old Countryman", and after that one not so innocent.34 

The exact dating of the poems is in any case not 

conclusive. Richard Ellmann gives a detailed chronology ranging 

from June 1926 (the date of composition of "A Last Confession") 

to November 1929 ("Her Triumph"), with \.Jhich A.N. Jeffares 

concurs. 35 While the former date is supported by Yeats's 

33 . 
Letterst P• 720o 34Ibide, P• 725. 

35vide IdY, pp. 292-93; ~o, P• 392-98 respectively. 
Jeffares's alterations tend tov1ards more particular. dating, as in 
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statement 9 in a letter to Olivia Shakes pear written 24 September, 

that he was "gradually enlarging L-his J \·Joman series II 36 . . . ' 
the latter conflicts with another coJTunent (supposedly written in 

July or f1ugust 1927) that he had "finish~d those love poems 

-- e•• 11 37 The specific l1VJY1ber cited is in any 

case puzzling, for even if v:e add the last poem (XI) o£ "A Han 

Young and Old" (writ ten in March 1927 but clearly not c:oncei ved 

as part of the Series until 1933) 38 to the seven poems of the 

11 Homan11 series vJritten by that date 39 the total falls short of 

Yeatsts count by one. 

In their first and final order, which appeared for the 

first time in :£_1:1..<:. ~in~~2.10 ~tai::_ (New York, '1929) ,
40 

the poems. 

represent a kind of Songs of Innocence and Experience of the --------41·-- -
inner life of woman, falling into three distinct groups: from 

the birth of sexual awareness in a young girl to her first 

conflict with morality (po~ms I - III); from the avJa.kening of 

love, both physical and spiritual, to the moment of parting 

(poems IV ~ VII); and the imaginative recreation of love from 

the vantage point of old age (poems VIII - X), concluding with 

the poet's summing up in poem XI. 

11 Father and Child", the opening poem of the series, 

constitutes a delightful vignette of the spirited amorality of a 

young girl on the edge of puberty, the father's impassioned out-

burst follO\,·ed by the daughter's unanswerable reply: 

the case of 11 Her Triumph", "Consolation", "Her Vision in the vloodu 
and "A Last Confession". His main contribution is his attempt to 
date "Neeting" (which he gives as "uncertain;-probably 1926 J 11 ) 

(~., P• 398), not included by Ellmann. -

36 Letters, p., 719 .. 37Ibid., P• 727. 

38 
~., p. 312. For history of printings, vide~~ p.459, infra. 

39They are 11 Chosen", "A Last Con.fession11
, .:Parting", "Her Vision 

in the Food", 11 Father and Child", "A First Confession" and possibly 
11 Meeting". 

40
V;dP Yft 531 39 'n£ ... - PP• - , 1 ra .. 
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She hears me strike the board and say 
That she is under ban 
Of all good men and vJOmen 7 

Being mentioned 1dth a man 
That has the '..vorst of all bad names; 
And thereupon replies 
That his hair is be~utif~l, · 41 Cold as the Harch vnnd hJ.s eyes. 

In thi~ dramatic confrontation of parental authority 

and childlike \oJilfulness, the apparent freedom of natural 

speech rhythms, phrasing and cadence belies the underlying 

economy of thought and structure, held together by the 

intricate patterning of accent and echo. (Notice the subtle 

interveaving of the plosives in 11!?_oard", "!?_an", 11 .£ad"; the 

forceful rhymes :i.n "ban" "man" "bad11 and the casual effect 
- t - ' -· 

of the rhyming in 11 repll~", ".eye.s"). 

The second poem of the series, "Before the l'lorld 

~las Hade", is a superb study in the art of feminine dec~ption 

and self-deception: 

If I make the lashes dark 
And the eyes more bright 
And the lips more scarlet; 
Or ask if all be right 
From mirror after mirror; 
No Vill1ity's displayed, 
I'm looking for the face I had 
Before the world was made. 

What if I look upon a man 
As though on my beloved, 
And my blood be cold the vlhile 
And my heart unmovedJ 
1•lhy should he think me cruel 
Or that he is betrayed? 
I'd have him love the thing that was 
Before the world was made.42 

Though the subtle shift in the refrain at the end 

of the second stm1za suggests a genuine desire to be loved 

for herself alone, and not merely for her appearcrtce,43 the 

41 rbid., pe 531, final version. 

42I1?id., ppe 531-32. It was written in February 1928 (1.92:, p .. 292.) 

43cf. "For Anne Gregory" (CP, p. 277). A.N. Jeffares (in~., 
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juxtaposition of worldly sophistication and professed spirituality 

is handled 'ld.th fine irony, and the portrayal of vanity and self-

centredness, through the medium of coquetish sophistry, admirably 

sustainedo 

"A First Con£ession" carries the experience of the young 

girl a stage further in the progression to\vards maturity and 

self-kno\dedge~ 

I admit the briar 
Entangled in my hair· 
Did not injure me; 
f{y blenching and trembling 1 

Nothing but dissembling, 
Nothing but .coquetry. 

I long for truth, and yet 
I cannot stay from that 
My better self disowns, 
For a m:m 's attention 
Brings such satisfaction 
To the craving in my bones~ 

Brightness that I pull back 
From the Zodiac, 
i'lhy those questioning eyes 
That are fixed upon me? 
Vlhat can they do but shun me 
If empty night replies?44 

The highlight of this poem is the sensitive rendering of 

mingled shame, defiance, anxiety and desire of the adolescent in 

the throes of physical passion and moral searching. f,s in 

"Father and Child", the language, cadence a.YJ.d phrasing have the 

deceptive simplicity and fluency of everyday speech, while the 

visual trick in 11 briar" - 11 hair" and the part-rhyme in "me" -

"coquetr.Y,'' subtly evoke her casual ficklencsso The diction is, 

furthermore, varied and original: the verb "admit" (sub

stituted for "declare", in an earlier unpublished version) 45 

--------·--------------------
pp.392-93) suggests that the young girl i.s "searching for her 
archetypal face" and points out the Platm1ic parallel. 

44
VE, PPo532-33, final version. (Dated June 1927 by R. Ellmann. 

/-IdY--, P• 292 J.) --- -
45 Letters, p. 725. 
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striking a delicate bala11ce between outright defiance and 

shame-faced guilt, "craving" depictiYlg the speaker's earthiness 

and lust, \~hile "stay" suggests, in its archaic sense, the 

guilt of the sinner unable to abstain from the forbidden fruit, 

and (in its colloquial) the coquetry and banter of love play 

(" I cannot st<;~y"). Finally, the topographical images "briar", 

11 Zodiac11 and ttnight" not only provide the scenic backdrop but 

also suggest, in their broad associatiol'l..S with Christian 

sufferinsr and empty blackness (out of \,,hich appears the steady 

interrogatory gaze of God and lover) the moment of moral t·ruthe 

In the next four poems -- 11 Her Triwnph", "Consolation", 

''Chosen" and "Parting" -- woman is depicted moving away from 

the conflicts of childhood and adolescence tm.vard the actual 

experience of love. "Her Triumph", a Yeatsian variation of 

46 St George and the Dragon, provides a masterly d~nouement of 

a young girl's first apprehension o.f physical passion, and 

its promise of spiritual delight: 

I did the dragon's will until you came 
Because I had fancied love a casual 
Improvization, or a settled game 
That followed if I let the kerchief fall: 
Those deeds were best that gave the minute wings 
imd heavenly music if they gave it wit; 
And then you stood amonq the dragon-rings. 
I mocked, being crazy, but you mastered it 
And broke the chain and set my ankles free, 
Saint George or else a pagm1 Perseus; 
And now we stare astonished at the sea, 

47 And a miraculous strange bird shrieks at us. 

46For its pictorial sources in "Saint George and the Dragon", 
ascribed to Bordone, ru~d possibly Cosimo Tura's St George and 
the Dragonn in the cathedral at Ferrara, vide LT, PP• 49-50. 
The dragon image is also.used to reuresent woman's miscon
ceptions in "Hichael Robartes and the Dancer" (CP, pp. 197-98). 
Kathleen Raine, in "Yeats's Debt to \-lillian Blake", Texas 
Quarterly, V1II, 4 (1965), 175, suggests, as a po.!:!sible-
source, Blake's Urizen. 

47VE pp. 533-34, final version. _, 



The poem passes Uu~ough the superficial motions of 

courtship to the "'disarming isolation of suJdenly realized 

love'u, 48 from the playful coquetry of simulated passion to 
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the opening out of new vistas of sexual and emotional experience. 

Its power lies not only in the formalized rhythms (suggesting 

some pavane) with their ingenious combination of run-on lines, 

pauses and stops, but in the mood of quiet splendour which emerges 

concurrently with the lover's arrival, heralding the rapid sequence 

of events; the young girl's astonished disbelief; the hero's 

masterful act of deliverance (notice the underlying eroticism 

in 11 rnastered 0
, 

11 broke the chain", "set ••• free 11 ) 1 the speaker's 

miraculous apprehension of the St George--Perseus parallel. 

This is a dram.:ltic and exciting revelation of a young girl on 

the threshold cf \oJomanhood. 

11Conso1ation11
, the.second poem of this section (and the 

fifth of the series) depicts woman as a purely physical creature 

revelling in her sexuality and in her capacity for giving sexual 

pleasure. Its 11 message 11 
-- that woman is the only true source 

of comfort and pleasure -- is conveyed in an inner monologue 

whose vorldly wisdom, sardonic humour and earthy coarseness are 

mildly reminiscent of Donne: 

0 but there is wisdom 
In what the sages said; 
But stretch that body for a v1hile 
And lay down that head 
Till I have told the sages 
Where is comforted. 

How could passion run so deep 
Had I never thought 
That the crime of being born 
Blackens all our lot? 
But where the crime's committed 
The crime can be forgot.49 

48
LT, P• 58. 

49vE, p. 534, final version. According to Jeffares (Comm., 
p. 394~ it was probably written in June 1927. A detailed analysis 
of the poem is given by J.B. Thompson in "The Wisdom of Crazy Jane. 
A Study of the Recurrent Theme in the Poetry of \·J.B. Yeats" (diss., 
Univ. of Stellenbosch, 1966), pp. 146-47. 



In contrast to the previous poem, "Chosen" sho\vs 

woman at her most spiritual: 

The lot of love is chosen. I learnt that mt1ch 
Struggling for an image on the track 
Of the whirling Zodiac. 
Scarce did he my body touch, 
Scarce sank he from the v1est 
Or found a subterranean rest 
On the maternal midnight of my breat 
Before I had marked him on his northern way, 
And seemed to stand although in bed I lay. 

I struggled with the horror of daybreak, 
I chose it for my lot! If questioned on 
Hy·utmost pleasure vtith a man 
By some new-married bride, 1 take 
That stillness for a theme 
\t/here his heart my heart did seem 
And both adrift on the miraculous stream 
it/here -·- \vrote a learned astrologer -
The Zodiac is changed into a sphere.50 

This poem is a personal statement on the inevitable 

ephemerality of love -- and an intimate revelation, from the 

woman's viewpoint, of complete union with the beloved. 

The central idea-- the fixity of loves's course, its 
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inevitable progression in time -- is conveyed in two important 

interrelated images: the determining of one's destiny through 

the choice of lots, and the progression of the sun on its fixed 

course through the heavens. The former image, probably derived 

from Plato's myth of Er, where the souls of men and vmmen in 

heaven, resting between incarnations, "choose" the lots that 

represent their destinies in afterlife, 51 introduces the idea 

of necessity, the use of the passive ("is chosen") emphasizing 

the helplessness of the individual in the face of his fate. 

50vE, pp. 534-35. final version. Jon Stallworthy, in 
Between the Lines. ::!.·~~ Yeats Poetry in the Haking (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1963), p. 139, makes the interesting point that 
"the manuscripts show £"this poem and "Parting"J ••• to have been 
originally the same poem". 

51LT, Pe 105 and vide Comm., p. 394. For original source vide 
Plato~ Republic, intra. A.D. Lindsay Everyman's Library (London: 
J.M. Dent & Sons, New York: E.P. Dutton & Co., 1935), 
pp. 318-25. 
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The latters that of the sun fis path through the \•lhirling Zodiac, 

reinforces this idea ar~d provides the un<3erlying sexual symbolism 

for the whole gamut of the sex act, from the first exploratory 

touch to the moment of orgasme The someV/hat puzzling reference 

to the sun's "northern way11 -- an image reminiscent of Donne, 

and in particular of "The Good Horrow!l
52 

(indeed, the use of 

the astronomical imagery in the poem is strongly evocative of 

Donne) -- is explained in terms of the 11 s_y1ubolic marriage of 

the Sun and Light with the Earth and Darkness, current in 

literature since the Renaissance", as "the sun's passage under 

the earth, his sojourn in the bed of love. Earth would bar his 

Way ld '"'< pr e t th da n u
53 ar "" ) ev .n e Y.i ...... 

In the second stanza the -vmman recounts the most 

pleasurable moment of love as that moment at which her soul is 

united with her lover. Yeats's dictum that "the marriage bed is 

the symbol of the solved antimony1154 is nov.1here more exquisitely 

expressed than in this image of stasis-in-·flux which marks love t s 

summation; indeed the entire poem may be seen as the conflict 

between movement and the containment of movement ("struggling", 

"whirling", "sank", "marked", "stillness11 , "adrift") and its 

resolution into the perfect unmoving sphere. 

The sphere symbol is explained in notes that Yeats 

\vrote for A Vision two years before writing "Byzantium": 

At first we are subject to Destiny ••• but the point 
in the Zodiac where the whirl becomes a sphere once 
reached, we may escape from the constraint of our natllre 

--------------------------
52cf.: "Where can we finde two better .hemispheares / 

Without sharpe Horth, '"i~hov.t ~eclininq t.'est?" (TJ:!_ tr.etaphysical 
Poets, . ed. H. Gardner / 1957 I, P• 56e) - - -

53
J. Stall\vorthy, ~~ ~ !:~ ••• (Oxford, 1963), 

P• 139. 

54v,(B}, P• 52. 



and from th<.!t of externaJ things, c:nte:dng upon a state 
\vhere all fuel has become flame, where there is nothing r:;r.:: 
but the state itself, nothing to constrain it or end it •. ) 

F .A. c. \·.'ilson explains that "the harmoni?us soul o. $ is a 
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sphere ••• and the lovers's souls seem to be beck at their starting 

point on the Milky 'Hay, 'both adrift on the miraculous stream' 

of the galaxy, .... (_-whereJ the spiritual and material vJOrlds 

inter~-ect and the imperfect is transformed into the perfect ~.~'"56 

We are reminded of the circle of light given off by the resurrected 

lovers in "Eibh at the Tomb of Baile and Aillinn11
, revealing their 

achievement of perfect harmony. 

Despite its abstruseness and the self-conscious 

transitions bet1veen major thought sequences, th:i.s is one of 

Yeats's most adrnirable love poe.-ns, rjcb, complex and inspired. 

Its pov;er lies not so much in the slm._r build-up from the quiet 

resignation of the opening lines to tbe ecstatic close as in 

that density of 11 \tlit" and metaphor that is characteristic of 

the Netaphysical poets, and in particular of Donne; and woman's 

absorption in the spiritual ecstasy of sexual intercourse is 

depicted with rare sensitivity and insight& 

The last poem in this s2ction, "Parting", moves from 

spirituality to sensual abando1'1~1ent, though the coquettish 

frippery of some of the earlier poems is noticeabJ.y absent. 

This stark revelation of woman~s sensuality, heishtened by the 

conventional setting, the tender endearments of the lover and 

the secrecy surrounding the -sex act ("household spies", "murderous 

stealth of the day") is a splendid :Lllustr<ltion of Yeats's genius 

for transforming c~d exalting essentially thin, mediocre material: 

------------------------~--------------------------~--------~-~----
55IdY, P• 221. Cf.y(B), PP• 210-11, 240. 

· 56rn i'l.B. ~,9ts and ~ji~2-..?E (London: Victor Gollancz, 1958), 
PP• 210-211 .. 



.He. Dear, I must be gone 
lvhile night shuts the eyes 
Of the household spies; 
That song announces dawn. 

She. No, night's bird and love's 
·~ids all true lovers rest, 

While his loud song reproves 
The murderous stealth of day. 

H.e. Daylight already flies 
From mountain crest to crest. 

She. That light is from the moon. 

He. That bird 

She. Let him sing on, 
I offer to love's play 
My dark declivities.57 
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The last tru'ee poenLs depict woman in the steady decline 

of life to abject old a~re. "Her Vision in the \vood11 , one of 

the earliest in the series, (it was written in August 1926), 58 

reveals a woman past her prime, tormented by the tangible 

evidence of the corrosion of time. 

The poem opens \vith the woman's impassioned outcry 

at the loss of youth and her attempt to prove otherwise by 

self-mutilation: 

Too old for a man's love I stood and raged 
At \vine-dark midnight in the sacred wood, 
Dry timberunder that rich foliage, 
Imaging men. Imagining that I could 
A greater with a lesser pang assuage, 
Or but to find if withered vein ran blood, 
I tore my body that its wine might cover· 
Whatever could recall the lip of lover.59 

The sacramental act is interrupted by a vision of a 

solemn processional: a troop of chanting, grief-stricken women 

carrying a dying man a powerful re-enactment of the pagan and 

57vE, pp. 535-36, final version. It bears a close resemblance 
to Blake's "The Birds'' (Blake's Eoems and Prophec~es, ed. with an 
introduction by Hax PlO\.nnan, Everyman's Library Z London: J .M. 
Dent & Sons, 1959_7, p. 343). 

58 Comm., p. 397. Cf. ProYP, p. 153. 

59vE, pp. 536-37, ll. l-8. 
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Celtic myths of Adonis and Diarmuid.. So real is the vision that 

the woman participates in the song: she is shocked back to 

reality when she recognizes in the \vounded man her former 

lover-- 11 my heart's victim and its torturer11 --and momentarily 

relives the painful actuality of youthful love. 

Apart from its lush imagery and admirable rhyth~ic 

control, this is one of Yeats's least successful poems, over-

ambitious, forced and contrived. Though i.t constitutes a 

violent testimony to physical deterioration, and thou9h the mood 

of frustration is po\verfully sustained, its portrayal of woman 

is both histrionic t.md melodramatico 

"A Last Confession" (wr.itten behteen June and fiUgust 

1926) 
60 depicts woman at that station in life at \·lhich truth 

in love takes on ne\•1 meaning vJithin a vlholly unorthodox moral 

frame\vork. Unlike her younger counterpart in "A First Confession", 

the woman in this poem is free from the anxiety and turmoil of 

moral conflict: 

\vhat lively lad most pleasured me 
Of all that vli th me I lay? 

. I ansiver that I gave my soul 
And loved in misery, 
But had gr<::at plensure with a lad 
That I loved bodily. 

Flinging from his arms I laug-hed 
To think his passion such 
He fancied that I gave a soul 
Did but our bodies touch, 
And laughed upon his breast to think 
Beast gave beast as much. 

I gave vlhat other women gave 
That stepped out of their clothes, 
But when this soul, its body off, 
Naked to naked goes, 
He it has found shall therein 
\'!hat none other knov;s. 

And give his mm and take his own 
And rule in his own right; 

60 
~·· p .. 398 .. 



And though it loved in misery 
Close and cling so tight, 
There's not a bird of day that dare 
Extinguish that delight., 61 
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The poem is a provocative challenge to the conventional 

belief that sexual pleasure in commensurate with spiritual 

love, and a hymn to the spiritual union of lovers after death. 

In keeping with its disarming frankness (notice the shock effect 

of the juxtaposition of "profane" subject matter and 11 sacred11 

title), the language is simple, the images vivid and direct, 

like that "stripping down to the common impulse of the body1162 

that T~R. Henn so amnirably describes~ There is evidence, too, 

o£ careful structuriDg, from the rhetorical question of the 

opening line to the ecstatic climax at the end, the mood of 

which is strangely reminiscent of the spiritual ecstasy o£ 

"The Exequy11
: 

That fit of fire 
Once of.f~ our bodies shall aspire 
·ro our soules bliss: then ,.,e shall rise 
And view our selves with cleerer eyes 
In that calm Region~ where no night

63 Can hide us from each others sight. 

The poem is furthermore bound together by vigorous 

rhythms and subtle :rhyme effects: 11 misery11 
-

11 bodily11
, for 

example, suggesting- a nimble theological debate; 11 breast" 

61~, p .. 538, final versiolle 

63.rhe Metaph rsical ~' sel. and ed. Helen Garcl..ner (Penguin 
Books-;-1957 , p .. 109. Cfc~ also, the following passage from 
Plotinus, \·Jhich Yeats probably read about Hay 1926 (Vide Y:M&P, 
PP• 237-38: "Therefore \<!e must ascend again tmvards the Good, 
the desired of every Soulu • ., To attain it is for those that 
will take the upv1ard patht who viill set all their for•ces towards 
it, who ,.,i 11 divest themselves of all \oJe have put on in our 
descent:- so, to those th~t approach the Holy Celebrations of 
the Mysteries, there are appointed purifications and the laying 
aside of the garments worn before, a.nd the entry in na.lcedness -
until, passing on the up>-lard way, all that is other than the God, 
each in the solitude of himself shall behold that solitary 
indwelling Existence, the Apart, the Ur..mingled, the Pure, that 
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11 beast", denoting the woman's momental indifference to her 

lover's suffering; 11 day" - 11 dare" striking, in its mood of 

spirited defiance, just the right passionate note. FinaHy, 

the play on 11 dlose" at the beginning of the fourth line in the 

last stanza, heightens the dramatic impact, saggesting in both 

its adjectival and verbal senses, the pleasure of the sex act. 

The last vignette of the series ("Heeting11
) ends, like 

the first, with a confrontation, this time between two aged 

lovers filled with the bitter sweetness of a past love. In 

language that has been pared to its most elemental and 

functional, the poem provides a subtle exploration of two proudr 

jealous people, torn between conflicting emotions of loves hate, 

resentment and remorse, and discovering, in "the foul rag-and-

bone shop of the heart", a remnant of their former passion. 

The image of the mask, employed in an earlier poem of that 

. l 64 . . t1t e, 1s reco1ned to convey the forlorn and the pathetic; 

and if this is not a great poem, it has produced at least a 

masterly phrase: 

Hidden by old age awhile 
In masker's cloak and hood, 
Each hating what the other loved, 
Face to face we stood: 
"That I have met with such," said he, 
"Bodes me little good. 11 

"Let others boast their fill, 11 said I, 
"But never dare to boast 
That such as I had such a man 
For lover in the past; 
Say that of living men I hate 
Such a man the most." 

from v!hich all things depend, for which all look and live and eat 
and know, the Source of Life and of Intellection and of Being. 

11 And one that shall knO\.f this vision -- v1ith ivhat passion of 
longing to be molten into one v;ith This, what vlOndering delight!" 
(z-:The Six Enneads 7, ... tr. from the Greek b;.r: Stephen HacKenna 
L5- vols; London: The Hedici Society, l917-30J, I (1926), 85-86.) 

64vide CP, p. 106. 



"A loony 1d hov.st of such 2, lovF:~" 
He in his rage declared: -
But such as he for such as me 
Could we both discard 
This beggarly habiliment -
Had found a sweeter word;,65 

In scope and variety, then, this series has achieved, 
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·within a succession of brief first-person lyrics, \vhat no poet 

writing in English has, to my knowledge, hitherto attempted: a 

revelation, unca.1my in its penetration, intimacy and truth, of 

the psychology of vJOma:n in all its major phases, ond at its 

attempted a comparable frankness; but it is important to 

remember that he was \vri ting purely from the male viewpoint~ 

'l'he same may be said of Donne and D. H. Lawrence, while the 

female dramB.tizations of Browning66 are, by comp"!rison, crude 

In these poems Yeats has broken through an area 

of human experience relatively neglected in Ex1glish poetry and 

handled it with astonishing insight, sensitivity and realism,, 

Yeats's idea of '"oman 1s relationship to love and sex 

thus comprises an interesting, though loosely related variety 

of attitudes. On a realistic level woman is seen in numerous 

postures or stances covering a wide emotional range within a 

broad chronological compass that reveals her ultimate mortality 

and frailty in the face of death; in an ideal. sense, she is 

represented as perfect marriage partner, symbolized by the 

universal figure of Sheba. :,lthough these images are fragmentary 

and seemingly haphazard, without evidence of any attempt to 

65VE 5"9 f' ' . , P• J r ~naL vers1one 
date Of composition is uncertain. 
in 1926 (~of Pe 398) e 

According to Jeffares, the 
It was probably written 

66vide, for example, 11 Any \:life to Arly Husband 11
, "A \loman's 

Last '\>lord", "In a Year11 and tiJames Lee's 'Fife"o (The Poetical 
V.lorks of Robert Browning •• " /-London, 1rew York, TO'r'onto:-· 
OxfordUniv. Pres's; ··i9,·3.J, pp .. 235-37, 216, 242: 467-72.) 
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integrate them into a cohesive systemf they offer a refreshing 

extension of the spiritual aspect of uoman discussed in the 

previous chapter. vlhile the technical accomplishment of the 

period is uneven -- the Sheba symbol being little more than a 

dramatized mouthpiece for the propagation of Yeats's vie,.,rs on 

marriage -- the "A Homan Young and Oldtt series constitutes a 

significant development in Yeats's handling of first-person 

female dramatization, thereby paving the way for such later 

characterizations as Crazy Jane and those contained in 11 The 

Three Bushes" sequence .. 



CHAPTER VI 

\>lOMAN AND HISTORY ( 1 917 ~·1937) 

Nan is in love and loves what vanishes, 
What more is there to say? ••• 
. -- Yeats: Nineteen Hundred and Nineteen 

Between 1917 and 1937 Yeats conceived, perfected and 

refined his implacable vieur of the universe incorporated in 

A Vision. The purpose of this vast 11 cosmic machinery", this 

"formidable and formal" pattern of moving "cones and \.:heels 

and changing moons 111 \vas to endow its maker wi t:h a 11 God' s eye 

vie\!111 2 
of people and his tory and provide him with a presumably 

infallible key to their essence and movements. Within the 

frameHork of:' this darkly obscure, strangely prophetic and 

oracular work -·~ "one of the grammars of romantic symbolismH, 

• . 3 
one critic has astutely called J.t Woman has been assigned 

a dual function: as 11man's goal and limit ~·o object of 

desire and object of thought 5 the one a perpetual rediscovery 

of \oJhat the other destroys, the seventh house of the horoscope 

where one finds friend and enemy ••• 11 ;
4 and, more important, 

1 
Donald A. Stauffer~ The Golden Nightingaleo Essays .2!!: 

Some .PrinciPles of Poetry in the Lyrics of vlilliam Butler Yeats 
1New York: Macmillan, 1949"), p:-11. ·-~-

2Thomas R. Whitaker, Sv1an and Sh~~· yea.t~ Dialo.sE:e _!!ith 
J{istory (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Caroline Press, 1964), p. 8. 
Cf. Yeats's comments on vlhitehead (.YgM&P, p. 237). 

3Northrop Frye, 11 Yeats and ti},e Language of Symbol:i.sm", Univ. 
ofToronto.9uarterly, XVII,l(Oct. 1947), 11. 

4v(BJ, p. 213, Cf.: 11 Hask and Body of Fate are symbolic woman, 
Will and Creative Mind spobolic man; the man and woman of Blake's 
Mental Traveller" -rv-l.,.B J, p. 262). This is clearly .. ::· the 
ultimate clarification of Yeats's earlier confusion about the 
relation between the sexes: 11 Every man is, in the right of his 
sex, a wheel, or group of Four Faculties, and ~·o every woman is, 
in the right of her sex, a wheel which reverses the masculine 
wheel.. In so far as m~"l and wo;nan are swayed by their sex they 
interact as man and Daimon internet, though at other moments their 
phases may be side bysideo 11 (V 1_-A.J, pp. 27-·28). 
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as passive agent in the pe:cpetuation of the alternating cycles 

of history. The former aspect has already been mentioned in 

relation to Yeats's concept of the Daimon, a supernatural 

co-equivalent and personification of man's Hask and Creative 

Ming: 5 the latter may best be understood against the back-

ground of Yeats's concept of history. 

At the outset I wish to state that I accept, as 

intrinsic to Yeats's historical outlook, Thomas R. \·lhitaker's 

interesting and challenging thesis that history was for Yeats 

a mysterious interlocutor, sometimes a bright reflection 
of the poet's self, sometimes a shadowy force opposed 
to that self eo ;-endowed at times 7 with his own 
imaginative life 7-and at other timZ;s capable of 
disclosing} all that seemed contrary to his own 
conscious state, all that lurked in his own depths, 
unmeasured and undeclared .... 6· 

The boundaries of this "visionary and paradoxical dialogue117 

were sufficiently flexible to allow a shift of perspective 

from the macroscopic vantage point of one of those gay 

Chinamen perched on the "little half-way house" behreen earth 

and sky or of an Oriental hermit on Mount Meru to an intimate 

"close-up" view of Irish history; from the panoramic 

revelation of history as a 11 human drama, keeping the classical 

unities by the clear division o£ its epochs, turning one vray 

u'8 or the other because this man hates or that man loves ... 
to the more immediate immersion in the history of the poet's 

time; from the "broad and S'J!Ceping chronicle of ••• historical 

5vide Ch. V, PP• 154-55 of this thesis. 

6 ,· 
In S\van and Shadow, p. 4. This personificqtion of history, 

comparable to Yeats's personification of the Daimon, is evident 
in his analogy of civilization with 11 some great tragic person, 
some Niobe who must display an almost superhuman will ••• " 
(v L-B~, p. 268). 

7whitaker, p. 4. 
8!, 290 p. • 
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events" 9 to the cultural degeneration of the yec.r 1927. 

Inherent in Yeats's idea. of history is the recurrence 

of three fundamental concepts. First there is the vie\'1 of 

history as a series of consecutive cycles passing through a 

predetermined round of twenty-eight embodiments, corresponding 

to twelve Great vlheels or Lunar Months (with which are equated 

Solar Months, coinciding with mathematical divisions represented 

b 1 • £ t z ,. ) 10 • 1 • d n y the twe ve s1gns o :· t11e oa1ac r equ1va ent to a per1o 01: 

twenty-six thousand years, knovm as the Great Yearo Secondly, 

there is the idea of conflict within the cycles, of a clash or 

opposi ti011 bet\veen SlACcessi ve eras or d.ispe:nsations ~ imaged in. 

·the eternally rotating and \vhirling gyres or cones. Thirdly, 

there is the relationship of Yeats's 0~1 time and age to the 

total system and, in his appraisal thereof, his reactions of 

alternating optimism and disgust. 

Yeats's assertion that "civilization is hooped together·, 

b 1 t I U d 1 ~ . f ld .11 . ·• 11 . h roug 1 n er a ru e o.t man1 o J. us1on· contaJ.ns t .. c essence 

of his cyclical view of history. The underlying idea, :i.mplic:L t 

1" 
as early as 1897 in his allegory 11 The Adoration of the Magi 11 , .r:. 

13 was later developed through a variety of sources -- indeed 

9 LT, P• 192. 

10 11 The Lunar Months of 2200 years apiece, in a year of 26,000 
years, are years of civilization, while the Solar Months of a 
similar symbolical length correspond to periods of religion. 11 

(V /-B J, p. 203.) For the equation of Lunar and Solar Honths 
with the signs of the Zodiac, vide J.i!:J, pp. 141-42. Yeats's 
view of history is, incidentally, brilJ.iantly and succintly 
summed up by Frye, PP• 6-7. 

11
CP, P• 333. 12v. d :vi 1 e !._, PP• 308-315. 

13some of them are cited by T.R. Henn in LT, p. 193. Vide 
also y(B), p. 81, infra. For Yeats's 11 laterdiscovery11 of 
Spengler, vide ..Y.Qu, p. 18, and Letters, p. 716. 
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it has been said that 11 some system of cycles there must alwa.ys 

14 be for every historical student"; but Yeats's system is 

necessarily complicated by an indeterminate number of cycles, 

or circles or "!heels {on which are superimposed the Four 

Quadrants, representing the Four Faculties)15 ranging from the 

imperceptible movement of the Great Year during which "the 

metronome ticks millenniums'~16 through the faster-moving cycles 

-
of the Great \-/heel (approximating roughly to 2200 years), 

through a half of the Great Wheel, constituting· a period of 

17 about 1050 years, to the diminutive life cycle of individual 

man. 'I' he wheel, a central symbol whic:h Yeats defines as 

"every completed movement of thought or life, twenty-eight 

incarnations, a single incarnation, a single judgement or act 

18 
of thought" is, in fact, "a single archetypal circle seen 

according to different measures of time1119 reflecting the 

relentless, unchanging theme of what he was to call 11 the 

essence of my politics":
20 

I sing what was lost and dread wha.t was won, 
I walk in a battle fought over again, 
My king a lost king, and lost soldiers my men; 
Feet to the Rising and Setting may run, 

21 
They always beat on the same small stone. 

14Attributed by Whitaker (p. 76) to R.G. Collingwood, 11 The 
Theory of Historical Cycles, 11 II, Antiquity, I (1927 ), p • .446. 

15 LT, PP• 195-96. 168 ff 11 tau- cr, p. • 

17v(B), p. 267; and cf. LT, P• 198. 

18 V(B), p. 81. Cf. "· •• the very owls in circles move ••• 11 

(CP, p. 229 ). 

19v(A), p. 140 .. 

20rn Letters ~ Poetry from ~·~· Yeats to Dorothy Wellesley 
(London: :New York, Toronto: Oxford Univ. Press, 1940), P• 136. 

~ 

21 ~P, p. 359. Cf. also 11 The Great Day" and ''Parnell" (ibid., 
pp. 358, 359). 
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The second aspect of Yeats 1 s \rie>.; of history is his 

theory of the gyres; two interpenetrating cones whirling or 

spiralling within each other around a spool or 11 perne" (a 

Scots or Irish word) in a series of alternating expw..sions 

and contractions. This complex, three-dimensional figuration 

suggested, as far back as 1889, by MacGregor Mathers's K~ of 

22 Solomon, was further derived, according to Yeats, from the 

vortex o.f Empedocles, with its alternating gyres of Concord 

and Discord; from the circuits of Plato's "'the Other'" and 

St Thomas Aquinas, from Swedeuborgvs "double cone11 and 

. . 23 
Flauber·t's spir_?le: it first appeared in his wife's 

')4 . 
automatic writing on 6 December 1917 ... providing Yeats with 

a powerful image of the antimm~ies, oppositioll..s or tensior .. s 

at the root of huma.n consciousness. The recognition of 

conflict~ founded in Blake's belief in the controries 

("'There is a place at the bottom of the graves where 

contraries are equally true' 11 )
25 and confirmed by the 

Heracli tean idea of vlar or Discordp 
26 

is f't:mdamental to 

Yeats's view of the universe, a powerful testimony_ to man's 

awareness of his fallibility in his obsessive struggle for 

perfection and to the restlessi relentless progression in 

history from all that it has achieved: 

22 For this fact I am indebted to Giorgio Nelchiori, 
The Whole M rster of Art. PatteEE, into P?.E~rz in the \-lor.k of 
~·~· Ye~ London: Rcutledge & Kegan Paul, 1960}, pp. 23-24. 

23vide V{B~p pp$ 67-70. T.R. Herm also adds Heraclitus, 
Descartes, Boelune and Blake (LT, p. 194). 

24Y:M&M, p. 231. 

25v(B ), Pe 72; and cf .. : '"Contraries are positive o ... a 
negation is not a contrary. 11~- (Ibid.) 

26Ibid., Pe 67, I. 



Hy instructors identify consciousness with conflict, 
not with knowledge, substitute for. subject and object 
and their attendant logic a struggle towards harmony, 
tov1ards Unity of Being. Logic and emotional conflict 
alike tend towards a reality which is concrete, sensuous, 
bodily.27 

And again: 

This whirling L-of the cones~ though it is not 
creative, is not evil, for evil is from the disturbance 
of the harmony. 28 
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The conflict is expressed in terms of two diametrically 

OJ>posed predispositions or viewpoints, subjectivity and 

objectivity (e,~ti!:hetic~l and l?£iJE_ar.z tincture), 29 in a 

predetermined, never---ending series of cycles through which 

pass the human soul, historical movements or epochs or 

dispensations, and ultimately the Great Year itself. In 

historical terms the conflict is reflected in the perpetual 

. d t t" f h 1 30 d . expans1.011 an con rae ·1on o. t e eye es -- surrune up l.n 

Blake's 11 The Mental Traveller" -- and more specifically in 

the opposition between the pagan and Christian eras: 

A Erimarl dispensation looking beyond itself towards 
a transcendent power is dogmatic, levelling, unifying, 
feminine, humane, peace its means and end; an antithetical 
dispensation obeys imminent power, is expressive1 hier
archical, multiple, masculine, harsh, surgical. 3·1 

27 . 
. V(B), p. 214. The conflict towards perfection is seen in 
~'subjective" ma11 1 s struggle for Unity of Being·. 

28 Y.{!l, p. 149. 

29According to Yeats, the term 11 tincture11 is borrowed from 
Boehme; "antithetical" derived from his own Per Arnica Silentia 

Lunae (v (_-B ], p. 72 ). 

30cf.: "History can be interpreted as a series of expanding 
cones; each age, as it ,.,ears on, generating a centrifugal 
tendency, which finally produces decadence or disintegration. 11 

(g, p. 19:.) 

31 v(B), p. 263. 



And again: 

Primary means democratic. 
aristocratic.32 
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Antithetical means 

The transition bett.;een primarz and antithetical (kno,..m as 

h . h . f l . ) 33 . h dd t e ~nterc ange £_ t1~ t~nctures ~s not, owever, a su en 

or dramatic reversal of the preceding age but the result of a 

long period of preparation and nurtureo Polybius • s idea that 

"every civilization carries with it from the beginning 'What 

;hall br:i.ng it to an end" 34 and the Heracl:i.tean idea o.f cha..tJ.ge 

3"' or flux ( 1tvDying each other's life, living each other's death 111 ) ) 

have been incorpol'ated in Yeats's belief in the necessary 

destruction of one era or· civiliz.ation ( ,.,hich partially explains 

h . b 1. f . . ] ) 36 . . J.s e l.e :tn war or v1o .. ence 1.n preparat:ton for the next~ 

I do not doubt ••• that every movement, in feeling 
or in thought, prepares in the dark by its own increasing 
clarity and confidence its own executioner,37 

The movement is summed up in the follO\>!ing passage: 

Each age unwinds the thread another' age had wound; 
and it amuses one to remember that before Phidiasp and 
his westward-moving art, Persia fell, and that 'vhen full 
moon came round again, amid eastward-moving thought, and 
and brought Byzantine glory, Rome fell; and that at the 

32Ibid., p. 1 04 • 33Ibidc, · p~ 262. 

35~_), p. 68. Cf. lines spoken by the Greek in The 
Resurrection (CPl~, p. 594J• 

36vide Michael Robartes 's exhortation to war (vL-B J 
pp. 52-53) and the invocation of 11 Mitchel's prayer11 in 
ttUnder Ben Bulben11 (CPJ p. 398 ). . 

37~, p. 340. Quoted by Whitaker, P• 32. 



outset of our v!estwa.rd-moving Renaissance Byzantium 
fell; all things d{~ng each other's life, living 
each other's death~~ 
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In relation to the Great Year, the Christian era is the 

second of the twelve Great Wheels (gyres or Lunar Months) 

comprising roughly 2200 years. According to one exponent, 

Christ's Crucifixion and Conception traditionally took place 

two days after the Vernal Equinox, 39 His Birth (following Yeats) 

"at or :near the central point of a lunar month of classical 

civilization -- the first degree of Aries on the Great v7heel. 1140 

The characteristic features of the Christian (or primary) 

era are clearly identifiable: 

At the birth of Christ religious life becomes primarx, 
secular life anti thetic:al -- man gives to Caesar the 
things that areG.aes-:;-1$--:-••• God i.s • o. conceived of as 
something outside man and ~an's handiwork, aud it follows 
that it must be idolatry to worship that which Phidias and 
Scopas made ••• The mind that brought the change, if 
conside1•ed as man only~ is a climax of \"lhatever Greek and 
Roman thought was most a contradiction to its age ••• vie 
say of Him because His sacrifice was volunt.?..ry that He was 
love its elf, an.d yet that part of Him which m<:~de 

Christendom was not love but pity, and not pity for 
intellectual despair, though the man in Him, being anti.
thetical like His age, knew it in the Garden, but J2:':'imary 
pity, that for the common lot, man's death, seeing that 
He raised Lazarus, sickness, seeing that He healed many, 
sin, seeing that He died. 41 

38v(B), pp. 270-71. 
39 . 

T.R. Henne Vide LT, P• 196. 

40v(B), p. 204. In V(A), pp. 155-57, Yeats tries to locate 
this astronomically and give it mathematical validity$ For 
the relationship behreen the life of Christ and the Four 
Principles, vide V(B), p. 263, XVIII. 

41Y..(B), pp. 263, 273-75, passim~ Cf~: "In pity for man's 
darkening thought ••• 11 (CP, p. 240). 
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Since "an age is the revers<.tl of an age", the coming 

civilization would be born from 11 all that our age had rejected, 

from all that my stories symbolized as a harlot, and take after 

: h "42 ~ts mot er •<>e In this cycle of "present decay and future 

' 

_(!!Christ gave a primarz revelation at the climax of an anti-

thetical civilization and will be followed by His contrary"):44 

'.I:he old realization of an objective moral law is 
changed into a subconscious turbulent in..stinct. The 
world of rigid custom and law is broken up by 11 the 
uncontrollable mystery upon the bestial floor 11 .. 45 

'fhe approaching era is further seen as a symbolic marriage 

of East and West, "the one begetting upon the other": 

When it commenced at its s'ymbolic full moon in 
Harch ··-- Christ or Christendom was begotten by the \>lest 
upon the East. This begetting has been followed by a 
spiritual predominance of Asia. After it must come an 
age begotten by the East upon the vlest that will take after 
its Mother in turn. 46 

The child to be born of this marriage is seen as the 

antithetical revelation, the 11 turbulent child of the Altar1:, 

opposed to the ;erimarz child or era, "the child born in the 

Cavern. 11 47 In the words of Michael Robartes: 

11After an age of necessity, truth, goodness, mechanism, 
science, democracy, abstraction, peace, comes· an age of 
freedom, friction, evil, kindred, art, aristocracy, 48 
particularity, '\'Jar. Has our age burned to the socket?" 

42 .§_, p. 393. 43M 1 h" • r.e C ~0r1, P• 

44v(A), p. 148. 45v(B), p. 105. 

46rbid., p. 203. Yeats's uncertainty about the validity of 
the geographical reality of this equation is eviqent in V(B) 
p. 205s C£., however, V(B), P• 257e 

47Ibid., P• 204. 
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Yeats's view of his age is rnarked by a mood of intense 

disgust that gradually gives way to heroic gaiety., 49 The 

last quarter of the Christian era (the period 1875 to 1927, 

beginning at Phase 22 of the Great ~lheel and initiating the 

third millennium) 50 is seen as 11 a period of abstraction ••• 

preceded by the great popularizer of physical science and 

economic science /_-to be J follo\ved by social movements and 

• • II 51 
appl~ed sc~ence. His immediate quarrel with his time lies 

in his observation of ild.ecreasing ability and energy and 

• • It . 52 1 J bl' . b 1ncreas1ng commonness , an a. most tota. o 1terat~onr y the 

"indifferent multitude", of heroic reverie: the substitution; 

for aesthetic supremacy, nobil:i.tyf 1;1yth and romance, o£ · 

intellect, science and mass cult-ureg 

••• bea-11ty dies of beauty, worth of '"orth, 
And ancient lineaments are blotted out ••e 

• • • • • " 
Conduct and work grow coarse, and coarse the soul ••• 

53 

The dislocation of the times is va.riously expressed: 

in symbols of the.loosening gyre and the truncated tower ("Is 

54 every modern nation like the tower, / Half dead at the top?~:), 

49cf.: "The one heroic sanction is that of the last battle 
of the Norse gods, of a gay struggle \o~ithout hope." (LT, p.212&) 

50 . 
Ibid., p. 209. For a further reference to the 11 last 

quarter of the Christic=u1 era11 
• cf. Yeats's statement to Dorothy 

Wellesley: 11 Europe is in the waning Moon, are all those things 
that "'e love. waning?" (Letters ••• to poroth~ \.Jelleslez, p.128 )., 

51~, Po 299. For further details of this period corres
ponding to Phases 23, 24 and 25: vide LT, PP• 209-10. 

52Letters, Po 886. 

53cP, p. 337.. Cf. "Nineteen Hundred and Nineteen"t first 
stanz;-(ibid., pp. 232~33)o 

54rbid., pp. 210-11, 269 respectively. 
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in the sapping of· ancient lineages by a new breed, infinitely 

inferior (" ••• gangling stocks grown great, great stocks run 

dry ••o"); 55 
and in the nightmare reality of the artist waking 

11 in an old ruin that the winds ho\-lled through ... • 0. • 

The lovers and the dancers are beaten into the clay, 
And the xall men and the swordsmen and the horsemen, 

where are they? •o• 
0 what of that, 0 what of that, 
What is thm-left -to ~i_?'Sb 

The aesthetic aspect of this decline, viewed (as it is in 

"Three Movements" and "The Nineteenth Century and After") 

against the achievement of Elizabethan and Romantic literature, 57 

is directly related to the age of mechanism depicted, with 

characteristic Blakean pO\.,rer and compression, as a nineteenth-

century re-enactment of the Creation and Fall: 

Locke sank into a swoon; 
'!'he Garden died; 
~od took the spinning-jenny 
Out of his side.58 

The new positive note that emer-ges in the poetry from 

1936 onwards ("All things fall and are built again/ And those 

. that build them again are gay ••• 11 )
59 probably derives from 

Yeats's ultimate synthesis of his historical system, in which 

the disenchanting features of his age are seen as a prelude to 

55Ibid., p. 383. 

56rbid., p. 350. Cf. Yeats's comment on "The Curse of 
Cromwell11 : 11 It is very poignant because it was my O\.JU state 
watching.romance and nobility dissapear [-sic]." Letters to 
Dorothy Wellesley, p. 135e) - . 

57vide CP, p. 271 (twice) and cf. "Statistics" (ibid.) 

5SCP p. 240; and cfo IdY, P• 263. _, 

59cP p. 339. _, 
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a ne\<J antithetical millenniums This optimism, already evident 

in such early essays as 11 The Autumn of the Body11 and 11 The Body 

f F h Cl . . . " 60 o at er 1r~st~an Rosencrux , though eclipsed by the blind 

terror of "The Second Coming11 , is renewed in Yeats's detection, 

in the very characteristics of his age which he detested, 

evidence of the coming era: 

Abstraction which began at Phase 19 will end at 
Phase 25, for these movements and this science will have 
for their object or result the elimination of intellect. 
Our generation has witnessed a first irleariness, has stood 
at the climax, at what • .. • I call Hodos Charneliontos, ru1d 
when the climax passes will recognT;,·e-that ther-e"Conirnon 
thought began to break cmd disperse .. c. Even before the 
general .surrender of the will, there carne synthesis for 
its own sake, oJ•ganizc,t:ion where there j_s no masterful 
director, books where the author has disappeared, 
painting where some accomplished brush paints with an 
equal pleasure, or "'i th a bored impartiality, the human 
fc>rm or an old. bottle, dirty weather and clean sunshineo 
I too think o.F famous works where synthesis has been 
cC~rried to the utmost limit possible ~·· and I notice 
that when the limit is approached or past, when the 
moment of surrender is reached, v:hen the new gyre begins 
to stir, I am filled with excitement. I think c£ recent 
mathema.tical research· e.~ with its objective v;orld 
intelligible to intellect; I can recognize that the 
li.mit itself has become a new dimension, that this ever·
hidden thing which makes us fold our hands has begun to 
press dot.rn upon multitudes. Having bruised their hands 
upon that limit, men, for the first time since the 
seventeenth century, see the \rorld as an object of 
contemplationp not as something to be remade, and some 
few, meeting the limit in some special study, even.doubt 
if there is any common experience, doubt the possibility 
of science. 61 

( 

The expression of "hatred of the abstract" and the desire 

for myth will be paralleled by a total reversal o.f existing 

thought and of the existing social structure. 

explaiP...s ~ 

60 ( ) Dated 1898 and 1895 respectively E&Ip pp. 189-94, 196-97 e 

61 y_@), pp. 299-300. Cfo ~ m·Perhaps now that the abstract 
intellect has split the mind into categories, the body into 
cubes, we may be about to turn back towards the unconscious, 
the whole, the miraculous.' 11 (LT, p., 210.) For Yeats's early 
a\vareness of the beginnings. of this movement, vide the con
cluding paragraph of "The Celtic Element in Literature", 
dated 1897 (~, Pe 187). 



The cultivated classes will be separated from the 
community. A new philosophy will arise, concrete in 
expression, established by immediate experience, personal. 
It will teach individual immortality and the re-embodiment 
of the soul • • • "Hen \'lill no longer separate the idea of 
God from the human genius, hum~~ productivity in all its 
forms." ••• The "new thought" ••• is to be the product of 
an aristocracy, the learned and the rich -- 11 and the best 
of those that express it will be given power, less because 
of that they promise than of tha.t they seem and are. 
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This much can be thought because it is the reversal of 
what we know, but those kindreds once formed must obey 
irrational force and so create hitherto unknown experience, 
in that which is incredible. 11 62 

Or, to put it differently: 

·~· Those that Rocky Face holds dear, 
IJovers of horses and of women, shall, 
From marble of a broken sepulchre, 
Or dark betwixt the poleca.t anu the owl, 
Or any rich, dark nothing disinter 
'l'he workman, noble and saint, and all things run 
On that unfashionable gyre again.63 

But perhaps the true source of this jubilation is the 

ultimate revelation of Yeats's "plan" for Ireland, his belief 

that Irish poets, in full awareness of the purity and astringency 

of their classical heritage, would prove themselves·, amidst the 

decay and formless confusion of Europe, "still the indomitable 

Irishry11 : 6~ 

We Irish, born into that ancient sect 
But.thrown upon this filthy modern tide 
And by its formless spawning fury wrecked, 
Climb to our proper dark, that we may trace 
The lineaments of a plurr~et-measured face.65 

62~, PP• 210-11. 

63cP, p. 337. For various explanations of "Old Rocky Face", 
vide Comm., pp. 435-38, ProYP, pp. 160-61. 

64 CP, P~ 400. 

65Ibid., p. 376. It is interesting to note that in Yeats's 
"revolutionary" scheme for Irish education, Greek and Gaelic_ 
are considered.the most important languages (§_, pp. 438-40). 
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II 

In Yeats's historical system woman emerges as a passive 

agent in the perpetuation of history, a mere vehicle of a vast 

cosmic plot which she does not foresee and cannot understand. 

This concept, a more subtle expression of Yeats's romanticism 

than hitherto discussed, is nevertheless handled with heavy 

irony; for the woman represented is not some Rhea, Gaea or 

Cybele, impassive S)~bol of Primordial Motherhood, but a 

stricken virgin, hmocent victim of a Divine whim 11 that changed 

some childish day to tragedy", carrying within herself, never-· 

theless, the seeds of violence and destruction on the one hand, 

formless chaos on the othe:~:•. 

Both Leda and Nary are archetypal representatives of the 

Virgin Mother, pagan and Christian aspects respectively of an 

h~storical (or mythological) theme that in Yeats's hru"'lds is 

characterized mainly by the shock and terror of the supernatural 

conception and by the woman's paradoxical insignificance in the 

cosmic design. Despite differences in literary treatment, the 

main lines of the image follow a fairly consistent and 

identifiable patterno Both are unwilling ~1d reluctant partners 

in a supernatural sexual congress that is forced upon them; to 

both the Divine Annunciation is made in the form of a natural 

66 
physical symbol (the swan in the pagan story, the dove, star. 

or 11 fallen flare1167 in the poems about Mary), both experience 

66 h. · d · ••w· b t · b t th r 11 T ~s ~s suggeste ~n ~ngs ea·~ng a ou e oom ••• 
(CP, p. 281 ). 

67rbid. Cf. "the brighter star 11 in "Parnell's Funeral" 
(CP, p. 319). Henn comments: 11 The star-conception image ••• is 
perhaps linked in association with the vision of the arrow shot 
at a star and therefore another aspect of this vJorld-image 11 

(LT, p. 203); and cfe LT, pp. 164-65. Is the universality of 
this image revealed alsoin the "flame of fire" and "the two 
bright starres 11 springing from the eggs of Leda, described in 
the Hyp:Erotomachia Poliphili? (Vide Helchiori, p. 136.) 



terror, or horror, that is compounded of awe and dread of the 

unknown; both conceive (Leda through the natural sex organs, 

:68 
Mary through 11 the hollo\-J of an ear11 ) and 11 produce momentous 

births 11 ;
69 in.both the issue of th~ birth and conception is 

starkly delineated, either in terms of abstract historical 

epochs ("Leda and the Swan11 , "Two Songs from a Play") or, 
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(in 11 The Mother of God11 and "Wisdom"), in the tangible concrete 

image of the infanto 

That Yeats regarded his "historical" woman as symbolic 

rather than literal is evident in his statement, in the revised 

intellectual influx neither from beyond mankind nor born of a 

virgin, but begotten from one spirit and. history. 1170 And 

again a 

We must hold. to what we have that the next civilization 
may be born, not from a. virgin's "''omb, nor a tomb without 
a body, not from a void, but of our ovm rich experience.71 

This view is synonomous ~~th his final Bssessment of his system 

as 11 myth11 r.ather than 11 philosophy1172 and as "stylistic arrange-

ments of experience" that helped him to hold "in a single 

1 . d- . . ,,73 thought rea 1ty an JUSt1Ceo 

68cP, p •. 281. 

70v(B ), p. 262 

69 I..T, Po 256. 

71 _!, p. 437. 

72Vide letter to Olivia Shakespear, dated February {-1931~ 
Letters, p. 781), and cf. his earlier viewpoint, stated in~ 
Arnica Silentia Lunae (M, p. 340) and quoted by Whitaker, p. 32: 
11 I do not doubt those heaving circles, those \vinding arcs, 
whether in one man's life or in tha.t of an age, are mathematical, 
and that some in: the •:orld, or beyond the world, have foreknown 
the event and pricked upon the calendar the life-span of a Christ, 
a Buddha, a Napoleon. 11 

73v(B), Pe 25. 
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The differences in Yeats's handling of the Christi~1 

and pagan facets of the Virgin :Hother figure are largely 

technical. The image of Leda has a depth and complexity 

that is noticeably absent in the poems about Mary, thereby 

allowing a variety of interpretationso On the simplest and 

most elemental level, Leda may be seen as the female principle 

in the fundamental sexual conflict underlying the universe 

(the Swan symbolizing power, potency, phallic strength, the 

male principle), a conflict \>!hich Yeats envisaged as central 

to his cosmology~ 

i see the Lunar and Solar cones .first, before they 
start their w·hirli:ng movements, as t\>TO worlds lying one 
within another -"· nothing exterior, nothing interior, 
Sun in Hoon and Hoon in Sun -- a single being, like man 
and woman in Plato c s Myth, and tben a separation and a 
whirling for countless a.ges, and I see man and woman as 
reflecting the greater movement, ••• all 1t1hirling 
perpetually .. 7 4 

In an allegorical sense she may represent natural man, in a 

pagan para.ble of the Garden of Eden differing from its Hebl'aic 

counterpart only in.its emphasis on the predetermined event 

rather than on the element of free will; and in a broader 

sense, if the poem be seen as a symbolic statement on·the dual 

nature of man -- the human, temporal aspect opposed to the 

eternal. and divin$ -- as man's 75 mortal aspect. 

There is a further, esoteric, reading in which Leda is 

clearly a frail yet ominously powerful medium in the eternal 

succession of the cycles. Giorgio Melchiori postulates that 

74v(A), p. 149. Cf. ~The marriage bed is the S)~bol of the 
solved antimony ••• 11 (V/_.Bj, p. 52). 

75Melchiori (ppo 143-44) further suggests a complete set of 
correspondences based on the Yeats-Ellis corrumentaries on Blake's 
The Marriaae of Heaven and Hell. For various interpretations 
of the swan symbol vide I::r:_, p:-256; and cf. Melchiori, p. 78. 
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11 for some reason (possibly a confused recollection of the 

"beasts" in the Book of Revelation) Yeats saw the crucial 

events, the most important moments'in universal and personal 

history, as produced by the conjunction. and the conflict of 

h d ~ 1 f II 76 uman an an1ma arms ••o ; and the relationship between 

woman and history, already implicit in the Helen-Troy equation 

. 77 
in 11The Rose of the \-lorld11 and 11 The Sorrow of Love11 , is 

revealed in a note to the first printed version of 11 Leda and 

the Swan;' (appearing in Th_£ Dial, June 1924 ), originally 

entitled. 11 Annunciation11 : 78 

I \11I"Ote Leda and the Swan because the editor of a 
political revievr asked me for a poem. I thought, 11 After 
the individualist, demagogic movement, founded by Hobbes 
and popularized by the Encyclopaedists and the French 
Revolution, \ve have a soil so exhausted that it cannot 
gro\.,r that crop again .for centuries. 11 Then I thought, 
"Nothing is now possible bu't some movement from above 
preceded by some violent annunciatione 11 Hy fancy began 
to play with Leda and the S\olan for metaphor, and I 
began. this poem; but as I vr.cote, bird and lady took such 
possession of the scene that all politics went out of it, 
and my friend tells me that his 11 conservative readers 
\oJould mis-understand the poem.u79 

The so1~ce of the image of Leda in Yeats's sonnet has 

been the subject of much lengthy, and at times, tantalizing, 

speculation. Helchiori's painstaking, but largely hypothetical 
. - 80 

analysis (in The Whole Hystery of Art) has now been almost 

decisively refuted by Charles Hadge's suggestion, fully 

endorsed, incidentally, by Melchiori himself, that the true 

76rn The Whole ~stery of Art, Po 78. 

77cP, pp. 41, 45-46 respectively. 

78Mentioned by Melchiori, p. 77. It was not, however, 
printed under that title. (Vide·YE, Po 441, infra.) 

79VE, p. 828o The poem was '~ittcn 18 September 1932 
(Comm::- p. 295 ). 

80
Pp. 133-63. 



source may have been a 11 bas-relief ••o exhibited in the 

Etr~scan Room at the British Huseum ••• 1nade about the first 

century A.Do, (_-the} motive ;_-of '-'lhichJ' goes back to the 

81 late fourth century B.C. 11 
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Madge's evidence is not only extrinsic -- "Yeats lived 

in Woburn Buildings from 1895 to 1917, two minutes'swalk from 

the British Museun1, and could easily enough have come across 

it at any time .during this period1182 -- but intrinsic, and 

peculiarly sympathetic to the spirit and feeling of Yeats's 

poem: 

Every detail of ~the opening six lines of the sonnet} 

seems to be taken directly from the sculpture ••• ,.(\rhich J 
strikes me as freshly and vividly imagined, tender in 
feeling and strangely evoc:ative -- the kind of image which 
would have made a strong impression on Yeats at this turning 
point in his development •••• It may well be, however~ that 
in the last four lines he is also thinking of the rape o.f

83 Ganymede by the eagle, as first suggested by G.D.P. Allt. ~ 
The idea of Leda being caught up and dropped is another 
imaginative extension of the scene on the r·el:i.ef •••• /-And 
he conclu.des :JHust not Yeats have stood spell-bound when 
he first came upon this work of exquisite violence in a 
dark corner of the British Nuseum'?84 

A further 5 less convincing suggestion, is that of Charles 

B. Gullans, who has pointed out a woodcut bookplate designed 

by T. Sturge Moore, for A.G.B. Russell, published in Hodern 

\~oodcutters No o l• .!, • S t~rge Moore ( 1 921 ) , which Yeats could 

have seen in that volu.me at an exhibition of Moore's work, or 

at Moore's house. He also cites a possible literary source 

8111 J..eda and the Swan", Times Li1:erary ?upplement, July 20, 
1962, .p. 532. For Helchiori's endorsement of Jvladge's 
hypothesis vide TLS, August 3, 1962, p. 557o 

82 Madge, p. 532. 

83This has been more fully dealt with by Helchiori, in 
The Whole Hysterz of Art, pp. 155-61. Vide also pl. VII(b) 
betw .• pp. 154 and 155. 

84 Madge, p.. 532. 



in Sturge Hoore•s ode "To Leda", Hhich .first appeared in 

To Leda and Other Odes (1904) and was reprinted in Poems 

Collected in~ Volume (1906). 85 

Madge's description does not take cognizance of other 

possible sources, both visual and literary, probably sub-

conscious, but nevertheless noteworthy, of Yeats's great 

poem. The most important are the 11 Leda-Swan11 figure in 

Blake's "Jerusalem11
; Shelley's translation o.f the "\Homeric' 

Hymn to the Dioscuri" and Spenser's depiction of the myth 

in "Prothalamion" with~ possibly, Pater 9 s essays on "The 

Poetry ofHichel.anHelo 11 and "Leonardo da Vinci" thrown in 

£ d 
. 86 :'or goo measure~ From these works Yeats derived, if we 

are to read Melchiori correctly, the symbolical character_. of 

Blake, Shelley's dictiont Spenser's stress on Leda' s \<Jhi teness 

and the Leda-Helen relationship and pauan-Christian equation 

in Pater -- the whole catalytically released, as it were, by 

Yeats's reading, some time in August 1923, of Oliver St John 

Gogarty's 11 To the Liffey with the Swans 11 o
87 

ToRe Henn has 

added a reference to a drawing by Ricketts depicting a 

"terrified half-naked girl 11 clasping the feet of a 11 winged 
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angel in a narrow cell", a Cretan coin showing the union of the 

dove with Dictynna, the Cretan Diana, and a further link, 

through the connection of Leda with Death, with Michelangelo's 

N. h 88 J.g t. 

Yeats's delineation of the image of Leda is predominantly 

85vide Times Literm~y Supplement, November 9, 1962, p. 864. 

86cited by Melchiori in The lvhole ~sterv of Art, pp. 143, 
147-48, 86-87, 137-40 respectively. 

87For the background and possible influence of this reading 
vide Melchiori, The ~hole ~stery of Art, pp. 90-98. 

88Vide LT, P• 256. 
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naturalistic, the emotions of the young girl being recorded 

with a curious power and pathos that evoke both her helpless 

innocence and her terrifying capacity for perpetuating war 

and destruction .. Despite the sign.c; of overt violence in the 

mating of bird illld woman, the first printed version falls 

sadly short of the power, sensuality and vigour of the final 

version: 

A rush, a sudden "'heel, and hovering still 
The bird descends, and her frail thighs are pressed 
By the webbed toes, and that all-powerful bill 
Has laid her helpless face upon his breast. 
How can those terrified vague fingers push 
The feathf~l:'ed glory from her loosening thighs! 
All the stretched body's laid on the \thi te rush 
And feels the stranfre heart beating where it lies; 
A shudder in the loins engenders there 
The broken wall~ the burning roof and tower 
And Agamemnon deado 

Being so caugl1t up, 
So mastered by the brute blood of the air, 
Did she put on his knovlledge with his power 

89 Before the indifferent beak could let her drop? 

Though the novel handling of thought sequences within 

the conventional sonnet form was still to come -- the break 

between the eighth and ninth lines appeared only in the 1928 

90 
publication of The Tow~ -- the heavily revised 1925. version 

contains all the significant features of the final printed 

" 91 vers1on. The bird's approach has been condensed into a 

GOncentrated'image of brute force; the silly physiological 

89VEt p. 441o For the first draft vide Melchiori, The 
WholeMystery of Art, Pe 74. The drafts have also been 
discussed by Thomas Parkinso~, }:[·~· Je~ts o • The Later P~eJrz 
(Berkeley & Los Angelos: UnlVo or Cal1.form.a Press, 19b4 , 
pp. 136-41. 

90vide VE, p. 441, infra. 

91 rt appeared in! Vision (192~) (VE, p. 441 ). Note, 
however, punctuation changes, at the end of lines 6 and 8, 
in the 1928 printed version. 
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details ("webbed toes", :tall-powerful bill") obliterated by 

an overriding impression of terror ("great wings", "dark 

webs"); the relationship between objective description and 

subjective experience (poet-observer and innocent girl), 

between active godhead and passive mortal, are subtly 

balanced and resolved: 

A sudden blow: the great wings beating still 
Above the staggering girl, her thighs caressed 
By the dark vJebs, her nape caught :i.n hi.s bill, 
He holds her helpless breast upon his breast. 

Ho\11 can those terrified vague fingers push 
The feathered glory from her looseninH thighs, 
And h0111 can body, laid in that white rush, 
But feel the strange heart beating where it liest 
A shudder in the loins engenders there 
The broken ,.,.all, the burning roof and tower 
And Agamemnon dead. 

Being so caught up, 
So mastered by the brute blood.of the air, 
J?id she put em his knowledge with his power 

92 Before the indifferent beak could let her drop? 

The poem moves from awed observation in the opening 

stanza to philosophical speculation in the closing lines. 

Within these controlling polarities, it opens out into a 

powerful delineation of the sex act from the sudden descent 

of the swan to its brutal post-coital indifference; from 

the girl's helpless struggle to the moment of entry; from 

her mingled terror, shock and confusion at the unexpected 

sexual embrace to the orgasmic fury engendering the entj.re 

pagan era. The relationship between poet and subject is 

sensitively handled, the predominance of the poet in the 

opening lines fading imperceptibly into the emotions of the 

young girl until the poet's mind, suddenly released, as it 

were, from total identification, gradually reasserts itself 

at the end. 

92VE p. 441, fourth printed version. _, 
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The dramatic opposition bet\veen bird and woman is 

powerfully conveyed in a sequence of deliberate, violently 

juxtaposed images so placed as to suggest not only the entire 

movement from the moment of attack to·airect confrontation 

(
11 beating wings" - "staggering girl 11 ; 11 thighs 11 - 11 dark webs 11 ; 

"nape" - 11 biJ.l 11
; 

11 breast 11 
- 11 breast 11 ) but the general 

.. . 
invasion by the swan, intent on 11 accomplish~-ing} his 

predestined will 11
, paralleled by Leda's corresponding struggle 

as she is gradually beaten down into reluctant submission and 

surrender. Kinaesthetic imagery plays an important part in 

this act, the active-passive, dominating-suffering tensions 

between the male-female protagonists being cunningly imaged 

in the careful choice and sequence of prepositions: "wings 

beating abov,;;_ ••• 11
; thighs care'ssed !?X ••• 11 ; 11 nape caught 

in o••"; "breast :UP~ breast"; fingers pushing the 

It feathered glory fro.!!!. ••• loosening thighs"; 11 body e oe laid 

in that white rush .. e 1193 Finally, the erotic impact of the 

"verbal tensions 1194 is -powerfully reinforced by the violent 

plosive alliteration and subtle off-rhymes in 11 blow11 -

11£_eating 11
; 

11 caressed11 
-

11 E_aught 11
, "pl!sh11 

- 11 l££sening 11
; 

".!_oosening" - 11 laid11 11.!_ies 11 ; 11 shudder 11 - 11 engen~ers". In 

this fine, admirably controlled sonnet, Yeats has achieved a 

splendid synthesis of the sexual paradox at the heart of his 

cosmic system. 

Yeats's treatment of the Christian Virgin shows greater 

variety but less power. . Of the three poems concerning Mary, 

93Note the significant alteration of the first printed 
version: 11 All the stretched body's laid on the white rush 
(VE, p. 441, 1.7, infra). 

94LT, p. 257. 

II ••• 



"The Mother of God" ( io~ri tten 3 September 1931 and finally 

- ,95 
revised on 12 September) most closely parallels the pagan 

myth in the young girl's terror at the miraculous birth and 

conception: . 

The threefold terror of love; a fallen flare 
Through the hollow of an ear; 
\t!ings beat:i.ng about the room; 
The terror of all terrors that I bore 
The Heavens in my womb. 

Had I not found content among the sho~~ 
Every common v1oman kn0\1TS, 
Chimney corner, garden walk, 
Or rocky cl.!>te:rn where viC tr·ead the clothes 
And gather all the talk? 
., 

What is this flesh I purchased with my pains, 
This fallen star my milk. sustains, 
This love that ma.lces my heart's blood stop 
Or strikes a sudden chill into my bones 
And bids my hair stand up?96 
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This first-person dramatization of the Virgin constitutes 

a fairly sensitive rendering of virginal irmocence and quiet 

domesticity, o£ affability and sociability brutally interrupted 

by enforced conception and unwanted birth. The terror is 

convincingly portrayed (note the obsessive repetition of the 

word, as well as the sense of fear in 11 chill 11 and in the 

97 -
image of hair standing on end); but despite its wistfulness 

(represented in the simple homely images of domesti~ 

~elicity ), the poem moves uneasily between spontaneous 

reaction and self-conscious rhetoric ("What is this flesh 

I purchased \Jith my pains? 11 )e 

95 Comm., P• 359. 
96VE p. 499, £inal version. _, 

11 'When beak and claw their work begin 
Shall horror stir in the roots of my hair? 
Sang the bride of the H~ and the areat Herne's brideo 

(CPl~ pp. 664-65). 
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In 11 \-lisdom", Mary's horror at the mystery of the birth, 

followed by the gradual normalizing experience of motherhood 

("Considering what wild infancy / Drove horror from His 

Mother's breast ••• "), is ironically juxtaposed with the 

traditional image of homely domesticity and maternal content 

portrayed i~ the Mediaeval and post-Renaissance art work of 

98 Western Europe: 

The true faith discovered was 
When painted panel, statuary, 
Glass-mosaic, window-glass, 
Stra:i.gJ!l'.tened all that went awry 
Through the peasant gospellers• 
Dream of shavings on a floor 
And dirty nails of carpenters. 
Miracle had its playtime, where 
In damask clothed and on a seat 
Chryselephantine, cedar--boarded, 
His majestic Mother sat 
Stitching at a purpil.e hoarded, 
That he might be nobly breeched, 
In starry towers of Babylon 
Noah • s freshet never reachedo 
King.Abundance got Him on 
Innocence; and Wisdom He. 
That cognomen sounded best 
Considering what \ofild infancy 

99 Drove horror from His Hother•s breast. 

The poem is a mock-serious denunciation of the 

conventional view of the Immaculate Conception and, in 

particular, of its refi~ement and elaboration through 

successive historical periods. As in "On Woman", the 

short lines and stoccato rhythms reveal a playful skittish-

fulness, a conscious leg-pulling that is radically different 

from the profound scepticism of "Ribh denounces Patrick", 

for example, or the jocular obscenity of 11A Stick of 

98T.R. Henn states that lines 8-12 were "almost beyond 
doubt, based on a poorish seventeenth-century painting [of 
the Italian School J formerly hung in the Dublin Nation;l 
Gallery" (LT, p. 257 ). Vide LT, pl. facing p. 297. 

99VE, p. 440. Jeffares in Comm. (p. 306) gives the date 
of composition as probably belonging to the period of "Two 
Songs from a Play". 
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Incense" 9 Though the levity of tone is weighted. down by 
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an element of self-consciousness ( 11 freshet 11
, "nobly breeched"), 

the shock effect of Yeats's peculiarly personal portrayal of· 

the Virgin in the closing lines is cleverly offset by the 

traditional image of the Virgin wherein the Mother of Christ 

101 is demurely portrayed as personified Innocence. -

In contrast with the irony_of the previous poem, the 

image o.f Mary in the first of 11 Two Songs from a Play" is 

handled with a strange admixture of awesome majesty and remote-

ness and hard pagan sensualityc Some of this quality probably 

del~ives from her astronomical and mythological associations in 

Homeric and classical literature: with Astraea (connected with 

the constellation Virgo), 11 the l~st goddess to leave the world 

102 -
after the golden age" ·and thus heralder-of the new Golden 

Age; and the goddess Athena, the "staring vir.gin11 of Yeats's 

poem, who plays a significant role in the resurrection of the 

] . d D. 103 s .a1.n go J.onysus. The impersonal and emblematic treatment 

o£ Mary is therefore crucial to this powerful, ritualistic 

poem, in which the approaching Christian era is seen as the 

appalling termination of the high achievement of classical 

culture: 

I saw a staring virgin stand 
Where holy Dionysus died, 
And tear the heart out of his side, 
And lay the heart upon her hand 
And bear that beating heart away; 
And then did all the Muses sing 
Of Magnus Annus at the spring, 
As though God's-death were but a play. 

100cP, pp. 328-29, 383. 

1 ... 
1° For an esoteric interpretation vide Whit~er, p.314, n.46. 

102rdY, p.260. According to Ellmann, the Virgin Astraea is 
mentioned in Virgil's Fourth Eclogueo (Ibid). Vide also IdY, p.261 

103 For details concerning this relationship vide IdY, pp.260-61. 



Another Troy must rise ond s~t, 
Another lineage feed the crm.;, . 
Another Argo's painted prov 
Drive to a flashier bauble yet. 
The Roman Empire stood appalled: 
It dropped the reins of peace and \oJar 
When that fierce virgin and·her Star 
Out of the fabulous darkness called. 104 
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Yeats'.s concept of woman in history is thus simultaneously 

macroscopic and microscopic, objective and subjective, 

approached both from the viewpoint of a total world-structure 

and from the immediacy of its personal agents. His choice 

of Leda and Mary as parallel media of the pagan and Christian 

eras is in itself interesting and adds a tender dimension to 

a system that is intrinsically aloof and remote. 

The poems represent, furthermore, Yeats's first 

significant attempt, exploratory and hesitant though it may 

be, at portraying the emotional reactions of woman from the 

woman's viewpoint, thus paving the ~iay for the more supple, 

complex and diverse treatment of woman 1 s sexu.al psychology 

in his later poem sequences: "A Woman Young and Old", the 

"Crazy Jane11 poems and "The Three Bushes" sequence. Though 
"· ~ 

the use of first-person dramatization (in 11 The Mother of God", 

for example) provides only a meagre starting-point for the 

full-blooded dramatization to come, the iluid treatment of the 

woman portrayed anticipates in a small way the·range and 

technical versatility of the later poems. Though Yeats's 

technical achievement during this.period is inconsistent, the 

poems present a unique synthesis of sex and history and mark an 

important stage in the 11 process of development from longing into 

1 05 system. 11 

104VE, p. 437, final version~ It was \~itten in 1926 
(IdY, p. 260). 

1 05Thomas Parkinson, "Yeats and the Love Lyric", James !.oyce 
Quarterly, III (1966): p. 114. 



CH.APrER VII 

WOMM~ AGAINST SCCIETY (1929-1939) 

The period 1929 to 1939 constitutes Yeats's last major 

achievement in his poetic treatment of woman, and it is 

characteristic of his olc;l age that he should have devoted it 

almost exclusively to a revelation of \-Joma.11. 's ultimate identity. 

Apart from a sporadic interest in Nargot Ruddock, a beautiful 

young actress and would-be poetess, and a final splendid tribute 

to Maud Gonne, Yeats's main concern is with '"oman's attempt to 

come to terms with her nature \vithin the framework of society. 

'I'his theme i!3 illustrated by two diametrically opposed characters: 

Crazy Ja.11e, the fierce, iconoclastic beggarwoman vho creates her 

own set of moral values in defiance of orthodox convention and 

the Lady in "The Three Bushes11 sequence, who sacrifices her 

innate sexuality to an artifical moral code. The result is the 

formulation of a difficult, painfully honest sexual ethic; and 

a conception of woman that is romantic in the best sense, vital 

and dynamic. 

The strongly affirmative element in Yeats's final 

conception of \voman may be attributed to three important factors. 

The first \vas his desire to transcend the limitations of old age 

and to create and uphold a mask of rigour, energy and passion$ 

The second was his association, from 1935 omvards, with 

Lady Dorothy vlellesley, which was to sharpen his insight into 

woman's sexuality and prove invaluable in his handling of "The 

Three Bushes11 sequence. Finally, there was the pervading 

influence of Blake and Donne (and, to a lesser extent, of Sv1ift), 

whose impact is everywhere prevalent in the "Crazy J?.ne" poems, 

both conceptually and in terms of the energy that informs them. 

Before assessing Yeats's poetic achievement, I wish to examine 

these influences more fully. 
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The dyna>nic romanticism of Ye:ats 1s concept of \¥oman 

during his last years must be seen as part of a larger process 

of reassessment and revaluation. This is evident not so much 

in his refinement of~ yisi~, involving. twelve years of 

laborious re-writing, as in his re-appraisal of ideas earlier 

expressed: hi£? re-v;orking o.f the "Irish" theme, for example, 

reflected in the numerous marching songs aYJ.d ballads; his 

ultimate rejection of the Plotinian standpoint and its vigorous 

assertion of Old Tom and l<ibh the Hermit, and his constant 

soul-sea1'ching in the various "autobiographical" poems -- A 

Dialogue of Self and Soul"~ "Vacillation", "The Choice", "At 

Algericas" , "The Nan and the Echo" & Indeed, there is a strong 

retrospective element in the poems of the period, revealing an 

attempt to review the whole of life, to come to some kind of 

quintessential appraisal of its totality. 1tlhat T.R. Henn says 

of the ~t;. ~ is equally true of Yeats's revised concept 

of woman: 

I suggest that rthey 1 can be seen as a clearly defined 
pattern, a projection of previous thought aml technique; 
neither a regression nor a senile perversity, but a 
reconsideration and readjustment Qo• of nem·ly everything 
that had gone before.1 

Perhaps the most pressing aspect of this need for 

revaluation was the impact of increasing illness, physical 

debility and encroaching death which, as it moved perceptibly 

closer, caused Yeats's mind to turn, 11 in self-defence, as it 

l "f 112 were, towards ~ e •••• The poet's resentment of and bitter-

ness towards the accompGmying frustrations of old age evident, 

for example, in the opening section of "The Tower" are not 

unrelated to his prophecy of "simplici tytt made in the 

· d · v· · 3 d , d 1 · £ 1ntro uct1on to ~ 1s1on, an was to ~ea to a reve at~on o 

1
LT P• 319a _, ~' P• 261 .. 

3Y.hl, p .. xii. 
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the poet, his mask stripped bare, cryi11g out for the perpetuation 

of passion, truth and reality: 

Grant me an old man 1 s frenzy, 
Myself must I remake 
Till I am Timon and Lear 
Or that \Hlliam Blake 
Who beat upon the wall 
Till the Truth obeyed his call 4 

••• 

The result was a return to the primary and elemental, 

an a'tlazing deviation from "the intellectual and exotic to the 

simple and elemental, from the mystical to the sensual .... Orv 

to put it differer1tly, Yeats the poet and Yeats the aristocrat 

were submerged beneath the powerful sense of Yeats the man. 115 

The second factor was, I believe, Yeats's little-explored 

relationship with Lady Dorothy ''lellesley, an aspirant poetess. 

This 11 \>/arm, latently passionate friendship between a..."l attractive 

\>lOman and a vehement old man11
, as Ed\'mrd D. Partridge calls it, 

6 

is revealed in the heightening of emotional tension in the letters 

written from 20 April 1936 om.Jards/ in the Phoenix and Turtle 

8 
theme that runs through their correspondence ar;d in the personal 

significance for Yeats of a poem by W.J. Turner, a condensation 

of which he sent to his friend: 

"But \>!hen a man is old, married & in despair 
Has slept with the bodies of ma~y women; 
Then if he meet a woman whose loveliness 
Is young and yet troubled ¥Jith power .. 

• • .. • • • • • .. • 8 

4,9!., P• 347 • 

.. 

5\>/alter E. Houghton/'•Yeats and Crazy Jane: The Hero in Old 
Age~ in .!.!::! Permanence~ 2!_ ~--t ed6 . Ja.-nes Hall and Martin Stein
mann (New York: Collier Books, 1961), pps 328, 334. 

6vide "Yeats's 'The Three Bushes 1 -- Genesis and Structure", 
Accentf !:;_Quarterly £!.I!i:..V: Litereture, XVII, 2 (Spring 1957), 72. 

7vide Letters on Poetry from W.B. Yeats to Dorothy \vellesley 
(London: New York7""T';'";Ocio: Oxf'o'rd-Uni'Versi ty Pres~, 194o), -
P• 64 ff. 



Terrible is the agony o£ aJ.1 o.ld man 
The agony of incommunicable pmver 
Holding its potency that is like a rocket 

that is full of starso9 
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This relationship resulted, of course, in the composition 

of "The Three Bushes'' ballad and its attendant Songs, which he 

10 had clearly discussed with Lady Dorothy; but there is evidence 

also of an insight into a vJOman 's nature and a curiosity about 

woman's experience of sex -- almost certainly reinforced by the 

masculine element in Lady Dorothy -- that \.,>as to become 

. finally apparent in Yeats's handling of the Lady •s and 

Chambermaid's Songso After visiting her at Penns in October 1936 

Yeats v.·rote: 

0 my dear I thank you for that spectacle of 
personified sunlight. I can never while I live forget 
your movement 2.cross the room just before I .left, the 

11 move.ment made to draw attention to the boy in .yourself. 

And later, pn 28 November: 

My dear, my dear --when you crossed the room with 
that boyish movement, it ivas no man who looked at you, 
it was the woman in me. It seems that I can make a 
woman express herself as never before. I have looked 
out of her eyes. I have shared her desire.12 

And again: 

vlhat makes your I·Jork so good is the masculine 
element allied to much feminine charm -- your lines have 
the magnificent swing of your boyish body. I wish I could 

· be a girl of nineteen for certain hours that I might feel 
it even more acutely.13 

9rbid., PP• 71-72o 

10Ibid., ppo 71, 74; and for further references vide 
Letters to DorotEl ~ellesl~, PP• 76-122, passim. 

12Ibid .. , P• 118. 

13Ibid., P• 125. 
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The last influences on the poems of the period \•?ere those 

of Blake, with whose writings Yeats had been intimate since 1889,14 

Donne whom he had read from 1912 onwards and, to a lesser extent, 

Jonathan Swift in whom he experienced a revival of interest 

between the years 1927 and 1932.15 From Blake, whose prevailing 

impact is revealed in a postscript, dated 1924, to an earlier 

16 essay, and in Yeats's reference to Laurence Binyon's Blake in 

a letter of 1923,17 he derived certain key concepts prevalent in 

the "Crazy Jane11 poems: the holiness of passion, implicit in 

"Crazy Jane and the B:i.shopn and 11 Crazy Jane on the Day of 

Judgement"; the necessity of contraries to human existence 

(expounded i.n the refrain of "Craz.y Jane Grown Old Looks at the 

Dancers11 ) and the necessary integration of body and soul. More 

important, however, was the power, passion and energy with which 

Crazy Jane herself is imbued, a testimony to the genius not only 

of her creator but of his-master's voice. The influence of 

Donne is equally discernible, not only in those qualities \vhich 

Yeats expressly admired-- his "precise" and "learned" thought, 

the "intricacy and subtlety of his imagination", his 11 passion" 

and "obscenity1118 - but. also in his affirmation of spiritual 

reality in the flesh; while Crazy Jane's vehemence owes 

· something, I think, to the fierceness, anger and indignation of 

Swift • 

14Y:H&P, P• 56. He had, however, been introduced to Blake 
by his father at the age of fifteen or sixteen (ibid., p. 22). 

15For Yeats's reading of Sv!ift vide Dume, P• 295; for his 
reading of Donne in 1912 vide Letters, P• 570e 

1611William Blake and His Illustrations to the Divi~e. Comedy", 
E&I, P• 145. 

17vide Letters, p~ 698c In an essay on Berkeley dated 1931, 
he also refers to Hona Filson's Life of Blake (vide E&I, 
P• 408; infra.). -

18vide Letters, Po 570. 
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In Yeats's final poetic treatment of woman, the main 

protagonists, Crazy Jane and the Lady (in 11 The Three Bushes" 

sequence; represent directly opposite attempts at adjusting 

sexual desire to traditional morality.· The options, as Yeats 

saw them, were twofold: outright defiance of society's 

dictates wher.ein lay the path to spiritual redemption, or 

blind submission to conventional morality with consec;uent loss 

of dignity and disintegration of personality. If Crazy Jane 

may be justly seen as woman in direct conflict with conventional 

sexual E:.9.E..£.~ 1 her aristocratic counterpart emerges as victim 

of a false ( thou.gh admittedly self-imposed) mora.li ty. 

Crazy Jane is the living embodiment of the totality of 

love in defiance of orthodox convention, and passionate critic. 

of all that opposes it. Her existence is rooted in the physical 

foundation of' love and in the integration of its physical and 

spiritual elements; and she not only accepts the fallibility 

and ephemerality of mortal love but also welcomes pain and hatred 

as necessary constituents in the love relationship. On the 

other hand, she detests and delights in exposing smug sancti-

moniousness, pomposity and hypocrisy, especially when they take 

refuge in authority. . (That Yeats originally conceived of her as 

a moral critic on topical issues is evident in the unpublished 

poem "Crack Mary's Vision", provoked by George V's opening of 

the new wing of the Tate Gallery, housing the "'stolen'" Lane 

pictures; 19 and in "Craey Jane on the Mountain", which 

implicitly attacks the English King's weakness in not abdicating 

in sympathy with his murdered Russian peers during the 1917 

. )20 
Revolut~on. Peter Ure brilliantly captures the essence of 

her personality \vhen he writes that Crazy Jane represents 

19vrnY, p. 401, infra. 

2uVide !r pp. 442-43. Cf. Letters to DorothY- 1tlelleslez, p.188. 
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the triumph over ev{:rything in time /that is associated 
w'ith the horror of death 7. For she is often shown as 
natural vigour incarnate-and unrepentc:mt, but also as old age 
similarly unrepentant though fully a\v·are of impending death, 
and deriving the S\veetness of her triumph from the knowledge 
that old age has brought not defeat but a reconciliation 
\vi th time -- a reconciliation whereby old age is forced to 
accept the terms of the natural life of youthful desire. 
Beyond death and time, Crazy Jane re-iterates, lies the 
reality of the natural life, which illumines age ••• 21 

The poems form part of a larger series originally intended 

to be called Twelve Po~ns for Music, rising out of Yeats's 

recuperation in the spring of 192~, from a long period of illness. 

which began in October 1927: 

Sexual abstinence fed their fire -- I was ill and yet 
full of desire. They sometimes came out of the greatest 

')2 mental excitement I am capable of.'-

After an attack of lung congestion he travelled to Spain 

(where his lung began to bleed), to Carmes (where he went down 

twice with influenza) and Itapallo, whither he returned in the 

winter of 1928-·1929 and, later that year, nearly died of Hal ta 

fever. 23 
It was during this second stay at Rapallo that he 

experienced the resurgence of the imaginative excitement and 

energy that \-!ere to result in the first of the "Crazy Jane" 

poems: "Cracked Nary's Vision" (an unpublished poem, written 

24 February 1929), followed by "Cracked Hary and the Bishop" 

(later entitled "Crazy Jane and the Bishop 11 J, "Cracked Mary 

and the Dancers" (Cr2.zy Jane Grmm Old Looks at the Dancers") 

and "Crazy Jane Reproved11
, \·lri tten 2, 6 2-nd 27 Harch 

21 In Tm.;ards ~ MytholOJ.Y. Studies in the Poetry of ~ ·~· Ye~ 
(rLiverpool 7: Liverpool Univ. Press;. London: Hodder & 
S~oughton, 1§46), PP• 1uB-1v9. Cf. C.M. Bowra's conception of 
her cmd identification of her vlith Yeats. (The Heritc,ge of 
Symbolism z-London: Hacmillan, 1943 J, p. 215). 

22Letters, p. 814· For Yeats's convalescence vide letter to 
Hrs. Shakespear (Letters, p. 758) and VE, P• 831· 

23 . Y' I "11 . . d For sequence of events concernJ.ng eats s J. ness VJ. e 
Letters, pp. 641-42, 753, &nd cf. vlBI, PP• 389-98, 410-12 ?~d 
Y:1·~&P, pp. 252-59. Note that G.B. Saul wrongly states that the 
"Crazy Jane" poems were begun after Yeats's attack of Malta 
fever (ProYP, P• 146). 
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. 24 
respect1vely. Most of them were composed by November 1931, the 

date of both "Crazy Jane and Jack the Journeyman" and "Crazy Jane 

Talks with the Bishop",
25 

although "Crazy Jane on the Hountain", 

a late 11 sport" was v:ri tten in July 1938, 26 vlhile 11 Cracked Mary's 

Vision" proves on examination to be a variant of a poem excerpted 

by Oliver StJohn Gogarty, "Crazy Jane and the King": 

Yesternight I saw in a vision 
Long-bodied Tuatha de Danaan 
Iron men in a golden barge, 
Those great eyes that never wink 
Mirrored on a vlinking wave 
That a righteous king must have -~· 

When I think of him I think 
27 }lay the devil take King George. · 

Crazy Jane d:e:rive.s f'rom a number of sources both real and 

literary. In his alteration from ".Cracked Mary" to "Crazy Jane 11 , 

made perhaps because of "possible invidious religious implications",
28 

Yeats may have been influenced by a little-knmvn eighteenth- or 

nineteenth-century poem entitled "Crazy Jane 11 by M.G. Lewis, about 

a "wand' ring wretched creature", "forlm·n and broken-hearted, / 

29 And with frenzied thoughts beset", who has been "undone" by 

her false lover Henry. 

Yeats's first reference to her is in a note to The Pot 

of Broth, a play written in 1902: 

24 . 
For dating of "Cracked Mary's Vision" vide !_lBY, p. 401; for 

remaining dates vide Comm., PP• 371, 376, 371 respectively. Note 
that Jeffares (in Comm., p. 376) agrees with Hone (vlBY, p.40l) in 
the dating of "Crazy Jane Grown Old Looks at the Dancers", while 
Ellmann (in IdY, p. 292), gives 2 March. 

25vide ~omm., pp. 372, 375 respectively. For dates of other 
poems of this sequence, vide Comm., pp. 371-76. 

26 Comm., p. 506. 

27 IdY, pp. 101-102, first stanza. Cf. the stanzas excerpted 
by Oliver St John Gogarty's It Isn't This Time of Year At All! 
(London: l1acGibbon & Kee, 1954), p. 223. 

28 IdY, p. 275. For Jeffares's alternative reason for the 
change, vide Y:M&P, P• 256. 

29rn E. Tomkins's Poems .£!l Various Subjects ••• ne\v ed. 
(London: B. Crosby & Co., 1804), pp. 237-38. 



The words and air of "There's Pot in the Broth" were 
taken down from an old woman known as Cracked Mary, who 
wanders about the plain of Aidhne, and who sometimes sees 
unearthly riders on white horses comin9 through stony 
fields to her hovel door in the night timee30 

Twenty-seven years later he apparently combined her 

with another old woman of v!hom he wrote to Mrs Shakespear: 

Crazy Jane is more or less founded upon an old woman 
who lives in a little cottage near· Gort. She loves her 
flower-garden -- she has just sent Lady Gre:;ory some 
flowers in spite of the season -- c=md /-has 7 an amazil1g 
power of audacious speecho One of her~great performances 
is a description of how the meanness of a Gort shopkeeper's 
wife over the price· of a glass of porter made her so 
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despair of the human race that she got drutlk. 'l'he incidents 
of that drunkenness are of an epic magnificence. She is the 
local satirist and a really terrible one.31 

It is possible to find the prototype of Crazy Jane in 

the frank, sensual character of Mary By:;:ne, the old tinker 

woman of Synge's play~ !i~~~. ~~c~~; 32 
certainly the vivid 

physical details seem to o\.;e something to 11An Old \voman 's 

LaJnentations11
, one of Synge's translations from Villon: 

The man I had a love for -- a great rascal viould kick me 
in the gutter -- is dead thirty years and over it; and it 
is I am left behind, grey and aged. vlhen I do be minding 
the good days I had, minding what I was one time, and \'That 
it is I'm come to, and when I do look on my own self, poor 
and dry, and pinched together, it wouldn't be much would 
set me raging in the streets. 

\¥here is the round forehead I had, and the fine hair, 
and the two eyebrows, and the eyes with a big gay look out 
of them would bring folly from a great scholar? '·!here is 
my straight, shapely nose, and tuo ec.rs, and my chin with 
a valley in it, and my::.lips were red and open? 

'?here are the pointed shoulders were on me, and the 
long arms and nice hands to them? \-!here is my bosom was 
as white as any, or my straight rounded sides? 

30
Quoted in ~' P• 275. 

31 Letters, PP• 785-86. 

32For this observation I am indebted to Raymond Hise, "Yeats's 
Crazy Jcme Poems", Paunch (Buffalo, Nevi~ YorkJrNo. 25(1966), 19. 



It's the way I am this day-- my forehead is gone 
gone away into furrNJS t the hair of my head is grey and 
whitish, my eyebrows arc tv.mbled from me, and my two eyes 
have died out vlithin my head -- those eyes that would be 
laughing to the men-- my nose has a hook on it, my ears 
are hanging dovm, and my lips are :Sharp and skinny. 

Thatts what's left over from the beauty of a right 
\voman -- a bag of bones~ and legs the like of t\vO 
shrivelled sausages going beneath it. 

It's of the like of that \-'e old hags do be thinking, 
of the good times are gone a1-my from us, and we crouching 
on our hun .. lcers by a little fire o£ t\v:i.gs, soon kindled 
and soon spent, we that \.Jere the pick of many.33 

The poems display the theme and mood o£ the larger 
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sequence (finally entitled 11 vlords for Music Perhaps 11 ), the idea 

of time and timelessness in love, and the effect of time on the 

beauty of the beloved being developed in "Gir 1 •s Song'', "Young 

34 Man'!.:; Song" and "Her Anxiety11
; the theme of the price of love 

in "His Confidence" and "Love's Loneliness"; and of the 

passionate affirmation of the natural sexual life in the Old 

Tom Poems~ Their final ordering and arran.gement, which appeared 

for the first time in 1933, 35 shows a unity of plan and moodt an 

inner logic that not only strengthens their dramatic impact but 

also provides a loose narrative frantev<ork. 

The sequence opens with a veh~ment attack upon the 

hypocritical Bishop, which is ft1.rther elaborated in Crazy J;;:J.ne's 

cryptic reply to his reproof ('!Crazy Jane Reproved"). There 

follovlS an assertion (in "Crazy Jane on the Day of Judgment 11 ) 

of the totality of love; v1hile "Crazy Jane and Jack 1:he Journey-

man11 states the old \-Joman 's case for the temporal realization of -----------------4,. ________________ _ 
33 . . JeMo Synge's Plays, Poems and Prose, 1ntr~ Ernest Rhys, 

- - - --r::-- --· -- - . -Everyman's Library 1_London: J.H. tent & Sons; Few York: 
E.P. Dutton & Co., 1954), PP• 241-42. 

34cP, PPe 296, 296-97, 297-98. For the remaunn~J poems cited 
vide IT_, PP• 298, 298-99; and 305 1 306, 306 respectively. 

35rn The 1-!inding Stair and Other Poems (London & New York, 1933). 
Vide ~,-p; 507F infrao 
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love in full knowledge of the consequ<;:nc:es, and in defiance of 

the Christian option. "Crazy Jane on God" proclaims J e.ne 's 

heroic faith in God despite love's transitory nature. This idea 

is reinforced (in "Crazy Ja..'1e Talks with the Bishop11 ) by the 

fUrther adjunct that sex is ru1 essential element in the love 

relationship. The sequence concludes with a passionate 

acceptance of hate and violence as necessary components of the 

love relationship and, as in "A Dialogue of Self and Soul", with 

the desire for "A charter to commit ·the crime once more." I 

shall discuss them in order of clarity and importance. 

The opening poem, "Crazy Jane and the Bishop" serves to 

introduce the three-cornered relationship between beggan;oman, 

Bishop and journeyman: 

Bring me to the blasted oak 
That I~ midnight upon the stroke, 
All find safety in the tomb, 
May call a curse out of the sky 
Ere the one or t'other die, 
None so old as he and I: 
'I'he solid man a11d the cockscomb., ---~-- -----
Nor was he bishop when his ban 
Banished Jack the Journeyman, 
All find safety in the tomb, 
Nor so much as parish priest, 
Yet he, an old book in his fist, 
Cried that we 1i ved like beast and beast: 
The ·solid man 2..nd the cockscomb. 

The bishop has a skin, God knov!S, 
vlrin.kled like the foot of a goose, 
All find safety in the tomb, 
Nor can he hide in holy black 
The heron's hunch upon his back, 
But a birch tree stood my Jack: 
The solid man and the cockscomb. 

Set me by that oak, for he 
That had my virginity 
All find safety in the tomb 
ivanders out into the night 
And there is shelter under it, 
But should that other come, I spit: 
The solid ma11. and the cockscomb .. 36 

36~, PP• 507-509 .. 
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The poem is a savage indictment of the falseness and 

hypocrisy of the Church and a passionate affirmation of the 

love that defies it. Hood, rhythm, imagery and refrain are 

united into an energetic malediction vlhose seriousness of 

purpose vies only with its sly, cleverly pointed "black11 humour. 

The first image -- that of the "blasted oak11 
-- sets 

the scene, representing furthermore not only Crazy Jane's riven 

love but the beggarwoman herself, stahJart ancl devoted still, 

h h h d 1 . . . . d ff' . 37 t oug s attere )y t1me, lUJUStlce an su er1ng. The 

"midnight" image enhances the supernatural mood - we are 

rE>.minded of the Vitches' scene in ~1?..£SJ: .... - and prepo.res the 

reader for the pathetic portrayal 9 in the last stanza, of 

Jack's lonely banishment. 

Yeats 9 s choice of rhyme and rhythm is admirably suited 

to the overall mood and intent of the poem: the tetrameter 

meter (frequently trochaic) relentlessly hammering out the 

crazed \·Joman 's curse, the rigid rhyme scheme in the narrative 

section contrasting curiously with the off-rhyme o.f the 

refrain ("t~- "cocksc~"). The refrain itself is a 

masterly piece of insight and humour: the first ("All find 

safety in the tomb11
) providing a delicious parody of the 

Bishop's sententious moralizing, the second ("~ solid~ 

~ ~ cockscomb") throwing an ironic glance at the true 

weight of the respective men. Of course, it is Jack who 

emerges as the 11 solid man", the Bishop as the cockscomb. 

The underlying saeva indignatio is strongly reinforced by the 

powerful caricature of the Bishop, \·Jhose crooked nat\)..re hidden 

by his deceptive apparel is cleverly contrasted vli th the 

37 J .B. Thompson, in ''The 1·lisdom of Crazy Jane: A Study of the 
Recurrent Theme in the Poetry of U.B. Yeats" (diss:-;·uniV: "'f' 
StelJ.enbos'Ch,1"966):-P.39,po~ts ~ut-that the oak is 11 vlitch
craft's favourite tree for most of the beliefs and practices of 
witchcraft are survivals from the old fertility cults ••• 
directly opposed to Christianity. 11 
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upright disposition of Jane's lover: notice the vehemence in 

the alliteration of "parish priest" the scorn in the assonance - ·- ' 
of "sk2;_n" - "wrinkled"; the contempt, like simulated hissing, 

in the string of aspirated consonants: 11 hide" "holy" "heron's - , - , 
38 hunch". 

By 1932 Yeats had strengthened the dramatic impact of 

the first stanza by introducing Jack's death and eliminated the 

flaccidity and irrelevance of the fourth, fifth and sixth lines; 

substituted for the inept repetition of the last stanza a vivid 

evocation of Jack's wildness ("Jack had my virginity, I And bids 

me to the oak, for' heee. I Wanders out into the night ••• 11
), and 

italicized and. isolated the first refrain, thereby giving it the 

same prominence as the second. The result is his most character-

istic 11 Crazy Jane" poem, the image of the old \voman -- angry, 

violent, vehement, defiant, contemptuous, scornful of hypocrisy, 

true, tender and devoted to her lover --· being fixed indelibly 

in the mind o.f the reader. 

That lover of a night 
Came \.Jhen he would, 
vlent in the davming light 
\vhether I \vould or no; 
Nen come, men go: 

ill .!11.:!:..119.~ remain 2:!! ~· 
Banners choke the sky; 
Hen-at-arms tread; 
Armoured horses neigh 
\tlhere the great battle was 
In the narrO\v pass: 
~ things_, remain ~ ~· 

·Before their eyes a house 
That from childhood stood 
Uninhabited, ruinous, 
Suddenly lit up 
From door to top: 
All thinqs remain in God. __ ......__ __ _ 

38Thompson suggests that the Bishop's "disgust for physical 
love ,. • is almost pathological.,. u Though in conformity with 
his church's stand against extra-ma:d tal sex, rhis public 
'decrying' and separation of the loversJ originated chiefly 
in frustration and jealousy •• •" ( 11 The \•lisdom of Crazy Jane .... " 
r1966 7, P~ 42). Cf. Yeats Vs delineation of the Hunchback 
rv["~,-pp .. 176-79). 



I had uild J<.:1Ck for a .lover; 
Though like a road 
Hen have passed over 
Hy body has not moaned 
But sings on: 

39 
~ !_h:i.n~ remain ~ ~· 
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The first stanza evok~s the ephBnerality of love, linking 

it vJith 11 Crazy Jane and Jack the Journeyman11 and preparing the 

ground for Jane's renewed faitho The second breaks in upon the 

first with Janers vision of war and vlarfare, brilliantly 

conceived in a series of brief images with amazing cinematic 

effecto The clc:unour and confusion of battle ("banners", "battle", 

"choke", "tread", 11 neigh") are suddenly eclipsed by a further 

vision of a ruined hou.se whose light mysteriously quells the 

noise and din, serving, in its nostalgic associations ,.,rith 

childhood, as a permanent reminder of Gode In the last stanza 

Jane reverts to the love theme of the first, reaffirming her 

acceptance of suffering and her stalwart faith. 

This is a structurally sound poem, the idea of 

permanence in the midst of transience being carefu1ly reinforced 

by the vision described in the second and third stanzas, the 

whole bound together by the insistent import of the refrain. 

The erotic symbolism of images such as road, battle and lighted 

house is forceful and direct --woman's body is a batt-lefield 

subject, like "the narrow pass", to the onslaughts, whims and 

fancies, comings and goings of her lover -- and the religious 

ecstacy of the third stanza underlines the climax of love, the 

moment of orgasm. The "light" image serves furthermore to yoke 

these disparate images, pointing up their differences: the 

39VE, p. 512. Note that the main revisions were in the 
last stanza, 11. 21-22. 

Though like a road 
That men pass over 
Hy body makes no moanG •• 

The poem was written 18 Ju1y 1931 (~., pe 373) .. 
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dawning light in the first stanza serving as a reminder of the 

impermanence of sexual love, the light in the ruined house 

as a miraculous revelation of the permm1ence of God.40 

,v.E. Houghton points out, however, that Jane's faith is 

far from Christian: 

Crazy Jane is not sustained e•• by any atom of 
faith that she Hill find her lover again \vhen time is 
gone. Her fortitude rests on an act of love once 
realized •••• Jane is not filled \·lith the love of God 
but the .love of Jack; and, hmvever she may describe 
her destiny as the providence of God, she accepts it 
with the same heroic fortitude that stands alone, 
without religious reference, at the close of the 
"Dialogue ~..-of Self and Soul}" e41 

1'he overall impact is that of a povlerful visionary and deeply 

religious poerrlo 

The affirmative element in this poen is reinforced 

in "Crazy Jane on the Day of Judgement" which constitutes a 

subtle refutation of the orthodox concept of Judgement held 

by the Dishop: 

11 Love is all · 
Unsatisfied 
That cannot take the whole 
Body and soul"; 
And that is what Jane said. --------
11Tc.ke the sour 
If you take me, 

· I can scoff and lour 
And scold for cu1 hour." 
"That's certai:hl_y the ~," sai_i he. 

"Naked I lay, 
The grass my bed; 
Naked and hidden away, 
That black day"; 
And that is what Jane said~ 

40A.N. Jeffares, in Comm., p. 375, gives the source of this 
image as Castle Dargan ~ Sligo, described in Yeats's play 
The King of the Great Clock To• .. Jer and A (Po 53), and mentions 
aruiii."ed hou"Se'"i'Xi'J)oth ~'g.a't'O"r:y:-and "The Curse of Cromwell"~ 
He suggests that Yeats may have had Leap Castle in mind 
(vide v["F}/, P• 224) .. 

41 rnfYeats and Crazy Janeoo•Yr !1:!.::, Permanence.£.£ Yeats., ed. 
J. Hall and M .. Steinmann, pp. 344-45 .. 



"i·lhat can be shmm? 
Hhat true love be? 
All could be knovn or shown 
If Time were but gone." 

• ' II 'd h 42 "That 1 s certaJ.n.Ly ~ case~ ~ ..::_• 
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The poem is an inspired proclamation of the ideal love 

relationship Hhichf according to Jane, implies total acceptance 

of the beloved. This is illustrated in her forthright 

challenge to be accepted for her sullen moodiness and bad 

temper, followed by a flashback to the day on \.Jhich she gave 

herself to Jack and her mingled nostalgia, delight 21nd regret 

for lost innocence. The reference to "that black day", \-Jith 

its double connotation of desecrated virginity and the act of 

judgement, holds together past and future~ the final stanza 

suggesting that this is not a day of Divine Retribution (as 

the Bishop sees it) but of revelation, -beyond Time, of the 

nature of true love. 

The beauty of this lyric lies in its sheer musical 

quality: its fluid line, both visual and auditory, cunning 

rhythms, contained thought sequences and self-conscious 11 stops11 

bet\-Jeen stanzas. The movement from general statement to 

exemplification back to general statement is skilfully 

manipulated, the first refrain (at the end of the first and 

third stanzas) emphasizing J .:me's defiance aYJ.d simulated casual-

ness; .the second (at the end of stanzas t1-10 and four) her 

lover's brutal indifference. Thus despite her uncompromising 

belief in the vlholeness of love, she is depicted as sensitive 

and vulnerable in love, proud and defiant. 

11 Crazy Jane Talks vJith the Bishop 11 ('.vritten in 

November 1931) rejects the Bishop 9 s belief in the dichotomy of 

body and soul -- a theme that is more subtly treated in "The 

42~, p. 510, final version. 
October 1930 (Comm., P• 372)o 

It was VJritten in 
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Three Bushes" sequence -- and asserts not only their fundamental 

kinship but the importance of physical love: 

I met the Bishop on the road 
And much said he and I. 
"Tho.se breasts are flat and fallen now, 
Those veins must soon be dry; 
Live in a heavenly mansion, 
Not in some foul sty." 

11 Fair and foul are near of kin, 
And fair needs foul," I cried. 
11 l1y friends are gone, but that's a truth 
Nor grave nor bed denied, 
Learned in bodily lowliness 
And in the heart's pride. 

11 A woman can be proud and stiff 
vlhen 011 love intent; 
But Love has pitched his mansion in 
The place of excrement; 
For nothing can be sole or whole 
That has not been rent. 11 43 

The poem opens vJith a graphic account of the confrontation 

between old \voman and ecclesiastic, follovled by a brief 

sententious sermon Hhich Jane scornfully repudiateso The 

diction is simple and direct, the rhythms forceful and vigorousr 

emphasizing the mutal antagonis.m of the opponents and the 

incompatibility of their vie\vpoints. The .highlight of the poem, 

however, lies in its clever use of paradox and contradictior.o 

In terms of one explanation: 

"vlhole" means "integral and inte9rated", perhaps "virginal11
• 

"Rent" means, in the first place, "torn, split, disorientatedt:; 
but it may also, in a more graphic sense, refer to the 
ruptured hymen. Jane is claiming that the \vhole \-loman 
is the non-virgin, or at any rate the womaYJ. who is in some 
sense rent .... /-In opposition to the Bishop's 7 ideal of 
heavenly wholeness ["she J sees that the road to \•lholeness 
passes through destruction and dissolution -- through the 
rent life •• o. Thus ••• the ruined ~>.•oman ••• has at least 
been through the destroying baptism of sin.44 

43YE:.,, P• 513., For date of composition vide ~s, P• 375o 

44Anselm Atkins, 11The Vedantic Logic of Yeats's vcrazy Jane 911 , 

Renascence, XIX (1966), 38-39. Cf. Yeatsts remark in a letter to 
l1rs-.- Shakespear: 11 0ne feels at moments as if one could vJith a_ 
touch convey a vision -- that the mystic way and sexual love use 
opposed yet parallel exi~;tences .... 11 (Letters, p. 715). 
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In the midst of philosophical profundity there is room 

for comic mimicry.. The first two lines with their casual 

nonchalance and delightful ·understatement, successfully cut the 

Bishop to size (Yeats allows Jane three times as much talking 

space as the Bishop), while her spirited defence provides ru1 

amusing parody of the Bishop's pompous sermonizingo There are 

the same rhetorical flourishes ("bodily lov.'liness", "heart's 

pride", "place of excrement"); the same didactic use of 

contrast ru1d paradox ( 11 fair and foul"; "bodily lo,.;liness•• -

"heart's pride11
; 

11 Love 1 s mansion11 
-

11 the place of excrement"); 

the same cadences redolent of the pulpit. Crazy Jane thus 

provides a delightful foil for the Bishop's stern pomposity. 

As David Dc:iches has said P 11 It is Crazy Jane Hho tells the 

moralizing bishop Hhat he has been unable to find out for 

himself ••• ru1d can explain the true relationship of the 

opposites by seeing them related outside time ••• 1145 

11 Crazy Jane Grown Old Looks at the Dancers11 makes two 

further contributions to the begganvoman 's unorthodox view of 

love. Not only are hate and violence accepted as necess~·y 

constituents in the love relationship but love is celebrated 

from the viewpoint of old age, as the most challenging and 

exciting experience possible: 

I found that ivory image there 
Dancing \>Jith her chosen youth, 
But \•!hen he wound her coal-black hair 
As though to strangle her, no scream 
Or bodily movement did I dare, 
Eyes under eyelids did so gleam; 
Love is like the lion's tootho ------- _ _. -- ... ~--· 
\vhen she, and though some said she played 
I said that she had danced heart's truth, 
Drew a knife to ~.trike him dead, 
I could but leave him to his fate; 
For no matter Hhat is said 
They had all that had their hate; 
Love is like the lion's tooth. 

------------------------------------------------------· - ·~· 



Did he die or did she die? 
Seemed to die or died they both? 
God be with the times when I 
Cared not a thraneen for what chanced 
So that I had the limbs to try 
Such a dance as there was danced 
Love is like the lion's tooth.46 

Owing to the curious disparity between the sentimental 

element and the vigorous hate theme, the poem, founded on a 

47 dream described in a letter to Mrs Shakes pear, is the least 

successful of the sequence. It opens promisingly v.rith a 

description of an art work, the savagery and sensuality 

perceived beneath its surface being skilfully reinforced by 

the refrain. The second stanza endorses the underlying 
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tension between the lovers; but the third, instead of swelling 

out into a passionate confirmation of the theme sinks into 

unsatisfactory reminiscence, while the use of the vernacular 

( 11Cared not a thraneen ••• 11 ) obtrudes upon the overall fluency 

of style. The only consistently good feature, apart from the 

refrain, is the simulation of dancing (an important image) 

achieved by the fluid run-on lines and smooth, almost hypnotic, 

rpythms. Yeats has unfortunately reduced the tragic heroine 

to the stature of a pathetic rather nostalgic old woman. 

"Crazy Jane and Jack the Journeyman" hazards a tentative 

reply to the question regarding the nature of love and expresses 

Jane's belief in physical fulfilment despite possible 

retribution after death: 

I know, although when looks meet 
I tremble to the bone, 
The more I leave the door unlatched 
The sooner love is gone, 
For love is but a skein unwound 
Betv;een the dark and dawn. 

46VE, PPo 514-15, final version: 

47Vide Letters, Pe 758. 



A lonely ghost the ghost is 
That to God shall come; 
I, love's skein upon the ground 
Ny body in the tomb, 
Shall leap into the light lost 
In my mother's womb. 

But were I left to die alone 
In an empty bed --
The skein so bound us ghost to ghost 
vlhen you turned your head 
Passing on the road that night 
Mine would walk, being dead.48 

The first stanza bravely acknovlledges the ephemerality 

of love, cunningly reflected in Plato's image of the unwinding 
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k . 49 s eJ.n. The second expresses Jane's awareness of the consequence 

of her chosen belief: her ult~nate loneliness at death tempered, 

however, by the joyous pro.spect of reincarnation, of a return to 

h l d
. . 50 t e pre-nata. con 1t1on. In the last she postulates the 

consequences of the Christian option (implicitly advocated by 

the Bishop): the eternal restlessness of the beloved after 

death, poignantly evoked in the image of the \valking. ghost. 51 

By 1933 Yeats had altered the second-person pronoun in the last 

stanza to the third person; and in the Collecte.2_ Poems ( 1950) 

the last line appears considerably tautened and condensed, with 

the effect less of a sentimental declaration of love for the 

4~, P• 511 e 

49Plato associates it with the spinning distaff (symbolizing 
Necessity), passed from hand to hand by the daughters of Necessity, 
the three Fates. (Plato's Republic, Everyman's Library [-193j7, 
pp. 320-22),• J.B. Thompson, in "The \<Jisdom of Crazy Jane", p. 77, 
on the other hand, points out the simple homeliness of images 
such as "skeins, beds, doors and latchese 11 The image also occurs 
in "His Bargain" (f!'_, P• 299) • 

50Thompson (Pe 81) explains Jane's philosophy thus: 
"Appropriately, conditions in the womb are used to depict the 
figurative darkness and restriction that the body imposes on the 
soul throughout its earthly life. Thus it is implied that by his 
very humanity man is sealed off from God ('the light') in a sort 
of prison, from which only death can release him." Cf. Blake's 
"Infant Sorrov;" (Blake's Poems and Prophecies, ed •••• 
Max Plovnnan ••• Everyman •'S1Tbra;J 7 London: J .H. Dent & Sons; 
New York: E.P. Dutton & Co.,1959~,-p. 32). 

51cf c: "All is well with rt_ • His ghost willt not walk. He had 
no passionate human relationships to drClw him back." (!:etters on 
Poetrx !Q £2r?thy ~lJesle~, p. 13). 



52 no-good journeyman thc:m of a moving inner monologue. 

"Crazy Jane Reproved", the most difficult poem of. the 

sequence, constitutes a reply to a reproof, though at a first 

reading the identity of the reprover and the exact nature of 

the reproof are concealed in deliberate obscurity: 

I care not what the sailors say: 
All those dreadful thunder-stones, 
All that storm thc:t blots the day 
Can but show that Heaven yawnsj 
Great Europa played the fool 
That changed a lover for a bull. 

!:~ ~~ E2l' !92:. ~ !':.£:!... 
To round that shell's elaborate whorl, 
Adorning every secret track 
With the delicate mother-of-pearl, 
Made the joints of Heaven crack: 
So never hang your heart upon 
A roaring, ranting journeyman. 
E9.:~ ~ ~' fo~ ~ E22_.53 
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The poem is a retort to two separate charges, presumably 

levelled by the Bishop, whose accusatory shadow lurks, Book in 

hand, in the not-too-distant background. The first stanza 

fiercely denies what seems to be his opening line of attack: 

that the st?rm, an Old Testament symbol of Divine wrath ,or 

vengeance, has been visited on Jane as punishment for illicit 

love. The second is a scornful repudiation of the implicit 

injunction that Jane should renounce Jc:ck for the infinitely 

superior, omnipotent and unchanging love of God., 

Crazy Jane's reply to. both these charges is skilful, 

persuasive, informed, and, in fact, nothing short of brilliant •. 

First she refutes the fatal properties traditionally attributed 

to storms -- witness, for example, the Jonah story -- citing, in 

support of this argument, the myth of the mystical union of Zeus 

52
vide ~' p. 511, 11. 13-18, supra. 

53~, p. 509, final version. 
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d E h . h 1 ., d' . . . . 54 an uropa, \v ~c s 1e rounc . .Ly 1sm~sses w1 th ~rreverent scorn. 

Her reply to the second part, hidden though it is in the dense 

logic, hyperbolic extravagance and subtle allusiveness of a semi-

deranged mind, is a daring refutation of the omnipotence of God, 

revealed in the toil and effort in the very act of creation. 55 

Implicit in this argument is a further a.>1alogy and innuendo: a 

comparison between the relative difficulties involved in the act 

of creation, evidence of Divine Love, on the one hand, and the 

endurance of mortal love on the other, especially \vhen one of 

the partners is a "roaring, ranting journeyman". Thus, by 

throwing the Bishop's taunt (in lines tv.relve to thirteen) back 

at him, Jane acknowledges the indisputable frailty, fickleness 

and transitoriness of mortal love, and simultaneously bids the 

Bishop think again. 

In conception and execution this is one of Yeats's most 

brilliant poems, the boldness of conception vying only with the 

power and originality of langu2ge. Yeats's power of orchestration 

is evident, furthermore, in his apparently effortless ranging 

from awesome majesty to the utmost delicacy, shot through with 

passion, scorn and contempt. The simulated nonchalance of the 

refrain sharply deflates the Bishop's pompous rhetoric, 56 while 

the patterned off-rhymes ( 11 thunder-st_£nes11 
-

11 St_£rm" - .''y~wns"; 

11 fool11 -
11 b~ll11 ; 11 up_£n11 - "journeym~") subtly underscores the 

effect of wizardry, weaving a magical spell about Jane's 

unanswerable replye 

54Thompson (p. 55) quotes Ovid •s description: "The father and 
ruler of the gods, whose hand wields the flaming three-forked 
bolt, whose nod shakes the universe, adopted the guise of a 
bull •••" 

55c£.: "Is it not certain that the Creator yawns in earthquake 
and thunder and other popular displays, but toils in rounding the 
delicate spiral of a shell?" (~, p. 249). 

56For Yeats's corrunents on the refrain, vide Ah, Sweet Dancer. 
W.B. Yeats~ Margot Ruddock: A Correspondence, ed. Roger McHugh 
tM~cmillan, Gill & Macmillan: 1970), PP• 30-31. 
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In "Crazy Jane on the Hountain11 and "Cracked Mary's 

Vision" the object of attack shifts from the hypocrisy of the 

Church to the moral ineptitude of the State. The former poem 

constitutes a profound and disturbing critique of the V.'eakness 

of George v; 57 the' latter contrasts "the Irish idea of kingship 

vlith the Englis.h store-dum.my king •u" 58 Compared with the 

poems in the main sequence, 11 Crazy Jane on the Hountain': :LS 

dark and sombre, the language bare, and Jane is portrayed as 

the lonely visionary, endo111ed with a poignant sense of tragedy 

but impotent to change the existinu state of affairs. In 

"Cracked Mary's Vision", she is more closely related to the 

biting satirist of "Crazy Jane and the Bishop", though one 

suspects that the reason for the suppression of the poem is less 

its personal diatribe against the "poor old king" (as Ezra Pound 

put it 11
)

59 than Yeats's O\m perception of its flaccidityo 

To sum up, then: Crazy Jane is the most significant 

image of woman in Yeats •s last poems the prototype of 

spiritual integrityin the face of hypocrisy, weakness and 

corruptiono Her main concern is with passion, covrage, moral 

strength and conviction; the object of her contempt, false 

piety protected by authority and endorsed by orthodoxyo In 

the sphere of love she stands for a wholly integrated 

relationship in \·lhich energy, violence, hatred and sexuality 

not only take their rightful place but are welcomed as integral 

principles in their own righto She represents also steadfast 

devotion and fidelity-- indeed, faith in love itself, 

irrespective of the consequencese 

57 The poem v1as \vri tten in July 1938 (Vide Letters ~ ~th_y 
Wellesley, P• 199e) 

58oliver St John Gogarty, I!~~~~~ £f ~ ~~ All1 
(London, 1954), Pe 211. 

59IdY P• 102, infra. 
-~ 

• 0 g 
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But it would be wrong to see her merely as a mouthpiece 

for Yeats's views on love m1d justice or as the ultimate 

refinement of his dramatic technique~ She is both these things 

but she is above all a fully conceived character in her own 

right, moving with a "life" and independence of her o\'m. First 

and foremost she is a vlOman, proud, passionate, defiant, a fierce 

\~ lover, courageous in the face of love's hazards and all its 
"---' 

loneliness, but essentially sensitive and vulnerable. She is, 

furthermore, a visionary, divinely inspired, deeply religious and 

firm in her faith. Finally, she is a sl:ltirist, vJith a keen sense 

of comic observation and a fine flair for mimicry~ Ultimately 

she is Yeats •s most original dramatic creation (saving perhaps 

the heroine of !b~ £l!~~ Qu~!!~, richer than m1y of the women 

in his plays, and comparable in vision, function a."lcl impact to 

the Shakespearean Foole 

II 

At the opposite end of the sc<lle is the figure of the 

Lz-.dy in "The Three Bushes" sequence which Yeats wrote between 

June and November 1936. The ballad, a "dramatic fable".
60 

growing out of an idea vlhich he had discussed with Lady Dorothy 

\-lellesley, provides a narrative frame\,·orlc for the sequence, in 

-v1hich "the psychological facets of [-the three main protagonists J 
in the drama",

61 
which is held together by the "fourth choric 

62 
voice of a narrator", are explored in turno Though Yeats 

restricted himsel£ to a treatment of her sexual attitudes, the 

Lady is handled in three clearly discernible veins: tragic 

(in "The Lady's First Song"); ironic (in "The Three Bushes" 

60vivienne Koch, v!.Bo Yeats. The Traaic Phase. !::_Study~ 
the~ Poems (Routledge & Kegan-?aul,-t951J s P• 130. 

61
Ibid., Pe 133e 

62
Ibid., P• 130. 
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anQ. "The Lady's Second Song") cmd darkly comic in ("The Lady's 

Third Song"). 

The theme of "'l'he Lady's First Song11 , the most powerful 

and intensest of the lyrics, is the conflict between physical 

desire and psychological rejection of that desire -- in her own 

words, it is the state of being "in love" vlhich the Lady finds 

disgusting and repellent: 

I turn round 
Like a dumb beast· in a shovl, 
Neither know what I am 
Nor vJhere I go, 
My language beaten 
Into one name; 
I am in love 
And that is my shame. 
What hurts the soul 
Ny soul adores, 
No better than a beast 
Upon all fours.63 

In keeping with it~; portraye:i.l of moral confusion, the 

mood of the poem is dark, the emotion intense, the argument 

hammered out in short elemental metres. Unlike the other poems 

in which she appears, the Lady is depicted as the tragic victim 

of an acute moral crisis, a grim bestial figure caged vii thin 

the narrow confines of violently conflicting desires.· The 

result is a powerful image of tragic intensity, approximating 

64 in emotional impact to Blake's pencil drawing of Nebuchadnezzar. 

11 The Lady's Third Song 11 is a sardonic variation on the 

body - soul conflict underlying the sequence, the insistent 

tetrameter, frequently accented on the first beat, spelling out,\ 

in terse rhymed couplets, the compulsive rhythms of the sex act: · 

63vE, p. 572, final version. The first draft was published 
in a letter to Lady Dorothy (Letters to Dorothy Uellesley, 
P• 115). Cf. Comm., P• 454. 

64 Reproduced in Pencil Dra\vin s ..£y Uilliam Blake, ed. 
Geoffrey Keynes ( LLondon : Nonesuch Press, 1927), No. 13. It 
is specifically mentioned. in his essay "\-lilliam Blake and His 
Illustrations to the Divine Comedy" (E&I, pp. 118-19), which 
Yeats had written in 1897 be re-read about 1924 (E&I, P• 145)• 



~lhen you and my true lover meet 
And he plays tunes between your feet, 
Speak no evil of the soul, 
Nor think that body is the whole, 
For I that am his daylight lady 
Know worse evil of the body; 
But in honour split his love 
Till either neither have enough, 
That I may hear if we should kiss 
A contrapuntal serpent hiss, 
You, should hand explore a thigh, 
All the labouring heavens sigh.65 

The poem provides a fascinating revelation of female 

sexual psychology at its most ruthless and debased. It opens 
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with a Harning to the Chambermaid lest she deceive her mistress 

in lyin9 with her lover, and closes with a bribe to share further 

the spoils of a divided J.oveo The Lady's desire for sexual 

66 intercourse, w:i.st.ful and nostalgic in "The Three Bushes" 

and in the openin9 question of her 11 Second Song", is here 

insidious, evil, diabolic. The latent perversion in the key 

lines "For I that am his daylight lady I Know WJ rse evil of 

the body ooe 11 may be explained in a number of ways: as a veiled 

threat holding knowledge of sexual exploits calculated to seduce 

the Lover more effectively than the relatively innocent pleasures 

offered by the Chambermaid; as a dark hint at the greater evil 

in the imaginative byways of self-imposed asceticism working on 

sex and sexual pleasure than in the act itself; and as a 

suggestion that physical denial may in fact be worse than the 

spiritual "neglect" consequent on sexual satisfaction. 67 

65VE, p. 573, final version. For dating vide Yeats's letter 
to Lady Dorothy dated Tuesday (July 1936), PP• 80-87o 

66 . h NotJ.ce er 
maid's satiety, 
half asleep all 

regret (11. 33-34) at 
in n@heJheaved a sigh 
day." 

evidence of the Chamber-
if the Chambermaid I Looked 

67rt is interesting to note that the first draft quoted by 
Yeats in a letter to Lady Dorothy (vide Letters to Dorothy 
vlellesley, P• 86) is totally lacking in thesesubtletie-5"";-There 
the Lady's threat to "abuse the body" is nothing more than a 
frank retaliation for possible treachery by the Chambermaid: 
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The underlying abnormality in this attitude is revealed 

in the insidious analogy of the sex act with the playing of a 

musical instrument ("he plays tunes between your feet") and in 

the hissing of the serpent (an image associated with the Fall) 

writhing in ecstasy on the point of attack. But there is a 

more serious PF-rversion, bordering on the mock-serious, in the 

Lady's cold-blooded use of conventional phrases of love a~d 

prim propriety. 68 She refers to her lover as her 11~11 lover"; 

she is his ~~~JJL~. lady"; the act of dividing his love is 

done 11in honour". Thus she unwittingly allies herself with the 

hypocritical Bi~>hop in the !!Crazy Jane11 poemso 

The treatment of her image in "The Three Bushes", on 

the other hand, is refreshingly light and amusing. The poem 

69 . 
(probably written late in June 1936) relates how "a lovely 

lady", fearing to lose both her chastity by giving herself to 

her lover, and her lover by withholding herself, plans to save 

both: 

If you dare abuse the soul 
Or think the body is whole 

I must, that am his daylight lady, 
Outrageously abuse the body 

This is supported by further exerpts from the manuscript versions 
cited by Jon Stall worthy, in Vision i:l.nd Revision in Yeats's ··•Last 
Poems 11 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969'):" pp.95-96,96 respecti.vely: 

and: 

ehe~±e ye~ eaFe fii5 aay±4§~t 
that . . 

I am hls dayllght lady 
W~±± iR ±eve ae~5e tfie eeey 

Hust in love abuse the body 

If you dare abuse the soul 
must that am 

I shall be his daylight lady 
Outrageously abuse the body. 

68 .. Underl1n1ng my own. 

69vide Letters to Dorothy \vellesley, P• 76. 



"I love a man in secret, 
Dear chambermaid," said she, 
"I know that I must drop dovm dead 
If he stop loving me~ 
Yet what could I but 'drop down dead 
If I lost my chastity?" 

Q. ~ ~!:r Q. E.!l dearo 

"So you must lie beside him 
And let him think me there, 
And maybe we are all the same 
Where no lit candles are, 
And maybe we are all the same 
That strip the body bare." 

70 
Q~~' £~2!'~· 

Though this poem may well be counted among the finest 
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examples of ballad revival in twentieth-century English poetry, 

and though its technical achievement cannot be faulted, 71 I 

dislike its overall sense of contrivance, revealed particularly 

in the laboured didactism of the allegorical rose :i.n the last 

·three stanzaso The image of the "divided" Lady, spl~t bet\·Jeen 

an ardent adulation of "spiritual" love and an over-refined 

abhorrence of its physical expression is handled with admirable 

detachment; and her true motivation in withholding herself 

subtly established in the mock-serious tone of the first stanzaa 

Her fastidious attitude to sex is revealed in a pel1d.a.Yltic dictum 

of moral "correctness" ("'None can rely upon/ A love that lacks 

its proper food ••• "' ) ; and her horror at the prospect of a 

possible confrontation with her own nudity, together with her 

tim'e1y death (notice the poet's quiet assertion that she "loved 

him with her soul"), beautifully underscores the absurdity of 

this superb piece of self-deception. 

This subtlety of treatment is more sharply revealed in 

11 The Lady's Second Song 11
, a fine first-person dramatization 

. 70VE pp .. 569-70, second and third stanzas~ _, 

7JJ. Stalh1orthy talks of the masterly fusion of the 
"popular and the intellectual" that is the haLlmark of true 
ballad. (Vision and Revision in Yeats's 11 Last Poems 11 

~-Oxford, 1969 J, P. 111.) 



of the longer narrative account: 

\vhat sort of man is coming 
To lie between your feet? 
V/hat matter 7 He are but women. 
'Hash; make your body S\•Jeet; 
I have cupboards of dried fragrance, 
I can strew the sheet. 

~~~~mercy~~· 

He shall love my soul as though 
Body v1ere not at all, 
He shall love your body 
Untroubled by the soul, 
Love cr2111 love's two divisions 
Yet keep his substance whole. 

~ ~rd ~ ~~~ ~:~::.?..~ Y2 • 

Soul must l.ec.)rn a love that is 
Proper to my breast, 
Limbs a love in common 
With every noble beaste 
If' ~;oul may look and body touch, 
Which is the more blest? 

!_~ ~~ .!::.~~ ~EX.. ~ ~· 
72 

The poem opens with a series of curt instructions to 
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the Chambermaid in preparation against the arrival of the lovero 

(There :i.s an amusing reversal of roles here, whereby the Lady, 

involved in the traditional ritual of preparing the bed, acts 

as handmaiden to her servant). 73 The second stanza expounds 

the main theme of the sequence -- the dichotomy of love into 

its spiritual and physical elements, despite the Lady's avowed 

intent to preserve the integrity of love; while the third 

attempts to justify her behaviour in terms of her self-imposed 

morality. 

72VE, PPc 572-73, final version. For dating vide Yeats's 
letter to Dorothy vlellesley (dated Tuesday /-July 1936 7) , in 
Letters .!2_ P.orothz Hellesley, pp. 80-86, a.l'l.d cf. Comm.~ P• 454. 

73Edwa.rd B. Partridge refers to the indirect "counterpoint" 
in the Lady's v1ords "I can strew the sheet" r which evoke the 
image of the Lady taking the part of her maid in preparing the 
marriage bed, even as the maid is going to take her part in 
being the bride." ("Yeats's 'The Three Bushes'-- Genesis 
and Structure", _Accent, XVII, 2 i-Spring, 1957_}, 75e) 
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In keeping with the absurdity of the situation, the tone 

of this po~m is humorous, the rhythms crisp and staccato, 

skilfully conveying the Lady's eager anticipation of vicarious 

pleasureo Her exposition of the underlying conflict 

characteristically suggests a philosophical quibble rather than 

one that stems.from the real experience, while the liturgical 

refrain provides a delightfully sly comment on her false piety. 

The poem may be interpreted· in another way which, though 

it does not adhere to the original narrative account related in 

74 "The Three Bushes", is not unacceptab.leo I.f we assume that 

the Lady, prompted by curiosity about the sex act, has persuaded 

the Chambermaid to let her lie vJith her lover for one night, it 

may be read as an inner monologue, the opening question being 

of course rhetorical. In terms of this reading, the rapid 

interchan9e of first- and second-person pronouns in the first 

stanza suggests the Lady's ambivalent vaccilation, while the 

second stanza indicates a clear psychological dichotomy between 

her spiritual aspirations on the one hand and her physical desire 

on the other. The second stanza may be read as an expression of 

her subconscious desire to experience the whole of love, of which 

the disagreeable physical aspect is simultaneously displaced 

("He shall love your body"); the third as a summing up of the 

basic conflict. 

Thus the poem becomes an interesting, if somewhat 

horrific study of sexual desire and sexual guilt, the refrain 

sardonically co~enting on and highlighting the Lady's moral 

crisis. Incidentally, this reading makes good sense after the 

intense passion of the "First Song" which possibly anticipates a 

74For the psychological aspect of this pcem, vide 
Arra M. Garab, "Fabulous f,rtifice: Yeats 1s 'Three Bushes' 
Sequence'',- Criticism. A Quarterly for Literature and the Arts, 
VII (1965), 240-41. Note, however,that her generalinte'r---
pretation is the conventional oneo 
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lapse in her original intention, and lends a macabre quality to 

the pious didactism of the "Third Song" ("For I that am his 

daylight lady ••• "). It is feasible if we remember Yeats's 

freedom in handling the original story (seen, for example, in 

. "The Lady's First Song") and the Lady's capacity for self-

deception. 

The remaining poems of the sequenc.e poignantly and 

pathetically reveal the outcome of the Lady's perversion. 

75 ·"The Lover's Song", a mere six-lined lyric of wistful 

yearning, represents the incompleteness of the Lover in his 

desire for peace, while the Chambermaid's Songs (originally 

entitled "The Chambermaid's Prayer before Dawn" and "The 

Chambermaid's Song after his Death"), 76 provide a tender comment 

on his vulnerability and exhaustion after the completion of the 

sex act: 

How came this ranger 
Now sunk in rest, 
Stranger with stranger, 
On my cold breast? 
What's left to sigh for? 
Strange night has come; 
God's love has hidden him 
Out of all harm, 
Pleasure has made him 
\veak as a worm.77 

It is interesting to note that the worm image~ 78 a phallic 

symbol recurring in "The Chambermaid's Second Song", is a 

mild, if ineffectual echo of the virulent 11 Contrapuntal serpent" 

of the Lady's dark imaginings. 

75VE, p. 574. The first draft appeared in a letter to 
Lady DOrothy dated Honday, 9 November 1936. ~~~ .!.£ Dorothy 
\olellesley, P• 112.) Cf. ~e, P• 455e 

76Letters !£Dorothy 1:lellesley, P• 113. 

77VE pc 574, final version. _, 
78 . For Yeats's and Lady Dorothy's correspondence· about his 

"worm poem11 vide Letters ~ Dorothy Uellesley, pp. 116, 11 8, 
respectively. 



·ro sum up, then: the Lady is the complete epitome of 

that compartmentalization of love \vhich Yeats ultimately 

rejected. As such she is the perfect victim (at times tragic~ 

at other times comic or merely pathetic)· of her emotions, of 

obsessive sexual desire and of a morality 'I'Jhich, though it is 

contained within a rigid armour of respectability, borders on 

the deceptive, prurient and perverse. In terms of this 

morality, she is capable of both self-deception and deception 

of others, and succeeds in destroying not only her lover ( v:ho 

is deliberately represented in these poems as a mere tool in 

her designs, ("a b.l.ind force seeking to discharge its burden 

of necessity11 )
79 but herself. It is not impossible that the 

underlying moral of this sequence is a subconscious throwback 

in old age of Yeats's tortured, tortuous relationship with 

Haud Gonne. 

Yeats •s final concept of \voman is thus ontological in 

essence, didactic in effect o In his attempt to resolve the 

dichotomy of the spiritual and physical aspects of wo1nan so 

strongly evident in his "middle" p~riod he is not merely one 
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of the 11 last romantics" but perhaps the first romantic in a very 

special contemporary idiom; for his idealization of Crazy Jane 

is, after all, nothing more th.:m an expression of sympathy 'I'Jith 

the lonely rebel, pitted against society, and act1ng out her 

home-made 9 self-created system of ethics. Technically speaking, 

these poems represent the height of Yeats's power as a 

dramatic poet, the richness; complexity a.'1d ·subtlety of the 

"Crazy Jane" sequence revealing his final realization of the 

three-dimensional character t "The Three Bushes" and its 

attendant lyrics illustrating his diverse treatment of a 

single subject and a single theme. 

79vivienne Koch, ,.l.B. Yeatse !b._e:_ Tragic Phase 
(Routledge & Kegan P"a'ul, 1951), P• 134. --

••• 
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Though Yeats was only partia.lly successful in achieving 

a total synthesis in his appraisal of vJOman -- for in endowing . 
Jane \·lith the divine gift of madness, did he not exempt her 

from the necessity of ansvJering to society? -- he has finally 

put behind him his early shadowy illusions and created an 

image that is at once original, dynamic ill1d unique. 



CONCLUSION 

The main conclusion of this study is that Yeats's 

concept of v1oman is predominantly romantic and that this 

romanticism takes on a variety of forms throughout his poetic 

career. The term 11 romanticism11 is in any case \videly disputable 

and capable of a number of interpretations; but if we accept 

that it is marked predominantly by preoccupation \vi.t:h the life 

of the imagination (or the spiritual life) over reality, with 

the ideal over the real and ultimat~ly with the assertion of 

the primacy of the individual over the claims of society, it 

must be admitted that, despite superficial differences in 

expression, these qualitie~; characterize the body of Yeats's 

poetry as a whole~ 

Betv1een the polarities of the shadO\vy illusionary 

quality of the early poetry and the dynamic vigcur of the late 

poetry, Yeats's romanticism asserts itself again and again, in 

a variHy of interesting (and at times, idiosyncratic)ways: in 

his high idealization of Maud Gonne, counterpointed by outbursts 

of open condemnation (the disillusionment aspect is a strong 

characteristic of the true romantic); in his assertion of the 

heroic ideal, exemplified by Haud Gonne, Lady Gregory, 

Habel Beardsley over the moral and cultural vulgarity of middle

crass Ireland and twentieth-century democracy; in his belief in 

the superiority of spiritual beauty to obsessive political 

activity resulting in the loss of woman's birthright, her 

femininity; in his preoccupation with the importance of woman's 

understanding of her fundamentally physical nature, both inside 

and outside marriage; and in his unique version of the duality 

of woman's role in history her combined innocence and 

destructiveness, passivity and capacity for violence, frailty 

and power. 
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Secon<lly 9 Yeats's poems abo1.1.t vJomen show an interesting 

development from subjectivity to objectivity, from imaginative 

evocation and speculation (derived largely from fantasy and 

literature) to the assertion of an idealism that has been wrung 

from experience and ultimately, in the creation of Crazy Jane, 

a return to the imagination that, in his own words, 11 sinr£o/ 

down into {""itsJ own soil and take[o/ root againo" While the 

"dream" woman of his early poetry is predominantly an expression 

of fantasy and imagination, each subsequent image reveals the 

gro\'JinH impact of actual experience t evident first of all in the 

supplanting of "unreal11 or literary sources of inspiration by 

"real11 sources drawn from the poet's life and secondly, in the 

gradual broadening of the poet's horizons from subjective 

longiug to larger considerations that include the social, 

historical and ontological. 

\-lith regard to "{eats's technical achievement, these 

poems yield an amazing diversity of forms and techniques, ranging 

from the use of symbolism and extended metaphor in the early 

poetry (notably in :!'E! '\>lan.derings E!_ Oisin, uThe Rose of the 

'·lorld11 and the love poems in ~ ~ among .!:22!:, Reeds) to the 

original three-dimensional characterization of Crazy Jane. 

Between subjective suggestion and evocation on the one hand and 

objective dramatization .(y:l the other lies a wide range of 

exciting techniques, testifying to a tireless willingness to 

experiment: the use of word-painting or portraiture in the 

poems surrounding Maud Gonne (as well as Lady Gregory), resulting 

in one of the most fully realized portraits in English poetry; 

the use of the "public" rhetorical manner (in particular, in 

"A Prayer for My Daughter") a'1d the "courtly" tone· of sorr:e of 

the poems about Lady Gregory, and the employment of first--person 

. characterization, not only in the "Crazy Jane" poems already 

mentioned but also in the 11 A Homan Young and Old" and "The Three 
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Bushes" sequences, which constitute some of the most subtle and 

comprehensive literary treatments of female sexual psychology in 

English poetrye 

An examination of the image of woman in Yeats's poetry, 

therefore, provides a fascinating study ~ ~iature of the 

spirit and technical achievement of this great poet.. The 

misleading suggestion offered by one critic* that Yeats be 

regarded.primarily as a love poet, however tempting and popular, 

must be necessarily discounted in favour of the larger view, 

and his range, richness, variety and comprehensiveness fully 

recogn:i. zed and appreciated. 
-...-....Clfl&-•r'".ll-.r-.-.--.....,_ .. , _______ .. '(1: __ -· -r.J·---ot> ,.,._. -·---·---

~Muriel Co Bradbrook, 11 Yeats ~d Elizabethan Love Poetry", 
Dublin.~~~az:i.ne, IV, 2 (1965), 40 .. 



APPENDIX A 

IDENTIFICATION OF POEMS INSPIRED BY }lAUD GONNE AND 
OLIVIA SHAKESPEAR (1889-1899) 

Owing to the confusion surrounding the source of 

inspiration of·many of the love poems in The Wind Among the 

Reeds (1899), written or printed for the first time during 

or after Yeats's affair with Mrs Shakespear~ it is difficult 

to state with certainty the number of poems written to or 

about Mrs· Shakes pear a>:ld Maud Goime during the period as a 

whole. This difficulty is aggravated by the fact that most 

of these poems ar·e not fully developed evocations of the 

woman concerned hut exp1:essions of the poet's adoration, 

anguish or despair, v.·hich could have been inspired by either 

The final ordering and arrangement of the poems with 

their third-person titles, moreover, has the effect of a 

deliberatt!ly contrived anonymity, probably intended to enhance 

the secrecy surrounding Yeats's affair with Mrs Shakespear, 

partly, perhaps, because he wanted to create a pattern, an 

overall structure, and not poems that would be read for their 

biographical interest alone. Finally, the use of characters 

such as Aedh, Michael Robartes, Hanrahan, O'Sullivan the Red 

(or O'Sullivan Rua) and Mongan before the final revision of 

these poems in 1906, though helpful, are not always reliable 

in ascertaining about whom the poem was written: it should 

be remembered that the first three names mentioned Yeats 

described not as "actual personages" but as "principles of 

1 the mind";- and Aedh, for example, who generally appears in 

poems to Maud Gonne, is nevertheless used in 11 He Tells of the 

Perfect Beauty" and "He Tells of a Valley Full of Lovers 11
, 
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poems almost cer~ainly written for Hrs Shakespear. 

What distinguishes the source of inspiration of these 

poems, then, is not biographical content alone, wherever this 

is evident, but style and/or intensity of emotion. "He Tells 

2 
of a Valley Full of Lovers 11

, for example, could have been 

ins pi red by either, \vere it not for the contrived effect 

characteristic of poems concerning t1rs Shakespear: we should 

remember Yeats's statement in his unpublished autobiography 

that he wrote her• several poems, 11 all curiously alike in 

style 11 •
3 

1'1y estimate for the period under discussion is about 

twenty-one poems concerning or inspired by Maud Gonne and 

included in the hro-volume definitive edition published by 

1-iacmillan of London in 1949 f with a further four not included 

in that edition. Behreen 1889 and Augu..st 1895, the date of 

composition of the earliest known poem to have been inspired 

by Mrs Shakespear ("The Lover Asks Forgiveness because of His 

Many Ho~ds 11 ), Yeats -wrot~ fifteen poems concerning or inspired 

by Maud Gonne, of which two were not included in the definitive 

edition, while two constituted the manuscript versions of \1/hat 

were later to become "He Wishes for the Cloths of Heaven", and 

11 He Tells of the Perfect Beauty11 •
4 A further manuscript 

version entitled "Subject for a Lyric" \thich, according to 

Jon Stallworthy is the "last entry in a manuscript book dated 

29 August 1893, 115 was never totally reworked. The ten poems 

3 • Y • 1-A'.&P, p. 1 01 • 

4They were called "Your Path\oJay" and "Dedication of 'John 
Sherman and Dhoya' 11 respectively (Y:J:.i&H, p. 158). 

5vide Between the Lines. W.B. Yeats's Poetry in the Making. 
(Oxford: .Clarendon Press, 1963}, p. 2. 



included in the definitive edition are: "The Rose of the 

Worid", "The Rose of Peace11
, "The Pity of Love", "The Sorrow 

. ' 

of Love 11
, "vlhen You Are Old", "The vlhi te Birds 11 , "A Dream of 

Death", 11 'fhe Two Trees", "The Lover Tells of the Rose in His 
. - ' 6 

Heart", and 11 The Poet Pleads with the Elemental Powers 11 , 

the last two.being included in~~ among the Reeds. 

The two poems not included in the definitive edition are 

11 When You Are Sad" and "Where Hy Books Go 11 •
7 

The period 1895 to 1899 resulted in thirteen poems 

co:ncerning or inspired by !"laud GonrAe, of which two ("The 

8 Glove and the Cloak" and "A Song of the Rosy Cross") were 

not included in the definitive edition. Of these eight 
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were undoubtedly inspired. by Haud Gonne; one almost certainly 

but not definitely and two possibly but not definitelyo 

In the first group I would include the following: 

11 'l'he Lover Mourns for the J..oss of I~ove", 11To His Heart, 

Bidding It Have No Fear", 11He Hears the Cry of the Sedge", 

"He Thinks of Those Who Have Spoken Evil of His Beloved", 

11 The Lover Pleads \vi th His Friend for Old Friends", "He 

\'iishes His Beloved Were Dead", 11He Wishes for the Cloths of 

Heaven", and "He Thinks of His Past Greatness When a Part of 
- ' . . ' 9 

the Constellations of Heaven11 • In the second: "He Mourns 

for the Change That Has Come upon Him and His Beloved, and 

Longs for the End of the World11 ,
10 and in the thirdp 

11 The Fish" (formerly 11Bressel the Fisherman11
) and 11 He Tells 

. . - 11 
of a Valley Full of Lovers 11 • 

6 . 
Vide CPp pp. 41, 41-42, 45, 45-46, 46p 46-4J, 47-48, 

54-55, 62, 80. 

7vE, PP· 738, 739. 
8rbid., p. 744 (twice). 

9cP pp. 68, 71v 75 (twice), 79, 80-81, 81-82. _, 
10Ibid., p. 68. 11

Ibid., pp. 64-65, 74. 
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During the same period Yeats wrote about eight poems which, 

with varying degrees of certainty, may have been inspired by 

Mrs Shakespear: "He Bids His Beloved Be at Peace", "The 

Travail of' Passion"~ "He Reproves the Curlew11
, "He Remembers 

Forgotten Beauty", 11A Poet to His Beloved11
, "He Gives His 

Beloved Certain Rhymes" (1899 version), "The.Lover Speaks to 

the Hearers of His Songs in Coming Days". 12 She is further 
13 

reflected in "The Lover Hourns for the Loss of Love". 

12
Ibid., PP• 69, 78-79, 69, 67-70, 70, 71, 73-74, 79. 

'I'he first of these, originally entitled "The Shadowy Horses", 
was definitely inspired by Mrs Shakespear (vide Y:M&P, p. 101), 

I ----and A. N. Jeffares \ibid., p. 102) singles out "The Travail of 
Passion" as another, vlhile J. Hone (\VBY, p. 123) cites "He 
Gives His Beloved Certain Rhymes''. 

13cP, 68 P• • 



APPENDIX B 

A CONSIDERATION OF VARIOUS INTERPRETATIONS OF 
THE WANDERINGS OF OISIN 

The poem may be interpreted on various levels: as an 

allegory of man's search for "three imcompatible things, 

infinite feeling, infinite battle, infinite repose11 -- a 

partial explanation offered in a letter to Katharine Tynan 

and ironically recast in 111'he Circus Animals' Desertion"; 1 

as a "precise reflection ••• of the poet's subconscious 

'2 
mind"; or even as a mythological means of accounting for 

the socio-historical changes in I1•eland on the advent of 

Christianity ···- an interpretation suggested by Patrick 

Ke1medy' s detailed account in "Oisin in Tir Na-N-Oge11 , of 

- 3 Irish conditions on Oisin's returno Yet all these 

interpretations seem to me to be either limited or misleading~ 

the first concentrates on only one aspect of the poem's 

symbolism -- the repetition of the thJ~ee islands without 

relating it to the l.:u·ger scheme of Oisin' s re:treat from 

mortality; the second substitutes psycho-analysis for 

critical interpretation; the third ignores the poem's 

broader unifying vision. My interpretation seems to me to 

be the only one which is both workable, valid and consistent: 

not only does it provide the underlying thread from which the 

more obvious symbolism of the three islands is suspended; but 

the poem is so structurally organized as to emphasize the 

1vide Y:M&P, p. 46, CP, p. 391 respectivelyo 

2Morton Irving Seiden, "A Psychoanalytical Essay on William 
Butler Yeats", Accent, VI, 3 (1946), p. 179. He is here 
referring to 11·The Cap and Bells", though he later applies the 
same method to Oisin, which he reads (p. 181) as "a study in 
Yeats's sense of psychotic loss due to an exaggerated Oedipus 
complex and imagined castration". I am not qualified to 
contest this interpretationo 

3vide The Bardic Stories of Ireland (Dublin: H'Glashan & Gill, 
1871 ), pp~146-50. 
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mortality of man at each of its most vital points. 

The first book, for example, opens with the gloom 

overhanging the survivors of the battle of Gabhra owing to 

the death of their companions and closes with the Immortals' 

lamentation for the human conditione Each of the journeys 

to the Islands represents Oisin's attempt to cast off, by 

means of joy, active engagement and oblivion respectively, 

the knowledge of insidiously approaching death; in each 

case this attempted evasion is disturbed or interrupted by 

a simple yet persistent reminder of his mortality. The last 

book constitutes the revelation of Oisin's knowledge of his 

mort ali.ty. 



, 

APPENDIX C 

W. B. YEATS'S QUARREL HITH THE IRISH lHDDLE-CLASSES 
.' .. 

The intellectual vulgarity and preference for mediocrity 

of the Irish middle-classes were brought home to Yeats the 

more sharply by a series of incidents which filled him with 

increasing anger and spleen against the stupidity-of his 

"fool-driven land". The first was the Parnell controversy 

precipitated by Parnell's involvement, at the height of his 

career, in a notorious divorce suit \'l'hich led ultimately to 

the downfall of one of Ireland's most brilliant leaders. 

Yeats later commented, "There were reasons to justify a 

man's joining either party, but there were none to justify, 

on one side or the other, lying accusations forgetful of past 

service, a frenzy of detraction. 111 The second \vas public 

hostility to the production, in 1907, of Synge's The flayboy 

of the \•lester!_! World, a reaction born partially out of the 

play's originality and strangeness, but predominantly out of 

the audience's outrage at Synge's choice of hero and his use 

of the word "shift". "There may have been reason's", Yeats 

wrote, "for opposing as for supporting that violent, laughing 

thing, though I can see the one side only, but there cannot 

have been any for the lies, for the unscrupulous rhetoric 

spread against it in Ireland, and from Ireland to America. 112 

The third was the Hugh Lane controversy, \vhich took place in 

the winter of 1912-1913, involving the Dublin Corporation's 

rejection of Lane's offer of his collection of French 

Impressionists to the city on condition that it was suitably 

housed. The chief objections were to Lane's choice of a 

1cP, p. 529. 
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bridge site·across the Liffey, and his preference for the 

design of an English architectr Sir Edward Lu.ytens; but 

other attacks included a comparison of the paintings with 

the Trojan horse which destroyed a city, descriptions of 

Lane and his friends as "'self-seekers' 11 , "'self-advertisers'" 

and 111 log-rolling cranks and fanatics'" and a demand rather 

for pictures like "'those beautiful productions displayed in 

3 the windows of our city shops' 11
• It is little wonder then 

that Yeats allied himself increasingly with the culture, taste 

and breeding of the aristocracy. 

3WBY 26-_, p.. b. 



APPENDIX D 

POEY.S REF'ERRING TO HRS W .B. YEATS 

Though Mrs Yeats is not fully imaged in Yeats's poetry, 

she is directly, though briefly, referred to in three poems 

and indirectly in six others. In "Under Saturn11 (dated 

1 
November 1919, by Yeats), he asks his wife's forgiveness 

for his surly mood, occasioned by the memory of a broken pact 

with his ancestors, pleading: 

For how should I forget the wisdom that you brought, 
The comfort that you made?2 

and in the fourth section of "Meditations in Time of Civil 

War 11 mentions that he chose his house "For an old neighbour's 

friendship eo./ And decked and altered it for a girl's love 

"A Prayer for l•fy Son" contains a reference to 't-irs Yeats as 
. . . 4 . -
mother, while "To Be Carved in a Stone at Thoor Ballylee" 

pays rough tr:i.bute: 

I, the poet William Yeats, 
With old mill boards and sea.-green slates, 
And smithy work from the Gort forge, 
Restored this tower for my wife George; 
And may these characters remain 
When all is ruin once again.5 

Indirect references to her occur in "The Gift of 

· Harun Al-Rashid11 , "Two Songs of a Fool 11
, 

11 Towards Break of 

Day", "An Image from a Past Life11 and the t\-10 Solomon and 

1 Comm., p. 224. 

••• 

2cP, p. 202. Cf.: 11 And that was my first news of her that 
now is my delight and comfort." Quoted by Jon Stallworthy, 
Vision and Revision (1969) p. 34. 

3 CP, p. 229. 4Ibid., p. 238. 

5Ibid., Po 214o 



Sheba poems ( 11 Solomon to Sheba" and "Solomon and the \Ali tch".) 

Of these the first mentioned is the most important, the young 

girl of occult wisdom offered as a bridal gift to the elderly 

philosopher Kusta Ben Luka almost certainly representing the 

telepathic Mrs Yeats: 

"But what if I 
Have lit upon a \oJOman v1ho so shares 
Your thirst for those old crabbed mysteries, 
So strains to look beyond our life, an eye 
'l'hat never knew that. strain would scarce seem bright, 
And yet herself can seem youth's very fountain, 
Being all brimmed w.ith life?" 

"vlere it but true 
I would. have found the best that life can give, 
Companionship in those mysterious things 
'I'hat make a man's soul or a womag' s soul 
I tse1f and not some other soul. 11 

Both "An Image from a Past Life" and "Towards Break of 

Day" seem to anticipate this sensitive communion of minds; 7 

for while the former delineates, in l.cmguid neo-Pre-Raphaeli te 

manner, Mrs Yeats's distress at her husband's obsession with 

the Over Shadower or Ideal Form of a previous existence, the 

latter evokes the complementary image of a shared dream. 

Finally, the first of "Two Songs of a Fool 11
, a thin-textured 

wildly inspired poem written between July and September 1918, 8 

depicts her as the "speckled cat" eating and sleeping at the 

poet's hearthstone and totally dependent on him for "learning 

arid defence". 

6 . 
CP, pp. 515-16. 

7Ibid., pp. 200, 208 respectively. 

8 Comm., p. 213. For the poem vide CP, p. 190. 
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APPENDIX 

SUI1MARY OF YEATS w S SCHEHE OF PERSONALITY ACCORDING 
TO HIS LUNAR S'.lHBOLISM 

In terms of Yeats's lunar symbolism, any individual 

could be classified within one of the phases, and any human 

soul passed·through all (but two) of the twenty-eight phases, 

either in a series of incarnations or within a single life-

time. Each phase was determined by the degree of 

11 objectivity11 a.nd 11 subjectivity11 (_Primar_r and ~ntith~tis_al 
- - -

tincture) it containedt the first being totally 11 objective11 

or "solar" (dominated by sun or absence of moon), the 

fifteenth totally 11 subjective11 or 11 lunar11 (dominated by 
-

moor.n, lacking in sun). 'l'he intervening phases were marked 

by a proportional admixture of subjective and objective 

factors, with equal amounts of both at the eighth and 

twenty-second phaseso 
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